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CIIAPTER 6

THE PENINSULAR

From their earliest encounters with the British the NMS Malay rulers resisted what

they saw as encroachments into their domain. While the record does not reveal any strong

overt raayat reaction to British influence there until the formal colonial period the NMS Malay

elite was, well before 1909, in competition with British colonial authority. while British

colonial authorities in the Straits and, from 1874 to the south on the peninsular itself, sought

to protect their economic and strategic interests and particularly trade in and around the

peninsular, they frequently cut across the interests of NMS rulers. The northern states were

not hermeticatty sealed from the south in their economic and social life and their interests

often collided with those of the British seeking to foster the development of production and

trade in the southern and central peninsular states. Thus, while British concerns were

focussed to the south on the peninsular and in the Straits Settlements, conflict came about

with the northern state Malay elites when the British need to foster production and trade in

these areas to the south overlapped the needs of NMS rulers. The pre and post 1909 history of

the period reveals the latter, then, seeking to maintain their power and wealth while becoming

peripherally involved in southern peninsular and Straits affairs.

British Bombardment of Trengganu

The indivisibility of peninsular affairs from the British point of view can be seen in

the way that disturbances focussed in the east coast state of Pahang embroiled the British in a

conflict with the Sultan of Trengganu in the early eighteen sixties. Between 1857 and 1863 the

eastcoaststateofPa}ranglw¿lswrackedbyacivilwarwhichthreatenedtheeconomyofthat

state and, more to the point in terms of the response it invoked from British auttrority in the

Straits, the economic interests of Straits merchants relying heavily on Pahang production and

trade for their income.(r) The civil wa¡ centred around a succession dispute triggered when
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the Bendaha¡a of Trengganu died in 1857 and his eldest son was installed as the new

Bendahara.('z) Civil unrest broke out in the state when Inchi Wan Ahmad, the younger son of

the deceased Bendaha¡a, sought to oust his elder brother and to establish himself as the ruler

of Trengganu by force.(3) The dispute did not remain, as the Straits government had hoped, a

localized one, and outside interest groups aligned themselves with, and actively sought to

support, one or other of the contenders. The Temenggong of Johore and a gloup of merchants

in Singapore led by William Paterson and H.M. Simons backed the Bendahara while the

Sultan of Trengganu supported, or appeared to support, Wan Ahmad.(4)

Wan Ahmad conducted raids within Patrang and, because this seriously threatened

production and trade and the wealth drawn from these by the merchant backers of the

Bendatrara the latter made representations to the Straits government to intervene in the dispute

on their behalf.(s) Certainly the Straits government was mindful of the need for the

maintenance of stability in Pahang - a stability necessary for the prospering of production and

2 Turnbull, "Origins", p.175.

Elgin, Kingardine and others to 'Wood, 
8 Decembet,1862. CO273l5

Tumbull gives the year of the Bendahara's death as 1857.

3 The spelling of the n¿lme of the rebel son varies in the sowces being written variously as

',ttrmad' iã fu.ñU"ll an¿ ',tma¿' and 'Ahmet' in tl es. For example, the. name

ù;earr ;lerr-éd i" the Elg above and 'Ahmed' in
Ó-í"ãnugtt to Secretary to the- CO273l5'

For the sake of convenience I have chosen to use Turnbull's spelling in the text of my

thesis except where quoting directly from the sources.

a See below.

Turnbull points out that by the e of the nineteenth century 'Er:r

Si"ËãpõiöU"gan to scheme aE? qe another to acquire a sha¡e in of
iortõiä - and iô u tæt.iã*t.ttt"Þutt*g'. of two cliqueì of merchants s the

ó; bd by Þatterson and Simons, ttirn¡utt points out, that supported the.BendahaÍa as an

i"t¿úig."t ruler likely to developa prosperous state and 'to co-operate with European

merchants.'

Turnbull, "Origins", pl7 l.

s Ibid., pl76
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trade, especially British trade. Bhurdell, the lndian Govemor of the Straits Settlements who

received the first appeal from the merchants for help, believed horúever that the Bendatrara

would prevail in offrce against the attack by his own devices and therefore refrained from

offering British help to the Bendatrara and opted instead for moves to deprive both V/an

Ahmad and the Bendahara of outside help.(ó) Blundell's successor, Colonel Cavenagh,

initially followed suit with a non-interventionist approach to the dispute.(i) For a while this

policy seemed to work. Wan Ahmad was defeated in his initial attempt to oust his brother and

Pahang trade was restored for a short time as a result.(8) The situation, however, became

unstable agarnwhen Wan Ahmad,after his initial defeat, took refuge in Trengganu and from

there continued to wage war on the Bendatrara. The Trengganu Sultan assisted in this by

imposing a blockade of rice and other supplies from Trengganu to Pahang.(e) The situation

was filrther complicated when Mahmud, the Ex-sultan of Singga, joined Wan Ahmad in

Trengganu.lto) Mahmud had previously spent time in Bangkok and his a:rival in the state

seemed to indicate Siamese support for the Pahang rebel.(tr)

Tension developed between the Straits government and Trengganu when Cavenagh

came under pressure to take decisive action to dislodge Mahmud from Trengganu.(t2) Egged

on by Patterson and by the Singapore Chamber of Commerce, and convinced by their claim of

a strong continued threat to Pahang production and trade posed by Trengganu support for the

Patrang rebels, the Straits government resolved to take decisive action against the Trengganu

6lbid., pr76.

7lbid.

8lbid.

e See below

to Turnbull, "Origins", p. 178.

tllbid.

t'Ibid., ppl75-179
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Sultan.(r3¡

Late in October 1862 the Chamber of Commerce in Singapore communicated its

urgent concerns over the situation in Pahang to the Straits government.ll4¡ ln this

correspondence the chamber drew attention to Wan Ahmad's attacks in Pahang over a five

year period at the instigation of the Ex-Sultan of Lingga and with the aid of 'persons from

Trengganu'.(t5) The correspondence specifically accused the Trengganu ruler of complicity in

the attacks. The Chamber went on to report that, in addition to the attacks, the Trengganu

Sultan was, 'from his relationship to the Ex-Sultan of Lingga...taking active measures'to

support V/an Ahmad by prohibiting'the importation of rice from his territories into Pahang

under severe penalties'and 'according to the statement of the Nacodah of a Singapore Cargo-

boat, which lately visited Quantan'blockading the Quantan river using'armed boats from

Kamaman in Tringanu'.(tu) The Chamber went on to stress that this state of a.ffiairs had caused

a cessation of tin mining in Pahang, a severe rice shortage which threatened famine in the

state, and that the very substantial property holdings of Singapore merchants involved in the

St¿te's tin trade was in jeopardy and that, as the approaching monsoon would soon close off

access to rivers on the east coast, that'no time should be lost in sending a vessel of War to

t3 lbid., p179

t4 Logan to Protheroe, 3l October,1862- CO273l6-

rs lbid.

tu lbid.

for a small boat and $1000 for a large one.

Deposition of Inchi Aming, Nacodah of a Singapore Tong-Rong. CO27316.
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Tringganu' with a view to forcibly removing the Ex-sultan and Wan Ahmad from

Trengganu.(r7) Cavenagh, convinced by these representations by the Chamber of commerce,

reported to his superiors in the India Offrce that'active steps'on his part'had become

essential for the due protection of British interests'.(r8) Accordingly on 3 November,1862

Lieutenant - Colonel R. Macpherson, the Secretary to the Government in the Straits

Settlements, made a request of the Senior Naval Officer in the Straits of Malacca, Captain

John Corbett. He requested:

the favour of [his] visiting with the Force under [his] comman!.the Eastern Coast of
the Peninsular-, añd, afteriaising the blockade of the Quantan River, pr_o_ceeding to
Tringanu for the purpose of requiring the surrender of the Ex-Sultan of.Singa, with
the v-iew of his Uêin! conveyed backlo Siam, and the immediate adoplion 911he pqrt
of the sultan of Trinþanu ofsuitable measures for necessitating the early withdrawal
of Trehi Wan Ahmeã from Patrang.(te)

This naval force was duly dispatched for Trengganu on 6 November in the same

year.(') That force consisted of HMS Scout, HMS Coquette and the Straits Steam Gun Boat

Tor:r:e,all under the sea command of Captain Corbett, the Senior Naval Officer. On a:rival

offthe Trengganu Shore this force established that the blockading Trengganu vessels were no

longer present in Quantan but had returned to Kamaman.(2t) Negotiations were commenced

between Macpherson and the Trengganu ruler around the attainment of the British

objectives.(tt) kt the cowse of these negotiations the Sultan resisted the removal of his two

guests on what seemed, to Macpherson, tenuous and inconsistent grounds.(23) These

t7 Logan to Protheroe, 31 October,1862. CO273l6-

ts Cavenagh to Secretary to the Government of India, 11 Novembet,1862. CO27316.

le Macpherson to the Senior Naval Officer Straits of Malacc4 3 November,1862-
co27316.

20 Macpherson to Deputy Secretary to Govemment, Straits Settlements, l7 November,
1862. CO27316.

2t Ibid.

22 lbid.

offered by the Sultan for non comPli
d \ryas an inability to do so without the
S had, 'from generation to generation"
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negotiations broke down and the British vessels proceeded to carry out'the coercive measures'

deemed necessary to force the Sultan's hand.(24)

On 1l November Corbett communicated with the Sultan of Tringanu:

'The Senior Naval Offrcer regrets that negotiati
placed in his
nothing to do- Sho at

he is following immediately, the English Men-of-war will move closer in, and cornmence
hostilities agalnst the Towi and Fort of Tringanu.(25)

The Sultan did not respond in the way the British wanted to this demand and the British

vessels accordingly bombarded the area in and around the sultan's fort from their off-shore

position. In the event the firing was, by Corbett's account, somewhat inaccurate due to the

unfavourable frring conditions existing at the time.(26) According to Corbett the firing was

initiated and sustained because the Sultan was unwilling to conduct serious deliberations and

was stalling for a time when a British assault would become diffrcult due to the seasonal

and control of Siam.

Sultan of Tringanu to Macpherson, 18 November , 1862. CO. 27316-

Macpherson was, in the negotiations, extremely sceptical of this claim:

'I reminded him how much at varian

Colonel R. Macpherson Esq., Resident Councillor at-singap-ore, to Deputy Secretary to

Govemment, Stiaits Settlements, 17 November, 1862. CO.27316

As we have seen in Chapter 2 and 3 above there is agreement within the scholarship

that Trengganu exercised consideráble independence from siam.

24 Corbett to the Governor of Singapore, 14 November,1862. CO.27316.

2s Corbett to the Sultan of Tringanu, l1 Novembet,1862. CO.27316.

26Ibid.

JJJ
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conditions prevailing af thattime of the year.(")

Clearly the Straits government had employed a strategy of aggressive gun boat

diplomacy in its dealings with Trengganu on the Patrang issue. The bombardment was seen as

unnecessarily heavy handed not only by the India Offrce but politicians in the House of

Commons as well.(28) While Corbett, in his account of the action, was at pains to stress the

'very mild nature'of the bombardment, there is no mistaking the aggtessive and destructive

nature of the naval action as recounted in the Colonial Offrce record of the event.(2e) Perhaps

there was a discrepancy between intention and effect on the part of the British Government in

the Straits for, while Corbett reported that his intention was to carry out his instructions 'to the

letter'while at the same time inflicting'as little damage as possible on private property', he

also made it clea¡ in his report that, while two of the British vessels opened a slow and

deliberate fire on the fort, this was done so at long range - 'over 2000 yards' - and against'the

excessive rolling motion caused by the swell off the bar'- difFrculties which made it

impossible to confine the fire to the fort itself.(3o; Certainly the Sultan subsequently

complained on behalf of his subjects that Macpherson had broken offnegotiations

prematurely to fire indiscriminately on the town:'...our friend fired on our town, our families

and all the subjects within our country felt much afrudand ran away in every direction to save

their lives.'(3l) Material damage sustained during the bombardment was substantial and valued

27Ibid.

off-shore
vessels to
self

becomes impassable'.

Ibid.

'8 Turnbull, "Origins", p. 179

2e Corbett to the Governor of Singapore,14 November, 1862. CO 27316-

3o Ibid.

3l Sultan of Tringanu to Macpherson, 17 November , 1862. CO27316.
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by the Sultan in 1869 at $80,000.(32)

The Straits Government certainly achieved its immediate aims with the

bombardment. The shelling caused Matrmud to flee into the state's interior.(33) Early in

December Cavenagh reported on the consequences of the attack to his superiors in the India

Offrce: 'The last accounts from Patrang lead me to believe that the proceedings taken at

Tringganu have not been without a beneficial effect, it being reported that Inchi Wan Ahmed

has retreated for a distance of about ten miles from his former position, and that his supply of

ammunition is failing'.134¡ The Straits Government had, with an eye to the future, wished to

teach the Trengganu Sultan a lesson. After the bombardment Macpherson corresponded with

the Sultan extending the hand of British friendship but with a proviso. Addressing the Sultan

in the third person he struck a note of warning: '...but in the event of his persisting in

following the course he has hitherto pursued, he must be prepared to abide by the

consequences. The British Government desires peace and tranquillity throughout the

peninsular, and it will cause its wishes to be respect.'(tt) Whether or not the Sultan was really

cowed by the bombardment he was, shortly after the event, certainly adopting the submissive

stance that the British wanted to see in him. Shortly after the attack the Sultan wrote to

Macpherson: 'Long ago we were aware that we have not the power to resist the British

Govemment, and we have no intention to oppose the British Govemment'.(3ó)

32 Hammond to The Under Secretary of State, Colonial Offtce, November 6, 1869

co273134.

33 Turnbuil, "Origins", p. 179.

Sultan of Tringanu to Macpherson, 17 November,1862. CO27316.

3a Cavenagh to the Secretary to the Government of lndia, Foreign Department, 14

December, t862. CO273l 6.

3s Macpherson to the sultan of Tringanu, 22 Novembet,1862. CO273l6-

36 Sultan of Tringanu to Macpherson, 17 November,1862. CO27316.

Throughout the negotiations the Sultan had-adopted the same sort of submissive tone. On one

;;;riä;io. 
"**t!iålt¡á-S"ti*-, 

having pleadèd the impossibility of handing over Matrmud

335
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In the longer term, however, the Straits Government was unsuccessful in achieving

the results it wanted in Patrang. Wan Ahmad was subsequently successful in his bid to topple

his brother and was, by 1864, secure as the ruler of the state.(37) Neither did the bombardment

have the effect, as rwe shall see in more detail below, of making the Trengganu elite easily

submissive to British objectives as the latter sought to expand their influence northwards on

the peninsular early in the following cenflry.

Clearty the attack might have ruptured the stable relations that the British had, and

wanted to maintain, between themselves and Trengganu. No such rupturing seems to have

occurred however and in 1869 the Sultan of Trengganu's envoy was in England seeking an

audience with White Hatl offrcials on various matters affecting the welfare of his state.(38)

The subject of the bombardment was raised by the envoy but not, apparentþ, with any

hostilþ and without seeking retibution in the form of direct compensation for material

damage caused during the bombardment.(3e) In the long run however the bombardment must

as the British Government in the Straits wished, concluded with the statement: 'We hope that

our friend will immeãiately give us instructionsthat we may act as our füend may order us.'

Sultan of Tringanu to Macpherson, l1 November 1862. CO.27316.

The effr¡sive, accommodating tone of the l7 November conespondence is not therefore

;äält áhlg"i¿ãìã t¡e Sultan's intentions and feelings towards the British immediatelv

after the attack.

37 Turnbull, "Origins", P. 180.

3s Hammond to the Under Secretary of State for the Colonial Offrce[?], November 6, 1869

co273134.

3e The issue of the bombardment had been he subject o-f conespond9ngg 
-b^etween 

the

coloniJó-frtce, the Indian Government and the Siamese Government in 1862 and 1863'

rbid.

er

received from the India OfFrce.'

CC to Sir F. Rogers, 17 November, 1869[?]. Paper labelled '12733 Straits Settlements [?]'

co273134.

visit seems to indicate that its
his envoy, was making a direct
the Straiis Govemment and that

The Foreign Office correspo-ndence qenned early in the

offrcials were diöoncerted by thê fact that the Sultan, througþ

;rñ;;h i; tfrã griiirÌt monarch rather than operating through
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have helped to make the Trengganu elite wary of British intentions and behaviour on the

peninsular and in this way contributed to the tensions between the two evident in the formal

colonial period. Cavenagh's bombardment of the Sultan's fort and the 'great confusion and

disturbance'caused thereby was in 1909 well within living memory and may well have helped

stiffen the resolve of the Trengganu ruling class to hold out for as long as possible to secwe

their interests against British incursion into their domain'(4O)

What were the Sultan's motives in assisting Mahmud and Wan Ahmad? Clearly the

Sultan's motives and behaviour played an important part in the intrigue surrorurding the

pahang Civil Wa¡ though precisely what his motives were is not clear from the British

colonial record of those events. Indeed, the Straits Govemment itself does not seem to have

had a clear idea of why the Sultan was acting as he did to frustrate a British resolution of the

patrang conflict and the tone of much of their correspondence on the subject is speculative'

Late in October 1862 Cavenagh, for example, was unsure whether the Trengganu Sultan was

covefly affording support to Wan Ahmad or \ilas 'guilty of gross neglect of his duty as the

Ruler of a friendly counûry, in allowing that chief to make his territories the basis upon which

they were confused as to the purpose of the envoys visit'

rbid.

f Pahang.

Colonial Offrce correspondence addressed to Govemor Sh H' Ord[?] 19 November' 1869

co273134.

The signature to the correspondence is indecipherable to me.- It may.be.that the topic of the

bombardment was ,¿i5gd\futr a view to prérJ*ing the British to assist in the retum of these

islands

40 The phrase used by the Sultan of Trengganu to describe the effect of the bombardment'

Sultan of Trengganu to Macpherson, 17 November , 1862' CO273l6'
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his operations against Pahang'were being conducted.l4t¡ Certainly the British suspected that

the sultan wrÌs an instrument for Siamese aims to weaken British influence on the peninsular

and to strengthen their own and the bombardment of Trengganu was intended by the Straits

Government in part as a deterrent to Siamese ambitions on the peninsular.l42¡ While the

Straits Government was unsympathetic to the sultan's claim during the negotiations leading up

to the bombardment that he had no choice but to actatthe direction of Bangkok because his

state was under the domination of Siam we can not rule out the possibility that the Sultan was,

in this instance, under some coercive pressure, at least from Matrmud if not directly from

Bangkok to resist the British demands. It is possible that, at the time of the negotiations at

least, the sultan was, ¿rs he claimed at the time, genuinely caught between British pressure to

hand over Matrmud and a fear of inevitable physical conflict that would result if he were to

attempt to force Matrmud from his state.(43) In the period leading up to the bombardment

there is a possibility that the Sultån had succumbed to moral pressure to support Mahmud and

that this partly explains his involvement in the Patrang Civil War. The Straits Government

took the view that it was the familiat link between the Sultan and Mahmud that accounted for

the Sultan having 'been prevailed upon to take active measures' in support of the rebels in the

ar Cavenagh to Her Britannic Majesty's Consul, nágkok, 29 October, 1862- CO273l6

42 Turnbull, "Origins", P. 179 -

cavenagh to Her Britannic Majesty's consult [consul?] at Bangkok, 4 November,7862.
co27316.

Cavenagh to the Secretary of the Government of India Foreign Deparfinent, 24 November,

1862. CO27316.

a3 At ttre time the Sultan pleaded with the Strait's Government in these terms: '-..we have

tried, as have also our countrymen, to our utm
suppose we now
ooãsnea¡ and the Tt:
friend; as in our ls

cerüain there will be loss Ot"óãitté¿), as he (the Ex-Sultan) has about 30 followers.'

Sultan of Tringanu to Macpherson l0 November,1862. CO27316.

ate a

Part
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Pahang Civil S/ar.(4)

There is the possibilþ, too, that it was a succession dispute within Trengganu that

helped force the Sultan to actively support Matrmud and Wan Ahmad.(at) Ironically, in the

year before the bombardment, the British had sought to forestall any attempt by the Siamese to

depose the Trengganu Sultan. The Straits Government suspected that there \ryas an intention

on the part of 'the Kings of Siam', to replace the Sultan of Trengganu with Mahmud.(46) The

suspicion within British Govemment circles in the Staits at the time was that the 'Kings of

Siam' and the Sultan of Trengganu had falten out with one another because the Sultan

'obstinately refuse[d] to appear before the kings'and that it was this which had led the

Siamese rulers to form the intention of dispossess[ing] the Sultan of Trengganu of his fief.'(47)

If these suspicions were conect the Sultan of Trengganu was under some pressure from the

4 The precise relation between the two is not accounted for consistently in the sources.

Some correspondence describes Matrmud as the Sultan's nephew.

Logan to Protheroe, 31 Octobe41862. CO27316.

Chow Phya Argga Maha Sena Dhipate Aphaij Berig_Para Krom Batru Samulia Phra

Culuho-é, to Ëñya Brjay Bhahendi Naundr nnactyßri Sgttan Manomed ratne Raj Patendr

Surmdr Rawnoarigsah Phya Tringanu, 25 September 1862. CO27316.

Cavenagh, however, in 1861, described Mahmud as the Sultan's son-in-law.

Cavenagh to the Secretary to Govemment of lndia, Foreign Depar[nent, 1 9 July, I 861 '
co273ls.

Cavenagh to the Sultan of Tringanu. No date. CO273l5-

Cavenagh to Her Brita¡¡ric Majesty's Consul at Bangkok, 18 July 186l- CO273l5-

n

Hammond to the Under Secretary of State, Colonial Offrce[?], November 6, 1869. CO273134.

a6 Cavenagh to ttre Secretary of the Govemment of lndia 19 July, 1861. CO27315.

a7 Netscher to the Governor of Prince of Wales Island, 16 July, 1861. CO273l5- Tense

altered throughout.
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Siamese; it is possible that by 1862 this pressure was being applied to the Sultan with a view

to compelling him to play apútin effecting Siamese designs in the Pahang Civil War.

Perhaps the Sultan was forced to support Mahmud and Wan Ahmad with the threat ttrat he

would be deposed if he did not. Certainly it is difficult to see that the Sultan had a direct

personal stake in the outcome of the Pahang Civil War and the possibility that he was acting

under Siamese compulsion seems a strong one. On this interpretation of events the Sultan of

Trengganu was an unwilling victim caught between Siamese and British ambitions on the

peninsular.

'Whether the Sultan of Trengganu \ryas a willing or unwilling participant in Siamese

designs in Pahang did not matter to the Staits Government when they chose to curb Siamese

arnbitions and to deter Trengganu from any further action frustrating British trade on the

peninsular with an attack on Trengganu. The bombardment was a clea¡ illustation of the

determination of the Straits govemment to protect British trading interests on the peninsular

and of the way in which this frequently brought them into cont¿ct - often contentious contact -

with Siam and the Siamese Malay States well before 1909 even though their major economic

concerns were focussed to the south on the peninsular. White colonial administrators in

Whitehatl rü,/ere wary of too direct an intervention in peninsular affairs the men-on-the spot in

the Straits Government showed themselves willing to press their interests by involving

themselves strongly in local affairs, including those in the north, where they considered this

necessary for the protection of local British economic and süategic interests. In the late

nineteenth century the Staits Government was, as peninsular trade burgeoned and the British

stake in that trade increased, monitoring events in all the peninsular states and vigilant in

locating and taking active steps to remedy, obstacles to British and other trade in the Straits.

When the suspicion \üas raised that the Siamese intended to depose the sultan of Trengganu,

for example, Cavenagh feared that the Sultån would not 'yield his post without a struggle' and

that'the whole country would in all probability be soon involved in a civil war to the utter

prostration' of British trade in the Straits.(a8) Accordingly he dispatched 'the Steamer Hooghly

a8 Cavenagh to the Secretary of the Govemment of India" l9 July, 1861. CO273l5'

cern that anY dePosition of the
in Tringanu, thus causing
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to Tringanu ostensibly for the purpose of warning the sultan against allowing Inchi Wan

Ahmed to reorganize his Force within his territories, but in reality with the view of watching

the proceedings of the small Siamese fleet of steamers [then] on its way to Singapore.'(ae)

This was a more routine instance of the Straits Government taking active steps to ensure the

security of their economic interests on the peninsular. The bombardment of Trengganu was

on the other hand extraordinary in that saw the Staits Government to use physical force in

order to have its waY.

ln general the Straits Govemment sought to protect its interests without direct and

violent intervention in this way. It only took such drastic meas'res because circumstances -

the pressure from the Singapore merchants and the unfavourable seasonable conditions -

forced its hand. Still, in the late nineteenth century, as we have seen' the sort of detached

control of peninsular affairs in the protection of trade that Whitehall wanted' and the Straits

Govemment, with increasing reluctance, was seeking to implement, became progressively

more difficult. while, at the behest of the whitehalt mandarins in the colonial offrce' the

Straits government sought to maintain stable and friendly relations with NMS rulers those

relations were, in the closing decades of the nineteenth century, becoming increasingly

strained as the British desire to protect expanding trade developing in the north' but focussed

in the main to the south on the peninsular, caused the British to rub up against elite interests in

the northern states.

Kedah and Kelantan: Trade Dispute

In the same decade the straits Govemment quarrelled with both Kedah and Kelantan

over the imposition by those two states of trade tÐ(es - tæres which were seen by the British

government in the Staits as having an inhibiting effect on British trade' In 1866 colonel H

Man, Resident cowrcillor in Penang, wrote to the Raja of Kedatr:'I have been desired by His

Honow the Governor to bring to my friend's notice that complaints have been made of the

Cavenagh to Her Britannic Majesty's Consul at Bangkok, 18 July, 1861' CO273l5'

4e Ibid. Tense altered.
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levy by my friend's offrcers of an export duty on cattle, rice, paddy, [etc]'' Colonel Man then

pointed out in his correspondence that the tæ( was in violation of a treaty between Britain and

Kedah and continued:'I must request my friend to give orders to his officers at once to stop

this practice, which has an injr:rious effect on the tade between Penang and Quedah.'(s0)

A similar circumstance pertained in the year before when the Chamber of Commerce

in Singapore conesponded with the Straits Government complaining that the Raja of Kelantan

had recently established a'monopoly or farm' on'cotton yarn or twist imported into his

dominions' and that 'native traders' dealing in the commodþ 'anticipate[d] a very great

falling off in the trade in this article and [were] aûaid to buy it for export to that place'.(sl)

The Chamber sought to solicit the help of the Straits Govemment into 'taking such steps as

may appeæ necessary under the circumstances'.(s2) The Chamber's complaint was backed up

by depositions from three Chinese traders. One of these described the way in which

monopoly operated and how it was affecting the merchants involved in these terms:

The Rajah of Kelantan about a month
trade to the Chinese captain for 5 or 6
article are compelled to sell it to h
even lower than the a¡ticle can be
p.ópt. of ttt" country at a [atge profit'(53)

The Straits Government accepted the Chamber's statement on the monopoly as correct on the

basis of the depositions and referred the matter on to superiors in the Government of lndia as a

matter requiring attention since the monopoly was operating 'to the detriment' of British trade

with Kelantan.(s4)

50 Colonel H. Man, Resident Councillor, to the Raja of Queda" 30 July, 1866. CO273l5

5r Legan, Secretary to the Chamber of Commerce, to Mac herson, Singapore,14 March,

1865. õOilEtts. Tênse altered throughout.

s2Ibid.

of of
a

5a Secretary to the Government of the Straits Settlement, to the Secretary to the

Govemment óf fo¿ia" 1 1 April, 1865. CO273ll5'

This correspondence canvalsed two possible courses ofaction - an approach for redress direct

to Siam and, in tfr. ãfi"*"ãuð;* i"íti"t àpftou"tt to Kelantan - depending on whether
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In 1867 the Straits govemment was still seeking redress of its trade problem with

Kelantan. In that year, the British Governor in the Straits, Sir Harry Ord, complained of

discourtesy on the part of the Kelantan ruler in the latter's response to British attempts to

restore the 'very large and important' trade between the Straits Settlements and Kelantan.(")

Referring to previous and contemporary complaints raised by the Chamber of Commerce, and

earlier correspondence protecting the monopoly forwarded to the Sultan from the Straits

government, Ord accused the Sultan in formal, polite and diplomatic language of not only

failing to remove the cotton yarn monopoly, but establishing a monopoly on tobacco, opium,

gambier'(for eating)'coconut and betel nut as well.(56) This 'system of monopoly', Ord

pointed out to the Raj4 was 'in the long run ruinous to trade' in that it prevented merchants

'sending their goods where they have not got a free market.'(s7)

We can see, then, that in the 1860s ttrere were clearly strong tensions between the

Siamese Malay States and the Straits Government. Disputes between British officialdom in

the Straits ¿¡ose especially where the latter felt it necessafy to take active steps to protect

production and trade in the area. The Straits govemment, while mainly concemed with the

maintenance of production and trade in the southem and central peninsular states, clearly had

a strong secondary interest in assisting the maintenance of production, and trade with, the

Siamese Malay States as well. It was especially in the protection of British economic interests

in both the northern and southem peninsula¡ states that British officials in the Straits came

into contact \¡¡ith the north and which was the cause of considerable tension between these

Kelantan was to be considered,'a Siamese province' or not. The corres^p-onfence indicates

,õãõ 
"òrrr"sion 

in tht-ñd olBritirh straits authority on the status of Kelantan in relation to

Siam.

s5 Ord to Her Britanic Majesty's Acting Cowrcil [Consul?], 19 Novembet,1867
co273ll7.

Ord to the Rajah of Kelantan,22 Octobet,1867. CO273|I7.

56lbid.

s7 Ibid
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ofFrcials and NMS rulers.

The need to keep the Siamese Malay States atbay in this regard is a recuring

theme in the correspondence of the time. The record also reveals that British government

Straits offrcials were unsure of the precise relationship between the Siamese Malay States and

Siam proper and were consequently unswe of the extent to which the Malay rulers were being

fractious in their own right and to what extent they behaved in this way towards British

oftrcials at the instigation of Siam. So, without interfering in peninsular affairs too directly

they nonetheless exercised a firm hand to the general effect of conveying the message to both

the Siamese and the Malay states under their dominion that they would stand no nonsense

when British economic interests were threatened. Thus, when Cavenagh ordered the use of

naval force against the Sultan of Trengganu as his part in the Pahang Civil War he did so very

muçh with an eye to making an example of Trengganu to Siam and the other Malay States

under its suzerainty. Shortly after the bombardment of the Sultan of Trengganu's fort'

Cavenagh wrote, referring to the bombardment:

...I have little doubt that the measure will have a beneficial effect throughout the

peninsular, more especially a4o48
influence of the Cor¡rt at Bangkok,
the visit of the Siamese Squadron I
towards the British Govemment, an
injury has been sustained by its subj

ss Cavenagh to the Secretary of the Government of India" 24 November,1862- CO273l6'

ln similar vein, the Straits government was relieved when the Siamese

government-agre.¿ to *rìit in *re r"ro'íotiott of the trade difference between Britain and

Rif*t* initiãted *ñ* ttr.latter imposed the monopo_ly o! cotton_y.am. In January 1868

coué"'o' ord wrote 6hi superior i^n ttre colonial O*:#"*'*ffi;'"tå1åflï* l?*"
on ttre monopoly, 'and other matters

Ord to the Duke of Buckingham [and?] Chandos 3 January, 1868' CO2l3lI7 '

se intervention in the trade dispute was, according to

Ord in his one, and likely to have a good effect on the Kelantan

and other

rbid.

Clearly then, the Straits govemÍ ent had a wider concern to hold in rein all the Siamese Malay

ä,äf äff;tãi*fu:- in thé rade monopoly dispute and welcomed siamese cooperation

Refening to British relations with the Siamese Malay rulers, Ord continued:

'ln our dealings with these people their proceedings are of course liable to be

in this.
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Malay Resistance to the Anglo-Siamese Treatv 1909

As was the case with the peripheral involvement of the British in northern

peninsular affairs in the decades leading up to 1909 it was the Malay elite that was clearly

reactive to the British presence in the post 1909 period. The record reveals little if any reaction

to the new British presence at this time at the lower levels of NMS society.(5e) While the

British colonial sources don't tell us much one way or the other on the initial response of the

bulk of the NMS populations to the transfer it seems likely that the position was that there was

no marked response and that it was not r¡ntil the British were able to effect substantial changes

to the internal administration of the four states that the non-Malay elite sections of those state

populations began to register a reaction. From the outset of the transfer of suzerainty over the

foru northern states to Brit¿in in 1909 the British can be seen making diplomatic efforts to

overcome the resistance ofNMS rulers to colonial supremacy. Although in their reports

British offrcials were inclined to down play the degree of resistance encot¡rtered from this

ruling class their anxiety on that score is nonetheless clear.

In Trengganu there was marked hostility to the treaty once ne\l/s of it reached the

state. The plan angered the Sultan who foresaw a marked loss of independence for himself

er

Ibid.

5e In 1907 a British consula¡ official presumably with the impending transfer of suzerainty^

in ,"i"ã, á*pt"5"¿ tttå "i"l that withinkøatt t4e 'trading clasËes andthe more intelligent of
the cultívatôrs would, of cor:rse, welcome British protection''

Frost to Beckett, 6 September,1907. FO 3711332.

There is no evidence offered for this forecast and we need to be wary of its

ponse within the populations of the four states
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and his state and resented what he saw as the high handedness of the Siamese in assuming that

Trengganu was of its possessions to be disposed of as it saw fit.(60) The first British Agent

appointed to Trengganu was W.L. Conlay of the F.M.S. police force.(6t) His brief was to

examine the affairs of the state, to collect information on its administration, and to negotiate

an appropriate treaty for the effective implementation of the wider Anglo Siamese Transfer

agreement in its application to Trengganu.(u') In 1909 Conlay recorded an optimistic view of

the evident strong reservations of the Trengganu Sultan at the imposition of British rule in his

state indicating that these reservations were merely a matter of decorum for the ruler and

therefore not to be taken too seriously by the British.(63) In that year, Conlay wrote to the

High Commissioner, Sir John Anderson:

The Sultan's willingness to accept
does not, I think indicate an intentio
out for the benefit of His Highness
characteristic manifestation of the e
deem to be decorum in matters of St
independence maintained so long

However, elsewhere in the ofFrcial correspondence of that year we can see that the

Sultan's attitude to the transfer was more strongly problematic for the British than this and

60 Talib describes an incident in which the Sultan in reaction to the news of the. plan. 
.

"rrguged 
i" ããiã¿";t"mitñ;i*pU"átio"s of the agreement while in a conversation with a

merchant.

Talib,Imase, p. 178.

Talib deals with the initial hostility of the Sultan to the transfer and the British reaction to this

on pages at some length in his thesis.

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", pp374-380-

The subject occupies several pages ofthe book'

Talib,Imase, pp. 178 - 180.

61 lbid., p 179.

62 Ibid.

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p-375

63 Ibid., p. 376.

uo conlay to High commissioner 14 July, 1909, p.3. CO7231350 p-54.
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went well beyond a matter of decorum in consultation over the transfer'

Talib points out in his thesis on the Trengganu Malay ruling class that the British

had expected, and were prepared for, the Sultan's sensitive reaction to the treaty and that they

were prepæed to bide their time in tactfully going about bringing the Sultan round to their way

of thinking on the new arangement.(65) The British clearly knew that they would not draw

Trengganu, or for that matter the other Siamese Malay states covered by the 1909 treaty, into

the expanded colonial state easily and from the outset trod very warily in their dealings with

the Trengganu Sultan and other Malay rulers in the north. Thus, when the Sultan of

Trengganu appeared to indicate a softening in his attitude toward the British dwing the treaty

negotiations and offered a gift to the British government it was felt within British circles that

the gift ought to be accepted for diplomatic reasons. In the words of one official:

to refuse. We exPected trouble from
handed over to us without his consent.
m and poli
way in wh

Sir J. Anderson and Mr. ConlaY. We s
disturbing this-pleasant state of affairs.
very touchy.(óó)

ln the same despatch another correspondent urged acceptance of the gift on the grounds that

the 'position of Trengganu'was of particular importance in that if that state '[made] trouble'

for the British Government 'the other new states [might have done] likewise''(67) In May of

the same year Anderson reported that the Sultan of Trengganu, in an interview with him, took

the view that Siam lacked the authority to transfer his state to Britain - 'that he [ie the Sultan]

could not understand how Siam could transfer to Britain what it never possessed.'(68) In the

6s Robert(Talib), "Malay Ruling Class" p.376.

66 RGS to Cox, 19 August, 1909. CO7231350

67 JR to Stubbs, 19 August, lg0g, co2731350. Tense altered throughout.

6t High Commissioner Sir J Anderson to the Earl of Crewe, May 27,1909. CO2731350'

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", pp375.

Robert discusses the interview on page 374 and 375 of his thesis-
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same interview, in response to this attitude on the part of the Sultan, Anderson was clearly at

pains to minimize the intended British influence on the state. It is clear from Anderson's

account of the interview that he, Anderson, adopted a tone of gentle persuasion in his

approach to the Sultan. Anderson told of offering a guarantee of independence for the

Trengganu ruler in matters of intemal administration in return for his cooperation in achieving

the main British objectives in the state.(6e)

ln Kelantan, too, the record clearly shows the British deferring to Malay ruling

class sensitivity at the British take over. There was in Kelantan mixed reaction to the transfer

in that state, as Satleh points out, with one section of the Malay ruling elite resisting the

transfer more strongly than others within the same elite. A minority goup consisting of 'the

uncles of the Raja and some other interested parties in the state' were against the transfer and

were responsible for petitions opposing it.(?) While the Raja, according to Salleh, refused to

become active in this protest, it is nonetheless clea¡ from the official correspondence of the

time that the Raja was not wholly acquiescent in his attitude to the transfer and the British

clearly felt the need to be diplomatic in their dealings with him in 1909.(?t) Thus, when the

un 'I then informed him that there was no nt to

interfere with the internal administration of

should hold no communications with foreign
and, secondly, that no transfers of land

foreígners, rryithout the consent of the High

Commissioner'.

Anderson to the Earl of Crewe,21 May, 1909 ' CO2731350'

See also Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p374'

to Salleh, "Kelantan in Transition", in Roff (ed), Kelantan, p56.

Salleh does not identifu the 'other interested parties'. Salleh points out that a petition prqy^irlg

that the State of Ket,,it*-î.;;ñññ;ftã grit¡n had bèen presented to the King of siam

in May 1908, by the Kelantan Government''

Ibid., p55.

prefened British rule'.
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Raja indicated that he was 'anxious to have his own head placed on his stamps'he received

offrcial approval of his request from the British, not so much because they saw any intrinsic

merit in the proposal but because they wanted to encowage the Kelantan ruler (and those in

the other newly acquired northern states) to accept the transfer.172¡ Thus approval for the

Raja s request was recoÍrmended on the grounds that it would 'serve to smooth [his] slightly

ruffled feelings and that it [couldn't] do any harm' though with the slight reservation that the

other NMS rulers would want to do the same; it was thought that it would 'serve to soothe

him [ie the Raja] by letting him have this trivial pleaswe' and thus assist in the attainment of

British objectives in'the somewhat delicate affair of the transfer.'(73) Although the stamps

issue was relatively unimportant in itself the attention given to it by British ofFrcials does

illustrate well the extreme sensitivity of the transfer with alt the NMS rulers. ln the words of

one colonial offrcial:'It appears to me a question of getting the Malay rulers to accept the fdt

accompli [ie the transfer] with the minimum friction: hence the postage stamp proposal

becomes important.'(74)

Kedah and Perlis

In Kedatr, too, the transfer was effected by the British against considerable

Ibid., p56.

It is clear from the primary sources that sgcþ a preference would o-4V ttu;yt been exercised as

itt" t"gér of ¡wo 
"r,'ils 

- a iroint that Salleh doeinot make clear in his writing.

t2 J.R. to Mr. [Tidds?], 31 August, 1909. co2731350-

in

attached great imPortance'.

Anderson to Crewe, 2 August, 1909. CO2731350'

t3 JR to Mr [tidds?] 3l August, 1909. CO2731350. Tense altered.

R.G.S. to Mr. Collins,3 September, 1909. CO2731350'

74 JRto Mr [Tidds?],31 August, 1909. CO2731350'
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resistance from within the local elite. While the Annual Report for Kedah for 1909 indicates

that the transfer of that state went smoothly it does hint, in euphemistic terms, at the

underlying tensions which were clearly present between British and local Malay authority in

the state in the year or so leading up to the transfer and which clearly threatened to disrupt the

transition to a British supervision of the affairs of that state'

It \¡/ill be remembered from chapter 4 above that in 1907 the British and local

Kedah elite were in conflict over the extent of the powers of the Financial Advisor operating

in the state under the provisions of the Siamese loan agreement. In that year the Kedatr ruler

was complaining that the Siamese Financial Advisor at the time, a British national named Mr.

Hart, held a brief from Siamese authority to advise on matters of finance only and that he'

Hart, was operating beyond this brief and in effect usurping functions properþ belonging with

the Malay rulers of the state. The background to this dispute seems to have been a general

disinclination on the part of at least some Kedatr Malays to countenance outside interference

from the British or Siamese in the running of the state. ln 1907, for example, when the Anglo

Siamese Treaty that was to be given effect in 1909 was being drafted, Meadows Frost, a

British consular offrcial based in Kedah, wrote to Beckett, the consular offrcial based in

Bangkok, describing the relations between British personnel and Kedah Malays in the

state:'There has been a strong anti-foreign feeling in Kedah ever since the Raja Muda's death

and the bearing of some of the Malays towards the European officers is altogether most

insolent.'(7s¡ In the s¿rme correspondence Frost expressed the view that this anti European

reaction within the Kedah Malay community was not specifically directed at the British within

the state in particular, but was rather a'anti-foreign influence, whether Siamese or British'

among 'the higher classes'of Kedatr Malays.(76)

While in this correspondence Frost seemed to be saying that the hostility of the

Kedah elite Malays was focussed more on the Siamese than on the British ('...the longer I am

here the clea¡er I see the dislike and fear they really have of the Siamese') in other

correspondence Frost made it clear that there was nonetheless serious friction between

75 Frost to Becket 6 September, t907. FO.3711332'

76 lbid.
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E¡ropean offrcials and Kedah ruling class Malays in that year. Specifically, Frost made

reference to Malays in the state's Public'Works Department'who formerþ wæred fat on

letting contracts, and [who had] lost considerably through the appointment of a European

engineer.'(7t) And in more general terms:'Since the Raja Muda's death, the anti-European

spirit of the officials, especially of the smaller fry and of the Sultan's favourites, has been very

manifest. Even the State Council look upon the Europeans ¿Ìs a'necessary evil.'(i8) The

outlook for the secwing of British influence within the state, Frost wrote, was 'not very

encouraging.'(tn)

As Frost stated, it had been the death of the Raja Muda which had triggered a

sowing of relations between the British and certain Kedatr Malays. When the loan agreement

was first implemented the relationship between Hart as Financial Advisor, and Tengku Abdul

Aziz,the President of the State Cowrcil, the powerful body charged with the overall

administration of the state, was a cordial one.(80) When the Raja Muda, one of the State's

powerful leaders and a leading reformer, died, a new President of State Council was

appointed. Relations between Hart and the new President, Tengku Matrmud, were strained

and it was at this point that relations between British officials and Kedah Malays in official

positions began to decline.(8l)

While Frost acknowledged that circumstances had turned against Ha¡t in this way

he clearly blamed him for failing to strongly exercise his role as Financial Advisor and saw

this as contributing to the decline in Anglo-Kedah relations after the death of the Raja

77 Frost to Beckett,26 August, 1907. FO.3711332-

78 Ibid.

7e lbid.

80 Ahmat,"Transition and Chango", PP. 239,240'

81 Ibid., p240.
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Muda.(s2) When Hart became ill and left Kedah on sick leave his position was filled

temporarilyby aDr. Hoops, the state surgeon, as Acting Financial Advisor.(83) Under Hoops

Angto-Kedah relations became even worse. Hoops embarked on a reforming spree - an

administrative approach which won the firm approval of Meadows Frost:

The recent aPPointment of
not wish to belittle the great i
years in the state of the finances, tlrc
ôwing to the dismissal of some of th
the reîolute attitude of Dr. Hoops.(84

Hoop's firmness with the Malays in Kedah, then, met with the approval of Frost. However

Hoops' manner was abrasive in his dealings with the Kedah Malay administration and this

worsened the friction between the British and Malays within the Malay elite.(8s; Undetened

by this Frost took the view that on his retum to Kedah from sick leave Hart should restore the

strength and authority of the position of Financial Advisor within the State through firmness

of action. In Frost's words:'A great deal will depend upon Mr. Hart's behaviour when he

returns[now that he has returned ?]. If he takes up a stong line and properly supports his

other European assistants, he may be able to recover the influence which the Adviser

originally possessed, but which, I cannot help seeing, has been considerably reduced since his

return from [?] leave.'(86) Despite the confusion in the tense here Frost's disapproval of what

he sees as Hart's lack of firmness in his administrative approach in Kedah is clear.

Clearly, then, the lead up to the transfer of authority in Kedah was not an auspicious one. The

claim of the state,s 1909 Annual Report (the first to be issued under the new arrangement) that

Hart had presided over a'very diffrcult situation during his term as Financial Advisor a¡rd that

82lbid., p240.

Frost to Beckett, 26 August, 1907 - FO.3711332

E3 Ahmat, "Transition and Changs", PP. 240'241'

Frost to Beckett,26 August, 1907.FO 3711332'

84 Ibid.

85 Ahmat, "Transition and Chang e", pp24l -244'

86 Frost to Beckett, 28 August, 1907' FO.3711332'
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this period had been charactenzed by 'misunderstandings' - which the report declined to detail

- gave only a hint of the tensions existing between British and Malay functionaries within the

state at that time.(st¡ Kedah Malays did resist the transfer when the time came. Ahmat points

out that this resistance to the transfer from Kedah Malays when news of the plan was received

in the state in mid 1908 stemmed from the genuine fear that such a transfer would

automatically mean that Kedatr would become another Federated Malay State - something that

was totally gnacceptable to the Kedah Malays.(88) Ahmat points out that when news of the

plan a:rived in Kedatr in mid 1908 Kedah Malays immediately telegrammed a protest to

Bangkok while preparing a petition to the Siamese government against the proposed

change.(se) Frost took the view that it was unnecessary to attach any importance to these

protests and that they were certainly not indicative of any Malay preference for Siamese as

opposed to British rule.(eo) In Frost's view resist¿nce to the transfer came only from a few

offlrce holders who feared that the change would bring a stricter British regime which would

put an end to their lucrative ways.(el¡ Ahmat indicates that this was a misreading of the

situation by Frost and that, while Frost may have been partly right, he had failed to realize that

the real reason for Kedatr's reluctance to accept the transfer was the genuine fear on their part

that it would automatically mean that their state became simply another Federated Malay

State.(e2)

Meadows Frost was subsequently appointed Acting Advisor to the State of Perlis.

87 Kedah Arurual Report 1909,P64-

88 Ahmat, "Transition and Chang€", PP. 246-247 -

8e Ibid., p.246.

eo lbid.

e\ Ibid.

n2lbid., pp246-247
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The sources have less to say on the reaction of Perlis Malays to the transfer. Meadows Frost

was subsequently appointed Acting Advisor to the state and, in his arurual report for the state

for the year in which the treaty took effect, wrote of a warm Malay response to the change and

of very cordial relations between himself and the state's Malay administration:

In conclusion, I wish thanks for the assistance which I have

received from H.H. ttre im and the other members of the State

Council. Our relations rdial and the Malay members have been

most ready to accePt mY advice.

It is noteworthy that at the time when the trgat¡i was pending the Perlis-people's

ofiy *"i.ty *^i.rt they should not be-jncluded among the States to be handed

over to the þrotection ofGeat Britain.(e3)

perhaps t¡is was, indeed, the case in Perlis. However, in view of Frost's misreading of the

situation in Kedatr with respect to the transfer, and his inconsistent and generally flawed

perception of the Malay elite reaction to the presence of British officers in Kedah under the

loan agreement, we do need to be wary of his assessment here.

The Kelantan and Trengganu Rebellions: 1915 and 1928'

Social tensions in the NMS arising initially from new methods of administration

and from the longer term penetration of colonial economic influences are clearly evident in

two uprisings in northeast Malaya. These risings, while short-lived and mainly localized in

their occgrrence and effect, are nonetheless strongly suggestive of the way in which traumatic

changes in social relationships were occurring under the early impact of the formal British

colonial presence. Both outbreaks illustrate the release of hitherto latent tension building

under modern colonial influences. Specifically: tension between direct producers and the

colonial state making new and difficult demands on their productive wealth; and tension

between British adminisfiations and their superiors and the Malay elite in the two states as the

latter resisted tenaciously British inroads into their wealth, por¡/er and prestige within the

Malay community.

'We can also see in these conflicts an earlier manifestation of intra Malay elite

conflict as sections of the ruling class in the two states competed with each other for

advantage within the context of a much more formalizedarrangement for the holding of

wealth and power within the state. We have seen that the NMS Malay ruling class had come

e3 Perlis Ar¡rual Report 1909, P7
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into conflict with British authority much earlier in their efforts to protect their interests: what

is especially significant about the two risings is that they represented the first major reaction to

colonial influences at the lower echelons of NMS Malay society as the razyat reacted strongly

to British led moves to regulate their existence and especially their economic existence - as

the colonial state sought to draw on their productive wealth.

Thus, to properly understand these risings, they have to be seen in the wider context

of the effect that colonial influences, and, most immediately in causational terms, colonial

administrative influence, was having in altering the mode of existence of both rulers and ruled

in the north. While the two conflicts \¡/ere complex and multi faceted central to the social

conflict in both states was the competition over the distribution of the productive wealth in the

two states. While the raayat can be seen resisting moves to siphon offtheir surplus, now

principally in the form of tax revenue, in order to maximize their margin above subsistence,

the state on the other hand sought to draw as much of that wealth as possible onto its own

hands in the interests of maintaining a self-sustaining state apparatus. For their part sections

of the Malay elite can be seen fighting a rear guard action against the British colonial presence

to control material wealth in the interests of their personal po\Mer and prestige. Not all the

Malay elite in the two states accepted the transfer of power as a fait accompli and sections of

the elite there can be seen acting to broadly similar effect with the raayatin an effort to defeat

specific British measures to maximize the revenue underpinning the new colonial state.

These uprisings have not been fully accounted for in the literatue and much about

them remains unexplained. However, enough has been documented and interpreted in the

sowces for us to get a picture of the essential causes of and the basic pattern of events

constituting, these outbreaks.

The Kelantan Rising in 1915

The first of the two uprisings took place in the Pasir Puteh district of Kelantan in

1915. pasir puteh is one of seven smaller districts clustered to the north of Kelantan and

juxtaposed with the very large single district of Ulu Kelantan to the south'

Resistamce in the form of a boycott against the new taxation system introduced in

Kelantan, and outlined above, had been organised in the Pasir Puteh district by To'Janggut, a
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local trader. In response to the boycott the District Officer, Che' Latiff, sent a police sergeant,

Che'Wan and several escorts to summon To'Janggut to the District Offrce to answer questions

relating to the boycott. To'Janggut resisted a summons and killed the sergeant when he

attempted to handcuff the rebel leader. The rebels then went into hiding and the rebellion

began in eamest when the District Officer sent six policemen to a¡rest To'Janggut. The rebels

launched an attack on, and sacked, Pasir Puteh town. When it was thought that these

hostilities might become more widespread troops were sent from Singapore to help contain

the unrest. The rising ended with the shooting of To'Janggut and several of his closest

supporters in Kampong Pupoh on24 May, 1915. At ttre same time, while this disturbance

was focussed in the Pasir Puteh district, there were related incidents in the nearby districts of

Pasir Mas and Ulu Kelantan as well.fa)

While the rising was localized and did not amowtt to a general popular uprising

against the British colonial administration this limitation should not be overstated. Three out

of the seven districts on the state's populous coastal plain were involved and the colonial

authorities in the state at the time deemed it necessary to adopt strategies to stop the spread of

rebellious discontent within the three districts - something which implied that the potential for

a spread of the disturbances existed. One such strategy entailed the calculated placement of

an armed force within Ulu Kelantan as a deterrent to any spread of the rebellion. In the words

of the state's l918 annual rePort:

On news of the riot being received, the Distict Officer with a body of Elropean

volunteers-anã rotn. Sikhsl.and Javanese...marched down to near Kamuning,
eh district with Ulu Kelantan meet. The
to restore the confidence of the raiat and

Paia" from obtaining more than a few recruits

Clearly the British fear here was that the rebellion would spread to the expansive Ulu

Kelantan district. By implication it is clear that the British thought that the potential

grievances for rebellion may be located in the southernmost district as well'

In broad terms the reason for the razyatinvolvement in this uprising is easily seen

e4 A[en, "Kelantan Rising", p.247.

There does not seem to be much information in the sources on the related incidents.

es Kelantan Annual Report 1915, p2.
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in the sources. Mahmood makes it clea¡ that the peasantry in Pasir Puteh were reacting to the

new method of taxation whereby a fixed land rent replace the produce taxes that had hitherto

been collected.(e6) What is not clear from Mahmood's account is the precise nature of peasant

objection to the new land tax. According to Mahmood'the substitution in 1915 of a fixed and

limited land rent...in lieu of produce taxes would not necessarily [have amounted] to more

than a marginal increase'.(e7) Matrmood seems to be following the stock response of British

administrators to peasant resistance - that it can be explained away largely in terms of their

ideological reactions to colonial rule, a reaction which was seen largely in terms of their

backwardness and a lack of initiative in bettering their own position in society. For his

information on the subject Mahmood relies on'the Kelantan state papers and other Malay

materials, on the contemporary accounts of the rising of both Langham-Carter, the Advisor in

Kelantan at the time and the offrcial primarily responsible for the introduction of the ta:<, and

his assistant, R.J. Farrer'.1es; Mahmood cites Fa:rer on the subject with implicit approval.

Accounting for the reasons for raayat resistance in Pasir Puteh Farer wrote:

The local MalaY is first and the

framework à¡oit which are lf' He shares
he has in

It is obvious that any attempt to change in the
ich he is accustomed into an entirely new
llence) would arouse sullen and determined

Now while such rationalizations to the effect that the British policy served raayat

interests and that the latter did not know what was good for them served to salve the British

humanitarian conscience against contrary indications of real hardship in raayat grievances.

Mafrmood seems to have taken Langham-Carter's claim that the new tax system should

produce 'a steady, if not very rapid, improvement in the land revenue' as indicating minimal

e6 Mahmood, "To'Janggut Rebellion", pp72,73.

97 Ibid., p73.

e8 Matrmood, "To'Janggut Rebellion", pp. 62,72,73.

99 Cited in Mahmood, "To' Janggut Rebellion", p.7 3 .
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hardship for the raaylú. Still on the basis of Langham-Carter Mahmood continues: 'As such,

the new system was, in the last analysis, an added burden on the people as a whole, although

in some ways a marginal one.(roo) Mahmood seems to have missed what Allen picked up

researching the rising on the basis of then recently released Colonial Offrce documents that

Langham-Carter's version of the rising was not trusted by Sir Arthur Young, Governor of the

Straits Settlements and Commissioner of the Federated Malay States at the time of the

rising.(to1)

Kessler on the other hand sees a stronger measure of a objective hardship in the

peasant response to the new land system in Kelantan in 1915 - a hardship arising not only

from the imposition of the tær, but from a wider set of pressures that had been building on the

raayatwith the intrusion of colonial economic forces in the nineteenth century, a¡rd under the

Gratram and British regimes imposed in the t'wentieth.(102)

Neither Allen, Kessler or Mahmood, while agreeing that the new tær was the most

proximate cause - the trigger - for the rising, are able to assist our understanding to any great

extent on how the raa)¡at's objective circumstances were altered by the tax. Matrmood, as we

have seen, relies on an ideological explanation, accepting the statements of Langham-Carter

and Farrer discorurting any serious degree of objective economic hardship for the raayat. He

relies instead on Farer's claim that the raayatwere set in their customary ways and were

'oo rbid.,p.72

Allen, "Kelantan Rising", P-246-

without explaining it ProPerþ'.

Ibid. Tense altered.

r02 Kessler, Islam and Politcs, pp.63-68.

Kessler's description of the intensification of Kelantanese agriculture and the hardship this

caused the stateîs peasantry is referred to in chapter 5 above.
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simply being reactionary by nature and custom in opposing the tax. Allen does address the

issue of objective hardship partially but only to cast doubt on the contemporary claims of

colonial officials that abad rice harvest alone in combination with the tax introduction in

1915 caused significant hardship for the state's peasanûry.(to') Itt arguing the possibility that

the rising was a popular one he focusses, not on the ef[ect of the tax in motivating direct

producers to join the rising, but rather on the motives and behaviour of the local leadership as

an indication that the impetus for resistance came from nearer the bottom rather than the top

of Kelantanese society.(toa)

Kessler, in arguing that very general proposition that'the widespread opposition'to

the new land scheme 'found expression in the Pasir Puteh rebellion, motivated by a profound

resentment of the pressures upon the peasantry that the new regime [ie the British regime] had

suddenly intensified', does not closely examine the particular grievances engendered by the

new land system. He focusses instead upon the more general pressures affecting the

Kelantanese peasantry as a result of colonial influences.(r05)

Nonetheless, we do need to know more about the specifics of the implementation of

the tax in its effect on the raavatin the districts where outbreaks occurred in order to

understand the motivations of the followers in the rising, and to more effectively gauge the

degree and extent to which the rising was indicative of a wider gtass roots reaction to the new

administrative measures that came with the British supremacy in the state. In particular, we

need answers to several important questions: What were the purely local factors operating to

make the raayat reactive at the time of the introduction of the new tax system? How was the

new tax collected - solely in cash or in both kind and cash? 'Were the methods of collection

more systematic and rigorous than taxes previously collected ?

103 Allen, "Kelantan Rising", pp.244,245.

roo [bid., pp.252-254.

r05 Kessler, Islam and Politics, p.68.

Kessler develops his account of the more general pressures affecting the Kelantanese
peasanûJ on pages 63-68 ofhis book.

3s9
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Allen seeks to discount the notion that the rising was 'little more than a tax riot'. ln

so doing he is sceptical of British claims in despatches to London that abad harvest and

falling copra prices were significant factors in explaining the strong adverse peasant reaction

to the tåx in 1915. Paraphrasing Yor:ng on the sequence of events Allen states:

The normal tax hitherto in the State had been a produce-tær. Thus unused land
was not tæred and in a bad year the tar-burden was automatically lower. This had

t.óã"tty been relaced by a tän¿-øx yl!"h had the advantage that it was much easier

to work efficientþ and that it provided a constant amount of revenue annually; but

ü*ur .ott..¿ed tñat it might result in some hardship !n a þa! year. It looked P if it
had been a bad year: the price of copra had fallen and_padi-harr¡ests were said to
ttave-Ueen poot. This had led to disturbances in one ofthe outþing districts, Pasir

Puteh,...(t06)

On the basis of Graham's book on Kelantan Allen puts forward the view that 'while it was true

that unused land was untaxed, padi-land at least was tared by acreage.'(t07¡ Allen argues that,

since 'most of the population tived by growing rice', and given Graham's suggestion that padi-

land was already tared, 'it is hard to see why bad rice harvests should have led to hardship

only as a result of the latest tær reform'(rO8)

Allen makes it clear that his article is hypothetical in its approach and not meant to

be definitive on the subject of the rising. Certainly his tentative conclusions on the role of the

new land tÐ( as a cause of the rising wa:rant closer scrutiny. For example, while Allen's tone

in the passage quoted above implies sfrong doubt as to the veracity of the bad harvest claim in

the young correspondence, evidence in the primary sources not cited by Allen does indicate at

to6 Allen, "Kelantan Rising", pp-244,245-

roz 1¡" book written by W.A. Gratram, the British national who was Siamese Advisor to

the staie from 1902 *¿irtor. ieformingactivity as a state administrator is referred to in

chapter 5 above.

Ibid.,p.244.

1o8Ibid., p.245.

All iouslybeen possible to pay one's

tÐ( a baá harvest by planting less for

the

Still, this possibility seems hardly n levant, it could be argued, since by planting

less the ,*yitwould èam less and so any compensatory effect would be lost.
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least a partial failure of the rice crop in the Pasir Puteh district in 1915' According to Fa:rer in

his 1915 annual report for the state as Acting Advisor, while the padi crop for the state as a

whole was 
.an average one, it was, '[i]n parts of the Pasir Puteh district...a partial failure''(t0e)

Allen's suggestion that rice land was being taxed tmder Graham, and that the 1915

land scheme did not add substantially to the economic burden of the Kelantanese peasantry,

arso needs croser examination. while it is true that Gratram does seem to indicate that there

\ryas a scheme in operation in the state in 1908 whereby padi land was taxed by acreage' that

suggestion is extremely vague and ambigUous, and no details of any such system of padi land

taxation are given by him.(rlo) A better interpretation, I suggest, of what Graham was saying

in his book is that it was the preliminaries to the new tæration process only that were being

implemented in the state in 1908. certainly this early implementation was enough to have an

efFect on the peasantry. Gratram refers to 'some r¡neasiness in the peasant mind' over the

introduction of the new scheme. However, it is also crear from Gratram that this uneasiness

was focussed on the 
.future intentions of the Government' rather than on any policy actually

being implemented at the time.(rrr) The point that Gratram was making in this passage was

that the three years preceding r90g had 'seen a great rise in the varue of rice land" a rise which

had been'temporarily checked, in some degree, by the recent introduction of a graduated tær

on such lands' and that it was the assessment of this tax, and the land measruement that went

with it, that had set up the uneasiness in the mind of the peasants subjected to it.(112) Graham

also makes clear in his rand chapter that the systematization of land ten're in the state in a

more general sense was by no means complete in 1908' It is difFrcult to see how a

comprehensive system of padi land tæration could have been in operation without the secure

10e Kelantan Annual Report 1915, p'4' CO 82711'

lto Graham, Kelantan, P.74.

ttt 15i¿.

tt2lbid.
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basis of properly working formal system of land tenure across the state'(tt3)

Itisclearfromthestate,sannualreportsforthisperioditwasnotr¡ntilwellafter

Graham,s time that a determined effort was being made to implement a comprehensive land

tan scheme. while it was not until 1915 that a Land Enactment for the implementation of a

land tæc was put in place, Langham-carter reported - and there seems no reason to disbelieve

himonthis-thattheenactmentwasintheplanningstagesintheyearsleadinguptothatofthe

rising, and that in those years steps were clearly under way for the partial implementation of

such a tax on a less formal basis'

Inhisannualreportforthestateforlgl3Langham-Carterwrote

while it had not been possible, Langham-carter stated in the same report, 'to present to the

Council a comprehensive Land Enactment', the 'framework of one' carrying the main

principle of fixed rent and in the form of a notice, engaged a greatdeal of attention at the end

of the yeaf.,(,,') As we shall see in more detail below, the moves to adopt'the principle of the

substitution of fixed rents for produce tÐres' stemmed from an rugent desire on the part of

British officials in the state to have the state pay its way' and a degree of haste in imposing the

system of land taxation on the state before the wider system of land tenure had been

systematized can be perceived in the annual reports for Kelantan in the years leading up to,

Ibid., pp.93,94.

114 Kelantan Annual Report 1913 ,p'2' CO827ll

ttt lbid.
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and including, I 91 5.(tt6)

In 1913, for example, in Pasir Puteh, Langham-Carter reported 'the imposition of

fixed rents on applications [for land] received about or after the middle of the year.'(ttt)

Langham-Carter claimed that this imposition, in the view of the Pasir Puteh District Offtcer,

.seemed acceptable to the people' and that this same offrcer looked forward 'to its extension in

and from l915 to all alienated lands'.(rls) Langham-Carter added cryptically: 'ln Pasir Puteh,

as in other land offrces, the produce tares find no favow'.(lle) While the comment seems

intended to imply a comparison in the minds of the district's landholders that a fixed land rent

was preferable to the produce tax, no evidence is offered for this, and a general dislike of

taxes of any kind on the part of these producers seems a more likely interpretation of their

reaction to produce taxes. We can see in it some hint of the rising to come - a hint that did not

re gister with Langham-Carter.

Clearly, then, in the years immediately prior to 1915, the colonial administration in

Kelantan was working towards, but not fully implementing, the new fixed land rent system

and the scheme remained largely in the proposal stage until the year of the rising. While

effecting some limited collection of land rent the state's administration was also directing its

effort at paving the way for the wider adoption of the new scheme by systematizingthe state's

land tenure. It was a task which was clearly difficult for the administrators and its effect must

have been to increase the kind of tension between producers and administrators arising

initially from earlier changes to the land system under Graham, and hinted at by him in his

1g0g book on Kelantan. In his l913 report Langham-carter referred to the 'present rough and

ready methods'being used to organrzeland tenwe in the state and complained of the'want of

ttu lbid.

rlt lbid., p.4.

tts lbid.

rle Ibid.
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development of the land system' in Kelantan.(t'o) ln I9I4, too, the new taxation system

remained stalled by the inegularities in the land system. ln his report for that year Langham-

Carter wrote that 'it was hoped that during the whole of the year under review the new land

system (substitution of fixed rent for payment of produce tales) would have been in operation'

but that the system 'could not be put into regular operation dwing the year.'(r2t; One of the

problems producing a serious short fall in land revenue was the 'numerous serious cases of

dishonesty on the part of collectors'.(122) This same report gives the clear impression that in

the year before the rising the colonial administration was rushing ahead with the fixed land

rent principle before the general establishment of a modern system of land tenwe in the state.

ln the report the Superintendent of Lands is cited as believing that increases in land revenue

could be expected'as the issue of titles facilitate[d] the application of the fixed rent

principle.'(r23¡ There can be no doubting that a special effort was being made to maximize the

state's land revenue in 1914 on a strategy of increasing the amount of produce tax collected

while at the same time pushing the state as far as possible towards a comprehensive system of

land taxation. In congtatulatory tone Langham-Carter wrote of an increase in collections in

that year over that of the year previous in Ulu Kelantan (a $2000 increase) and Pasir Puteh (a

nearly 55000 increase).(124¡ Of the Pasir Puteh increase Langham-Carter wrote:

...the more important items of revenue
recurrent [-] showed useful increases, an
rents should in one year (and before the
rents) 0 from
being. and the
pnncr l2s)

120 Kelantan Annual Report 1913 ,p.3. CO827ll.

t21 Kelantan Annual Report 1914, p.1.

t22lbid.

t23Ibid., p.5

124Ibid.

t" Ibid.
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Thus, while Allen is right to widen the focus away from the land taxation scheme

of 1915 as a cause of the rising to encompass other factors as well it is important at the same

time not to underestimate the very likely strong effect of taxation - both produce and land

taxation - on the peasanûry in the rebellious districts and we must approach Allen's denial that

land taxation was a novelty in Kelantan in 1915 on the basis of Cnaham with caution.

The outbreak of violent protest was, in Pasir Puteh, certainly ferocious in its

intensity. In his annual report for the state for 1915 Farer wrote that 'anarchy reigned' and

that the 'district was almost deserted'at the height of the disturbance and that the districts land

tax records were destroyed in the protest.(r26) It seems reasonable to ask then, in the absence

of any more general outbreak of resistance, what local factors were operating to produce such

a strong reaction in the three districts to the new land ta>< scheme.

V/e might postulate for example, that the collection of produce ta:<, and the

introduction of the new land tax scheme, was being implemented in the three districts with

more vigow than in the other districts in the states. Or at least the implementation of these

taxes was felt more strongly in these districts.

There is some evidence in the sources to suggest that the implementation was more

vigorous in the three districts. Both Pasir Puteh and Ulu Kelantan districts are given some

prominence in the years leading up to and including 1915, both in terms of their economic and

social progress generally, and in terms of their land development. Both districts are dealt with

separately in the annual reports.(r27) The state's annual report for l9l4 indicated that, for the

purposes of land administration, Kelantan was divided into 'the Central Disnict under the

superintendent of Lands, and Hulu Kelantan and Pasir Puteh under District Officers'. The

separation of the two districts from the remaining six in the state in this way carries an

appearance that they were seen as being unique in some way by the British. This emphasis

also suggests, in appearance at least, that the two districts were more important than the

t26 Kelantan Annual Report l9l5 ,pp.13,7.

127 Specifically the state's 1913,1914 and l9l5 annual reports
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others. In particular, it implies their considerable importance in the organization of land tenure

within the state.(128; It is also clear from the discussion above that, while the new tær scheme

may have been 'liftle more than a proposal' by 1915, it was the two districts - Pasir Puteh and

Ulu Kelantan - that were the focus for the state's tæc drive and bore the brunt not only of

intensified produce tax collection, but efforts to phase in the new land tax scheme as well.

Both districts were, as we have seen, singled out in the state's arurual reportage as valuable

sources of produce tæ< revenue. In line with this the state's 1914 annual report for example,

praised 'the achievement of Pasir Puteh's favourable results' in the collection of agricultural

revenue for that year and observed that in the achievement of these results 'the issue of

revenue notices was nearly trebled'.(12e) As we have seen above, up r:ntil the time of the rising

the colonial administration was stepping up on its revenue collection and relying heavily on

produce taxes to maintain revenue while at the same time, with only limited success,

endeavowing to phase in tæration of land and seeking to implement into existence a wider

framework of a modern land tenwial system upon which a comprehensive system of land

taxation would be based.(130; Thus, the state's report for 1915 observed: 'The scheme

t" ,p.4. CO82717.

12n lbid., p.5.

t30 The 1914 arurual report to the state make
produce taxes and indicatès that the adminis 5
^*d onw*ds of fixed rent for the ... produce d

nt in the land revenue'. ln the table of figures

1914t9l I 19t2

$c
Padi ta¡r 36,071.57
Coconut tax 1I,649.45
Durien tær 5,686.91
Sireh tax 1,650.20

$c
46,166.33
14,422.r0
7,183.18
1,255.49

t913

$c
52,847.74
15,169.80
7,343.12
1,044.14

$c
53,996.02
t6,481.37
7,779.93

54s.99

Total 55,058.13 69,027.10 76,404.80

Kelantan Annual Report 1914, p. 4

78,743.31
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mentioned in the Arurual Report for 1914 whereby land rent would be substituted for produce

taxes from the beginning of 1915 has so far proved liftle more than a proposal'.(r31)

There is evidence that the early implementation of the new land tax scheme was

causing tension within the peasantry, both across the state in general and in some localities

more than in others. In Ulu Kelantan the tension arising from the implementation of the

scheme may well have leant the volatility within the district's nral population which saw it

involved in the 'related incidents'to the Pasir Puteh rising referred to above. The 1915 annual

report for the state makes a comparison between the land administration in Kota Bahru and

that in Ulu Kelantan which tends to suggest that this was the case. According to the report the

implementation of the new land tax scheme in Kota Bahru was being frustrated by 'a

reluctance to pay for extracts from the Register and dislike of the idea of paying rent on fallow

land' and that this disinclination saw the peasants of that district resorting to 'formal trial in

the Kota Bahru Land Office' - action that was followed 'almost invariably by appeal first to

the High Court and afterwards to... His Highness the Sultan'.(r32¡ Ulu Kelantan, by contrast,

presented 'a much simpler problem'. There, the report continued, the land was 'of

comparatively recent occupation'and its ownership was therefore 'better known, the area

under occupation infinitely smaller, and, where disputes [arose], a personal visit by the

District Offrcer [established] the true facts far more certainly and speedily than was the case in

Kota Bahru'.1133¡ The report, then, focussed on an unevenness in response to the land tax in

terms of its manageability from the British point of view: strongly problematic resistance in

Ktrota Batru; less problematic resistance in Ulu Kelantan. The report doesn't comment

directly on the relative strength of resistance in the two districts: its focus is on the greater

ease with which resistance was handled in Ulu Kelantan in comparison with such handling in

Khota Bahru. What is important for us here is the fact that the British recorded resistance to

the new scheme in both districts. We can surmise from the report that it was not so much that

13t Kelantan Annual Report 1915,p.4. CO 82711

132 Kelantan Ar¡rual Report 191 5, pp.6,7 .

t33 lbid. Tense altered

36',7
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there was less resistance to colonial land policies in the up river district but that the British

land administration was able to cope more effectively with it. Whether the resistance in Ulu

Kelantan was more or less than in Khota Bahru, it was resistance nonetheless and the report

must count as evidence of a degree of active opposition to the new land tax in this contentious

district. Ironically, the greater ease of collection in the upriver district may have actually added

to the burden of the peasantry there though the report does not say this.

The annual reports for Kelantan in the years leading up to and including 1915 give

few clues as to the response of the Malay peasantry to British land policies. Perhaps this is

because it was in the career interests of the on-the-spot British administrators to convey an

impression of viability in the working of these policies. Such viability would be seen in

Whitehall as depending on a sufficient degree of cooperation on the part of the peasantry in

working with colonial land authority to make the new policies work. Likewise, the suggestion

of peasant'uneasiness'at the land measuement and tæ< assessment measures refened to by

Graham in his book may well have understated the true peasant response to this aspect of his

administration in the first decade of this century.

Similarly, Langham-Carter's claim of efficiency inthe administration of the land

tax in Ulu Kelantan in l9l4 does no more than imply a degree of resistance to the policy in

that district. In similar vein his account of the implementation of land policies in Pasir Puteh,

the most contentious district of all, carry only a vague suggestion of Malay peasant resistance

to the stronger drive for revenue collection prior to the 1915 rising. For example his annual

report for lgl2acknowledges certain difficulties in the progress of the district in that year but

without addressing squarely the topic of peasant reactions to colonial policy in the district. In

that report he referred, as we have seen in chapter 5 above, to a'falling offin the applications

for padi land of from 1280 to 320 acres, a decrease of some $1300 in the padi-tær collected, a

failure in the crop and consequent rise in price of from 6 to 16 cents a gantang',the dying off

of the districts sireh vines and the need to import sireh and rice from Siam and a 'very large

apparent increase in crime' in the district.(t3a) No conclusions are drawn in the passage on the

134 Kelantan Annual Report 1912, p.3. See also chapter 5 above.

of inordinate

crime ?PParent '
increa increased

energy on the part of his PeoPle'.

Kelantan Annual Àplortl9l2, p. 3.
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receptivity or otherwise of the district's producers to colonial policies and we are left in the

dark on whether, for example, there was an increase in crime in the form of civil disorder

arising from the implementation of colonial policies and whether the decrease in padi tat

collections resulted from producers were defaulting on the payment of this tax. 'We can,

perhaps, with hindsight read in this passage the vague outlines of brewing civil disorder

focussing upon rural hardship caused by crop failure and increasing pressure to pay produce

tær to the state, but not with any certainty since no detailed description is given of the peasant

responses. If the increase in crime were real rather than apparent the juxtaposition in the

report may indicate a connection between the crime increase and the problems in agriculture

and its administation. No such connection is explored in the report. There is no reference,

for example, to the nature of the crime recorded and we can only speculate that it took the

form of minor civil r¡nrest connected with the agricultual problems after the manner of that

which occu¡red in the distict some three years later.

The colonial sowces make little or no reference to the capacity of the peasants in

Kelantan to pay rent in the way that colonial administrators wanted and we therefore have

little or no idea of what precise effect the drive to maximize taration revenue was having on

them in their domestic productive sphere. The implicit assumption on the part of the state's

top administrators seems to have been that they did have the wherewithal to pay the tax and to

continue to maintain themselves as producers. But did they? Were they sufficiently

productive to pay the rent without severely undermining their standard of living? What was

the difference between produce tæ<es and land tac from their point of view? Was there a

situation for example where produce tar<es were paid wholly or partly in kind but where land

rent had to be paid strictþ in cash? The secondary sources on the rising - specifically Allen,

Kessler and Mahmood - do not address these questions squarely, perhaps because information

is lacking in the primary sources on them.

Still, there are some clues in the primary sources. Fal:rer, in the state's annual report

for 1915, for example, while making the point as we have seen that the new land tær scheme

We need to be wary of his qualifier since any real increase in the district'l_ crime may 
^

have beén rã.n ¡v trigtteiíps in thó colonial adminiitration as a reflection the effectiveness of
the district Offrcer in running his district.
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remained, for the state as a whole, 'little more than a proposaf in that year, also indicated that

in the district of Ulu Kelantan'the introduction of the land rent system þad] really begun,

g5g22more than in 1914 being collected'.(t") Ott the same page as this reference to Ulu

Kelantan the report outlines the diffrculty of the state's up-country people in obtaining cash:

There can be no doubt that the nat

rofit, before deducting a market charge of
3 Yzpence) with which she would.buy her
! (anã this is not a single outstanding

at may have been posed for producers in Ulu

Kelantan, Pasir Mas and Pasir Puteh in the years leading up to the rising. Clearly more

research is needed on the availability of cash viz-a-vizthe payment of land t¿x in the coastal

plain districts and particularly those where there was strong resistance to the land tat.

While purely local factors as yet not fully explained in the secondary sources no

doubt triggered the incidents in the particular districts, there can be no doubt that Kessler is

right to draw attention to the broader colonial imperatives operating in the state from the time

of Gratram's regime as the wider more fundamental cause of the rising. It seems likely that,

while the violence \ryas relatively localized, discontent within the state's raayat was

widespread. As we have seen in chapter 5 above, colonial administrators in the fow northem

states were, from the time of the transfer of power, wrder considerable pressure to organise the

states into stable and economically self-suffrcient entities drawing as little as possible on the

resources of the wider colonial state in the Straits and on the peninsular. As with all the

northern states the economies lacked large scale mining and plantation enterprise on a scale

that would form an economic mainstay for the state and they relied, as we have seen, on the

revenue producing capacity of raayat producers instead. Such concerns were clearly

uppermost in the minds of Kelantan's administrators in the years leading up to and including

1915. The 1915 annual report for the state for example commented on the difficulties of

developing a tin industry in Ulu Kelantan:

The finding of good tin in Ulu Kelantan has been many times reported, but the

t35 Kelantan Annual Report 1915,P.2,4. Tense altered.

136 Kelantan Annual Report 1915,p.2. CO827ll.
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difficulties and expense of transport are such that nothing less qql fabulous values
will tempt the capitalist to venture his capital, or provide him with a certain
p.ontlü'l

This comment is clearly linked with the need to balance the state's liabilities and assets - at

that time out of balance to a figure of $3,416,426 tiabilities in excess of assets.(r38)

Accordingly, the very heavy reliance of the Kelantan administration on land

revenue in 1915 is very clear from the state's report for that year. In that report Farer makes

clear that he 'dealt at considerable length with land administration [ie in the report] because

the question [was] undoubtedly the most important of all Kelantan problems.'(t'n¡ Land

revenue, along with that derived from Customs and Licences, were by far the most important

sources of income revenue for the state in that year. A table in the 1915 report itemizing the

states income for 1915 clearly illustrates in state budgetary terms the importance of land and

land owners as a main prop to the state and its administration in that year:

ase / Decrease
1915 1915 t9l4
$$c$c$c$c

Land revenue 132,610 128,170.29 138,049.88 9,939-59
Customs 201',700 159,,784.97 182,843j3 23,058.56
Port Dues 3,500 2.627.69 3,372-07 744.38
Licenses, 256,376 314,000.00 348,818.68 34,818'68
Exise, etc
Fees óf Court, etc.138,565 24,432.15 32,628.21 8,196.06

Posts and 34,800 26,260.12 25,095-28 1,164.84
Telegraphs
Inteiest 1,565 2,177.73 1,767.09 410-64
Miscellaneous 650 2,900.575 697.22 2'203-355
Receipts
Munièipal 25,158 27,109.92 25,386.14 1,723-78

Land Sãtes 3,650 5,153.50 4,114.00 1,039'50
Total 6ig,slq 692,556.945 762,772.10 70,215.155

137 Kelantan Annual Report 1915, p.4.

See also page2 of the same report for a comment on the uncertain timing of the future
development of the state's mineral resources.

t38lbid.

t'e rbid., p.6. Tense altered.

t4!bid., Appendix A, p iii.
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The table shows that land revenue collected was significantly less in 1915 than it

was in l9l4 and that the l9l5 land revenue figure was less than expected. While the report has

little to say directly on the operation of the land tær scheme in relation to the rising it does

express strong disappoinûnent that the scheme failed to produce more revenue than it did.('41)

Indeed, the report makes it clear that the shortfall in anticipated revenue was due largely to the

failure of the new scheme.('o') The point, then, is that we can see in the expectation indicated

in the table and elsewhere in the report that land revenue would increase through the vigorous

and effective implementation of the land tax, the way in which the broad urgently felt need to

balance the state budget was having the effect of putting shong pressure on the state's

landowning producers.

The British administration in Kelantan, then, in the years leading up to the rising,

took very seriously their reliance on the state's small producers as the main providers of statc

revenue and were, as a matter or urgency, working out methods of tapping into this source of

state wealth. While as \rye have seen, there was an uncertain belief in the eventual emergence

of altemative sources of state wealth - in the development of the state's mineral resources for

example - they seem, in the yea.rs around 1915, to have accepted that state reliance onraayaf

productivity would continue indefinitely into the future. ln I9l4 Langham-Carter wrote,

'Kelantan's great asset is its large number of small holders.'.('43)

The problem for the state's administrators was, then, how best to tap this asset in

support of the state and they were clearly frustrated in their efforts to find an effective way of

doing this. Speaking of the state's need in l9l4 to recoup on its liabilities and the practical

diffrculties in so doing Langham-Carter wrote:

Remembering that at present Kelantan is tate with its land_system
and agricultural intereìts even [ever?] h onomyof expenditure it
does ñot seem possible to indicate any m ion of these
liabilities.('#)

14t lbid., p.l.

r42Ibid.

t43 Kelantan Annual Report 1914, p.2

144 rbid.
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We have seen above that the British administration had, in the years leading

up to l915 in Kelantan, proceeded too quickly with their measures to draw revenue

from the state's landholders.(tot) Farrer's administration drew a lesson from the rising

and took steps to ensure a more continuous, measured, approach to land issues in its

wake. In l9l5 the State Council included on its agenda an'[a]mendment of the Land

Rents Rules in the direction of lightening the cost to the raiats of putting the State's

house in order'.(ra6) Clearly the l9l5 administration had been shocked into the

realizatíon that, while policies aimed at drawing productive wealth from the state's

smallholders were necessary, those policies needed to be implemented in a way which

stopped short of alienating the population from whom the wealth was to be drawn.

Clearly, then, the implementation of the new land system was a gradual and

diffrcult process for the British administration in Kelantan in the years spanning 1915. Here

and there in the reports we are allowed more direct glimpses of the nature of the practical

difficulties, though Farer seems to have continued the tendency of Langham-Carter (and for

that matter, as \¡re have seen, colonial administrators in the four states in general) to understate

the difficulties encowttered in implementing the new system. In his 1916 report Farer

refened to 'one obstacle to the keeping of [and] records up-to-date'. That obstacle was 'the

inveterate habit of the Kelantanese of transfening [their] property by word of mouth' - an

lot Albeit misconstruing the way in which the too rapid introduction of the land rent system
was creating hardship for the peasanûry as I have indicated in this chapter above.

146 Kelantan Annual Report 1915, p.8.

The amendment was one of a number of subjects dealt with in the 31 Orders in Council. The
report indicates that State Cowrcil met 12 times in the year though we are not told when in the
year these meetings were held, nor in which meeting the amendment was dealt with. Since
the uprising was early in the year, and given, as we have seen in the text of this chapter above,
Farer's concern after the meeting to tread carefully with changes to the land system in the
light of the peasants'strong natural and customary attachment to the land, it seems likely that
the amendment post dated the rising.
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obstacle which was beyond the reach of any remedial legislative action because 'custom is

stronger than law'.(ta7)

Some further measure of peasant resistance to the new land scheme can be seen in

the fact that in 1919, some four years or more after the scheme 'had begun in earnest', it had

still not been fully implemented across the state as a whole. In Pasir Puteh the system had

been thrown into disarray by the rising and it was not until 1919 that the whole district came

effectively under the fixed rent system.(tot) ln that year the districts of Kota Bharu and Ulu

Kelantan were still not completely under the'permanent rent system'.(1ae) In 1919 there was

continued manifest resistance to the scheme from the state's producers. In Kota Bahru in 1914

for example, where the transition to the new land tær scheme was incomplete and where both

land and produce tæres were being levied, over 6000 sunmonses were issued for the non-

payment of land rent and 4000 for the non-payment of produce tax.(150)

It will be clear from the above, then, that the role of colonial taxation policies as a

cause of the Kelantan Rising has to some extent been misunderstood in the secondary sources.

Mahmood indicates that the Pasir Puteh peasanûry were triggered into violent resistance by the

sudden introduction of a land rent system which caused marginal objective hardship for them

but which made them rebellious by running against their customs and inclination in land use.

Allen underestimates the degree of objective hardship to the peasantry caused by the tax in a

different way arguing that padi land was already being taxed at the time of the rising and

implying that we therefore need to look more to other causes for their reaction - causes not

specified by him.

The state's annual reports for the years spanning 1915 suggest, however, that the truth lies

somewhere between the assertions of Mahmood and the tentative conclusions drawn by Allen.

The reports lend credence to Kessler's claim that the state's peasantry had been coming under

147 Kelantan Annual Report 1916.

t48 Kelantan Annual Report 1919,p.5. CO827ll

14e Ibid., p.6, 8.

tso rbid., p.7
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increasingly strong pressure from the time of Graham to furnish the state with revenue. While

the precise natwe and effect of this pressure is not clear from the reports it seems reasonable

to assume that a more general and determined effort on the part of the Kelantan administration

to maximize taxation revenue was creating strong objective hardship for them and it was this

hardship which made them, as \¡/e shall see below, susceptible to the appeals of local leaders

drawing them into revolt against the colonial state. Since it is clear from these reports that the

land taxation system remained 'little more than a proposal' in 1915 we must assume that it

was the switch from a situation where, as we have seen in chapter 5 above, the state's

population was subjected to 'enatically collected produce taxes'to one in which there was an

increasingly systematic rigorous and more general collection of produce tax, and to a limited

but increasing extent land ta:r, that engendered a high degree of tension between the state's

administrators and producers and which was one essential cause of the rising in Pasir Puteh

and the incidents in Ulu Kelantan and Pasir Mas. Since there \Mas no general rising of the

state's raayatwe must assume also that locally operating factor's triggered the resistance in the

three districts: in Pasir Puteh the likelihood is that it was the more determined effort to step up

the implementation of the land tax system coupled with a partial crop faihue which acted as a

trigger inflaming the district's producers to a high pitch of tension - a tension that was

focussed by the local leadership as we shall see below, in a concerted act of retaliation against

local colonial authority.

Matrood makes it clear that the rising in Pasir Puteh, at least, was not only the

product of the hardship being experiencedby razvatproducers but stemmed also from the

disaffection of traditional local leadership as well. Thus, the rising is to be accounted for in

large measure in terms of the resentment of Engku Besar, a fotmer district chief in Pasir Puteh

district, whose economic and political position had been undermined with the coming of the

Gratram regime in 1902. According to Mahmood, Engku Besa¡ had, before Graham's regime,

'enjoyed the undivided loyalty of the people in and around Jeram, a settlement and

surroundingarcaabout three-and-a-half miles from Pasir Puteh town.'(rsl) It was, Mahmood

15r Matrmood, "To'Janggut Rebellion", p.65
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continues, 'in reaction to the dislocation of his power after the District Offrce had been

established, that Engku Besar instigated To'Janggut and others to stir the local inhabitants into

defuing the authorities'.(r52) ln other words Engku Besar was dislodged from his position of

porwer and status in the same kind of way that the NMS Malay leadership in general was

undermined with the coming of a formal British presence in the north. V/ith the installation of

a District Offrce and District Officer Engku Besar was unable to draw wealth from the raayat

as he had in the past: instead it was the District Officer who drew revenue - the source of

power, 'and the proof and purpose of political authority' in a Malay state.153 With this

economic basis of power undercut Engku Besar lost status and power and was provoked into a

spirit of defiance against British authority in the state. ln Matrmood's words:

Like his predecessors, Engku Bes
aristocrats who iurounded him, e4joyed
around Jeram. He drew his income mai
of and
been a
state h I ruling class as a whole' This concept

dered. It was looked upon as a right hallowed by
which denied the chief this right would certainly

But the reaction of the Kelantanese ruling group against the British intrusion may

have had wider expression in 1915. Allen speculates that the rising may have resulted from

.an anti-British move, to replace the Ruler by one of his uncles'.(rs5) Allen frfther suggests

that it may have been that'the Ruler himself was, by 1915, heartily tired of British rule and

prepared to join his relatives in a revolt against it if such a revolt looked like succeeding'.(15ó)

We can perhaps read in this the possibility that the rising was in part an expression of elite

resistance to British moves to undercut their traditional status and power by robbing them of

their ability to draw wealth from their subjects and by other means. Such resistance may' as

ls2lbid.

tsr 11t" phrasing used by Sutherland.

Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", pp. 37, 38.

154 Mahmood, "To' Janggut Rebellion" ,p. 67'

rs5 Allen, "Kelantan Rising", p.25L.

ts0 J6¡¿.
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Allen suggests, have taken an opportunistic tum, with one section of the upper elite seeking to

oust another British-backed section of the elite with a view, presumably, of establishing its

supremacy within the new British dominated status quo. Still, the evidence forwarded by

Allen is slender, and his conclusions speculative, and we must reserve judgement on the

subject.

What is not clear from the secondary sources on the subject is the extent to which

the grievances of the na:tatwere given religious expression in Kelantan in 1915. Neither

Allen nor Mahmood in their accounts of the rising make it clear how the raayat grievances in

Kelantan at the time were given verbal expression. Neither Allen on the basis of Colonial

Office records, nor Mahmood on the basis of Malay materials are able to take us very far into

the minds of the Kelantaneseraayatin 1915. Matrmood describes an oration by To'Janggut

on the day of the shooting of Che'Wan delivered to a crowd of people 'mostly armed with

parang and kris'but is not able to enlighten us on the content of the oration.(rs7) It may well

be that To'Janggut's address was couched in terms of an Islamic appeal to raayat grievances

but in the absence of any further information on the subject we can only speculate that it was.

Still, it is clear from Mahmood and Allen that the rising had some religious

overtones. To'Janggut rested his authority and prestige as the main leader of the rising on a

belief amongst his followers that he possessed certain supernatural qualities. Mahmood

reports that:

according to one source, T'Janggut possessed qll the features ofa brave and
intelligeñt man. He was well-buitt and about six feet tall. He had sharp.brown eyes

whichlit is believed, aÍe asign of bravery bald, and

his foíehead broad, with thick eyebrows;- fy
intelligence, thougirtfulness and finnness. nerable and

to havé boasted tñat he was so.(rt8)

Ma¡mood does not elaborate on the nature and origin of this perception but it is

clear from his account that it had an Islamic aspect. That is to say, to some extent To'

Janggut's leadership, at least as it was perceived by his followers, was cut in an Islamic mould.

157 M"hmood, "To' Janggut Rebellion", pp. 73,7 4.

158lbid., p. 65
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He had made the pilgrimage to Mecca.(tse) Other evidence in the sources suggests, though

does not in itself confirm, the role of Islam as a vehicle for the expression of raayat grievances

in Kelantan in 1915. Allen speculates that the driving force behind the l9l5 rising may have

been a religious leadership: '[T]he real initiators of the movement may all the same have been

the hajis and the imams - especially those in Pasir Puteh but, also some elsewhere in the state -

some of whom actually led the attack on May 23rd, 1915'.(160)

Allen further suggests a tink between the religious leadership of the Trengganu

rising in 1928 and the possibility of a religious leadership of the Kelantan rising of 1915. It

will be recalled that Pasir Puteh had, prior to the British presence in Kelantan, an independent

local leadership. Allen suggests that a strong share of that local leadership may have been

exercised by local religious functionaries - the imams and the hajis - a fact which may point to

a connection between the Kelantan and Trengganu risings. Speaking of the Kelantan rising,

Allen says:

Then if it is true that the rising s really led by penghuluslmd hajis oJFltt
Kelantan, there are possible connections bè¡ween itand,..thg ftg."gg*q \ising
(also blaied on tan-reforms and also associated with a local haji who claimed
invulnerabiliÐ.(tut)

It seems, then, from the rather limited information in the sources that Islam played

some part in the manifestation of raayat grievances in the Pasir Puteh district of Kelantan,

though it would appear that it was less important, or less obviously important, in providing a

framework for the expression of local grievances than was the case in Trengganu in that states

uprising some thirteen years later. However, more thorough research on the subject is needed.

It may well be that such a closer scrutiny would reveal a nascent Islamic appeal to taa:tat

hardship in 1915 of the kind being given stronger party political expression in the years

r5e [bid.

Ito Allen, "Kelantan Rising", p.254.

t6trbid., p.255.

Allen also suggests here that the two NMS uprisings may have been connected in this way to

tft" Þutt*g riãúg twenty five years prior to the Kelantan rising in 1915.
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following Independence in the NMS as a whole.(t62)

The Trengganu Rising 1928

Early in 1928 upriver Malays gathered at Kuala Brang on the Trengganu river 'to

raise the Bendera Stambul, the red flag of war, and to march on Kuala Trengganu'.(1ó3; The

crowd occupied the police station in Kuala Brang and then, led by To'Janggut, advanced

down river towards Kuala Trengganu.(t*) On 2l }y'ray the crowd, which was aggressive in its

mood, encolntered a police relief party from the capital which opened fire. Eleven rebels

were killed, including To' Janggut.

There can be no doubt that some religious motivation was involved in the uprising.

According to Sutherland, the crowd led by To'Janggut were chanting prayers and many of

them believed themselves invulnerable.(165) However, whereas it was convenient for British

colonial observers to focus upon misguided religion as they perceived it as a major cause of

the revolt, it was religion giving expression to the local Malay desire to remedy objective

hardship created by colonial rule, specifically colonial land policy, that leant the

demonstration its fire.(r66)

Sutherland points out that the '1928 "disturbance" \ry'as the culmination of tension

which had accumulated over six or seven years'.(167) Thus the peasantry sought relief from the

permit system which had been introduced in 1921. Under the l92t land regulation peasants in

t62 For the emergence of radical Islam as a party political phenomenon see chapter 8 below'

1ó3 Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", p.79.

This outline of the basic events of the rising is based on Sutherland's account, pp. 78,79.

te The namesake only of the leader of the 1915 Kelantan Rising.

r6t lbid., p.79.

t66 sh colonial interpretation of religion as a motivating factor

forthsingseemydiscussionofBryson'saccountofpeasant
reacti

167 Sutlrerland, "Trengganu Elite" p.79.
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Ulu Trengganu were required to take out a permit for the temporary occupation of land. This

hit the poveúy stricken producers in Ulu Trengganu particularly hard since they depended

upon the clearing of forest land to plant hill rice for their subsistence and the permit system

operated to curb this activity.(tut) Th. building of tension between outside colonial authority

and the ulu population in the years following l92I had focussed upon a boycott of the permit

system by the upriver Malays in Trengganu.lt6e¡ The permit system had remained in force

however, and the 1926Laú Enactment had further added to the burden of the Ulu producers.

Sutherland lists these:

[T]hey had to buy permits for clearing land; they could no loner freely gather
firewood, leaves to wrap sweetmeats, or palm for thatching; theìr buffalo could not
grøe at will; and they could not grow rice where they chose.("')

The Land Enactrnent added considerably, then, to the tension which had been

building in the Ulu are4 a tension which was increasingly being given a religious expression.

Sutherland reports that in eaÃy 1928 the Ulu peasants were refusing to take out permits and

that there were rumours of an impending Holy War.(t7t)

Talib, in his chapter on the Trengganu rising, strongly emphasizes the longer term

build up of tension in Trengganu between direct producers and an agrarian elite in the state in

the early decades of the twentieth century as a cause of the rising.(l72) Talib, drawing upon

Gullick's social categonzation of Malay society in his Indigenous Political Systems of

Western Malaya as a basis, sees Trengganu society as being divided firstly into two broad

groupings: a ruling class and a subject class.r73 The Trengganu ruling class, he says, was in

turn divided into four main groups: Kerabat Diraja('royaþ'); Kerabat Am('aristocracy');

tó8lbid., p.73.

r6e Jbid.

I70 Ibid., p.78

17r Ibid.

'72 Talib,Image, Chapter 6. "The 1928 Peasant Revolt". pp.134'175

r73 lbid., p. lo.
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Ulama(religious scholars);and Orang Keistimewaan('court favowites').174 Talib sees the revolt

as having an essentially anti-ruling class character being a reaction by the Trengganu

peasantry to the economic hardships being suffered by them at the hands of the Trengganu

indigenous elite and the British.ltis¡ Thus it was their resentment at being subjected to the cap

kernia system - at being deprived of ancestral land, of being obliged to pay tithes to the new

landlords who acquired land under the system, at being denied access to land where they lived

outside the cap ¿reas - that fired a basic resentment in the Ulu(up river) peasantry - a

resentment which was farured by the additional restrictions on land use introduced by colonial

offrcials.(17u) lo *g*ng his case in this way -by emphasizing the anti-indigenous ruling class

lt4lbid.

ttt lbid., pp. 134-142, 163.

Talib states the theme much more boldly in his thesis than in the book. ln the thesis he

r"Vr tftirli" iãU"tt¿ ofthé view of 'so egsentialþ a movement

óiGrirtán"" to British ruþ conducted 'The anti-British element

*Å-pi..*üt, ðétt"ittly, U"i it yuf not mobilizs Ship. On the contrary the

real ässence of ttre revolt lay in its anti-a¡istoc

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p- 464.

ln the book Talib casts it in much more general terms. In so doing he places much more

emphasis on the rot. of tn" peasantry and muõh less on that of the Ulama leadership than was

the'case in the thesis. He suinmarizes the revolt in these terms:

'It[the peasant revolt] was, from the actors'þe peasants'] point of view, a rural-based social

movement that invóü.¿ ;åõri¿lv sharelaötivities an¿ bêÎiefs directed towards the demand

the Peasanüry as
was a manifestation
orbed into the
ruler) their ruler, as

oroblematic and this is no doubt the reason why he

il th" book. Alternatives such as 'ruling class',

*¿ to on. See my discussion of this below in the

Talib, Image, p. 134,163.

Talib's use of the term'a¡istocratic' is
has adopted alternative words and phrasing
'indigerious ruling class','anti-ruling class'

text of this chaPter.

176 Talib, Imase, pp.l37- 140. See my chapter 5 above for a fuller account of the operation

of the cap kernia system in Trengganu'
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character of the rising - Talib aims at refuting the view of 'several schola¡s in recent years',

that the räbellion was 'yet another in the tradition of anti-British revolts' differing only in that

it was led by religious leaders rather than members of the ruling class.(177) Whereas Talib

strongly emphasizes the longer term resentment of the Trengganu peasantry of hardship

suffered at the hands of the aristocracy with the British reforms as a strong aggavating factor

in their suffering Sutherland focusses much more on the anti-British reaction of the rebellious

peasantry.(178)

Talib sees the grievances of the Trengganu up-country peasantry against the state's

colonial administration as more broadly based than Sutherland. According to Talib the

expansion of the Advisory system of government in Trengganu in the couple of decades

following l9l9 intoduced 'new rules, regulations, offices and offrcials into the

counûyside'.(tt') As a consequence of this the peasanûry'resented having to make lengthy

trips to government centres to register births and deaths or to obtain licenses for ma:riages and

divorces which cost $2.00 and $1.00 respectively'.(tto) Talib points out that the peasanûry

ttt rbid., pp. 134,163.

It is clear from Talib's doctoral study that he counted Sutherland among these scholars

17E Though she does acknowledge
inland peasants because the former h
and other matters and the peasants fe
had abandoned [the Islamic] religion.'

Sutherland, "Conflict and Accommodation", p. I 3.

r7e Talib, Image, pp. 138-139

tto rbid., p. 139.
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'were also subjected to a variety of passes required, under the penalty of fines, for forest

felling, collection of different kinds ofjturgle produce, planting of different types of crops,

slaughtering of animals and the carrying of the weapons needed for personal protection

against wild animals.(t*t) Referring to these restrictions in his thesis Talib points out that the

peasants were left with'a sense of disastrous uncertainty' since they interfered with'their

critical requirements ... for st¿bility and security of food supplies.'(tE2¡ The peasants were also

discograged from their traditional cultivation of huma by regulations prohibiting forest felling

in the hope that they would switch to wet padi.(t83) This was, however, an unrealistic

expectation: it meant that huma cultivators not only had to 'face the uncertainty of adopting an

entirely new technique of padi cultivation'they also 'competed for the little land left in the

interior suitable for wet padi.'(l8a) The peasanûry lacked the confidence to change their method

of cultivation since their margin of food supply was too low to sustain any losses on such a

gamble.(I8s) The collection of forest produce rwas, according to Talib, an activity critical to

the peasantry for the raising of additional income but this activity was curtailed by the

introduction of forest passes in l92L (1só) While the maximum that a peasant earned from

forest produce was fiffy cents a day he had to pay adolla¡ a month for the pass.(ttt) Talib also

rstlbid.

t82 Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p.471

t83 Talib,Imase, p. 140.

t84 Jbid.

r85 Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", pp.477'472'

t86 Talib, Imase, p.140.

rs7 Robert, "Malay Ruting Class", p- 472'
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points to the issue of land titles for all occupied land and the introduction of survey fees and

annual rent.(r8s) These were unfamiliar practices to the peasantry and beyond their economic

means.(r8e)

While the new regulations were in themselves a source of hardship to the peasantry

the way in which they were administered by local offrcials added to their suffering. These

offrcials were usually outsiders to the local community, and were unsympathetic in their

treatment of the peasantry executing the regulations with little moderation and

understanding.(tto) They exploited the peasantry through comrpt practices - it was necessary

to give bribes in order to obtain good jungle land for padi cultivation or to overcome delays in

their application - and they were tardy in processing applications for the passes thus causing

the peasants added expense that they could ill afford.(ter¡ Talib points out that it was not only

the cost of the pass but the cost of travelling to the offrce where the pass was obtained that

taxed the economic resources of the peasantry. It cost the peasant $2.00 in travel to obtain a

20c pass.re2

Clearly, then, while Talib sees the principle anger of the peasantry as being directed

at a local rural Malay elite these peasants in his view clearly had strong grievances against the

level.

188 Jbid.

tse lbid.

ln his thesis Robert(Talib) cites Bryson amongst othersfor his statement that the 'peasantry 
.

were in no economi! pòliiãti t"ãäèi trt.rè dãmands,'though in a different piece of writing by

Bryson than that cited bY me above'

Ibid,., p.472. Robert cites; encl I H.P. Bryson to s.u.K., 28 May t928 in S'U'K' 139711346'

See also Talib,Image, P. 140.

reolbid.

Robert(Talib) explains that these offrcials were usually appointed from Kuala Lumpur'

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p.473-

rel Talib,Image, pp. 140, 141.

te'Ibid., p. l4l.
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new colonial administration as well. In his thesis Talib sums up peasant grievances against

the colonial administration in these terms:

cers as comrpt, rude and unduly ha¡sh and as
State Council. They saw the whole taration

to make the 'Raja' (ie the ruling class rich as

the government.('")

Noor Bee Binte Kassim, in a thesis on the rising, also gives avery good idea of the

hardship caused to the up country Trengganu peasantry by the permit restriction and land

taration measures introduced into the state by the British administration.(tea) Kassim points to

the passing, at the end of 1921, of a regulation aimed at controlling the indiscriminate clearing

of forest for the temporary cultivation of food crops. Two conditions were imposed by the

regulation: a Land OfFrce Permit with an annual payment of frfty cents an acre was required

for furure clearing; and no forest of more than seven years growth could be felled.(tes) Kassim

explains that the regulation'was a kind of land ta< as the principle of huma cultivation meant

that the piece of land cleared for cultivation was abandoned after a season or two'.(re6)

Furthermore the regulation'restricted the kind of land available for ladang cultivation as

virgin jungle, which was mosr [more?] productive' could no longer be cleared.iteT; The

British, Kassim points out, misunderstood the rationale behind this kind of cultivation in that

they considered it as wasteful and as a practice leading to deforestation. The Malays on the

other hand took the view that it 'was a method adopted to the tropical soils easily exhaustible

re3 Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p.474

tno Noor Be binte Kassim, "The Trengganu Rebellion 1928", Academic exercise, BA
Honours, Universþ of Singapore, 1972, p.|,2,30-32.

te5 rbid., p.30.

te6lbid.

le7lbid.

It will be remembered from Chapter 2 abovethat ladang cultivation was a form of shifting 
-

;rrúùt*" i" *tti"ttioi"sfland ivas cleared and crops planted. After one or two harvests, the

;i"u};;;1'¡g;";b;¡;;¿ã *¿ cultivators moved toã fesh patch of forest for clearing and

Planting once again 
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fertility'.11e8¡

Another source of discontent for the up country Trengganu peasantry in the 1920's,

according to Kassim, was the permit required for extracting timber for the jungle - a

requirement implemented by the government in an effort to conserve the forests.ltee¡ The

hardship to the peasants from this permit requirement stemmed from the fact that they relied

on the forest to provide them with firewood and building materials for building and thatching

their houses. Kassim indicates that the regulation'was too rigidly implemented by the Malay

land off,rcials' and, as a result, there 'were complaints that they [ie the Malay land officials] ..

refused to let the peasants collect firewood without taking out a permit'.(too)

On top of all this the payment of land rent was a focus of discontent amongst the

peasants in Trengganu in a way which had a direct bearing on the timing of the rebellion.

Kassim explains that in 1927 land settlement had occr:¡red in Kuala Brang and that the land

rent on the alienated land was due in March. This, Kassim states, 'explained the timing of the

rebellion for when the rent collectors went to collect the rent which was due the peasants

refused to pay'at the instigation of their leaders.(20r) Not only did they refuse to pay the rent

te8Ibid., p.30.

Kassim adds that the 'method need not lead to deforestation if the land abandoned was

sufFrciently fallowed for a period of fifteen years.'

Ibid., p.31.

He does not say, however, whether the Malay cultivators were in fact observing this fifteen
year interval.

tee Ibid., p.31.

2oo lbid.

2or Ibid., p.31.

old them not to pay the rent' and that'the
Haji Abdul Rahm-an or to Syed Alsagoff and that

Ibid.

See below for a reference to the role of Haji Rahman in the rising. I have been unable to find

an explanatory reference to Syed Algasoff.
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but they'returned the land titles which they had taken out earlier'.(202)

The imposition of the permit and land rent systems then'aroused the feelings of the

people' in the years leading up to 1928. This was all the more so because the permit and land

taxation measures exacerbated economic hardships being experienced in the district from

other causes. A depression in their rural economy in 1922 and 'the 1926 Gteat Flood' had

both'further impoverished the people'.(203) At the time of the flood a local penghulu alleged

that the Government had not sent relief measures to assist in the recovery from the damage

caused.(2oa) Refening to the land tæ< and permit measures Kassim says, 'the reforms were an

extra bgrden to the people because they were very poor'.(tot) W" clearly have, then, from the

secondary sources, a much clearer idea of the gdevances of the peasantry in the Trengganu

rising than we do of those of their counterparts in Kelantan in 1915. It is clear from these

sowces that the Trengganu peasantry felt themselves aggrieved at their treatment at the hands

not only of the Trengganu aristocracy but also colonial officialdom as well, though the

secondary sources place diftering emphases on these two aspects. ln large measure we can

see how, as was the case in Kelantan, the peasantry in Trengganu were being subjected to

longer term colonial pressures as well as those which were more directly and immediately

impinging on them in their productive sphere. Thus while we can see from Talib that the Ulu

peasantry were being exploited by the aristocracy under the cap kernia system in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth century their suflering was brought to a head, and spilled over

into rebelliousness, as a result of a series of specific measures, particularly those affecting

land use, implemented by the colonial regime in the years leading up to 1928' While Talib

sees a conflict between his interpretation of the reasons for the 1928 peasant response and that

of Sutherland it is more accurate to characterize this as a difference in emphasis on the long

2o2 rbid.p.32.

203 rbid., p.32

204 rbid.

205 Jbid.
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and short term causes of the rising rather than a head on clash in interpretation-

As was the case with the Kelantan Rising the Kuala Brang rising was also

symptomatic of elite disaffection with colonial rule. Sutherland indicates that in the Ulu

district it was the local elite which was cut adrift from its traditional wealth and power by the

colonial administration which led the Ulu peasantry in revolt in retaliation.('ou) As we have

seen the Ulu leadership had in the time before the transfer of power exercised considerable

independence from central control.(207) This independence had continued well into the early

period of the transfer and it was when the new administration began its stronger drive to

control the Ulu area, and in particular the revenues there in the ways described above, that a

stronger local elite resentment against the colonial regime was invoked.('ot) Elsewhere in the

state the local population and revenue they could provide, rwas more accessible' and the new

administration had succeeded in drawing the local elites into the colonial administrative

structure and, by affording them some sort of reco gnzedofücial status and influence in this

way, had mitigated the effect of the power transfer in engendering local elite disaffection.(20e)

This was not the case in the remote Ulu Trengganu area where the local leadership remained

on the periphery of the colonial apparatus.(2r0) According to Sutherland it was the al-Idrus

family who held sway over the settlements on the upper reaches of the Trengganu river until

well into the early colonial period, afactwhich, to their cost, the British failed to recognize

when they made their determined push to extend a stronger colonial administrative control

into the area.(zrr) The Al-Idrus was an Islamic family which exercised temporal, as well as

206 Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", pp.69-80'

'ot See chapter 3 above.

208 Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", pp-69-73.

2on rbid., pp.7o-73.

"o fbid., pp.7l-73.

2rr Ibid., pp.7r,72.
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religious, authority in the region.(2l2) It was the al-Idrus who, when they experienced the

stronger British moves to control the area from the early 1920s led, in conjunction with other

local religious leaders closely associated with the family, the peasant resistance to British rule

which culminated in the 1928 rising.("') A. with the Kelant¿n rising there is some suggestion

that a wider section of the elite may have backed the revolt but, in view of the lack of

evidence to support such an assertion, this does not seem likely.(214) Sutherland does not

discuss at length any possible link between the rising and the disaffection felt by the

Trengganu elite in general towards the British. But, given the tension that existed at that time

between the two it would seem that any strong challenge to British rule might have been

backed by that elite if it had looked like toppling British rule. The likelihood of such a tum of

events would seem to have been even more remote in Trengganu at this time than in Kelantan

during the comparable situation which existed in that state in 1915. The Trengganu elite had,

in l92g,been heavily compromised in their position between the raayat and the British, and it

does not seem likely that they would have tluown in their hand with local elite atdraayat

rebels unless success was certain. A reading of Sutherland indicates that the most that can be

said is that 'certain notables appear to have hoped the protest would result in their advantage,

but they were too impressed by British power, too comforted by colonial security and

preference, and too unsure of their hold on their old followings, to respond openly to

as Sutherland points out, the 'distinction between "seculaf" and

riuttr,*¿ the bäundaries of competence were never clear cut in a

lbid.,p.72.

2t3 rbid., pp.72-80.

Ibid., p.79.
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invitations for revolt.(2rs)

Talib casts his interpretation of local elite resistance to British rule in Trengganu in

somewhat different terms from Sutherland. Like Sutherland, Talib addresses the role of local

religious figures in leading the peasantry in revolt.(216) According to Talib, prior to the

transfer of power in the st¿te local imams, Hajis, and other local religious firnctionaries were

in a particularly strong position because the office of the penshulu - an off,tce which had in

the past complimented and rivalled them - had been allowed to decay during the reign of

Sultan Zunal Abidin III.(211 The position of these local religious leaders was threatened

however when the colonial regime appointed penghulus to the district. This revival of

penghulus challenged the power and influence of the religious leaders by usurping firnctions

hitherto exercised by them at the village level and by shifting the centre of gravity of political

power in the village away from a traditional Ulama religious base in the direction of secular

colonial po\¡/er based in the capital.(218) But there \¡rere more tangible grievances as well. The

local religious leaders were mainly local property owners and they shared the resentment of

peasant proprietors at the exaction of land rents and survey fees by the government.(21e)

Discontent with the ruling class over the new colonial circumstances meant that there was a

more generalizedleadership and inspiration for the revolt. Talib points out that the Ulama -

the religious scholars within the state - were disgruntled because they did not share in

advantages afforded other sections of the ruling class with the coming of colonial influences

to Trengganu.i22o¡ The Ulama had not, because they had religious reservations, availed

themselves of commercial advantages that became available in the late nineteenth century.

2r5 lbid., p.82.

216 Talib,Image, pp. 146-148.

"t Ibid., p.145.

tts Ibid.

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p.475

2re Talib, Imase, p. 145.

220 lbid., pp.146,147
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Specifrcally, they had not taken up mining concessions and had not sought, or been given

caps, under the cap kernia system.22l Furthermore, they had not been given any offrcial role,

religious or temporal, in the new colonial administration and therefore felt themselves in a

greatly disadvantaged position excluded from private and official sources of wealth, power

and prestige in these ways, and their resentment over this in 1928 was strong.("') ltwas this

resentment which led them to enter into, and to provide, according to Talib, a broader, less

localized leadership of the rebellion in 1928.(223)

Talib singles out two Ulama individuals who played a prominent role in the rising

as charismatic figures. One was Sayyid Sagap, who came from a well established Ulama

family, and who 'had a large and devoted following in Trengganu'.1224¡ The other was Haji

Abdul Ratrman Limbong (Haji Drahman) who, while not belonging to any of the traditional

Ulama families, had built his own reputation'for sanctity, religious scholarship and teaching'

and who was reported by contemporary British offrcials to be, in Talib's words, 'a Ghandi type

leader, capable of rallying thousands of Malays who would stand ready blindly to follow his

bidding'.(225)

While both Talib and Sutherland agree on the personal identity of the main leaders

of the rising they charactenzethe wider affiliation and institutional identity of these leaders

differently. Sutherland gives the main leaders of the rising - Syed Saggof bin Syed Abdul

Rahman al-Idrus and Haji Dratrman Limbong (Haji Abdul Rahman bin Abdul Hamid) - a

22tlbid.

222 Ta\íbhighlights the fact that it was the ir ability of the British to absorb the Ulama into

the colonial sñucttue that fed their hostility to the new regime.

rbid.

See also Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", pp.478,479.

"t [bid.,pp.477-479.

Talib, Image, pp. 146,147 .

22a Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", pp.479,480.

Talib, Image, p. 147.

225 Jbid.
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familial identity: Syed Saggof was a member of the al-Idrus family and Haji Dratrman, while

not a member of that family, was closely associated with it.1226; Talib, on the other hand,

more strongly stresses the religious identity and authority of these two figures, pointing to the

fact that Sayyid Sagap was a member of a traditional Ulama family and implying that Haji

Dralrman had established a defacto status as one of the IJlama.(227)

Talib, then, stresses the religious grievances of the Ulama in leading the revolt. The

Ulama objected to the commercial advantages of the Trengganu aristocracy based in Kuala

Trengganu, the fact that this aristocracy had an official status within the new British colonial

administration, and that they had aligned themselves with infrdels (ie the British) and had

thus, by association, and by modiffing their own religious practices, lowered their standing in

the eyes of Islam.228 Talib gives strong emphasis to the religious motives of the Ulama and

their abilþ to lead the peasantry in what was, he writes, to a large extent a religious rising

against those not adhering to what was seen as true Islam.(22e) This, Talib says, was the

226 Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", pp.73,77

227 Tallb,Imase, p. r47.

rbid.

Sutherland, "Trengganu Etite", p.7 7 .

Sutherland does acknowledge religious prestige as a factor associated with the authority of the

al-Idrus family.

lbid.,p.72.

22t T alib, Image, pp. I 43,144,146,147 .

22s Tùiboutlines the way in which aristocratic Malay-govemmental functionaries were

p..r"i".aLy the iebels as having lost their Islamic moral authority.

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", pp.482'484.

Talib, Image, pp. 143,144.

See below in this chapter a fuller discussion of Talib's views on the role of Islam in the rising'

It is interesting to re ometþ]ng of the

fsfa-ic toãia ayttuñ.i" itt Muzaffa¡'s sludl
frrf"f"Vii* contéxt. Focus , not just Malaysi
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motivation for the Ulama leading a revolt of peasants which was anti-indigenous elite first and

only secondarily anti British.23o

Sutherland, on the other hand, places less emphasis on the intra communal, anti

Malay elite aspect of the revolt. Certainly she acknowledges that'the gulf between those with

power - members of the elite and their followers - and those without, the common people or

raayal was an 'oveniding fact in Trengganu society' and that 'this distinction between ruler

and ruled was usually the deciding factor in any confrontation' prior to the commencement of

British suzerainty in the state.(23t) But she indicates, more strongly than Talib, that the

coming of the British administrator saw a new kind of social conflict emerging and new and

different lines of social confrontation being drawn in Trengganu society. The broad thrust of

her "Trengganu Elite" article, as we have seen in chapter 5 above, is that there was

considerable tension between the British and the upper echelons of Malay society as the

former sought to bend the later to its will. ln the 1920s the British had reached an

accommodation with some of the Malay elite families. The al-Idrus elite family lay outside

this accommodation as we have seen and conflict between them and the British and their

Malay elite followers resulted in part as a consequence of this. Thus, what Sutherland

stresses, and what Talib draws out less strongly in his argument, is that there was an intra-elite

conflict of interest which added an important dimension to social tension with the state. To

Sutherland, the rising was less a rebellion of the Malay ruled against their traditional rulers as

a first line of resistance to authority and more a reaction of the peasantlry, and one section of

slim and other colonized
the economY, the education
says, was'the conservative

nal religious thought'.

chandra Muzafflar, Islamic Resr:rgence in Malaysia, (Malaysia,7987),p' 76

230 Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p' 464'

231 Suttrerland, "Trengganu Elite", p.40'
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the Malay elite, leading a rising against both the British and another compromised section of

the ruling class by then closely associated with the British administration. Talib, a¡xious to

reject the notion that the rising was led by the ruling class against the British as was the case

in other revolts on the peninsular, emphasizes the intra communal economic and especially

religious divisions within the Malay community. In so doing he places less weight than

Sutherland on the secular, anti-British, grievances of the rebellious peasanûry and the section

of the elite which led them and gives less recognition to the differential effects of colonial

influences on the ruling class in Trengganu. Talib, perhaps because he wants to porhay the

rising as a popular one in the classic mould of traditional peasant uprisings in which the

peasanûry were pitted a against an indigenous ruling class, stresses indigenous ruling elite

privilege as the main focus of peasant and Ulama anger with the British as secondary target

for these groups.(232)

Certainly Talib does strongly see the rising as the playing out of tension within a

society charactenzed by a'two fold agrarian class structure'that had'emerged during the first

three decades of the twentieth century'.233 He characterizes that class structure and the tension

within it in these terms:

There existed a rural upper class consisting ofbureaucrats and absentee cap kernia

232 Robert, "Malay Ruting Class", p.464.

Talib draws attention to the fact that, on the eve of the rising, 'the Commissioner of Lands and
Mines, G.A.C. de Moubray, grimly warned the aristocrats that economic conditions in the
Trengganu river were similar to those of France and Russia before their respective upheavals.'

Talib,Image, p. 138.

Talib also points out that the'movement had millenarian as well as messianic expectations -
features which were common in peasant movements in Southeast Asia'.

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p.484.

Talib, lmaqe, pp. 143,144.

Sutherland, too, sees the rising as in many ways cut in the classic mould of
peasant disorder but without focussing narrowly on the aristocracy as t$: enemy of the

þeasantry in he way that Robert does. Commenting on the situation in Trengg-anu
immediately prior to the rising she writes:'The classic causes of peasant diqorder were all
there: poverty and sharp economic blows, alienation from government, religious r:nrest, and
charismatic leaders who gave voice to popular grievances'.

Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", p.78.

233 Tatb,Image, p.141.
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landlords(both drawn largely from the traditional ruling class) and a rural lower
class comprising peasants, tenant cultivators, landless peasants, and to a lesser
extent wage labourers. The most serious implication of this major transformation
was the lack of reciprocal relationships between the two social strata. The
expectations of the bottom class were not met by the top class who were perceived
b.y the former as corrupt, rude, harsh, exploitative, and as representing the whim of
distant state council.

While Talib does identi$, in the Eurocentric terminology he employs, the Ulama as

a commoner element - one of three main groups - within the ruling class early in his book, he

none the less writes in his chapter on the rising as though a core within the indigenous Malay

elite, and excluding the Ulama, were in a very much more dominant social position than any

other group."t It seems to be this group he has in mind when he uses the term'ruling class' in

the later chapter. This leaves the impression that this core elite was, effectively, the ruling

class. The implication in the chapter devoted to the rising is that the Ulama were outside the

ruling class. The use of the generic term 'ruling class'then sits uncomfortably in the chapter in

that it seems too narrow and inconsistent in its conception given his conceptualization of this

group in his earlier chapter.

The origins of this confusion in terminology can be seen in the thesis. There, in the

chapter on the revolt, he uses the term 'aristocracy' and its derivatives to identify the

oppressors of the peasantry. By implication it is clea¡ that in the thesis by 'ruling class' he

means 'aristocracy'. This is at variance with his chapter I where 'aristocracy'denotes one of

four main groups making up the ruling class. The impression in the thesis, then, is not so

much of an intra elite conflict resulting in leadership for the rebellious raayat group, but more

of a two dimensional division between rulers and ruled, between an agrarian privileged elite

and the rest - the peasanüy and their religious mentors, the Ulama. In the unpublished work

Talib appears to be stetching his terminology to accord with a pre-conceived conception of

the rising as essentially anti-indigenous Malay ruling class in its character. It is as it in his

234Ibid.

235 Talib,Image, pp. 10,13, 134-175(Chapter 6).

Talib argues by analogy from Gullick's description of the social hierarchy in the'West Coast
Matay States that the 'commoner group'in Trengganu was divided into two gtoups, one of
which was the Ulama.

Ibid., p. 10.
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ttresis, he lapses into na¡rowing his conception of 'ruling class' to a core of aristocracy in order

to maintain his position that the rising was first and foremost an intra-communal dispute, with

oppressed commoners rising against a privileged, compromised, dominating aristocratic few

who, for the most part made up the ruling class

Thus, notwithstanding the fact that early in his thesis Talib has placed the

aristocracy as one of four main groups making up the ruling class, he appears in the context of

his thesis chapter dealing with the rising, to use the terms 'aristocracy' and 'ruling class'

interchangeably as though they mean the same thing. For example, in summanzingthe aims

and effects of the rising in the earlier work he states:

f social unrest aimed to redress an trnequal
ch, as they perceived it, had turned unjustly
ernment. The revolt failed in its challenge to

ln the book he does seem to have sought to rescue himself from the difficulty by

dropping the term 'aristocracy' in the chapter dealing with the rising using the term 'ruling

class'or simila¡ more general terms instead. But while this marginally lessens the confusion in

social categonzation it doesn't help much because it is clear by implication that for him

'ruling class' still has the narrower social focus of the thesis whether he uses the term

'aristocracy' or not. Perhaps this is because in the book he still regards the a¡istocratic group

he had in mind in his thesis as the dominant group within the ruling class and the main

oppressors of the razyat- so much so, apparently, that without saying so explicitly he regards

them as effectively being the ruling class.237 Since he doesn't diflerentiate the differing

elements of the ruting class in this book chapter very clearly we can't be stue which elements

236 Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", p.518.

for

nto
se of royal lineage.

Talib,Imase, p.23.

Talib's tone is derisive when he describes the Kerabat Am - th" ¡ttlpcracy
aristocratic ti""ug" ** f.é"Uy aware of its descent in its relation to other families of
class. They all aspired to move up the status ladder''

Ibid., pp. 12,13.

:'Each
the same
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of the ruling class he has in mind as the targets for peasant hostility and resistance in the

nineteen twenties

What seems to have happened in the book and the thesis is that, having given a four

part break down of the ruling class early in both works he has employed a looser terminology

in the later study: 'aristocracy'in the thesis; 'ruling class' in the book. A reading of the

preceding chapters in both works suggests, however, that in using both terms he has in mind

both the Kerabat Am - the aristocracy - and the kerabat Diraia - the royalty - in the later

chapter rather than the fulIfor¡r elements outlined early in both works. In short, it looks as

though he has in mind the Kerabat class, as he calls the two together, when he refers to

'aristocracy' in the thesis and 'ruling class' in the book.238 Certainly it is clear, in both the

thesis and the book, in the chapters leading up to the one dealing with the revolt, that the two

kerabat elements of the ruling class were the main participants in, and beneficiaries of, the

exploitative practices that were the focus of peasant(and Ulama) anger and opposition. This

would suggest that it was this royal and aristocratic hereditary elite that he has in mind when

he refers to the ruling class in this chapter of the book. Without saying so directly it seems that

by'ruling class'he is referring to the two most privileged elements of the wider dominant

group. Of these two elements it was the Kerabat Diraja that most benefited from the

exploitativ e activity.23e The Kerabat Am benefited from this activity too but less so.2a0 They

did, he says in his early book chapter on the indigenous ruling class, form'the bulk of that

class'.2ar They were, he says in the same early chapter, a self seeking and privileged group

sharply distinct from the r@..242 It is clear from his detailed account of the main social

changes in the decades leading up to the revolt why this hereditary elite made up of these two

,3s See for example his use of the phrase'Kerebat class'in his book chapter on the

indigenous ruling class.

Ibid., p. 13.

23e Ibid., pp. 51,104,220,221.

2oo lbid.

24r Ibid., p.12.

2o'rbid.,pp. 12,13.
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groups would have been a particular focus for peasant(and Ulama) anger and protest. And so

he has, not withstanding his earlier finding in the book that the Ulama vrere 'a distinct element

in the Trengganu ruling class', nonetheless seem to have drawn the conclusion that, for the

purpose of defining the main point of demarcation between the disputants in 1928, they were

with the peasant rebels and not, by implication, of the ruling class.2a3 The fourth element - the

Orang Keistimewa - seems to have been on the bottom rung of privilege and of lesser

consequence in the upper social strucfl¡re.

This blurring of terminology and the inconsistency that stems from it tends to

distort our perception of the social hierarchy in that it leaves the impression that the ruling

class - those with wealth and power beyond that of the mass of the population - was naro\ryer

than it really was. It is clear from Talib's description of the ruling class in his book Chapter 2

and Sutherland's description of the al-Idrus, that the Ulama families enjoyed considerable

wealth, power and prestige in a way which clearly separated them from the raayat and went

beyond mere hierarchical formality. They did, according to Talib, 'enjoy gteat authority in the

eyes of both the subject and the ruling classes'.24 They'patrouzedthe Kerabat class and were

in turn patronized by them'.2a5 'Some of them', Tatib writes, 'were associated with state

institutions, holding offrce as such'.2a6 Early in the book Talib seems to assert their position'as

a separate element in the ruling class':

That they did have collective power was seen in their influence on the succession of
sultans. Their role in the political systt
teaching nor for that matter wer
ministeis, state councillors, and

It was, of cowse, the diminution of these advantages that was their main bone of contention

with the coming of the British. And their loss of privilege, while significant, was not total.

2o' [bid., pp. 13, 26,134-175

2oo lbid., p. 13.

245lbid.

2o6lbid.

2o'rbid.,p.26.
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Notwithstanding the fact that their privileges were diminishing with the intrusion of colonial

forces into Trengganu society they were nonetheless still there. They were, then, elite in the

full sense, and with the onset of colonial influences they became disaffected elite. That is how

they are best charactenzed. They were an alienated section of the ruling class, not, as Talib

seems to imply in his later chapters, unequivocally of and for the subject class. Their interests

were not in broad terms those of the raayat. They were merely able to cooperate with them at

the point where the two class interests coincided. They undoubtedly served their separate

interest by leading the peasantry against the British and favoured sections of the elite and we

must question the extent to which their motives were primarily religious and r¡ntainted by

material, secular considerations.

Part of Talib's diffrculty may stem from the fact that he sees the Ulama as coming

to occupy a genuinely socially ambiguous position somewhere between the ruling class and

the raayat - that as a group they to some degree straddled the boundary between the two social

categories in the nineteen twenties. But he does not a.rgue this. To be credible any such

argument would need to be presented directly in a clear and definite ìway.

Implicit, then, in the two accounts is a different perception of where the main lines

of social cleavage were drawn in the Trengganu society of the time: primarily between the

common people - the Ulama and the peasantry - and the ruling class(ie the aristocracy) in the

case of Talib; and more strongly between the peasantry and a disaffected elite family on the

one hand, and the British on the other, in the case of Sutherland. Since the personal identities

of those involved are the same in both accor.mts the difference lies in he way in which the

social position of the disputants is conceptualizedby the two authors.

Still, in their differing emphases Sutherland and Talib usefully complement each

other in their accounts of the rising and a reading of the two together does much to enhance

ow understanding of the rising in its wider aspects. While Sutherland is able to place the

rising, and especially the elite involvement in it, within the wider context of the British drive

to subdue the elite in the interests of effective British colonial administration, Talib gives us a

thorough idea of the way in which earlier colonial influences affected the peasantry, the

Ulama and the aristocratic elite. We can, on the basis of Talib(and with some further
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definitional tightening in describing the lines of social conflict in Trengganu in 1928) move

towards a better understanding of how a longer term tension between the aristocratic elite, and

the peasantry and the ulama, was a strong causal factor in motivating the revolt in 1928' In

particular Talib assists us in ou¡ understanding by pointing out the way in which the peasantry

were exploited under the cap kemia system as a longer term cause of peasant discontent and as

a strong contributing factor to the peasant involvement in the rising. Despite some looseness

in terminology in his later chapters his book(and unpublished thesis) remains a most valuable

contribution to our understanding of the way this peasant rebellion was a response to material

and religious grievances.'we can see from both Talib and Sutherland (and Kassim) how the

rising was, in its immediate focus in 1928, a reaction to British land reforms' A reading of the

two indicates a need to further investigate the causes of the rising to clariff the question of

what weighting is to be given to the agreed causes of the rising since Sutherland and Talib

differ in this respect. If Sutherland's perspective is correct then Talib has, in his approach to

the topic, given less than due recognition to the fact that fortunes under the British were not

uniform \¡/ithin the Trengganu ruling class and that it was a disaffected section of this elite

which led a disgn:ntled peasantry against the British and their Malay elite followers'

It is interesting to note in the light of the subsequent appeal of a radical and

unorthodox Islam in the Northern Malay States later in this century that the rebels in

Trengganu in lg2Sespoused unofhodox Islam and perceived their grievances in terms of this

religious ideologY.

'We have a much clearer idea of the role that Islamic religion played in the

Trengganu rising from the secondary sources than we do for the Kelantan rebellion' Both

Sutherland and Talib acknowledge the importance of the religion as a motivating factor

though on a differing perspective in line with their respective approaches to the wider topic of

the rising. Both historians acknowledge that Islam - r¡northodox or unofflrcial lslam - shaped

the raa)¡at and elite perception of their secular grievances at the intrusion of colonial forces'

According to Sutherland, 'Islam was the focus and framework' for the anger of the Ulu people

as 
.administrative pressures increased and British influence on the central establishment

became more obviol¡s'.('ot) Talib, referring to the leadership of Salryid Sagap and Haji

2aB Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", p.77
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Drahman writes:

Talib, however, sees these grievances as operating more strongly on an ideological

level than does Sutherland, focussing more on Ulama and peasant discontent at what was seen

as tainted religious practice and demeanor, than on Islam as the provider of a conceptual

framework for secular anti-British and anti-elite sentiments. Thus Talib portrays the rising as

having had a strong jiha<! (holy war) aspect to it with Sayyid Sagap and Haji Dratraman as

leaders of a messianic and millenarian movement that looked forward to the coming of the

Madhi or Saviour that would'restore tradition and true faith' and which aimed at the

restoration of 'a social order which was held to have been upset'.(250) Thus, in this way Talib

returns to his point that the rising was traditional in its nature portraying it as one in which

religion provided a messianic and millenarian motivation'common in peasant movements in

Southeast Asia'.(25r) Thus, for Talib the moral imperative was stronger than secula¡ grievance

on its own in the minds of the rebels:

e conflict in society was thus quickly redrawn
ups were
and the
erwise.(252)

Talib points to the role of Islam in the rising to underscore his rejection of the view he

2on Robert, "Malay Ruling class", p.482'

Talib, Image, pP. 143,148.

2so Ibid., pp.143,144.

Robert, "Malay Ruling Class", pp. 482-485, 493'

Robert describes the personal religious qualities of the two leaders

2tt[bid., p.484.

Talib,Imase, p. 145

252Ibid., p.143.
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attributes to Sutherland and others that the rising was essentially aristocratic-led and anti-

British in its drive and motivation:

ritish confrontation but was broadly directed

Sutherland acknowledges that the Ulu rebels were in part motivated by a belief that

the state's leadership was not truly Islamic but places more emphasis on the secular basis of

their religious protest than Talib. According to Sutherland the 'main aim' of the rising was 'to

alleviate the presswes on the Ulu peasantry and to restore Trengganu by removing the kafir

advisers and, possibly, the Sultan himself.'(254¡ She points out that at the time of the rising

letters were found one of which suggested'the replacement of kafir government in the state by

the tripartite rule of Raja (ex-Sultan Mohamed), Syed (Syed Saggaf), and Fakih(Islamic legal

experts; Haji Drahman)'.("t) It was, according to Sutherland, 'to non-offrcial Islam and the

al-Idrus that the ruayatlooked when, despairing of their ruler's ability to fend offcolonial

demands, they rose in protest.'(256)

Sutherland suggests that asecret Islamic movement - the Sahrikat-ul-Islam - played

a key role in the rising.(257) She sketches in the shadowy background to, and nature of, this

involvement. The membership of the movement was extensive on the peninsular being

located 'along the coast in Patrang from Beserah to Kemamatt,' and, according to 'a list

[which] was later found of Sharikat members dating from 1925', in villages along the length

of the Trengganu river.(25s) The British'tended to assume it had connections with the

tt3lbid.

25a Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", p.79.

255lbid.

256 rbid., p.83

25t rbid., p 83.

258lbid., pp.76,77.
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lndonesian Sarekat Islam.'125e¡ 'Letters were found' instructing members of the Sharikat to

gather at Kuala Brang for the rising. According to Sutherland it is 'the first indication of some

more or less politically oriente d organtzation in Trengganu which seems to have had an anti-

establishment as well as an anti-British cast.(2ó0; Still, none of this gives us a very clear

picture of the nature of the Sharikat and the way in which it operated. Given that Sutherland

concedes that'we know very little about its activities'we must approach her'key role'

suggestion with some reservation.126l¡ This is all the more so in the light of the fact that Talib

takes a different view from Sutherland, seeing the Sharikat's influence in the rising as

'minimal.'(262)

It is clear, then, from both Talib and Sutherland that Islam operated on two levels to

motivate the Ulu people to rebel: as a vehicle for the expression of popular secular gdevances;

and as an ideological reaction against the infidel. It was not solely the latter, as a colonial

official called Bryson thought, as we shall see below in this chapter. It was a combination of

the two at once. While both Talib and Sutherland give a different emphasis to each level there

is no doubting the importance of secular economic grievances as the basis for an Islamic

outbwst in both accounts.

There is ample evidence in the sources to indicate that economic grievances were

given a religious expression. For Haji Drahman instructed the Ulu peasantry that the British

land reforms were against'Islamic law and led them in their refusal to take out permits',

clearly illustrating the way in which strict Islam was made to apply to land questions in the

mind of the rebels.(263) Talib, too, indicates that when the peasants in the Telemong river area

ztn rbid.,p.77

260 rbid.,p.79

261rbid.,p.77

'62 RobertiTalib), "Malay Ruling class", p.479

263 Kassim, "The Trengganu Rebellion 1928", p -32.

See also Robert, "Malay Ruling class", p.485'
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refused to take out permits, it was Haji Drahman who defended them in court on the basis of

Islamic law.(264)

It is clear with the benefit of scholarly hindsight that on-the-spot British colonial

offrcials had a limited, self interested, perception of the effect their new administration was

having on the peasantry and local leadership in Trengganu. For example A.J. Sturrock' the

British Adviser in Trengganu wrote dismissively of the rebels and their leadership:

The leader behind the movement... Rahman' He is

at preseniìtt Vét"u. The raayat r qua:rel with
Góvernment and accePted blind

The main cause of razyatrebelliousness was, Stwrock implies, the fact that they were

insufficientty imbued with the British protestant work ethnic and as a consequence were poor

and discontented. Immediate steps were taken to remedy this situation:

en underfed, and as the speediest means of
construction of a road from Kuala Brang to

has been successful both in its primary object,
ng habit into a people naturally inclined to

None the less, despite the perspective, we can read in such primary Source materials

valuable clues to the way in which colonial forces had been creating hardship for the

rebellious Ulu population in Trengganu.

The account of one contemporary British observer, for example, H.P' Bryson, who

was in charge of the state's Land Offrce at the time of the rising, is particularly instructive

since it clearly indicates the way in which the demand to pay cash land rent to the colonial

state caused hardship for the Trengganu peasantry in the early decades of Advisory

govemment, and how the imposition of this land tæ< intensified the tension existing between

direct producers and colonial administrators. outlining the diffrculties encountered by his

office in implementing the new land rent system Bryson wrote:

264Ibid. p.486.

See also Sutherland, "Trengganu Elite", p74

2ós Trengganu Annual Report I 92711 928. 1 92811 929, pp'12, 13

266lbid., p.13
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other forms of ProPerlY), but thus
in the form of a portion of the crop to
load ofcoconuts, or several gantang

ïi'J#f :å:ilåäï*:ffi f ffi i#J:ÎI
and that was enough.

lt uP. Rent col (in Kuala

;:'ÍJ#,#'#i 'il'liåT4 
Stories

In reading Bryson's account it is important to be wary of the pro-British colonial

bias evident in his interpretation. This bias had led Bryson into inconsistency in his

understanding of the peasant grievance. Certainly the value of the cash tax may have been

less than the value of the tax in kind. But the point is, as Bryson states without

comprehending its significance, the raayatdid not have the cash to pay the tax'

Bryson's observation clearly illustrates one \ilay in which the colonial state was

forcing the raayat further into commodity production for cash, itself a source of discontent for

the NMS Malay peasantry in a broader sense at this time as we have seen in Chapter 5 above'

Still, we can not extapolate too widely from Bryson's statement' The most immediate

hardship indicated, but not fully comprehended by Bryson, was the obvious' The peasantry in

Trengganu, as elsewhere in the north, were as we have Seen, coming to rely on a cash surplus

to satisff their needs. They were, in 1928, in the earliest stages of this transition and were' as

Bryson says, 'poor in cash.' cash handed over to the state meant less cash for themselves and

the land rent was therefore resented'

Certainly Islamic mistrust of the British may have been important on an ideological

level in the way that Bryson states but we must discor:nt it as the sole cause of peasant

resistance to the rent. Applying both Sutherland and Talib(Robert) to Bryson's remarks we

can see that it was the more concrete economic hardship caused by the rent (and the land

permit restrictions) that lay at the heart of their reaction rather than Islamic mistrust of the

infidel per se. Thus the ulu mistrust of the infidel intensified their dislike of the British as tær

colrectors and as the issuers of permits. At the same time a broader Isramic ideology served to

shape the perception of the up river economic grievances including the hardship caused by the

2ót Bryson, "Trengganu'Rising' in 1928", p'2'
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land rent. What Bryson contributes to our understanding of the rising, albeit unwittingly, is

the precise way in which the imposition of a cash land rent created hardship for the Ulu

peasantry and we must read between the lines of his Eurocentric interpretation of peasant

circumstances at this time to see this vital point.

Bryson recounts the resistance he encountered in collecting the rent in these terms:

We can see in this frrrttrer evidence that the distinction between the al-Idrus family - the

Ulama families - and the aristocracy was not, at least in the mind of the peasantry, as sharp as

Talib(Robert) assumes, and that in the perception of these peasants, the conflict was not

clearly and exclusively between the common people - the raayat - on the one hand, and the

elite on the other, but significantly involved other dimensions of conflict, including intra-elite

conflict, as well. Bryson clearly asserts, what Talib seems to deny in the course of his

argument, that the syeds were seen as bung elite, as members of the ruling class, at least in

terms of the esteem in which they were held by the peasantry.

In the sum then we can see how the Trengganu Rising illustrates the way in which

colonial forces were re-shaping Trengganu society and how the new social tensions invoked

by this were reaching a traumatic intensity in the nineteen twenties. Especially important, in

the light of the later appeal of unorthodox Islam of a different kind, is the fact that, within a

context of social tensions arising from the fansition to a stronger and consciously directed

colonial economy in the early decades of this century, unofücial Islam was able to address the

grievances of sections of the Trengganu population and to motivate them into a strong

resistance to prevailing colonial authority.

Northern Malay Resistance to British Advisory Government.

While we have thus far examined two specific instances of Malay resistance to the formal

British colonial presence and to wider colonial influences in Kelantan and Trengganu the

question remains, to what extent did the two risings reflect a wider mood of like social tension

in the northern peninsular states in the pre-World V/ar II colonial period? It now remains to

2ó8lbid., p.3.
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look at the broader picture of elite and raavat resistance in the north since this was a critical

factor, as we shall see, influencing the colonial history of the NMS area as a whole.

Since, as we have seen, the British were dependent upon the moral authority of the

NMS Malay elite to legitimize the utilization of raayat resources in support of the colonial

state it was considered by the British necessary and desirable that they accommodate its

members within the new administrative apparatus of state.(26e¡ Thus the British had sought, as

we have seen, to perform a balancing act within the colonial administrations with some

positions being held by the British, and some by Malays, but with overriding control of the

state remaining in the hands of the British - a control which \ryas very much limited by the

wishes of the leading Malays within each state. Thus this balance of power did not rest easily

with either party in the northem states and there was considerable tension as elite Malays and

British officials contested control of the machinery of states.

The tussle for power within the colonial administrative apparatus is amply

illustrated by Sutherland's account of the division of power between British and Malay

offrcials within the Trengganu administration at the outset of British rule in the state:

The adviser's immediate aim was to create an effective central administration'

Europeans should sel¡r'e "as long as- it ,.,^.
nativè offtcer can be appointed to the post.("')

The old idea of personal revenue, personal wealth, and personal power died hard in

Trengganu. Sutherland cites the example of Sultan Mohamed who, in response to the

Adviser's action in slashing his salary, declared that'he would shoot anyone who prevented

his entering the Treasury [and] set offwith his gun toward that buitding.' 'On hearing of the

sultan's response', Sutherland continued, 'Humphreys [the Adviser], unarmed and half-

dressed, hu¡ried to the Treasury and physically blocked the door. Eventually, during what was

2u' See chapter 5 above.

2to lbid., p.68.
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reported to be an extremely heated argument, Mohamed stated that he would not accept the

constraints laid upon him by the new treaty: either he was to be given special liberty and

higher status than other Malay rulers or he would take the unprecedented step of abdication.

After considerable confusion, he was replaced by his younger brother, Suleiman, who was

installed in1920 with very subdued ceremonial.'(271) While the incident was not without a

touch of comic opera it does none the less illustrate the intensity of feeling that could be

generated over competition between British colonial offrcials and Malay rulers for control of

revenue. This display of intense anti-British feeling by Sultan Mohamed of Trengganu was

indicative of the determined and sometimes fierce resistance of the determined and sometimes

fierce resistance of the Malay elite to any firther incursions on their independence, wealth and

political power throughout the five decades of colonial advisory govemment and illustrates

the strength of feeling behind the independent stance adopted by the NMS Malay elite a stance

which was to prove such a thorn in the side of the British when they sought, in 1946,to

impose a Malayan colonial adminisfrative unity on the peninsular.

Clearly, the British had not, as we have seen in Chapter 5 above, in the decades

following the transfer, set out deliberately to destroy the social and political position of the

NMS Malay elite nor in any sense to dismantle the structures of NMS Malay society

generally. They did not sweep the Malay ruling elite aside and sought to maintain village

society in a form they believed to be traditional. Rather, they sought to relocate the NMS elite

Malay population within a new colonial administrative hierarchy. ln general terms they

sought to maintain the status quo of northern Malay society because they believed it was in

their interests to do so. But in so doing they none the less sought to make that society

submissive to the objectives and structures of their colonial state and so they inevitably, albeit

unwittingly, further altered it fundament¿lly by additionally changing the economic basis on

which it operated. At the heart of this process were their moves to draw productive wealth,

principally in the form of taxation revenue, from a mainly nral population increasingly

producing for a cash return. Thus it was on the raa:tat and in particular the peasanÛry as the

most populous element at the productive base that the colonial state, like the Sultanates before

it, relied for support. These changes, initiated with the transfer of suzerainty in 1909, greatly

27t Ibid., p.65.
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exacerbated class tensions between the raayat and the Malay ruling class. It also introduced

new social tensions: between the raayat and the British; between the traditional Malay elite

and British colonial administrator; within the traditional Malay elite, between those sections

favoured by the British and those not; and, later in the formal colonial period as we shall see,

between old and new Malay elites - between Malays with traditional status and power and

those socially upwardly mobile Malays from the lower class who calne, as the formal

strucûres of the colonial state developed, to make up a new, emergent administrative elite

with its roots in the lower echelons of Malay society.

The principal manifestation of these tensions in north Malaya was the Kelantan

rising in 1915 and the Trengganu rising in 1928. Whether these two risings a¡e indicative of a

wider pattern of resistance beyond the particular localities of unrest in the two states is not

clear. Allen argues that suf[rcient evidence exists to suggest this may have been the case and

that the common assumption amongst historians of Malaya that the raayat remained quiescent

and relatively unresponsive to British rule needs re-examination.(272) However, even if it is

not possible to draw solid circumstantial historical links between the two main uprisings in

the NMS, the shared experience of economic change, and the commonality of the immediate

economic cause of Malay opposition to colonial rule in the two localities and in the NMS as a

whole, strongly suggest that the Kelantan and Trengganu risings had the same essential long

term causes - the changing colonial methods of surplus extraction - and that essentially simila¡

latent tensions existed in common from one locality to another across all four states.(273)

'72 rbid.,passim.

these lines extended beYond north
n the two NMS uPrisings and the

Allen's writing.

ïbid.,p.24.

273 presumably these latent tensions manifested themselves in the Pasir Mas and Ulu
Kelantan incidents th";gh Áäé" gi""r no details. See my reference to these incidents in this

chapter above.
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The northwest seems to have been relatively free of Malay unrest throughout the

lg1g-lg4zperiod. Allen accounts for this state of affairs in Kedatr in terms of the gteater

effrciency of the administration in that state:

nt Johore, did the traditional regimes manage
were subjected during this decade and
their statès after 1919. Kedatr, in particular,
inistration that peasant grievances did not

However we need to be wary of any assumption that, because in Kedah and Perlis there is no

record of raavat grievances manifesting themselves in any dramatically overt way that those

grievances did not exist. We know that, because class tensions had a later manifestation in the

lndependence period - tensions whose causes have their origins in the period dating from the

earliest penetration of colonial trade in the north western countryside - that class tensions,

however latent, must have existed in the formal colonial period in that area. Greater

effrciency of administration may have meant that colonial authorities in Kedah were able to

outmaneuwe the raa)¡at more effectively. And certainly gteater efFrciency would have

lessened the hardship felt by the peasanûy as their productive labow was being increasingly

harnessed in the support of the state. However, the delayed emergence of overt class tensions

in the nofh west is likely to have had more to do with the sfronger penetration of colonial

trade in the north west in the colonial period than in any greater effectiveness of the state

administrations to minister to raz:tatneeds. Though it is diffrcult to pin down with any degree

of social scientific certainty, it seems likely that, since the Kedah and Perlis taa:tat

experienced a stronger and earlier penetration of colonial trade, they experienced less

difficulty in coping with the exactions of the colonial state, premised as those exactions were

increasingly coming to be, on a significant degree of commoditization and monetization of the

razyateconomy. put simply, it is likely that the Kedah and Perlis raayathad more cash than

those in Trengganu and Kelantan and so experienced less hardship in meeting the demand for

land and other taxes levied in the ea¡lier decades of formal colonial rule'

"4 rbid.,p.255
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CIIAPTER 7

NORTI{ERN NIALAY STATE RESISTANCE TO THE MALAYAN UNION

PROPOSAL

In lg46,with their reoccupation of Malaya, the British decided to push for the

unification of the peninsular into one centally organrzedand tightly administered state to

replace the administrative trichotomy of Federated and Unfederated Malay States(FMS and

uMS), and the straits settlements(ss) that had, it had long been felt by the British, become

unwieldy and inefflcient in its operation.(r) It was a move which invoked an intense reaction

on the peninsular and which saw very strong opposition from a Malay community which saw

its interests threatened by the move.

Thus far the only major published study of the Malayan Union is the monograph written

by James Allen entitled, The Malavan Union.Ô Wtrite this excellent preliminary survey by

Allen gives us a very good general idea of the conflict it was written before the bulk of the

offrcial British colonial source materials became available. It is therefore necessary to correct

certain of Allen's assertions, and helpful to more strongly afFrm others put forward somewhat

tentatively by him in the absence of the stronger documentary evidence to back him up' in our

consideration of the unique position of the NMS in the resistance to the Union proposals'(3)

, J. de. V. Allen, The Malayan Union, Monograph Series No. 10., Southeast Asian

Studies(Yale UniversitY, 1967).
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ln the sources generally the conflict is seen as a land mark in the history of

colonial Malaya - one which saw the arousal of a hitherto quiescent Malay community and the

beginning of a Malay nationalism which was to lead eventually to Independence in 1957. The

perception is that the contentious Union issue gave rise to Malay nationalism where none

existed before and that the organisational manifestation of this nationalism giving it shape,

purpose and direction \¡/¿ts the United MalayNational Organtzation (UMNO), the Malay

political party which arose out of the Matay resistance to r¡nion and which has remained the

dominant force in peninsular politics, as we shall see, in the chapter below.

It is the unprecedented süength and extent of Malay resistance to Union which has led

observers to see resistance to Malayan Union as the focus for the stong and sudden

emergence of a Malay Nationalist movement inspired by a süong nationalist sentiment felt

from the top to the bottom of the Malay commr:nity. Allen charactenzed the events

surrounding the constitutional change in Malaya in1945 arrd1946 as a rema¡kable event in

these terms:

When all that is said, it is still remarkable that in 1945-46 a nationalist
movement should have materializedso suddenly where there had been
none to speak of before, poised to defend Rulers ..., remarkable, too,
that this movement almost entirely led as it was by Malay civil servants
and state ofñcials, should apparently have commandpd almost one
hundred per cent support among the Malay masses.(*)

Allen appears, however, to have changed his perspective on this where he

Allen, MalayanUnion, pp.v, vi.

Kessler indicates that, in 7g75,the shrdy of the Malayan Union was being held up by
restrictions on archival material.

Kessler, "Muslim Identity", p.27 3n.

Sopiee, the MalaYan Union in hi en's

monogr mmendation that he 'has

sophiJti the Malayan Union thus

M.N. Sopiee, From Malayan Union to Singapore Sepa¡ation(Kuala Lumpur, 1974), p.16.

Funston, in his book published in 1980, cites no major published volume on the Malayan

Union other than Allen.

N.J.Fr¡nston,
Lumpur, 1980), pp.75-

4 Allen, Malayan Union,p.66.
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touches upon the Malayan Union issue in his later study - the one where he focusses

on the Kelantan Rising. What he has missed in his monogaph on the Union issue,

and picked up in his article on the rising, is that the 'sudden emergence'

interpretation of the origins of Malay nationalism does not sufficiently account for

earlier Malay resistance to British rule on the peninsular, and it is his later study

which points the way to a better understanding of the origins of Malay opposition to

the scheme. Thus, in his article, Allen acknowledges that EnglishJanguage

historians 'have accepted Malay agitation against the Malayan Union scheme in

1945-6... as the origin of the Malay nationalist movement'and suggests an

examination of the relationship between Malay resistance to Union and the pre-rwar

outbreaks of Malay resistance to British rule as a fruitful line of enquiry for

r¡nderstanding the nature and causes of the Malay anti-Union protest'(s)

It is, perhaps, surprising that, given Allen's interest in pre-war Malay umest on the

peninsular as expressed in his "Kelantan Rising" article, that he didn't adopt a broader

approach to the Malayan Union question in his monograph on the subject. His article post

dated the monograph by only a year and in it he had clearly given some thought to pre-war

resistance on the part of Malay rulers and the Malay establishment to the British

encroachment on the peninsular embodied in the Clementi Scheme.(6) Still, be that as it may,

s Allen, "Kelantan Rising", p-244'255-257 -
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the point to stress here is that it is a reading of Allen's monograph and article together which

allows us the better historical understanding of the Union conflict.

In the main, then, the interpretations of the conflict tend to be myopic in their historical

perspective. It is a myopia charactenzed not only by the shortness of its time span, but also by

a certain n¿urowness of perception in failing to place the reaction to the proposals against a

wider background of social change on the peninsular in the colonial period. These sources

fail, too, to give due weight to differing local responses to the innovation. It is for these

reasons that we remain short of a fulty credible explanation for the response, especially the

Malay response to the proposal.(7)

significant degree in the post Union period.

Allen, "Kelantan Rising", passim and especially pp256,257 '

Trengganu Risings'.

Ibid.

More recently still, John Funston, in a book on Malaysian politics, admits that the
.reason for such ¿i"órsé-iri"t"v gtoupingé joining together [iir oppõsition to Malayan Union]

are perhaps not immediately apparent.'

Funston, Malay Politics, P.77 .

Frmston outlines reasons for the opposition the Malay fear

;Ë;on;*ic and .it rra inr"tiotity us a res the pro,posals;

and their resentnent at the loss of power Y velleo' ano

'coercive') in which the British went abo

Ibid.

more cogent exPlanation Funston

"r,Éî,:L"lii:Tactionwhich¡eems, not yet given emphasis in the sources,

Acc s the non-

recogniiiãn n (banYsa) not a

community

Ibid.

See below for a discussion of the well-acknowledged causes of Malay resistance to the

union *a *y suggestion of an altemative approach to the topic.
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It is important to stress at the outset of this discussion that the British had managed to achieve

a very considerable degree of uniformity in land and other areas of administration on the

peninsular well before the specific proposal for a Malayan Union in 1946' It will be clear thus

far that where possible, the British sought throughout the 1909-1942 penodto tie the NMS

into a common approach to the economic and political development of the whole peninsular'

As Emerson observed of Kedah and the peninsular states generally in 1937:.

is as

n all

By l945,however, when the British were poised ready to strengthen and formalize a Malayan

unity, the fow northern states had emerged, after a long and contentious period of gestation' as

distinctive entities in a way which militated against the kind of Malayan state union proposed

n1946. The characteristics of the modem colonial NMs now stood in sharper definition as

quite different from those which had existed in pre-colonial times and stood in stark relief

against many of the distinctive characteristics of the states to the south. While the British had

been abre to achieve a degree of creeping uniformity of administration on the peninsular, that

process had proved difficult, and had perhaps reached its natural limit by 1946 because the

degree of north-south economic social and political uniformity which would have made for

ease of frrther unification, in the way sought, was lacking' It was, in particular' the NMS

elites that resisted being drawn into a unified state - a state which was designed more to

opiee dealing.with thewider issue of

pol e unable to ñilly explain the strength of

the

Sopiee, From Malayan Union, Passim'

Ibid. pp.16,21n,24.

8 Emerson, Malavsia" PP.237,238'
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accommodate the character and the needs of the more developed and, in terms of the Malayan

export economy, more economically productive, states to the south' By 1942 the NMS Malay

elites, as we have seen, still retained a strong measure of influence and control within their

states. Having arrived at such an accoÍrmodation with British colonialism they were' in 1946,

reluctant to concede to any fuither erosion of their acquired position of wealth, power and

influence within the colonial state. While the studies thus far don't strongly address regional

variation in the response to the Malayan Union, the differing character of the northern states

must have proved a major obstacle to a tighter unification of the peninsular, and an essential

cause of much of the resistance to the proposals. The Federated Malay States were the centre

of gravity for the proposed unification.le) These states had been the hub of the colonial state

for the nearly fow decades of a formal British colonial presence across the peninsul¿r as a

whole, and it w¿ìs a fear in the north that their interests would be subsumed by those of the

larger and more solidly established states to the south that fuelled their reaction against the

Union.

'Whereas the British had succeeded in achieving some me¿rsure of de facto and de jure

uniformity of policy on the peninsular before world war II, they had not been inclined to

force a union of Unfederated and Federated Malay States before 1942. Thete were various

reasons for this, but the fact that there was continuing Malay resistance to British rule on the

peninsular, both generally and in particular of its aspects, was undoubtedly the major reason

why the British were reluctant to push too forcefully for a tighter unification of the peninsular

states under the British flag. while the more traumatic outbreaks of resistance were localized

in their immediate aims and effect their longer term effects may have been more general in

acting as a break on the spread of British colonial influence on the peninsular. As Allen

suggests withthe Kelantan, Trengganu and Pahang risings in mind, 'Malay resistance may'

after all, have played some part in preventing the spread of a purely colonial-type

administration, such as associated with the FMS. all over the Peninsulat''(to) Allen's

e Certainly the PrimarY sources
the British to uniff the peninsular.
of trying to force the Unfederated
immediately below.

r0 Allen, "Kelantan Rising", p-256.
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suggestion is that, the British ought to have been wary of forcing a Malayan union in the pre-

war decades on account of a real likelihood of popular resistance to such a move 'in at least

the Northern states'. They were not. The British stance was, Allen indicates, one of limited

caution only. The evidence, Allen says, points rather to a wariness on the part of the British of

non-violent resistance from the unfederated Malay elite to unification of the peninsular, and

an underestimation of any potential raayatresistance to such a move'(l1)

ln the pre-war period, then, British reluctance to push too stongly for a r¡nified

administration on the peninsular was founded, in considerable part, on the strength of Malay

independence in the uMS. Not alr those involved in British policy making for the peninsular

thought the same way, nor did they speak with one voice on the issue, but the prevailing

wisdom of offrcialdom up to l942was against any precipitate move in the direction of a

formal political administrative unification of the peninsular, but favou¡ed instead a gradual

progression towa¡ds this goal.(t2)

The deterrent to wrion represented by the independence of the Malay ruling class in the

uMS can be seen in amemorandum prepared by Mæ<well for the colonial offrce in 1920' In

a deferential but strong criticism of the Residential system Maxwell drew a sharp distinction

between the real power exercised by the sultans in the unfederated Malay states and the

nominal power of Sultan's in the Federation Malay States:

The Residents reallY
the Unfederated States,
a recommendation, and
most circumsPect in avoi
Federated MalaY States,

that one rules his country and the other does not. It is in this light that one should view

trlbid.

Allen, Malayan Union' PP.2-8'
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1lth August to Mr. Dixon) that
force thé Unfederated States to
I neverjoin without

It is easy to see, then, why the sultans, and the wider dominant elite in the NMS and Johore

were opposed to any moves which would have subordinated them to a central federal political

and administrative structure.

It was largely because the NMS Malay and Johore elites were anxious to keep

themselves beyond the sway of the Kuala Lumpur brueaucracy that British policy makers'

reluctant to use physical force to get their way, decided on a plan of offering the unfederated

States considerable independence within a loose federation of all the states on the peninsular'

Thus, from 1929 Sir Cecil Clementi, while Governor and High Commissioner, sought to

operate a scheme of decentralizationof the existing Federation of the four central Malayan

states as a preliminary to alatet emergence of a voh¡ntary wider federation of all the

peninsular states. By loosening the knot of the existing Federation in this way it was hoped

that the unfederated Malay state sultans would be induced to join with ttre rest of the

peninsular in the wider federation. The clementi Scheme was, however' opposed by va¡ious

gtoups both within and outside the British colonial policy making machinery, and by 1936 it

was clear that the scheme had failed.(to) Th" scheme \il¿rs opposed by a group within the

Colonial Offrce who had diftering perceptions from Clementi on the path that Malayan

development would and should take.(ls) Capitalist interests, too, were opposed to the

13 Mæ<well, "Notes", P.4.

,a Allen discusses the opposition to, and the failure of the Clementi Scheme on pp'2-8 of

his The MalayanUnion.

rse.

of

Totalla to Freeman, 22 March, 1946 CO537 I 1548'

t5lbid. p.5.
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Clementi concept of federation which, they felt, would bring into existence a unity too loose

to allow for the required degtee of efficiency in the working of the tin and rubber

industries.(tu) And the Malay Sultans opposed, not decentralizationwhich would have given

more power to the Sultans in the Federated Malay States and allowed the Sultans in the

Unfederated Malay States to retain much of the power they already had, but the

recentralization which was to follow.(t?) It was the change over from the British Military

Administration that had overseen the reoccupation of Malaya by the British at the end of the

pacific War to a civilian administration that signalled an opportunity, in the eyes of the

British, to effect the Malayan union that had eluded the British in the pre-w¿¡r decades of

colonial rule.

It was the MacMichael treaties in the very early post Pacific Wa¡ period that paved the

way for the 1946 Malayan Union proposal that traumatized the Malayan colonial political

scene between 1946 anð,194g. In 1945 the British Government sent sir Ha¡old MacMichael

to Malaya to lay the legal ground work for the new civilian administration by negotiating new

treaties with the Malay Rulers. MacMichael negotiated treaties in all nine states on the

peninsular providing that 'such funue constitutional arrangements for Malaya as may be

approved by His Majesty, and 'full power and jurisdiction' was to be transfened to Britain.(l8)

The proposal for Malayan Union itself was contained in a government White Paper' This

document 
.stated the case for a more equal treatment of the immigrant populations and

proposed a more unified and centralized government in a union to include all the Malay states

plus the former Settlements of Penang and Malacca'(te)

MacMichael,s outline of the Malayan Union proposals indicates that the British intended

to set up a Legislative council to pass laws for the peninsular as a whole with State Cor¡ncils

t6lbid. pp.5,6.

17lbid. p.6.

t8 G.P Means, Malaysian Politics(London, 1970),p52

le lbid.
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the name of all peninsular Malays to the Union scheme. The conference, chaired by Dato

Onn, a high ranking aristocrat who had been strongly active in the cause of Malay

communalism up to the time of the conference, exercised a strong resolve to protect the

interests of the Malay race.(24) To that end the Congress agreed in principle to form the

UMNO as a united front organizationrepresenting the interests of Malays on the peninsular

and ageed on a memorandum of protest against Union to be sent to the British

government.(25)

While this Congress was a powerful show of Malay strength and solidarity on a wider

scale it did not succeed in stopping the Union in the short run. In the longer term it was

however, strongly instrumental, in combination with other forms of protest to Union - protest

from within the British ranks for example - in ensuring that once the Union was implemented

it did not last for long.

Undeterred by this show of resistance the British pressed ahead with the implementation

of the proposal. Orders-in-Council were issued which established the constitutional

framework for the Union. The new constitution for Malayan Union became operative on

April l, 1946. Strong Malay resistance continued to frustrate the British aim of a swift

transition from military to unitary civilian rule. A series of negotiations took place between

Malay Rulers, British govemment offlrcials and other interested and involved parties.

Eventually the British were forced during the course of these negotiations to back away from

their original proposal and, on July 3 the Colonial Offrce agreed to the adoption of a federal

rather than the unitary state constitution originally proposed. The final constitution draft

which emerged from the negotiations was ratified by the British Government on July 24,1947

and signed by the Malay rulers in January, 1948. The Federation of Malaya came into

existence in February, 1948.

24 He had been active in protecting Malay rights while serving on the Johore Legislative
Council and was the foundei of the Peninsula¡ Malays Movement, one of the largest of the
Malay goups that combined to make up UMNO.

Funston, Mala)' Politics, pp.76, ll0.

2t rbid.,p.77
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In the end, then, the opponents of the new unitary state won the day and the Federation

of Malaya - a looser administrative entþ - was declared instead.

In particular it was the NMS Malay old and new elites who stood to lose from the Union

and who led the resistance to it. By lg42thetraditional NMS Malay elites, as we have seen,

had succumbed to the broad British objectives and policies on the peninsular. They had, in

Sutherland's terminology, been 'tamed'. They were not completely subservient to the British

by any means and retained a strong measure of influence and control within their states. At

the same time an emergent Malay administrative elite was securing a strong position of

influence for itself within the now well developed colonial administrative structures. Having

arived at such an accommodation with British colonialism they \ryere, in 1946, reluctant to

concede any firrther erosion of their position of wealth, power and influence within the

colonial state. It is harder to discern from the soutces the motivation and role of the NMS

raayatin the overall resistance to the Union proposals. However, it may be that, the rigours of

war and the Japanese occupation, and the shortages and privations of the immediate post war

period, meant that they were in no mood to accommodate renewed British pressure to produce

rice in support of the ailing post war Malayan economy. It was perhaps because there was this

pressure and perhaps because the return of the British revived a hitherto mainly latent spirit of

anti British defiance of the kind manifest for a short time in the northeastern states in the

earlier decades of the formal colonial presence that the razyatproved susceptible to elite

appeals to resist the Union.

The NMS Malay elites had, along with others on the peninsular to the south, been

developing a wider Malay, if not so much, Malayan, consciousness and the fact that on the

broad basis of this sentiment they added their weight to the peninsular wide protest

significantþ added to the eventual defeat of the Union scheme. If the four states had retained

an isolationist parochial stance in the controversy the problem to the British would have been

less since they could have more readily applied a divide-and-rule strategy to get their own

way. The irony is that, given that the British had the development of a national Malay, and

overriding national Malayan, identity as one of their objectives it was the emergence of a

common sense of Malay interest and identity across state boundaries that proved a strong

obstacle to the unification of the peninsular in the way that the British wanted.

'We can surmise that the NMS, with their much greater proportion of Malays, saw a
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stronger emergent Malay nationalism in the post war period than in the more ethnically

diverse states to the south. ln this way they posed the stronger threat to the Union. Still, the

relative strength of the development of a Malay national consciousness and the effect of this

as a motivating force against Union is hard to gauge from the secondary sources since they do

not provide us with a comprehensive and detailed coverage of local responses to the Union

scheme. Any such assessment is beyond the scope of this thesis since making the judgement

would require a thorough-going analysis from the secondary and primary sources of the Malay

responses for all localities in Malaya.

What we can be sure of is that NMS Malays had, ironically, developed a strong sense of

their position in their particular states in the decades prior to the war, and that the Union

proposal prompted them to widen this awareness. It brought about the crystallization of a

perception of their rightful place within the wider colonial state on the peninsular. The

realignment of Malay politics and the changing basis on which po\ ¡er and influence was won

and lost in the north produced a distinctive reaction from those states which drew its

inspiration and confidence from earlier successes in resisting British intrusion and the

retention of a significant measrue of power and independence in Malay hands. Thus, while

they made common cause with Matays from the southern states, principally through their

participation in Dato Onn's Malay Congress, they did so on the basis of a very different

colonial experience from their Malay counterparts to the south. Unlike the states in the

Federation the Unfederated States sought to maintain as much of their pre-\¡rar independence

from Kuala Lumpw as possible - an independence for which they had long fought, to which

they had become accustomed, and which must have leant a particular emphasis to their

resistance to the new scheme. The independence of the Unfederated Malay States must have

served as an inspiration for the Malays in the Federation who fought to re-gain lost

independence and power rather than the retention of a status quo. The Unfederated States

clearly had a strong motive for joining in a r¡rited national Malay protest and their support for

the resistance was decisive in the defeat of the scheme. If the Unfederated States had acted

independently of one another the British could have out manoeuvred each state separately on a

series of localized contests. As we shall see below, this was something the British sought to

423
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do, but without success. By then a Malay national consciousness that leant itself to Malays

making cornmon cause across state borders on the issue was too strong. As a result of the

colonial experience on the peninsular to that point in time, there had been, even in the north

with its shorter exposure to direct British influence, a crystallization of ethnic national

consciousness of the kind the British found difficult to control.

In atl this it was not so much the stance of the traditional Malay rulers and the Malay

masses that accounts for the strength of the Malay nationalist opposition to the scheme,

though this was an important factor. It was more the sense of Malayness within the ranks of

the colonial administrative elite - a sense of ethnic identity strengthened by a desire to protect

their economic and social position within the administrative hierarchy from intrusion into the

ranks by other races - that was the mainspring of Malay opposition to the scheme. It was the

strength of this new elite which, in particular, meant that the fow st¿tes were no longer

functioning as mere appendages to the FMS - no longer a containable back water of the

British Malayan colonial st¿te - but were now in a position to assert a combined strength with

the Malay administrative elite in the other states on the peninsular to present a formidable

opposition to British plans for a reconstructed Malaya after the war.(26)

The fact that there was a new Malay nationalist feeling focussed on opposition to the

union and embracing for the first time the northem peninsular states was clearly understood at

least by some within the Colonial Offrce in1946. In that year aColonial Office labour

official noted that the peninsular Malays appeared to be r¡nited as never before in 'opposition

to the method of imposition of the new policy and on certain details of the White Paper' and

'very opposed to the principles of the t¡nion of the Malay peninsular'.(") Th" same ofFrcial, in

the same report, commented on the fact that for 'the first time Kedatr, Kelantan and even

Trenggannu favour combined action and approach their problems as part of a united

26 Allen remarks on the fact that it was 'Matay civil servants and state offrcials' that led the

movement in Malaya against Union.

Allen, Malayan Union, p.66.

2t John ... [? signature rclear], 'Personallmpr^es_{91s_-_}aalayan union" Labour

[Deparrnent?], Mâay4 15 August,1946, p.l. CO53711548-
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Malaya.'(2s) Hinting at the fact that to a significant extent it was the bu¡eaucratic elite rather

than the traditional rulers leading the Malay masses in protest the same report continued:

'Equally novel is the conclusion reached by the majority of Malays that they can no longer

leave their furure in the hands of their hereditary rulers and they must now think and act for

themselves.'(2e)

Certainly the British remained acutely aware that it was the separationist tendencies of

the UMS that was the principle obstacle to the administrative unification of the peninsular in

1946. InJanuary, 1944 asub committee of the British War Cabinet clearly elucidated the way

in which the differing colonial history of the Federated and Unfederated Malay States to that

year stood in the way of any further uniformity of administration. Referring to the Forward

Movement of the British onto the peninsular through a succession of treaties with native rulers

in the central states in the 1870s and the subsequent formation of the FMS, Colonel Owen

Stanley, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, outlined in a sub committee memorandum

the way in which the FMS and UMS developed in markedly dif[erent ways under differing

degrees of British influence:

s system in 0s was followed by a rapid development of the
concemed
wn of their

proposals
Selângor, and Penang did^agree in 1895 to
on' Pãrad 

,iiJ:'fåi",ï".?lrHt{'"3Fä'J""
pped the advancement in education and
iÍre British Resident's found themselves

s direct control of the administrative system in
ged ahigftly centralized bureaucracy based
States outside the Federation fought shy of

d suffer in the adminisüation of their States

edah and Perlis the British Agreements of
t, a Clause by which His MajestY's

2t lbid.

2e lbid.

The report points out that the 'first Conference' 3tte-nde{

ü;õí;;;iãtì"o rto- every state Muluv organisations'

;i thãË"ñ"f- *ã *fti"tr, at the on for three days.

Ibid.
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Government have undertaken not to merge or combine these states with other states
without the written consent of the Ruler in Corurcil. The attitude of the Malay Rulers
was also coloured by the fact that in the nain the penetration of Malay communities by
immigrant races had gone further in the Federated than in the Unfederated States.('")

ln one way or another much of the correspondence of the time, both British and Malay,

touches upon this separationist theme and we can see in this a strong causal factor inhibiting

the successful implementation of the union proposal in the immediate post war period.(3t)

While the causes of the failure of the Union were many - opposition to the scheme was

widespread on the peninsular amongst the Malays and within the British crimp both in Malaya

and in Britain - it was the centripetal pull of the UMS, and in particular the northern states,

that was the most important causal factor militating against the success of British designs to

uniff the peninsular up to 1946. It was in this sense that the failure of the Union had its roots

in the earlier decades of British colonial influence on the peninsular and was, as Allen

suggests in his article on the Kelantan Rising, symptomatic of a longer term resistance to

British influence on the peninsular.32 The Malays have never, as the conventional wisdom

would have it, been acquiescent in their accommodation with British supremacy on the

peninsular and it was particularly in the northern states that resistance to the British influence

had been an endr:ring feature of the post 1909 decades up to the Second World'War. Thus,

the memorandum identifies the most important on-going focus of disunity on the peninsular at

the time the Union was being proposed and implemented and clearly illustates that the British

Wa¡ Cabinet was well aware of the main obstacle that lay atread in their scheme for a unified

colonial state on the peninsular. The wonder is that they embarked on precipitate action to

unify the peninsular in the face of that problem and other related difhculties: clearly at the

highest level the British were in touch with the situation in Malaya and their decision to

proceed with the Union nonetheless is on the face of it surprising.

On closer examination, however, we can see that there were stong imperatives in

30'War Cabinet. Committee on Malaya and Borneo, 'Future Constitutional Policy for^

British Colonial Territories', 14 January, ß+q. Memorandum by the Secretary of State for the

Colonies, p.2. CAB 98141.

3r See below in this chapter

" See above.
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operation at the time favouring the Union from the British point of view and that it was these

that meant the British decided ttrat it w¿rs, on balance, better to 'take the plunge' and to unit'

the peninsular in the hope that these very considerable obstacles could be overcome.

Irr1944 Stanley stated that:

The restoration of the pre-war constitutional and adminigtrat_ir1e _sy¡tep fwould] be

¡ndesirable in the inteiests of efficiency nd security and ... [the] declared purpose of
promoting self-government colonial territories.(")

The British clearly had cogent reasons for seeking a ruritary system of government

on the peninsular. They wanted a viable system of government on the peninsular

capable of taking a Malayan nation into independence when the time came. In

proceeding with the union scheme the British saw themselves as fostering a spirit of

multi racial nationalism while providing at the same time the basic organizational

structure which would enable a unified and independent Malayan nation to govern

itself. The British had never conquered the Malay rulers and their states in any legal

sense and they intended to, and did, follow, in 1946, the pre-war approach of a

constitutional imposition of their will and authority on the peninsular. Malaya had

never been a colony in the fullest technical, legal sense. Thus, while elsewhere in

their Crown Colonies the legat basis of Brit¿in's control over the subject territory

was the Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1890, the legal basis of Britain's control over the

Malayan states was a series of treaties or quasi treaties concluded between 1874 and

le3o.c)

These treaties varied in their conditions and the strength of authority that they gave

Britain on the peninsular, and Britain sought, immediately after the war, to re-negotiate them

to give herself a uniform, centalized civilian control of the peninsular through the principal

3, War Cabinet Committee on Malaya and Borneo, Draft of a Directive on Policy in

Malaya,5 April, 1944,P.1. CAB 9814I.

3a Allen, Malayan Union, P.2'

Allen points out that iurisdictionally Malaya's losition was unique i" 4.9 empire: 'There was

;;"'h-thú"g, ittirtti speaking, as b¡tistr, Malay, or even Malaya at all''

Ibid.
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constitutional means of legislating for Malaya under the Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1890.(35)

It is important to stress, then, that the British saw the opportunity in the interregnum of

their administration forced on them by the Japanese to place their administration on a more

secure footing on their returi. Since it was clear that the post war military administration was

to be a temporary one - an interim measure to bridge the gap between the Japanese occupation

and the return of the British - the colonial planners were, in the preparations for the return to a

civilian British administration, hard pressed to work out and implement the new constitutional

scheme according to a timetable in large measure determined by the course of the war.

Stanley set out the need for constitutional change and the broad steps to be taken along

this path in a memorandum prepared by him very early in 1944:-

Within Malaya considerations of dynastic pride and local particularism
milit¿te against the emergence within any foreseeable future of a r¡nion
of the existing Malay States under a native Ruler; nor, for reasons

for

provides the common link of loyalty which will draw the separate 
_

óommunities together and promote a sense of common interest and the
development of common institutions. It is therefore necessary that, as.

a first 5tep, the old situation in which His Majesty has no jurisdiction in
the Malay States should be remedied. The legal view is that our

Malay Rulers are atpresent to be regarded as
r practical^ptrposes in suspension owing to
territory.('o)

This 'first step'was bound to be problematic. The British treaties with the northwestem

3t In the short run the British could rely on
administration to secure their interests in the co from
military to civilian authority that the anxiety to
organise the county in the way they wanted

In Oliver Stanley's words:

direct authority will be exercised by the
m sufñcient authority to enable him to

le

military adminisfration gives way to a permanant civil administration.

War Cabinet Committee on Malayaand Borneo, Draft of a Directive on Policy in Malay4 5

April, 1944,p.1. CAB98/41.

36'Wa¡ Cabinet Commiuee on Malaya and Borneo, Futtue Constitutional Policy for British
Colonial Territories in South-East Asia, Memorandum by the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, 14 January,1944, p.3. CAB 98141.
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states, as we have seen, ran directly contary to the British aim of unification. The Kedatr and

Perlis British Agreements of 1923 and 1930 respectively included clauses by which the British

government undertook 'not to merge or combine these states with other states, or (in the case

of Kedah) the Straits Settlements, without the written consent of the Ruler in Council.'37 It

\¡/as a measure of the determination of the British to uniff Malaya under one constitution that

they resolved to conclude a fresh treaty with each Ruler'as soon as possible after

reoccupation under which much jurisdiction would be ceded to His Majesty as would enable

him to legislate for the States under the Foreign Jr¡risdiction Act, notwithstanding, in the case

of Kedah and Perlis', the restraining clauses.(38¡ The new constitution, which was to be

created by orders-in-Council under Staflrtory po\¡/ers [i.e. under the Foreign Jurisdiction Act],

was perceived from the outset by Stanley as providing for a strongly centralized govemment

with residual power over local affairs only being left to 'the several States and Settlements'

comprising the union.(3') Strong resistance was likely and the British knew this.

For the British there was inevitably a strong element of self interest in their advancement

of the need for'efficiency and security in a reconstituted Malaya.' We can accept that there

was a genuine desire to prepare the country for independence through the imposition of a

tighter coherence in its government. But they also sought the constitutional change with one

eye on their need to sectre tin and rubber production, both of which were seen as being vital

to the post war British economy.(ao) Th.y wanted a constitutional a:rangement which would

help them secure the tin and rubber economy as the economic basis for an independent

Malaya. Defensive considerations also influenced British plaruring for post war Malaya: it

was felt that the fall of Malaya to the Japanese had been a governmental, as well as a military,

failue and that a r¡nifred Malaya with its essential tin and rubber economy would be easier to

37 rbid.,p.2

38lbid., p.3.

3e Ibid.

ao Allen, Malayan Union, p.8.
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defend.(41)

Allen suggests thatabogus anti Malay sentiment in Britain, which saw the
fil\

especially their rulers, as collaborationist and in part responsible for the rapidity of the

Japanese advance on the peninsular, together with a more genuine admiration for the Chinese

on the peninsular, influenced British policy planners in their deliberations in weighing up the

respective rights of the two ethnic groups in a newly constituted post war Malaya.(4z) Allen

takes the view that the British were, in their push for Union, influenced by a belief that 'the

Chinese would leap at the chance of becoming citizens of the new Malaya' and that'the Malay

Rulers' and their people would be less reliable allies of British power than other

communities.'(o') Allen also suggests that a pro-Indonesian inclination amongst Malays in

Britain and Malaya - the idea that the Malays of Malaya and Indonesia should combine in a

federation - leant some urgency to the union proposals in the minds of British offrcials

anxious to unite the Malays on the peninsular exclusively within the British sphere of

influence.(4)

'We must be wary of Allen's claim that a bogus anti-Malay sentiment influenced Union

policy at the time and, while it is true that the British were, in1946, clearly motivated by a

positive desire to secure the well being of non-Malay ethnic goups in the country through the

citizenship provisions in the Union proposal, Sopiee is right to caution that 'there is little in

the papers of the War Offrce, the Cabinet OfFrce and the Colonial Office, however, to indicate

that there \ryas a significant desire to punish the Malays or that strong anti-Malay feelings

4trbid., p.9

o2 rbid., pp.9, lo.

43 rbid., p.19.

4 rbid., p.10, ll.
alaya andlndonesia"' should strive for "'a
and that after the war "'British Malaya and

] hitherto prevailed"', was put forward in a
gritain duüng the war. Allen quotes from this

document.

Ibid.
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significantly affected the political decision-mukittg.'(ot) Certainly Stanley, in April 1944,

stating the broad objectives of post war Malayan policy in preparing the ground for self

government on the peninsular, pressed the need for even handedness in the treatment of the

main racial groups under the restored British administration:

... selÊgovemment should not merely develop towards a system of
autocratic rule by the Malay Rulers, but should provide for a growing

e people of all the communities in
on of the political, economic and

Clearly, the most obvious reason why the British sought to rush through the

imposition of Union was that the wa¡ and Japanese occupation of the peninsular

constituted a clea¡ break with the British colonial past on the peninsular and they

saw the opportunity to insert the kind of govemment system they wanted into the

vacuum left by the Japanese retreat, without going'through the lengthy process

which the sponsors of the decentralization policy had to envisage.'(47)

Inevitably, the exercise in its planning stages took on an aspect of wgency

since the post \¡rar administration - a military administration(the British Military

Administration or BMA) - had the paramount and diffrcult task of restoring order

out of chaos that would, and did, eventuate on the defeat and departure of the

Japanese and the return of the British. Clearly pressure was, in late 1944, being put

on Malayan planners in the Colonial Offlrce to come up quickly with a scheme for

the re-occupation of the peninsular. Earlier in that year the then Admiral

Mountbatten, Supreme Allied Commander, South-East Asi4 r.uged the Colonial

Offrce to make known its post war plans for Malaya in anticipation of the British

return to Malaya in order that British military authorities be prepared when the time

a5 Sopiee, From Malayan Union, p.18.

ou War Cabinet Committee on
Malaya 5 April, 1944,p.1., CAB

Malaya and Borneo. Draft of a Directive on Policy in
98141.

ot'War Cabinet. Committee on Malaya and Borneo, 'Future Constitutional Policy for
British Colonial Territories', 14 January, ßq+. Memorandum by the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, p.2. CAB 98141.
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came for them to initiate British post war control of the peninsular.(48) Stanley

indicated that he attached'great weight'to Mountbatten's views and set in train'the

preparation and distribution to selected circles of a broad statement of the

fundamental problems in Malaya which [bore] directly upon the political,

administrative and economic future of the country.'(ae) This was the policy

memorandum quoted in the text above and which squarely addressed the question of

the proposed unification of the peninsular: while it was, as we have seen, a

reflective piece with a clear perception of the main problem standing in the way of

Union - the separationist tendency of the UMS - rwe can see that in the

circumstances in which it came to be prepared it inevitably took on something of the

aspect of a war time contingency plan. It may well be that it was this urgency - this

need to expedite the post war restoration of Malayan administration - that in larger

measure accounts for the ineptness with which Colonial Office functionaries

handled the Malay rulers, including the NMS rulers. It may be that it was the speed

with which the British acted - apacewhich was too rapid to be effective - which

was the main broad factor provoking Malay opposition to the move and thus helping

to defeat the successful implementation of the plan'

Allen seems to underestimate the importance of the pressure put on Malayan planners by

the war-time situation in the Far East. While Allen does concede that the British planned the

Union with the wgent need to preserve the rubber and tin economy he does not allow that

there was a wider sense of grgency - a strong aspect of contingency planning - in the working

out of the post war administration in Malaya. Presumably, because he was unable to see the

documentation conveying this sense of urgency, Allen failed to recognize the extent to which

a8 War Cabinet, Committee on Malaya and Boryeq, 'C^orgstitutional Policy T Valqy?':
tut"-oi*t¿"* by iË S;;;¿t ry;i St"d f"r the Colonies, 9 Decemb er, 7944- CAB 98/41'

Mountbatten's desire for an early discloswe of .The

il

war cabinet committee on Malaya and Borneo, Minutes of the First Meeting of the

Committee ... 22 March, 1944 - CAB 98/41.

4e Ibid.
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planners responsible for Malaya in the Colonial Offrce were under pressure from personnel

who had a wider responsibilitity for the conduct of the war, and for the restoration of peace in

the region, and who saw the Malayan circumstances as one aspect of a wider war-time

situation. Thus, Allen compares what he sees as the extensive consultations in India in 1945,

and Nigeri ain 1949, 'with both central and regional non-European groups', with the lack of

consultation with corresponding groups in Malaya in implementing the Union.(so) The

comparison is hardly a valid one, however, since the British had an accessibility to local

groups in India and Nigeria in a way which was denied them in aMalaya occupied by the

Japanese at a time when they were devising a blue print for re-occupation under civilian rule

to be implemented as soon as possible on the defeat and ousting of the Japanese.

Because of the war time situation the Colonial Office planners preparing for

reoccupation were constrained by the British War Cabinet to operate in partial secrecy and

with minimum consultation. lnl944the Committee of the War Cabinet charged with the

responsibilþ of working out war time and immediate post war policy on Malaya gave an

airing in its discussions to such a need for a degree of secrecy. In these discussions the fear

was propounded that if the Japanese got to hear of the plan for Union they might seek 'to go

one beffer.'st The Japanese may have regarded these plans as 'less welcome to the Malays

than to the Indian and Chinese inhabitants of Malaya' and that the Japanese may accordingly

have attempted to 'stir up Malay feeling' against the plans.(52) Reservations were expressed,

too, in the same committee, on the advisability of informing the Americans of war plans for

Malaya.(53) The British were clearly apprehensive at the US reaction to their post war

so Allen, Malayan Union,P-z0

5r war Cabinet. Committee on Malaya and Borneo. Minutes of the Second Meeting of the

Committee, 19 Decembe4I944,p.2. CAB 98141'

t2Ibid.

53 Sopiee comments, on a reading of.the 1944 Cabinet Committee documents, that 'British

,.nritIüt'ã-A*ãäËü"g;*d-uttito¿"t as regards the Far East was obvious''

Sopiee, From Malavan Union, pp.16, 17n'
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Malayan plans and the Committee was divided on how best to deal with the Americans on the

subject. One view within the Committee was that it was best to come clean and inform the

Americans, who sha¡ed the Allied Military Command in Southeast Asia in order to forestall

any criticism from the Americans that lack of consultation had exposed US authorities to

criticism that they '\ryere supporting the British in a policy of territoriat aggrandizement.'(54) It

was thought that the Americans within the command may get to know of the plan anyway and

that the British could avoid embarrassment by appearing forthright with their ally on their

plans for Malaya after the war.(ts) h the alternative, it was argued within the Committee that

.to bring the Americans in at [that] stage fwould be] to make too much of the problem'.(56) In

the same meeting'[t]he Committee were informed that the Foreign OfFrce did not consider an

approach to the us Government to be necessary'.(tt) The impression conveyed in these

Committee records is that US attitudes to British Malaya policy were intimidating for

members of the British war time cabinets and that Committee members were anxious that they

be able to develop their Malayan policy unhindered by the demands of the war time alliance

wittr the Americans. ln the first of these Committee meetings there was unanimous agreement

'with the Secretary of State for V/ar that the area under discussion lay within the military

sphere of His Majesty's Government and not that of the United States Government'.(58)

Still, while these deliberations in late 1944 onthe advisabilþ of openly declaring plans

for post war Malaya were taking place, the cabinet, by its own record, was clearly under

strong presswe not only to act quickly in deciding a course of action for post war Malaya - to

coms up with some sort of open statement of intention - from both sides of the Atlantic' What

Mountbatten wanted from the plarurers was atimely, 'futly explained', declaration of

,o War Cabinet Committee on Malaya and Borneo, Minutes of the Second Meeting of the

Committee ... Co"ríitot¡"ái Þóiiry itt iululuy 1 9 Decemb er, 1944 - CAB 98/4 I'

tt lbid.

56lbid.

sT Ibid.

58 War Cabinet Committee on Malaya and Borneo, Minutes of the First Meeting of the

Co*r"ìtt". -. D;"ft óì;;ti"e for Malaya,22qarch,1944 CAB 98/41.
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intention: 'Admiral Mountbatten holds that the proper reception of our funue policy in Malaya

depends upon its being fully explained beforehand, and that the time is now ripe for this.(5e)

According to the Committee record Motmtbatten sa\ry such a full explanation as serving to

assist in creating a'favourable atmosphere' for the setting up of his military administration on

the peninsular at the close of hostilities.(60) And beyond this there was pressure for a popular

enunciation of British intentions: '... the authorities engaged in Political Warfare and in the

enlightment of the pubtic both in this country and the united states of America have strongly

pressed their need for a new Malayan directive which will be based on a forward policy and

will reflect that policy.'(6t)

In the end Stanley steered a middle course between full disclosure and secrecy adopting

a cautionary stance in declaring a broad statement of intention and passing it to those whom

the planners considered needed to know. To that point in time Colonial Offrce plans had 'been

disclosed only to those directly concerned in them'.(62¡ It was the fact that 'the increasing

disadvantages of this secrecy [had] been wged with great weight from various quarters', and

the 'great weight' Stanley attached to Mountbatten's views, that the policy plaruring proceeded,

not with openness, but with less secrecy than before.163¡ The decision was for an approval of

circumspect disclosure and it was in late 1944 the Colonial office, under Stanley's direction,

d¡afted 'a statement of fundamental problems in Malaya.'(óa) Stanley explained the reasons

for limited disclosure in these terms:

se War Cabinet Committee on Malaya and Borneo, 'Constitutional Policy il lt4utgy+:,-

tvte*oraoJum by tÈ$-gg;;*y ofsiuté for the Colonies, 9 Decembet,7944. CAB 98/41

6o lbid.

61 lbid.

62Ibid.

63lbid.

s lbid. Draft statement attached as 'A¡nex 1''
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I am not yet convinced that the time has our plans to be divulged in full, since

this wouíd invorve committing ourserve ffi#ri3:: iiä:"iåJlie,äffå

selected circles of a broad statement of
directly upon the political,
same tímå there would be- )r p for the background
use of restricted circles which can guide md discussion of the

subject,-a brief statement actually setting out ur proposed
policy.(u')

Thus, while Allen implies ttrat Whitehall drew a veil of secrecy around the plans for

Union as a strategy to hetp force the new policy on an unsuspecting Malayan

population the documentary evidence of high level Whitehall planning at the time

gives no hint that this was the case.(ó6) Nor was the secrecy total as Allen states. It

was partial and operated on a need-to-know basis.(ó7)

This decision to adopt a cautious approach was consistent with the uncertainty felt

within the V/ar Cabinet from early in 1944 as to whether the post war situation in Malaya

would be conducive to the successful implementation of the Union scheme. In April of that

year Stanley had advocated a tentative wait-and-see approach to forward planning on Malaya.

He argued that in formulating such a policy it was necessary to make 'certain basic

assumptions'. But at the same time he cautioned against too rigid an adherence to those

assumptions. 
'Where prior assumptions were found'to be wrong or incomplete' in meeting'a

situation when the liberation of Malaya [had] been effected', it was, he argued, necessary to

vary'the prepared plans' accordingly.(68)

65 Stanley. Memorandum, Ibid.

66 Allen expresses himself in strong terms on the subject:

ä:îùr,f, giäi:?ïiiü:ffi:",
out to^be n the PeoPle it most

concerned.

Allen, Malayan Union, P.20.

67Ibid. p.vi.

óE Wa¡ Cabinet Committee on Malaya and Bomeo. Draft of a Directive on Policy in

Malaya,5 April, 1944. CAB98l4l.
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Stanley's reluctance to enter into a too specific and open disclosure of British plans for

post war Malay4and his belief in the need for a flexible approach to the implementation of

post war policy, was clearly informed by, among other things, his awareness of disintegrative

'local particularism' on the peninsular and the past inclination of the UMS to '[fight] shy' of

the 
.centralized brueaucracy'of the FMS 'based on the Federal capital'indicated in his 14

January memorandum of that yeat.(6) Relatedly, Stanley was wary of the possibility of

popular Malay backing for Malay rulers resisting being drawn, or re-drawn, into a tightly

organized colonial state. Thus, accordingly in7944,while Stanley did not want to finally

judge the'future position and status of the Malay Rulers'before liberation, he operated for the

time being on the assumption that 'the Sultanates as an institution fwould] continue to enjoy

the loyalty and traditional respect of the Malays.'(7o) The implication is that Stanley thought

this a reason for maintaining the Sultenates under the new British regime though no final

decision would be made until they could more accurately read the situation on the ground with

the actual liberation.

Elsewhere, too, in the Cabinet Offrce documents, there is evidence that the British were,

at the highest level, well aware of the loyaþ of the Malays to their Rulers and the power of

the latter to disrupt British plans for the reoccupation of the peninsular and that they saw the

need to tread warily in the treatment of the rulers to avoid provoking a back lash against their

plans for Malaya. Early inl944,for example, the Secretary of State for War'emphasized that

if dif¡rcuþ with rulers was apprehended, the right must be reserved to the Military

Commander to advise the Secretary of State for ttre Colonies to delay an approach until the

situation was ripe for it to be made, in the light of [the] current military situation'.(7t) clearly

u,'war Cabinet commiuee on Malaya and Borneo, E tq. constitutional Policy for British

Colonial Tenitories l" sã-"tft-g*t nriá. Mémorandum by the Secretary of State for the

Colonies, 14 January,l944,p.3 CAB 98141'

to tbid.

7r War Cabinet Committee on Malaya and Bomeo, \tigutes of the First Meeting of the

co*r"itt"" -. bi"roii""tive for Malaya, 22çarch,1944. CAB 98/41'
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this cautious approach was very much at odds with the actual heavy handed treafinent of the

rulers at the hand of the British negotiators seeking the agteement of the rulers for the union

scheme as rwe shall see below'

Colonial Offrce decision making and the Union'

Given, then, the cautious approach to union planning at the cabinet level, how did these

plans come to be implemented in such a precipitate manner? who was responsible for the

finer points of policy making and the actual implementation of the union policy? It is clear

that, given that much of the hostilities to, and reaction against, the union was focussed upon

the initial re-negotiation of the treaties with the rulers, and that it was this which ignited the

opposition which was to follow, we can see that the principle faihue on the British side lay

not so much with Stanley and his cabinet colleagues but rested with MacMichael and his

immediate superiors in the Colonial Offrce'

It is clear, then, on a reading of primary soluces, that Allen was unable to read that' at

the Cabinet sub-committee level at least, the British were aw¿ìre that problems may be ahead

when the time came to implement their post war policy in Malaya, even if they were unsure of

the precise nah]re of what those problems would be. A reading of these sources reveals that'

contrary to Allen's assertion that the British completely misread the situation and had

proceeded to impose the Union scheme on completely false premises, Whitehall in fact

reserved judgement on what the situation might be in post war Malaya anticipating obstacles

in the future. The mystery remains, then, as to why the Union scheme was implemented in the

way that it was in the face of these acute reservations. Allen's claim that'the methods by

which it was intended to effect Malaya's New Deal ... were based on false suppositions' and

that 
.dangerous rigidity prevented a pran designed for totally different conditions from being

changed before it was executed with catastophic results', may accurately reflect certain

specific aspects of British thinking at the time. However, they are misleading as a guide to

Whitehall,s broad intentions for post war Malaya as we have seen'72 The Cabinet and Colonial

offrce documents do not indicate that the 'false suppositions' that the chinese would 'leap at

the chance of becoming citizens of the new Malaya' and that 'the Malay Rulers and their

people *o.rid be less reliable allies of British power than the other communities'were

t2 Allen, Malayan Union,PP-12,19-
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dominant concerns in S/hitehall's planning for postwar Malaya.(73)

There is nothing in the primary sources to veriff Allen's claims that the British

negotiations with the sultans 'were never meant to be real consultations nor even to produce

real treaties, and that the British had proceeded from the outset with the aim of eclipsing the

Sultans.(7a) To the contrary, as we have seen, there was recognition at the top level in the

colonial offirce that the sultancy was an important institution in Malaya commanding strong

loyalty from the Malay masses and that caution was necessary in achieving the British post-

war objectives for Malaya: the aim was to attain these objectives without disturbing the

position of the Sultans any more than was necessary; to uniff the peninsular under British

control with a minimum of destabili zatíonin this regard. While the negotiations, in the event,

did see the British adopting an overbearing and coercive posture that had more to do with

necessafy strategy in the exigency of the time than any deliberate aim subjugating the sultans

and their subject PoPulations.

It is clear then, as we have seen from stanley's recorded policy statements in 1944'that

he favoured a feasible wait-and-see approach to Malayan post war plaruring and that any

rigidities in poricy imprementation must have occurredatalower lever of implementation. At

the same time it is clear with the same hindsight that in the event the British did not have the

time, nor did they have suffltcient vision, to find a way of quickly implementing an effective

r¡nification of Maraya, in the very compricated and difficurt circumstances confronting them

after the war. That there was inadequacy in policy implementation in this sense is certain:

what is not clear is precisely where in the colonial administation that inadequacy was located'

while Allen accurately programs the grave consequences of this inadequacy he wrongly lays

the blame for the 
.monstrous concepf of union at the feet of whitehall. It seems much more

likely, however, that where the failure of Union is attributable to errors in British judgement

and practice ttre fault lay much more with the negotiating entourage in Malayainlg46 - with

those officials charged with the responsibility of reading the post war Malayan situation on the

73 Allen's assertions. Ibid., p.19. See above in this chapter.

to lbid. pp.20,29.
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$ound and implementing the union scheme accordingly within the broad and flexible

guidelines laid down by Stanley and his plaruring staff in Whitehall'(?5)

The critical question, then, is that posed by Allen: 'How far was MacMichael acting on

orders from above and how far on his own initiative in implementing the Union initiative ?'(76)

The way in which the hierarchy of British authority operated in policy determination in

relation to this matter is far from clear in the secondafy sources' It is not easy' either' to

discern in precise terms how it operated from the cabinet and coroniar office documentation'

To Allen the origin of the union scheme was a mystery. It was 'evolved' in its details' Allen

writes, by the Malayan Plaruring Uni(MPU) set up by the Colonial Offrce in July 1943'(?7)

Aren seems to be suggesting that the unit, and those in the colonial ofüce outside the unit

butworkingclosely,withit,werelargelyresponsiblefortheschemewiththecabinetrolea

relatively passive one confined to the issuance of 'directives on constitutional matters to the

11.'

Bourdillon to Marwell, 23 February,1946' CO53711548'

es

scheme.

76 Allen, Malayan Union,P.lT

tt Allen, Malavan Union, P.1.
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planners.'(7t) H" takes the view that Edward Gent, at the time Under Secretary of State for the

Colonies and head of the Far Eastern Department, was widely believed to be the creator of the

scheme and that this 'does not seem an unnatural assumption.'(7e) Elsewhere in his monograph

Allen is unsrue whether the broad policy framework within which the MPU worked was laid

down by the Cabinet or by Gent'who was closely connected with the Unit though not a

member of it.'(80;

Sopiee on the other hand cautions us that in 'current literature, ... the MPU has often

been attributed a role in policy-making on the Malayan Union which it does not deserve.'(8r)

He claims that the role of the Colonial OfFrce, and in particular that of Gent, was much more

important in the formulation of Union policy.(82) Both Allen and Sopiee, then, seem to agree

78Ibid.

" rbid.,p.2

to Ibid., p.14.

81 Sopiee, From Malavan Union,P-74.

t2lbid.

Sopiee ded on 6 JanugYr l944to ìq "P 
q: war Cabinet

Comm it was at'the frrst and crucial meeting on22

March Union PolicY''

Ibid., p.15.

It was however not the first but the second meeting of the Committee held on December 19,

i-gaa thãt ,-"q"i""ðãffy ¿*i¿é¿ on the policy. Tñe frrst committee merely 
-expressed 

its

þ¡19|"1 ;d;il;"i'-*iítt u uery broad oritline of a post war Union policy in Malaya.

War Cabinet Committee on Malaya and Borneo, Minutes of the First Meeting ...22 March,

1944. CAB 98141.

It was not until the second meeting later in the ommittee.agreed 'to invite the

õnui*r* to seek w*ôãui"et apiroval fo included 'draft statements ...

r.ttüg ñ -. tËtu"í¿rnglø ptätt.ms in policy in Malava.'

War Cabinet Committee on Malaya and Borneo, Minutes of the Second Meeting "' l9
December, 1944. CAB98l4l.

Mal ch Committee decision'the concurrence of the

less a formalþ, Cabinet approval for the scheme

ave been given very late irt1944 or early in 1945'
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that Gent was very influential in the formulation of the Union policy though they present

differing views on the channels through which he operated to this effect - more through the

colonial offrce according to sopiee; and in Allen's perception more through the MPU' It is

not clear from the Committee minutes whether the draft policy forwa¡ded by Stanley for the

Committee's consideration was mainly the work of his Under Secretary or not and no mention

is made of the Planning unit. certainly Gent was present at both committee meetings' The

Committee minutes do not indicate whether he spoke or not or what he might have said and it

would appear from this record that it was Stanley who advanced the Colonial Office point of

view.

Still, it hardly matters whether Gent exercised an influence as the architect of the Union

though his influence on Cabinet through Stanley or through the Planning Unit, since it would

clearly have been to the same effect either way. What is important is that it is clear from the

primary sources that the Colonial Offrce and Cabinet were firmly in control of the

formulation, at least, of Union policy as Sopiee asserts, and that it was not an arcane plot

.hatched in the depths of 'Whitehall' by bureaucratic slight-of-hand by bumbling Whitehall

bureaucrats out of touch with the situation in Malaya in the way that Allen tentatively

asserts.(83)

The failure of the union, then, lay not so much in inadequate policy formulation in the

way Allen describes but in the difficulties of implementation in the chaotic post war Malayan

situation. while there was clearly in some sense a policy failure on the part of the British this

needs to be seen in a different light from Allen: and it needs to be meastued more against the

diffrcult social circumstances (outlined in more detail in this chapter below) in which the

British attempted to implement union. Thus, while there were limitations in the way in which

the British went about est¿blishing the union and this contributed to the degree of its failure,

the position was more that even if policy had been devised and implemented in a fully

competent way right down the rine from top to bottom in the British colonial hierarchy the

union in all likelihood could only have succeeded if the social circumstances in which all this

Sopiee, From Malayan Union, P.l5'

s3 Allen, Malayan Union,P.20, passim' See above'
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was taking place had been otherwise. Eventually, then, the success or failure of British policy

formulation and implementation can only be perceived in terms of the circumstantial criteria

which applied at the time. Given the caution being advocated by Whitehall planners at the top

level we need to look elsewhere for the causes of the disaster in the British policy making

hierarchy for any precipitate action in implementing the Union. That the top policy makers

had decided to take a gamble in the face of the odds against success is perhaps understandable

given the British frustrations at earlier efforts to unit the peninsular and the opportunity

provided by the break in their rule to set the peninsular to rights. It was in a weaker sense

only that the policy emanating from Whitehall was inherently unstable. That policy was

inherently contradictory in that it acknowledged the tendency to divisiveness on the peninsular

and advocated wait-and-see caution while at the same time rnging clandestine haste as a

measwe necessary to meet the wgency of the war and post war situation in Malaya. It was

this inherent tension between the two Whitehall objectives which placed the implementers of

the scheme in, as it turned out, an impossible position. When it comes to the MacMichael

negotiations, then, we can see why there emerged a disparity between the cautious unification

policy of Whitehall and the precipitate and abrasive manner and tactics of Mac Michael and

his negotiating team. It is not so much a question, then, of whether MacMichael exceeded his

orders, or whether his immediate superordinates did. It is much more likely that MacMichael

had been given a task which was in the event, impossible, and that this failure to pave the way

for Union was doomed by the circumstances in which it took place'

The MacMichael Neeotiations.

When MacMichael arived in Malaya shortly after British reoccupation he not only

ca:ried a specific brief to re-negotiate the treaties but was also empowered to exercise his

discretion in the recognition of the Malay rulers by the British government as well'(84)

MacMichael was empowered to recommend recognition of new rulers in the four northern

84 Allen, Malayan Union, P.18.

Allen cites MacMichael's own report on his $gaty {!g!t!ati-ons where he refers to the terms of

reference for rhe 
""Ëätiãîiðrt 

ìãi'¿ó*"'by whii¿írJi."tvtactvtichael's report is discussed in this

chapter below.
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states where the pre-war rulers were no longer in offrce and of established rulers in the

remaining states - in atl cases where the incumbent was r¡ntainted by any suggestion of

collaboration with the Japanese. Allen suggests that the manner in which MacMichael went

about these negotiations was coercive with MacMichael threatening to withhold recognition

from the rulers if they failed to sign the treaties.(85)

MacMichael used coercion' He
of E.V.G. DaY who was Present with
not to illustrate MacMichael's

the validity of these treaties bgen brought
ightly dismissed.'

Allen, Malavan Union, P.32.

the veracþ of the report is'suspect on other points''

rbid.

Allen,s implication is that MacMichael was less than fonhrigþt o.n tle qt?tlili,:l:?::t^11i"
;õ;i"tähii nègotiating tactics and that Day's version of the treaty negotratrons ls more

state'.

Newboult to Lloyd, 7 February, 1946. CO 537 11548'
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Clearly MacMichael and those assisting him - Brigadier Newboult, then Deputy Chief

Civic Affairs offrcer in Malaya; Colonel E.V.G. Day, atthat time the senior British Militaty

Administration(BMA) offrcer in Kedatr; and Mr. Bourdillon of the Colonial OfFrce - held a

brief to negotiate the treaties with the Sultans as expedititiously as possible and this, in large

measure, accoturts for the timing and haste with which the negotiations were conducted.(tu) It

also in large measwe accounts for the strategies adopted by the negotiating team in order to

outmanoeuvre the Sultans.(87)

Certainly in general terms the tactics used by MacMichael were harsh enough it is true'

However, they were surely not all that exceptional against the wider sweep of determined -

forceful - British colonial diplomacy, especially in view of the r.ügent circumstances in which

in London, that MacMichael 'had sent to London full and faithful record of his two interviews

üifäå"fr tftõ"ett thi; ú;lne;;.*ity a true reflection of Dav's feelings at the time'

Hone to Colonial Offtce, 7 February,1946' CO 53711548'

was
ise
ts

were.

tu Allen indicates that MacMichael was further assisted in the negotiations by former

rvfalavan õiuii S.*i""trufòS) of¡rcers from the Malayan Planning Unit'

Allen, Malayan Union, P-17 .

tt As we have seen the British War Cabinet

liest opportunity on reoccupation''

s/ar cabinet committee on Malaya and Borneo, Ðt4 of a Directive on Policy in-Malaya'. 
-

Memorandum by the Secretary of State õifutð õoto"ies, 1 5 January, 1944, p' 1 ' CAB 98141 '

thatMacMichael.alrivedinMalayanotonly'\ontv

" 
ñ;d;tafter the first mention of new plans for

Allen, Malayan Union, P.l7 .

MacMichael, in his reports to his superiors in
ii-i"- ófttis tt"eotiátiãns and was ilearly at p ln

th" 
"õtt"tnsion 

oifhis mission as much as poss

below.
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the negotiations took place.(88) MacMichael's approach with the northern state rulers at least

was, by his own account, a carot-and-stick one, emphasizing the positive benefits of Union to

the Sultans on the one hand, and the negative consequences for them of not entering the Union

on the other. Thus, his approach in the negotiations w¿rs not wholly coercive. He also put

forward the general advantages of a united Malaya and those accruing to individual states

within it as an incentive for them to join.(8e)

On the negative side MacMichael, certainly in his negotiations with the four northern

states, relied principally on the veiled threat that Britain would not recognize aruler who did

not sign the treaty on MacMichael's terms and the suggestion that any ruler who did not sign

the treaty would be out on a limb and at odds with the other rulers on the peninsular. It was a

divide-and-rule strategy in which the Sultans were not given scope to consult one another and

which thus enabled MacMichael to more effectively play one Sultan offagainst another in this

88 See my reference in chapter 6 above to British gun boat diplomacy in forcing their
wishes on the Trengganu Sultan in the 1860s.

8e For example, in the course of the negotiations with the Perlis ruler and the Perlis State

Council, MacMichael stressed the fundamental purpose of the new policy - the end of
parochialism and the working together of all permanent elements for the good of a united
Malaya.

MacMichael, 'Note of First Interview with Syed Putera and Members of the Perlis State

Council (... December the 3rd I 945)' 3 December, 7945, p.2. CO 537 I l54l -

Likewise MacMichael assured 'the Sultan elect 'no intention to
ofthe several states, esprit de corps
unding the Rulers.' there anY

prestige of the Ruler

To the contrary, MacMichael emphasized that the British Government was 'determined to
enhance that próstige by giving the Rulers an interest and an influence beyond the confines of
their own state.'

MacMichael, 'Note of First Interview with His Highness the Sultan Elect of Trengganu (...

December the lgth)'no date, 1945,pp.\,20. CO 53711541.

In his correspondence on the subject we can also see MacMichael mixing flattery with
intimidation-as part of his positive approach in the negotiations.

their own comparatively backward Malays, could be invaluable.'

MacMichael, 'Note of First Interview with His Highness the Regent of Kedah (... November
the 29th), 30 Novembe\ 1945. CO537ll54I.
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way. The strategy appears to have been one in which MacMichael sought to secure the

treaties with each ruler separately and in rapid succession so that this basic preliminary

constitutional measure for Union would be a fait accompli before those who might be opposed

to the treaties had time to react. In this sense Allen is right in his surmise that MacMichael

used coercion to secure the signatures of the nine Sultans on the re-negotiated treaties. For

example, MacMichael noted in a report on his first interview with the Sultan of Kedah:

... I poi of seekinghis-cooperation in the lew policy
(at tfüs e Rulers who had already signed fresh
Ìreatie Y His MajestY's r of
recognising him as Sultan of Kedah, his rppointrnent to lace

åHår,ï?*i¿ulese 
occupation. I expressed the hope th

And then in stronger terms, though stilt an implied threat that the British Govemment would

not, on MacMichael's discretion, recognize the Sultan if he failed to sign the treaty:

It was fortunate that His Majesty's government had not concluded - as would have been

consonant with modern conceptions of d

MacMichael's negotiating approach, then, was not without some subtlety entailing the

use of flattery and imptied coercion combined to obtain the ruler's agreement. MacMichael

adopted similar tactics with the other northern state rulers though the degree of coercion used,

if his own account is to be believed, was generally less than was the case with Kedah and

varied in intensity from state to state.(e2)

e0 MacMichael, 'Note of First lnterview with His Highness the Regent of Kedah (...

November the 29th)'20 Novembe¡1945, p.l. CO 53711541.

nt Ibid., p.2.

n2 See: MacMichael, 'Note of First Interview with Syed Putera and Members of the Perlis

State Cor¡ncil( ... December the 3rd 1945)' pala- 4. CO 53711541'

MacMichael, 'Note of Second Interview with Syed Putera and Members of the Perlis State

Cowrcil (... úecemberthe 4thl945)p.1. Unsigned. para 2. CO 53711541.

MacMichael, 'Note of First Inten¡iew with His Highness the Raja of Kelantan (--- December

the l5th), 15 December,I945,p.1. CO537ll54l.

MacMichael, 'Note of First Interview with His Highness the Sultan Elect of Trengganu( ...
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MacMichael's stronger negotiating stance in the case of Kedah clearly stemmed from the

fact that he saw that state as having a stronger separationist tendency than other states on the

peninsular.(e3) Certainly he was in his negotiating stance with Kedah, mindful of the fact that

the state had'in the past ... prided itself on its separationist tendencies.'(ea)

Allen argues by inference that the incompatibility of the two tasks - recognizing the

rulers and seeking their willing agreement to the treaties - could not have been coincidence

since the Cotonial Offrce was not prone to this kind of mistake. The two tasks were combined

as a deliberate strategy by the Colonial Office to gain leverage over the rulers. It was in this

sense that MacMichael was 'not sent to consult but to coerce.'(es) This assertion by Allen that

MacMichael was instructed by Whitehall to coerce the rulers into signing the treaties in this

way is close to the mark though the record shows that it was more that MacMichael

successfully sought and obtained permission from his Colonial Offrce superiors to do so.

Certainly he requested and obtained permission to deal with three of the northern rulers in this

way, though the collusion between Whitehall and MacMichael on the matter was nowhere

Wednesday December the 19th)' para. 3. CO 537 1754L

e3. Allen comments that it 'was in Negri Sembilan and more especially in Kedah that
MacMichael met his toughest oppositionr in negotiating the treaties.

Allen, Malayan Union, p.32.

Newboult, too, anticipated stronger resistance from Kedah. He singled out.Kedatr and Perak

* Uring in his'anticifation the fõcus of 'one camp' of Malay states opposed to the

negotiations.

Newboult to Lloyd, 7 February,1946. CO 53711548-

ea. MacMichael, 
.Note of First lnterview with His Highness the Regent of Kedah( .

Thr:rsday November the 29tþ', para. 5. CO 53711541-

et. Allen, Malayan Union, p.I8.

Allen was unable to do more, on the evidence

ld this non-collaborationist finding from
rition as a bargaining tool. Allen was unable to

assert his case more strongly than this because he lacked the evidence to do so.

Ibid., pp.29,30.
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near as direct and obvious as Allen suggests. The fact of the matter is that Whitehall seems to

have been ambivalent in its instruction to MacMichael, instructing him to secure the treaties

with all possible speed while at the same time conducting himself with fairness a¡rd honow -

or at least appearing to do so.

Allen rests his conclusions in part on a reading of MacMichael's report on his fieaty

negotiations.(e6) Paragraph12 of that report refers back to the third paragraph of

MacMichael's terms of reference þaragraph 10 of the report) requiring him to telegraph his

recommendations of 'competent and responsible'persons for recognition by the British

government as state rulers.(e7) MacMichael indicates in the paragraph what he terms as

'minor modification'in this communication procedure aimed, he says, at obviating 'the delays

and diffrculties which would have been caused by periodic reference at a time when signal

communications were somewhat congested and uncertain.'(tt) MacMichael does not say what

the modification was and, since the paragraph is wholly misleading in its generality it is

understandable that Allen was unable to see the significance of the modification to which it

refers. It was in fact this modification which embodied the urderstanding between

MacMichael and Whitehall that recognition was to be held over the head of rulers unwilling to

sign.

ln October 1945 MacMichael communicated with the Secretary of State for the

Colonies, referring to paragraph three of his terms of reference and requesting a change in the

procedwe for communicating his recommendations for three of the northem states only.

Having established that the rulers of Kedah, Kelantan and Perlis were 'available' and

'unexceptional as regards behaviour under the Japanese'(the case ofTrengganu presented

'special diffrculties' and MacMichael excluded it from consideration in this correspondence)

MacMichael then sought authority to open discussions with the three rulers according to a

e6Ibid.

e7 MacMichael, Report, in Allen, Malayan Union, pp.157, 158'

nt Ibid., p.158.
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procedure built around the willingness or otherwise of the rulers to sign the treaties:

Subsequent steps in each case should b cted is
tu-rwilling to co-operate I will approach
pledges õ ed

Þutera as Recognize all three personages as

rulers on em.(")

In the same correspondence he made much of the pressure of time and difFrculty of

communication as a reason for the granting greater discretion for him in concluding these

agreements for Union with the three northern rulers in the way he wanted to. In making his

request he advised the Colonial Secretary: 'In view of the time factor I consider it essential

that I should have authority to do this without further reference to you at this stage.'

Furthermore, he made it clear that 'in view of great delays in telegraphic communications' he

would'be grateful for [the] earliest possible reply.'(100)

On the face of it, then, MacMichael's request seem reasonable enough, based on the need

to move quickly in his bid to secure the treaties against the difFrculties in communicating his

moves and intentions. However, there seems little doubt that, while time and communication

difficulties were valid considerations for MacMichael to raise, that they also served, in the

manner in which MacMichael put them forward, as a smokescreen to hide his real intention of

using recognition as a coercive device to obtain the signatures. While MacMichael already

had the discretion to recognize rulers on the basis of competency, responsibility and non

collaboration, his correspondence amounted to a veiled request to go a step further and use

recognition as negotiating tactic. It seems likely that it was, in the manner of its diplomatic

and careful wording, an invitation to the Secretary of State to read between the lines and to

reply in similar vein thus leaving themselves an outlet if things fell apart and explanations

were required afterwards. The Secretary of State's response to MacMichael was brief and

gave no explicit acknowledgement of what he must have realized was an oblique request to

use recognition as a negotiating tactic: 'I agree to your proposed procedure for Kedatr,

Kelantan, and Perlis and that you open discussions ¿N proposed with Tungku Badlishatr,

ee MacMichael to Secretary of Søte for the Colonies 25 October,1945. CO 53711541.

Step A is ulabelled in the correspondence. The correspondence is the form of a signal

transmitted through the BMA.

roo [bid.
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Tungku Ibrahim and Syed Putera.'(r01) In a deleted section of this correspondence it is clear,

too, that the Secretary of State was under pressure in parliament to account for MacMichael's

activities in Malaya and that he was arxious that MacMichael furnish him with information

on his intentions in fulfrlling his brief in general, and his plans for proceeding with the

negotiations in the northern Malay states in particular. The deleted paragraph in the two

paragraph cypher read:

I should be telegraph as to you[sic] plans for Northem
states parti your negotiatiohs had been put down
for answer arly be ðonditioned by the extent of
your progress up to that date. Immediately following en clair telegram contains text of
two questions, which I forward for your information and commeni. You should also
know that Viscor¡rt Ma¡chwood is calling attention to the policy of H.M. Government in
Malaya and moving for Papers in the Lorãs on 20th November.(t0';

It is not clear why the second paragraph of the cypher was deleted or who deleted it. The most

likely assumption however is that the record is a draft and that the deletions was made by, or

on the orders of, the Minister himself. It may be that the Minister decided as an after thought

that the less he knew about any coercion that MacMichael might apply the easier it would be

for him to deny in parliament that coercion was being used; that it was a case of wanting

results without knowing precisely how they were achieved - of turning a partially blind eye.

Given the Minister's evident arxiety that he be adequately prepared to account for

MacMichael's negotiations in Malaya he must have been grateful that the reference to

coercion in the MacMichael correspondence was oblique. And as there was uncertainty as to

the response of the Malay rulers and the Colonial OfFrce foresaw the possibility of resistance

on the part of the Malay rulers and complaints arising from this reaching Britain he must have

been keeping in reserve the ostensible reasons that might be advanced for the coercive strategy

hinted at by MacMichael in his October correspondence. MacMichael gave him the outlet in

his plea that the recognition of the Sultans was conditioned in large measure by the time factor

and the communication difficulties. If pressed, the latitude would have been there for the

r0r Secretary of State for the Colonies to MacMichael,2g October, 1945. CO 537/1541
This reply is in the form of a cypher transmitted via the B.M.A. in Malaya.

t02lbid.
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Secretary of State to deny to his parliamentary colleagues and to the British public that

MacMichael was coercing the rulers by threatening to withhold recognition if they didn't sign.

Still, since this correspondence is clearly circumspect in its wording, we can only

surmise the full motivation behind MacMichael's reference to both the treaty negotiations and

the recognition of the rulers in connection with one another, and the Secretary of State's

response to this. There is no reason, however, to suppose MacMichael and his Whitehall

masters were not athured to the parliamentary and bureaucratic stratagems premised, at best,

then (as now) on a need for pragmatic honesty and that such necessary circumspection was

dictated by the political sensitivity of the bold move to uni$ the peninsula¡. It clearly made

sense for MacMichael to cover himself as much as possible by obtaining implicit permission

to coerce the rulers into signing the treaties. The fact that he singled out the NMS in this

connection must have been significant though there is no clue in this corespondence as to

why he raised the question of recognition in connection with the three states only. He had not

atthat stage finalized teaties with all the stâtes to the south(he still had to finalize treaty

negotiations with Negri Sembilan and Perak) and was not proposing to visit the northern

states in'the immediate future.'1ro3; He claimed to be focussing on the four northem states

because none of the rulers in those states were recogntzedby the British govemment before

the Japanese occupation. However, there was no need to single out these states on the

question of recognition per se since he already had discretionary power to deal with the issue.

While he did plead the time factor his request for'[the] earliest possible reply'in his October

correspondence could presumably have done for northem states as well as the remaining states

to the south where he still had to finalize negotiations had he wanted it to, with minimal, if
any, delay. It seems likely that MacMichael, with one eye on the separationist tendency of the

NMS, anticipated that the stonger resistance to his treaties would come from them on that

score. The fact that he singled out the northern states in this way does tend to suggest that he

felt the need for a stronger hand in his negotiations with them and that he saw the opportunity

103 The reference to the forthcoming negotiations with the two states to the south is
contained in: MacMichael to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, 7 November, 7945.
CO53711541 (This correspondence takes the form of a clpher transmitted through the BMA).
MacMichael referred to his schedule for visiting the northern states in his 'request to proceed'
correspondence cited above (ie MacMichael to Secretary of State for the Colonies, signal
dated 25 October, 1945).
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in their unique status to gain extra leverage over them in the negotiations.(t0a) Another

possibility is that it was Kedah that was more the focus of his attention and that, while his

awareness of the independent inclination of the four states in general \ryas a factor prompting

him to make the request, he was particularly concerned with his likely reception in Kedah -

that it was in his negotiations with that state that he wanted the stronger hand, and that he

found it expedient in making the request to anchor it on the fact that Kedah was one of four

states where, at the outset of MacMichael's negotiations, the post war rulers had not been

formally recognized as such.

In sum, then, it is important not to overstate the strength of the coercive strategies agreed

to between MacMichael and the Colonial Offrce. MacMichael was not instructed to coerce

the rulers in the crude sense that Allen suggests. The record suggests that there was a tacit

agteement between MacMichael and the Colonial OfFrce to apply coercion as a last resort and

that MacMichael acted on this from the outset of his negotiations. Where a ruler was

unwilling to sign the treaty MacMichael took it upon himself, with what he would have felt

was the tacit approval of his superiors, to threaten the rulers gently and obliquely with non-

recognition. ln so doing, however, he used an element of bluffsince it was beyond his

capacþ technically to threaten rulers with non-recognition in this way. MacMichael was not

authorized to formally deny recognition of a ruler. He had discretionary power to recommend

recognition only and the power to recognize or otherwise lay with the Secretary of State for

the Colonies. There is no explicit conspiracy evident on the record for MacMichael to say one

thing and to do another in the negotiations. Certainly MacMichael had in mind the need for

him to adhere to his negotiating brief when he was preparing his correspondence to the

rø Though MacMichael did not say so explicitly in his correspondence. In the event he
encountered strong resistance from southern states as well, most notably from Negri Sembilan
as we have seen in my fooûrote reference above. But the indications of strong resistance from
northern states are there in the sources as well. Newboult, for example, commented early in
1946 onthe 'extemity'of the response of a Kelantan deputation in opposing the Union. I
discuss the NMS resistance to MacMichael's treaties and the Union proposal in general more
fully in this chapter below. The point here is that MacMichael in all likelihood anticipated
strong resistance from these states in the light of their independent status in the past and that it
was in response to this anticipation that he sought extra negotiating power from Whitehall.

Newboult to Lloyd, 7 February,1946. CO53711548.
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Secretary of State for the Colonies. A deleted paragraph of his reads:

In r.eply to your 24546 (CAl) of 30th October received 7th November the existing
obligations and treaties if maintained would render new Malayan Union unworkable.
The object of my mission is to explain fully and frankly to all the Sult¿ns what is the
policy of H.M.G. and if possible to obtain their willing cooperation in carrying it out.
This I am doing and so far willing cooperation has been displayed in every case. Should
the situation change the position will at once be reported to you.(tos)

While the paragraph is not strictly speaking part of the record it does enable us to see that the

need to adhere to his brief - or the need to reassure the Minister that that was his intention -

was in his mind at the time he drafted the cypher. We can also see that the aim of 'willing

cooperation' on the part of the rulers as a first option - the desired outcome - \¡/as alive in his

thinking when corresponding with his superior and tends to negate Allen's suggestion of an

agreed aim between MacMichael and Whitehall to coerce the rulers into agreement from the

outset of negotiations.

It was, then, MacMichael who had the principal responsibility for implementing the very

broad and flexible Union policy directives of Whitehall. It was his task to read the situation

on the ground and to react accordingly in implementing the demanding objectives of the

Whitehall colonial and military administration. While he was successful in securing the

treaties expeditiously that success was short lived as opposition to them and the Union policy

as a whole gained momentum in the months and years following reoccupation.

While MacMichael had a wide discretion in carrying out his task he was none-the-less,

as we have seen, careful to clear himself with Whitehall in adopting the procedures he

followed. Allen may well be right that he was a bad choice for this task - that he was abrasive

in his dealings with the Malays, ignorant of their language and customs and therefore the

wrong person for such a diffrcult and sensitive undertaking.(tou)

r05 MacMichael to the Secretary of State for the Colonies. Cypher dated 7 November,
1945. CO 5371t54t.

Again the likely assumption is that this is a draft cypher with alterations made by, or on the
orders of, MacMichael. There seems no obvious reason for the deletion. Perhaps he felt that
the paragraph was covering old ground: that it was redundant

t0€ A[en makes the point that MacMichael was abrasive in his manner in dealing with the
rulers, had no Malayan experience prior to the negotiations (his previous experience had been
with the colonial service in Africa and then Palestine), was ignorant of Malay language and
customs and therefore 'ill selected to lead'the negotiating team.

Allen, Malavan Union, pp.l7, 29, 7 7.
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I¡ his conespondence on the subject MacMichael does not, naturally enough,

acknowledge an abrasive manner on his part in his conduct of the negotiations. However, it is

clear from his own account of the negotiations, that he could be blunt and even abusive in his

manner towards the Malays when he felt they were adopting an obstructionist stance in the

negotiations.(tot) Thus, when Syed Putera, the ruler of Perlis, while in the process of reading a

State Council Minute giving that body's assent to the treaty, read out a clause which had been

inserted without MacMichael's agreement, he reacted strongly:

MacMichael's inexperience in Malayan affairs does seem to have been manifest in his failure
t9 understand the pre-war situation in Malaya in one very important respect: the differing
degree of power being exercised by the Residents in the FMS and the Advisors in the UÑ4S.
MacMichael indicated in correspondence to Whitehall that the ruler of Kedah protested the
loss of independence for Kedatr under the new arrangement being proposed by MacMichael in
part by arguing that, whereas in the federated states the ruler had handêd overexecutive power
to the President, no such transfer of power to Advisors had occurred in the unfederated slates
in the pre-war period.

MacMichael, 'Note of First Interview with His Highness the Regent of Kedah (... November
the 29th)', 30 November,1945. CO537ll54l.

MacMichael argued that whatever the technical situation there had been no such distinction in
practice and that'the Rulers had been bound to accept the advice of the Residents (or
Advisers) and it was only right that the power and the overt responsibility should be in the
same hands.' According to MacMichael the British proposal merely sought to give a de facto
situation de jure recognition.

Ibid.

Tlris statement by MacMichael is clearly at odds with Mærwell's interpretation of the degree
of power being exercised by the Malay ruling class in the Unfederated and Federated Màay
States quoted above in this chapter. On the face of it, it reveals appalling ignorance on the
part of MacMichael of the differing degrees of Malay independence and power inside and
outside the federation. There is the possibility that MacMichael was deliberately putting
forward a false proposition though the tone and feeling of the correspondence suggest that this
was not the case.

While MacMichael did not concede in his correspondence that his lack of experience was a
disadvantage in the negotiations Newboult indicated that he, Newboult, was out of his depth
in the situation:'I shall be very grateful when some of our old MCS officers retum as a
tremendous strain is put on me in having no one with whom I can consult and discuss all these
problems'.

Newboult to Lloyd, 7 February,1946. CO53711548.

r07. Remembering that he mixed such bluntness with flattery in his ef[orts to win the rulers
over to the British way of thinking on the treaties as indicated by MacMichael's reference to
the Malay rulers as 'a loyal body of men'during the Kedah negotiations in the instance cited
above in this chapter.
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I_thereupon spoke roundly to Syed Putera and Wan Ahmad in English and to the chief
Kathi in Arabic. and if they
insisted on them be causing
themselves sham is? Did thãy
have the courage

He continued in this patronising vein to scold the Perlis ruler and the council over their

presumption in adding the clause. To be fair, MacMichael no doubt saw himself here as

taking a firm stand in line with normal negotiating procedure. It does none the less lend some

weight to Allen's assertion that MacMichael was abrasive in his dealings with the Malay rulers

and their councils.

Likewise the tone of MacMichael's account of his Kedatr negotiations implies

considerable friction between him and the leaders of that state. He made it known to the

Colonial Offrce that he held the Sultan of Kedatr in poor regard and it was perhaps this that

coloured his approach to the Kedatr negotiations and which contributed to the friction between

MacMichael and the Kedah Sultan. Thus when, in the course of the discussion, the Kedah

Sultan resisted the British approach on the grounds that he wanted to retain independence for

his state, MacMichael reacted not only to the Sultan's argument for independence but against

what he saw as the Sultan's undesirable personal qualities:

þdgh gave an) was obviously moved to
the depths o to.regard as the s-rlrrender of
prgug iqd:p He is of the small shy andretiring'fail nclined to be introspective and lonely. At
times he presented rather a pathetic figure. (tOe)

His attitude to the Kedah State Council, with whom he was also negotiating, was

scarcely less contemptuous. According to MacMichael, the Sult¿n's State Council 'had far too

much coÍtmon sense and acumen to share his [i.e. t]re Sultan's] sense of despair, but took

refuge, instead, in every form of procrastination evasion and technicality.'(tt0) It is also clear

from the documentation that MacMichael was removed from the Malay conception of the

meaning and significance of his proposals. His ineptness in this regard is amply illustrated by

r08 MacMichael, 'Note of Second Interview with Syed Putera and Members of the Perlis
91ulq Cgq"gil (,,. December the 4th 1945). Enclosure 6 to MacMichael to Gater, 8 September,
1945. CO 537n54r.

10e MacMichael to Gater, 8 Septembe\ 1945. C}537ll54l.

tto lbid.
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the fact that he (somewhat smugly) argued the case for the Union to the Trengganu ruler using

an English public school sporting analogy - a parallel which must surely have been missed by

the Sultan who could not have been attuned to the notion of this kind of team spirit:

In speaking of the necessity for Union I u

cumbersome and fraught with delays.(ltt)

Curiously there is evidence clearly indicating that MacMichael felt the need to assure

Whitehall, at least, that he understood the delicate nature of his task and the strong need for

diplomacy in carrying it out. Very late in1945 MacMichael wrote to his superiors reporting

on his negotiations. In part that correspondence read:

,I am sure you would agree,was to be
gs far more difficult for those who will

Whether MacMichael had got wind of criticisms of his style and manner of negotiation and

this was reflected in his correspondence to Gater is ha¡d to say. The tone of the letter does not

seem particularly defensive and it seems more likely that the conespondence highlights a

genuine concern on the part of MacMichael that he expedite the negotiations as rapidly as

possible without engendering counter productive ill feeling - that he was genuinely a victim of

the conflicting imperatives of speed and diplomacy imposed on him by Whitehall and that his

abrasive manner and ignorance of Malay customs only exacerbated the inevitable tension

between himself and the Malay rulers rather than being the sole cause of it.

The Origins of Mala)¡ Nationalism on the Peninsula¡.

Before moving on to look at the stronger outbr.¡rst of Malay nationalism in the immediate

post war period it is essential to establish more clearly in broader terms the way in which

r11 Note of First Interview with His Highness the Sultan Elect of Trengganu (
the 19th) CO 53711541.

112 MacMichael to Gater, 19 December,1945. CO 537/li4l.

December
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changing productive and wider social relations ca:ried an emerging sense of modern Malay

identity in the decades leading up to Japanese occupation. This emerging sense of a wider

Malay identity was, in these decades, mainly an elite phenomenon and corresponded, in the

particular forms it took within the elite, to the differing fortr¡nes of difflerent sections of the

elite' As we have seen, with the coming of the British and the differing bases upon which

power was exercised, and status acquired, there was considerable differentiation within the

elite in terms ofpower and status. While some of the Malay elite were 'tamed, and

accommodated themselves to the new regime, others stood outside it. It was this basic

division that was the source of intra-elite tensions within the Malay community and which

gave rise to quite different kinds of emergent Malay nationalism.

On the one hand there was, by World War II, the Malay aristocracy retaining positions

of subordinate power and privilege under the British who, together with the English educated

orthodox Muslim adminishative elite stafüng the burgeoning colonial bu¡eaucracy throughout

the period accepted, albeit on the whole grudgingly, the new regime, and sought advantage

within it. While these Malays certainly quarrelled with the British their contention was

limited in its scope and aimed, not at the destruction of the colonial system, but rather at the

maintenance of their desired degree of privilege within it. On the other hand there were also

Malays active within the elite who were educated in the vernacular, who were adherents of
unorthodox Islam, and who were in frrndamental disagreement with the colonial regime and

who sought a radically restructured social order for Malays within a wider alliance of Malay

speaking peoples extending beyond the borders of the peninsular. While both these broad

groups sought to lead the masses down a path of increased national self realization they did so

in very different ways and with very different specific goals though neither was able to secure

mass appeal for itself prior to the war.

Thus, in the decades leading up to World War II, there were two strands of Malay

nationalism that were overtly potitical in their nature. Running parallel with these, and

overlapping and reinforcing the strand of nationalism embodied in the views and activities of
the Malay educated intelligentsia referred to above, was a third strand of Malay nationalism

which was much more strongly religious in this orientation. This was the nationalism of the

Arab-educated religious reform movement. The religious reform movement, according to

Roffin his pioneering work on Malay nationalism, 'found its ideological origins in the Islamic
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renaissance which took place in the Middle East, particularly in Eg¡rpt and Turkey, around the

turn of the nineteenth century.'(lr3¡ While this reformist drive was primarily religious in its

focus aiming to purify Islam by returning it to its original form, it carried with it secular,

political, overtones as well. Thus converts to reformism returning from the Middle East to

Malaya sought to 'renovate Islam in their own society and to make it a fit vehicle with which

to respond to the social and economic challenges posed by alien domination.'(t14) The aim

was to 'return to the purity of the original Islam cleansed of accretions of custom which stood

in the way of progress', and to achieve 'the social equality of all Muslims before God.'(rrs)

Rofffurther points out that the reformists (Kuam-Muda) came into conflict with the traditional

Malay establishment - 'the rulers and their religious establishments'and 'the rural ulama

(Kaum TÐ and this contest was a many-faceted and long pr:rsued argument which acted as

an important modernizing force within Malay society and provided a terminology for

irurovation and reaction controversies which extended far beyond the purely religious

sphere.'(1r6)

Still, while the contest spilled over beyond the purely religious sphere, the reformism

itself was not specifically political, in Roffs view. But it did, Roffcontends, have a slowly

developing political aspect: 'The politicization of the image of Kuam Muda began to make

itself evident only in the I920s notwithstanding the political implications inherent in reformist

ideas prior to this time.'(t'7) Still, the political aspect of Kuam Muda may have been stronger

than Roffthought though the evidence to the contrary thus far in the sources is inconclusive:

as we have seen, religious reformism, or something looking very much like it, seems to have

rr3 Roff Origins, p.254

Ito Roff Origins, p.254.

ttt rbid.

ttt lbid.

tt7Ibid., p.87.
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been a motivating factor in the Trengganu Rising though the way in which this operated is far

from clear in the sources; and it may well have been afactor earlier, too, in the Kelantan

Rising though here the role of religion is even less clear. Funston questions Roffs view that

Kuam Muda were 'never specifically political, with the exception of a few students at Al-

Az}rar University in Cairo'.(rr8) According to Funston, while the published writings of the

movement contain conflicting evidence on the subject - both for and against a specifically

political approach - Funston concludes on balance that the latter was most likely. 'It would

indeed'Funston writes, 'be strange if members of this movement did not hold political

views.'(rle) Citing steps taken by British authorities to investigate the activities of the

movement in 1923 as additional evidence for his view Funston concludes: 'it seems then that

political objectives were pursued by the reformists but that this be done covertly.'(t'o)

Still, the line between Roffs view and that of Funston is a fine one. By'not specifically

political'Roffmeant that the Kuam Muda'never succeeded in elaborating, either

orgaruzationally or programmatically, a political nationalism capable of attracting most

support'and nothing that Funston sets down contradicts thir.(t't) The evidence so far seems to

be more with Roffthan Funston. Active British suspicion is not in itself proof of covert

political activity on the part of the reformists and more evidence is needed to support

Funston's assertion. While Islamic reformism did lend itself to political activity on occasions

in some way thus far unclea¡ in the sources the fact is that it was largely inert as a political

force in its own right in the pre-war decades: it was only when it merged with'secular radical

Malay nationalism in the very late pre war period that it started to become more of an overt

political force aimed at purifuing Islamic doctrine and practice on the peninsular as part of a

drive towards a wider range of radical social goals.

Roffpoints out that there was a merging of this reformist strand with that being given

r18 Funston, Malay Politics, p.30

'le Ibid.

r2o lbid.

t" Roff, origins, p.87.
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expression by the secular Malay educated intelligentsia and it was a combination of the

secular and primarily religious views that gave rise to the radical Malay nationalist alternative

to that represented by the views of the Malay colonial establishment. It was, then, the

merging of these two strands which leant organizedradical Malay nationalism a

fi'mdamentalist religious aspect in the years leading immediately up to World War II.(122)

While radical Malay nationalism was unable to draw widespread popular support its

practitioners were none the less drawn in large part from the ranks of the peasantry and it is

perhaps in this fact that we can see the reason for the populist appeal of the later derivation of

this kind of nationalism since it was being shaped by educated Malays with their roots planted

firmly in the rural sphere.(r23)

In this way, then, Rofi and the scholars who have followed him, have identified three

main strands to emerging Malay nationalism in the pre-war decades focussed around three

Malay elite groups: the Arabic-educated religious reform movement; the largely Malay-

educated autochthonous intelligentsia; and the English-educated bureaucracy, 'itself drawn

mainly from the traditional elite in metamoqphosis.'(12a) By the time of the Malayan Union

conflict this emergent nationalism had achieved, in large measure in response to the Union

issue itself, a stronger orgaruzational form, with fundamentalist and secula¡ radical strands

combined in the more radical Malay thrust against the new constitutional arrangements. By

the years immediately prior to the Japanese occupation the English educated Malay elite were

organized into Malay associations (the Persatuan Melayu) for the advancement of Malay

rights against British interests while the radical Malays had formed the Kesatuan Melayu

"'rbid.,p.255

123 Roffindicates that this 'in large part the product of the
centrally located Sultan Idrus teachers and two-similar
institutions for technical and 'drawn from the peasant class in
Malay society'.

Ibid., p.255.

124 Taken from Roffs sunmary of his findings.

Ibid.,p.254.
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Muda as a' small, pseudo-political party.'(125)

The orgarized popular Malay protest to Union was, then, divided into two main camps:

on the one hand there were the Malay Associations - the Persatuan Melayu; and on the other

hand the Kesatuan Melayu. Immediately prior to the Japanese occupation the Persatuan

Melayu had branches in separate states, was a quasi political movement in its orientation, and

was dominated by an English-educated and traditional elite.(l2ó¡ These associations had a

membership comprised mainly of government employees and had, therefore, the interests of

these employees as the main focus of their policies. Their stance on Union was a relatively

moderate one. The Kesatuan Melayu on the other hand was comprised of a membership of

vernacular school teachers, students and journalists and was revolutionary and pro-Indonesian

in its orientation.(127)

The moderate organized Malay resistance to Union was, Roff points out, prompted by

the Clementi decentralizationpolicy of the 1930s. That policy was, Roff says, seen by many

Malays for what it was: 'a prelude to further rationalization of the political structure of the

peninsular and the creation of a common Malay nationality which must inevitably threaten

specifically Malay interests'.(rtt¡ These Malays advanced criticism of the policy which 'took

the form of special pleas for continued Malay privilege, not of anti-colonial nationalism.' The

view advanced was that this stance would benefit all Malays on the peninsular in the long

run.(r2e¡ The Associations were formed, then, in the late 1930s to give expression to these

sentiments held by the Malay elite.

It is clear, then, from Roff that the Associations were somewhat narow in their

composition and representation. Referring to the two strands into which the traditional elite

t2t lbid., p.235-247, p.255

126 Allen, Malayan union, p.67, 90n.

t" Rofl Origins, pp.232,233

Allen, Malayan Union, p.90.

r2t Roff Origins, pp.235,236

r2e lbid., p.236.
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had begun to split in the 1930s - those whose role lay within the indigenous Malay

establishment; and those who held positions in the English-educated bgreaucracy - he points

out that it was the latter group that was the mainspring of the Associations formed in the late

1930s.(t30) While the Associations purported to be broadly representative the self interested,

careerist nature of their anti Union protest is clearly evident in their recorded protests as we

shall see. While the Associations purported to speak for the Malay masses (in February 1946,

the Perlis Malay Association protested 'the White Paper for Malayan Union and Equal

citizenship' in the n¿lme of 55,000 Malays) most of its energy was directed at protecting its

sectional interests in the matter.(r3r)

It was on a very different approach and perspective to that of the moderates in the late

1930s that the smaller and less influential group of vernacular educated Malays who had not

been'tamed'were pitting themselves against the British colonial establishment with their own

organization. These were the disaftected Malays identified above - Malays of a more strongly

traditional Islamic persuasion and who were strongly anti-colonial and bitterly resentful of
what they saw as the privileged and compromised position of the Malays who had

accommodated themselves within the British colonial establishment. The concept of

nationality within this group was both ethnically and culturally narower than that of the

British and geographically more extensive. Instead of a union of different races on the

peninsular in a common Malayan nationality they looked instead to a wider geographic

national unity of the predominant race on peninsular Malaya and Indonesia. While this

nationalist perspective of theirs was a later development in the period of colonial rule the

disaffection of this group was a continuation of the purist Islamic protest evident in the

Kelantan and Trengganu risings and a forerururer, in its religious and internal social aspects, to

the brand of Islamic protest which took on electoral force from early in the Independence

period. In 1946, however, this radical Malay elite protest was in the ea¡lier stages of its

t'o Ibid.

^ ^t'j^lt4þ_Yuluy Association to The Secretary of State for the Colonies, 13 February , 1946.
co 537ltssr.
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organization and lacked the presence of the moderate Malay resistance in the Associations.

While it directed its appeal to, and formulated protest policy on behalf of, the Malay masses,

its active membership was very small being confined to a vernacular educated intelligentsia.

In1946 it was the fledgling Kesatuan Melayu, and organizations that grew out of it, which

was giving expression to these more deep seated and radical Malay grievances against the

Union. While the concerns of this group did not dominate in the overall Malay protest against

Union they were none the less a major concern to the British and they monitored the activities

of the radicals closely.

Thus, in Kelantan lr'1946 there were two rival organizations resisting the Union: the

Persekutuan Persetiaan Melayu Kelantan (Malay Patriotic Association of Kelantan) or ppMK;

and the Persatuan Melayu Kelantan(the Kelantan Malay Association) or PMK.1132¡ The

PPMK was the more radical of the two and purported, like its rival organization,to represent

the masses: and, like the latter, it fell well short of a mass membership.(133) In reality the

PPMK was, in terms of its membership and outlook, a sectional group comprised of pre-war

radicals who had moved from the Kesatuan Mela)¡u Muda (KMM) into the persatuan

Kebangsaan Melayu Muda(f.lational Association of Young Malays), or PKMM, which was its

successor organrzation. The PPMK was in effect a local front organizationfor the

PKMM.(I34) The PKMM, like its counterpart organizations in other states, was hostile to the

accommodation of the English educated Malay bureaucratic elite with British colonialism and

which cast its protest in much wider social terms than the PMK. Thus the PKMM spoke - or

purported to speak - for the Malay masses on the Union questions in quite a different way

from that of PMK. The latter was much less radical in its stance and more specific in its

demands.(135)

While the emergence of Malay nationalism in this way to 1946 was a peninsular-wide

r32 Kessler,Islam and Politics, p.105

t33lbid.

r34 fbid., pp. 104,105.

r3s Ibid.; pp.l05, 56-61. See also Chapter 6 above.
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phenomenon the stronger impetus of Malay nationalism was located in the Unfederated and

especially the Northern Malay States with their greater proportion of Malays to other races

and their stronger Malay identity and character than was the case in the other states on the

peninsular.(t'u) At we have seen, these states had exhibited strong separationist tendencies

throughout the post 1909 period as their rulers sought to retain, and an emerging group of

English educated Malay administrators sought to acquire and maintain, power and influence

within the British colonial regime. At the same time there is some evidence to suggest that

the radical Malay elite strands were stronger in the north as we shall see below. While the

impetus for Malay nationalism was clearly strong at this elite level in the north we can be less

sure of its relative strength within the peasanûry in the north during the Union conflict. Given

the steady encroachment on the lives of the peasanûy on the peninsular there must have been

some developing Malay state consciousness on a more popular level though thus far we know

very little of how this was developing and how strongly it was emerging in Malaya as a whole

and even less of any regional differences in the development of popular Malay nationalist

sentiment. The sources tend to give the impression that emerging Malay nationalism on the

peninsular in the 20s and 30s was mainly an elite phenomenon and they are no doubt correct

in this. Still, given the outbreaks of localized popular resistance in Kelantan and Trengganu,

and as we shall see, the strong emergence in the early independence period of populist Malay

Islamic radicalism in the north with strong links with the two radical strands of Malay

nationalism in the pre-war decades, we can surmise that there was a stronger, largely nascent,

popular Malay nationalism in the north. It may be that a stronger emerging popular nationalist

consciousness w¿rs evidenced in a stronger popular protest against Union in the north though

we can't be sure of this until further research enables us to gauge regional differentiation in the

Malay peasant response to the Union proposal.

136 Sopiee comments on the stronger separationist inclination of the Unfederated Malay
States in these terms:'The power and separate identity of the Malay state were often important
considerations by themselves. They were also seen, especially by those from the Unfederated
Malay States, as the bastion against the encroachment of the other races and ensuring against
deculturization'.

Sopiee, From Malavan Union,p.23.
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Malay Resistance to the Union.

'When Bowdillon wrote very early in l946that the Malay rulers were not resisting the

Union in their own right but were responding to 'popular presswe,he was seeking to offer
reassurance that Malay resistance to the Union was of a limited and.localized nature well short
of the 'universal conflagration'being forecast by Sir George Marwell at the time.(r37) By
'popular pressure' Bourdillon meant protest from 'the more reflective Malays, and in particular
those organizedinto state associations with a particular concern that the position of Malay
government servants was under threat from the citizenship provisions of the union.(r3s) In the

event he underestimated the strength of that resistance overall but he was right that it was

focussed much more around the concerns of the Malay administrative group than those of
other sectors of the Malay population engaged in protesting the proposals. The protest was, ¿rs

Allen observes, almost entirely led 'by Malay civil servants and state officials,.(r3e¡ while the

activity of this goup was clearly a peninsular wide phenomenon there can be no doubt that
their influence was particularly strong in the north where these protagonists in the resistance

had become used to the idea of a strong Malay influence within the structr¡res of state and

feared the intrusion of non-Malays into the administrative realm under the citizenship

provisions of the Union.

While it appears that the old elite - the state rulers and their councils - were stampeded

into signing the treaties and it seemed for a while that they had been won over it was the

follow-up reaction of organized administrators that not only resisted Union in their own right
but gave cause for the old elite to re-think its position and renounce their earlier agreement

with the Union. While Bourdillon thought the rulers were being goaded into resistance from

below it seems more likely that, while the impetus for the revolt came from below, the old

elite did discover genuine reasons why it would not be in their interest to join the union. we
have to be careful, then, with the notion of a popular resistance on the peninsular to the Union.

While there are reports in the sources of popular demonstrations against the Union it is clear

r37 Bourdillon to Paskin,23 February,1946 CO537ll54g.

t'8 rbid.

13e Allen, Malavan Union,p.66.
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that the main impetus for anti-union revolt came from a middle strata in Malay society and it
was their interests which held sway as the protest against the move grew and Malayan union
was defeated' while there are claims in the scholarship that the Malaymasses were actively
supporting th anti-union protest the degree and extent of such involvement is not made clear -
not spelled out - in these secondary sources and we must question the assumption that
widespread peasant protest was a significant factor in the overall protest against union. Apart
from the lack of evidence of any such strong and widespread popular support for the anti-
union cause at the grass roots level it is hard to see what would have motivated the peasantry
to such resistance since they had no direct and immediate stake in the constitutional and
administrative proposals being put forward and later implemented at the time.

The record clearly reveals the haditional NMS Malay elite - the rulers and their councils
- \ryere resisting the Union stongl¡ both before and after the treaty negotiations were
complete' In so doing, they cast their opposition both in terms of protecting their own
interests as independent rulers of their states and also in terms of the interests of their subjects
- an advocacy no doubt promoted in its popular aspect by the kind of resistance activities from
the administrative associations that Bourdillon had in mind when he wrote ofpressure on the
rulers from below' Thus, when MacMichael cabled the war office that the Kedatr agreement

had been signed he complained that the '[a]tmosphere was markedly glum,and of .dif¡rculties

greater than any hitherto experienced'.ra' He continued:

art
sof

Likewise to the colonial office early in 1946 Newboult relayed news of continued resistance

from the ruler of Kedatr to the Union. Newboult had found 'the ruler worked up,and arguing

his case against Union with 'deep conviction': 'He said that he did not (repeat not) favour

raoMacMichaeltoSecretaryofStatetrtheColonies,gDecember, 
1945.CO537/1541.correspondence in the form oia clpher frongMÃ-iã w*bm.".

r4rrbid.
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Union but would not object to some kind of Federation which would ensure that local
administration would remain in the hand of himself and his state,.(ra2)

If the kedah ruler was indeed 'worked up'in his negotiations with MacMichael over
union his written response direct to whitehall was a measured, though nonetheless

determined, one - a response which rejected Union and, rather than looking forward to
possible federation, seemed to be stressing the suitability of the pre-war arangement between
Kedah and Britain. The main purpose of the correspondence was to protest the MacMichael
'agteement'between his state and Britain. He complained that he had signed the document

under duress and stressed the suitability - the workabitity - of the 1923 Agreement which had
governed relations between Kedah and Britain in the pre-war years. He seemed to be

diplomatically implying that the agreement gave the British what they wanted in terms of
kedah's cooperation with the other states on the peninsular, and protection of the interests of
non-Malay racial groups within the state, while at the same time allowing a healthy degree of
independence for Kedatr to run its own affairs. A copy of the 1923 Agreement was attached

to the correspondence. (1a3)

In the same year the sultan of Trengganu cast his protest at Union in paternal terms on

behalf of his Malay subjects: '... what grieves us most is the fact that it appears we are being

divested of our powers over our country, which thereby means that our Malay subjects will be

cut off from us ...'(t*) In a reference to the citizenship provisions the Sultan put it to

Newboult that his Malay subjects were 'still too weak and backward to be placed on equal

level with the aliens who [would] be given equal states in the Malayan Union,.(ra5) In general

in these discussions the Trengganu Sultan came across to the British as 'consistently ... very

142 2l {ebruary,1946. CO537/155.5. Correspondence in the

fln , British Míiit*vã¿ái"i.äíJ;ñüäiö,o s"".éffi or

to3 Sultan of Kedatr to Secretary of State for the Colonies, l l February ,1946. CO537n555.

t* sultan of Trengganu to Newboult, 3 March, 1946. co537/1552.

r45 rbid.
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concerned about the economic future of the Malays.'(taó)

New Elite Resistance to Union.

From the outset of Union negotiations the separationist tendencies of the NMS Malay

administrative elite anxious to preserve and frirther consolidate its position within the now

well developed colonial bureaucracy was a stong component of the Malay civil servant

protest on the peninsular as a whole. Although these civil servants, through their

Associations, often framed their protest against Union in more general terms, it seems that

their principal fear was that the citizenship provisions of the Union would threaten their

bureaucratic positions by opening them up to competition to outsiders from other ethnic

groups of the peninsular.

Certainly Bourdillon saw this fear as the mainspring of popular opposition to Union on

the peninsular as a whole. He accepted that a petition protesting the Union from'some

Malays in Kelantan'was 'inspired principally by Government servants who feared that the

new policy of citizenship would result in nearly all the Government appoinünents being frlled

either by Europeans or Chinese' and claimed that this reinforced his own impression that

'popular reaction amongst Malays [was] based almost entirely on fears, exaggerated but real,

of the citizenship proposals.'(147) Newboult, too, sought to impress upon the Colonial Offrce

tou Hone to Under Secretary of State for the Colonies, 15 March, 1946. CO 53711552.

rcz 11t" petition referred to by Bourdillon was contained in'a despatch from the C.C.A.O.'
and was part of the oftrcial correspondence ('No 4 on the Kelantan sut-file') th¿t he was
reading at the time. The commentary above on the inspiration behind the petition was
advanðed by Bourdillon as an'interesting passage'from an unnamed sotuce and was part of
the despatch read by Bowdillon.

Bourdillon to Paskin, 23 February t946. CO53711548.

'#,ffiåï"3f;r:,'l#$:*tSlTit'iä?
Lt seems very likely therefore that the

'interesting passage'referred to by Bourdillon is from Hone's covering note to the petition.

Newboult to Lloyd, 7 February, 1946. CO53711548.

Although this conespondence
responsible for the petition, the job de
servants) stongly
Association - was chapter for a discussion of the PMK in the
context of a wider ociations and their place in organized Malay
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the urgent diffrculty posed to Union by the reaction of Malay government employees to the

citizenship proposals and drew specific attention to the Kelantan petition as an indication of
this: 'You will see from the fears of the Kelantan deputation to what an extremity they have

gone when they consider that in appointments in the future there will be a flood of Europeans

and Chinese'.(tot) Clearly, then, the Kelantan protest was having a strong impact on the BMA
and, through its despatches, the Colonial office in London.

Certainly this resistance by the Kelantan and other state government employees to the

citizenship proposals was seen as a major stumbling block to Union back in London though

not to the point where Whitehall was prepared to accommodate a BMA request to posþone

the implementation of the proposals until the heat had gone out of the Malay opposition to

them.(tae)

At this time, early inl946,the Colonial Office was in a diffrcult position: there was at

that time very considerable tension between the pressure from the Malaygovernment servants

resisting Union and the anxious BMA response to this pressure on the one hand, and its own

desire to expedite the Union scheme as quickly as possible. In addition to the Kelantan

protest Bourdillon also drew attention to the activities of the Selangor Malay Association in
protesting the Union ('... reported to be a considerable body and to reflect Malay opinion in
Selangor generally'; it'protested vigorously and spontaneously'), "'perlis Malays,,, (.also

protested spontaneously'), the Trengganu Malay Association and the patrang Malay

Association ('did the same') and pointed out that resistance to the Union was gaining ground

in Johore.(ts0; while he urged that'the sunender ofjurisdiction by the Sultans and the

resistance to Union.

ra8. Newboult to Lloyd, 7 February,1946. CO 537/154g.

to'. colonial offrce to BMA, I March, 1946. co537/1552. correspondence in the form ofa cypher telegram.

See also S. of S ß46. CO537/IS4 salso in the form s Uasicatty the sam italso takes more ncrete instructions
BMA.

r50. Bowdillon to Paskin, 23 February,1946. C}537ll54g
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creation of the Malayan Union [were] not the subject of deep Malay protest,he cautioned that

the Secretary of State for the Colonies should know that 'the citizenship proposals fwere]
regarded with genuine fear and dislike'.(r51) Bourdillon's report would have been little
comfort for Whitehall as it weighed up its chances of getting Union accepted on the

peninsular' There was, in March of that year, aCommons debate pending and this, too, added

to the evident uncertainty in the Colonial Office thatitcould achieve its objective quickly and

their response to the BMA request for postponement was tentative in its nature:

Your recommendation for

can not ofcourse be regarded as

Thus, while the Colonial Office resisted BMA pressure to slow down the

implementation of the citizenship provisions the Malay resistance to them was making its

ofFrcials nervous and they urged the need in correspondence with the BMA in Malaya for
ef[ective publicity for these provisions in order to allay fears within the Malay community.(r53)

In so urging the need for publicity it was clearly the kind of opposition from Malay civil
servants indicated in the Kelantan petition ('... Kelantan Government employees who imagine

that they will be henceforth swamped by Europeans or Chinese ...') that was uppermost in

their mind.1t54¡ The Colonial ofüce rejected the posþonement request because there was 'no

likelihood of immediate adverse reactions by Chinese and Indians to deferment of [the]

citizenship Order'and it was felt thata'period of some six months dwing which opposing

points of view would be canvassed up and down Malaya might cause racial discord rather than

avoid it.'(t") In other words the Colonial Offrce did concede that the potential for a reaction

ItrIbid.

tt2 S. of S. Colonies to BMA, 28 February,1946. CO537/154g.

rt3lbid.

t54 rbid.

t55Ibid.
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against the proposal existed but thought it better to attempt to forestall it by acting quickly to

implement it - to enact a fait accompli which left no time for opposition to develop.

The British took heart, too, from the fact that the dominant groups protesting the Union

were relatively moderate in their stance. Certainly there was stronger and more radical protest

within the Malay camp and the British carefully monitored this: their intelligence at the time,

however, was that this was being contained within the ambit of the less radical organized

Malay protest and that the destabilizingthreat this posed to the British regime and its proposal

was being held in check. The irony was, then, that it was the less radical Malays themselves

who held off an extremist Malay threat to the Union and which, in so doing, helped allow the

British the confidence to proceed with their Union proposal. The British drew the conclusion

that, by a fine margin, the dominant less radical Matay protest was containable, and that the

danger of extremist and highly destabilizing elements within that protest plunging the country

into chaos was minimal.

In January 1946 a 'mammoth meeting' for Malays in Kedah organized by the Kesatuan

Melayu Kedatr wtanimously rejected the Union. It was a protest which raised more

comprehensive objections than those of the Kelantan Association and which was more

broadly based in its representation than the latter in its protest. The Kedatr protest urged the

British to consult'the views of the masses of the Malay people and not [those] of the Sultan

alone'and seemed to hint that the Malays in the state would become dispossessed in their own

homeland - like the Palestinians in theirs - if the Union went atread.(ttu) In an oblique

reference it also pressed the need for an independent Malay state government to help and

protect the states 'agriculttral people'who would otherwise 'be powerless'to defend

themselves 'against the industrializedand the commercialized peoples'.('tt) The appeal of this

protest was clearly a much wider one for the protection of the state's Malay population at

large, not just the civil servants, against what was seen as inevitable encroachment by

immigrant races if Union went ahead. It was very much a state based argument and one

informed by an awareness of the commonality of interest between Kedatr and the other

-^]5ó@toSecretaryofStatefortheColonies,19January,lg46.Cos37ltsss.

1s7 Kesatuan Melayu Kedah to Hone, 3 February,1946. CO537ll55S.
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Unfederated states in the north. No reference was made to the welfare of Malays in the

Federated Malay St¿tes and the impression given was that the NMS had a special claim to

separate sovereignty on the basis of their more strongly Malay character: 'Kedah and the Non

Federated Malay States are primarily Malay States with Malays predominating. V/e therefore

see no ostensible reason as to why we should be called upon to change our status and forgo

our privileges for the sake of the immigrant races'.(rs8) Instead, the Kedatr protesters argued

the case for the bringing together'of all the Malays of the peninsular rutder one centralized

system of constitutional Government.' A "'Malay union" and not a "Malayan lJnion"'was,

they stated, 'more in keeping with their nationalistic aspiration'.rse Still, while the Kedatr

protest adopted a strongly populist tone in its protest (it was delivered in the n¿lme of 'the

Malays of Kedah') it had little impact on the British. While the British were monitoring the

activities of what they saw as an extremist Malay element withinthe main thrust of the Malay

protest movement they clearly relied on moderate leaders to keep extremists in check and

pitched their own response at the reactions of the moderate Associations rather than those of

Malay radicals. Thus, in February l946Major General Ralph Hone, Chief Civil Affairs

Offrcer with the BMA, wrote to the Colonial Offrce in a tone which suggested that the Kedah

protest had been conducted by an organization too recently formed to have credentials and

support within the state's Malay population and which was led by nonentities:

This was in line with the general British view that extremist Malay opinion posed no major

threat to their Union Plans.

A little after Hone's visit to Kedatr the Pan-Malayan Malay Conference was held to

rsE Jbid.

rse Kesatuan Melayu Kedah to Secretary of State for the Colonies, 19 January, 1946-

cos37lrsss.
t6o Hone to Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, 10 February , 1946. CO 53711555
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decide on a combined Malay policy towards Union. The British found the conduct and

outcome of this conference reassuring. In particular they noted that'Malay Communist party

Delegates and Indonesian elements were firmly controlled by the Chairman, Dato Onn ... who

handled the very sensitive situation with great skill and avoided disturbances'that it was

feared might occur at one stage in the conference.(r6t) The same observer'was impressed by

the fact that the bulk of the Malays were determined to adopt a moderate policy and have no

time for Extremists or Indonesians'.(tu') The extremists referred to were based in north Malay

- in Kedah - and we can see in this some measr:re of the relative strength of radical opposition

to Union in that State. It was this group which, in their behaviour as conference delegates and

as members of the fledgling UMNO) gave stronger voice to the views and aspirations of the

radical sfrands of Malay nationalism emerging on the peninsular.(tu3) Dato Onn, himself, was

less sanguine however. He wamed thatastrong youth movement with Indonesian sympathies

was seeking to form a section within his own movement. He had forbidden this but fea¡ed

that if Britain pressed ahead with Union malcontents would rally to the pro-lndonesian cause

and that he would be unable to control the direction of the anti-Union Malay protest.(rn) The

identity of the youth movement is not specified in the correspondence but it seems likely that

it is a reference to the Kedah Estate Youth Corps dealt wittr in this chapter below.

Thus, while the Kedatr protest, and others like it, caused the British a certain amount of

anxiety they saw them as posing only a limited threat to their scheme. They were in no mood

to curb their plans on the basis of the more radical Malay objections and instead looked to the

moderate -and from the British point of view at that time containable - protest of Malay

-* 
161 John ... _[?-signature unclear], 'Personal Impression - Malayan union', Labour

[Departrnent?], Malay4 15 Auguit,l946,p.t. iO 53711549.

162Ibid.

tu'Ibid.

Funston observes that the left wing membership of Congress and UNMO was Kedah based.

Funston, Mala]' Politics, p.77 .

^ 
tuo H,Q. B.M.A. (M) to S. of S., 29 }y'rarch, 1946. CO53711548. Correspondence in form

ofa cypher.
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govemment servants through their Associations. In the event they were wrong: the

Associations were able to engineer the defeat of the Union. But at the time the British

allowed themselves to believe that while extremists remained on the periphery of mainstream

Malay protest they could push their scheme through, albeit with difficulty, contending with a

certain manageable level of dissent but without the upheaval being predicted by critics within

and outside the British camp - without the sort of upheaval foreseen by Winstedt and other old

Malayan hands for example. ln so proceeding they were right about the relative

powerlessness of the Kesatuan Melayu and other radical organizations on the peninsular but

wrong about the strength of moderate Malay protest and its ability to manipulate extremist

groups and to sway popular opinion in its favour.

The Mass Response to Union.

Allen takes the view that strong anti-Union support on the part of the Malay masses was

one of a number of paradoxes associated with the Union failure and the begirurings of UMNO

Allen found it 'rema¡kable'that the anti-union movement led by Malay civil servants and state

officials'commanded almost one hundred per cent support among the Malay masses'.(r65)

Funston, in his study of Malay politics in Malaysia, echoes a similar view in writing of
'massive but orderly Malay demonstrations of protest in all states'within days of the release of

the White Paper in 1946 and in more general terms implies a mass response in opposition to

Union.(16ó) The British Govemment White Paper referred to here contained, Funston tells us,

'two proposals of great significance to the Malays: their Sultans were to be almost completely

stripped of their powers and non-Malays were to be given virtually an unrestricted opportunity

to obtain citizenship'.r67

16t Allen, Malayan Union,p.66.

166 Funston, Malay Politics in Malaysia, p.76.

The implication zing
mass opposition the-
party. Funston's

Ibid., p.79.

t6t lbid.
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Likewise, as we have seen, Sopiee creates an impression of a strong reaction against

Union that was general throughout the Malay community with his claim that, in response to

Union, the Malays 'awoke from their deep slumber and burst forth in afrenz! of political

activity'and that on the formation of UMNO the Malays became 'a race awakened'.(tut) H.

illustrates what he sees as the popular nature of the Malay awakening with two examples: a

demonstration confronting MacMichael on his arival in Khota Bharu on 15 December, 1945

reported to be 10,000 strong; and another involving 15,000 Malays conducted at the

inauguration of Dato Onn's Movement of Peninsular Malays.(t6e) However, while the upper

and middle strata of the Malay community couched much of their protest in populist terms the

actual nafi¡re and degree of Malay peasant involvement in, and sympathy with, the protest is

far from clear and a much closer scrutiny of these mass demonstrations is needed in order to

establish the degree of popularity of the anti-Union protest.(170)

168 Sopiee, From Malavan Union,p.25

t6e [bid.

t70 While the schola¡ship generally seems to accept a high degree of popularity in the
protest there is at least one dissenter from this. Daud Lat
support his view that 'the sacred cow of "public opinion" rt
of one course of action or another [in the Union dispute],
the opinions and reactions of the ruling clique or strata within each community, and mostly
only the Malay ruling clique at that.' He continues:

To the majority of people in Malaya the politics of constitutional and
administrative reform were very distant issues, their lives being dominated by the basic
struggle for the existence in the face of acute food shortages, low wages and the
activities of a repressive security apparatus. The dispute over Malayan Union was a
dispute between various competing strata of the colonial ruling class, the emergent
national and comprador bourgeoisie, and the Whitehall technocrats. Either way the
workers and peasants were going to lose out, the "solution" to the problem ultimately
being in the interests of British imperialism alone'.

Daud La.'iff, 'The British Military Administration 1945 to April 1.946'inMohamed Amin and
Malcolm Caldwell (eds.), Malaya The Making of aNeo-Colony(Nottingham,1977),pp.142,
t43.

ln general Latiffhas a valid point in drawing attention to the elitist nature of anti-Union
protest though he does not closely scrutinize the issue of worker and peasant response - or
lack of response - to the issue and it may be that he has gone to the other extreme and
underemphasized the role of these groups. Given the reported size of anti-Union
demonstrations it does seem likely that the Malay peasanûry, at least, was co-opted into
resistance to some extent. The question is not so much whether there was some grass-roots
involvement in the protests but the strength of that involvement. Latiffargues from an
avowedly strong ideological position and it may be that this has led him into too crude an
interpretation in discounting some sort of mass response altogether. There remains the
possibilþ that the Malay peasantry, at least, \¡/ere persuaded in significant numbers on the
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Allen may well have found the Union failure less paradoxical if he had been in a

position to more closely scrutinize the nature and degree of Malay mass involvement in the

protests of the time. Certainly his claim of almost one hundred per cent support among the

Malay masses for the anti-Union cause seems thinly based.

Allen seems to have in mind one particular popular demonstration which took place

outside the Station Hotel in Kuala Lumpur in response to the inauguration of the Malayan

Union early in April, 1946. According to Allen a'tremendous crowd'of wildly excited

Malays massed outside [the hotel] screaming their loyalty [to their Malay Rulers]'.(r7r)

Allen may well be right to claim as he does that this demonstration was significant

because the rulers, alienated from their British masters by the Union push, chose the occasion

to for the first time to accede to the loyal acclamation of their subjects and to allow

themselves a position as leaders of a popular movement against Union. But the extent of this

loyal resistance to Union is unclear from this demonstration alone and Allen's assumption that

the rulers from that time were at the head of an anti-Union mass movement reaching down to

the grass roots level is unsubstantiated in his monograph. Much more information on the

make up of the crowd - the social identity of its members, the degree to which their presence

and response was representative of a wider geographic social cross section of the Malay

community on the peninsular - is needed and is not given by Allen.(t72)

It is true that Allen sees the Station Hotel protest as having largely symbolic significance

- a significance drawing weight from the other popular demonstrations on the peninsular -

basis of a more concrete appeal related to, thought not arising directly from, the abstract
constitutional proposal of Union, to take to the streets in support of the anti Union protest - a
possibilþ not canvassed by Latiff.

r71 Allen, Malayan Union,p.42.

r72 Neither is it given by a report in The Staits Times on this demonstration. The
demonstration was given middling emphasis in the paper and simply reports that a large
crowds of Malays assembled outside the Station Hotel to protest the Union, that they were
shouting slogans such as, 'Long live the Sultans'and, 'Long live the Malays'and that the
demonstration came a few hours after the inaugwation of the Union and the installation of Sir
Edward Gent as its first Govemor and Commander-in-Chief.

New Straits Times, 3 April, 1946.
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though Allen does not make the connection directly. And it may well be that these other

demonstrations - the 10,000 strong protest in 1945 in Khota Bharu and that conducted by the

15,000 Malays on the formation of the Peninsular Malay Movement in 1946 for example -

may well have been indicative of an intensely loyalist, anti-Union sentiment amongst the

Malay population atlarge. But again the details enabling us to make a judgement on this are

lacking in the secondary sources.(r73)

In general, then, while the secondary sources do assert the popularity of the anti-Union

protest, they do not give a clear and precise account of the mass response to the move and

their assertions remain largely unfounded. What we need, for a range of such demonstrations,

is a clear idea of the composition of the crowd(especiatly the social strata to which they

belonged), the particular local circumstances in which the demonstrations took place, and the

precise motivation of those participating. If there were indeed large numbers of peasants

represented in the demonstations we need to know exactly what was said to them by way of
incitement to join in the protest. We can surmise, for example, that they may have been

persuaded to protest on the basis of a more concrete appeal by their leaders - leaders who were

either of the Malay administative elite or closely aligned with it. Perhaps these demonstration

leaders were able to connect the abstract constitutional considerations of Union with the more

immediate concerns of the peasanûry: with food prices, the selling price of rice and rubber,

the exactions of private and state landlords (indeed with the extraction of their surplus

generally); with the disruption and hardship being experienced under the B.M.A. and later

under the Union civil administration; and so on.(tto) Perhaps these leaders advanced the

tzs ¡o doubt this is in largr measure beq?qsg they are not the kinds of details readily
accessible to schola¡s relying more on English langirage sources.

450 women Sopiee
lues as to their precise
5 demonstration and an

946 - sources not likely to give the kind of
starting point for a closer examination of the

precise motives of those involved would be an
especially those in the vemacular, to see

, for seeking some oral accounts of the
rvers still living may be able to th¡ow light on

. The o.nlY dìrect reference I have been able to find of peasant involvement in anti-Union
demonstrations is that made by Denzil Peiris in an articl" ôn u dramatic demonstration
involving rubber small holderi in Kedatr in 1975. Commenting 

"" 
t¡ã "r"r*i character of
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argument that they would suffer more exploitation at the hands of Chinese entrepreneur if the

citizenship proposals allowed more scope for this entreprenewship in the NMS.

Thus, Allen is forced to rely on an oblique explanation for what he sees as Malay

peasant activism against the Union: the Malay peasantry were not reacting to the Union

proposals in their own right but rather were reacting to the effect of those proposals on the

po\¡/er and authority of their rulers.(t7s) Allen's argument here focusses upon the fact that,

whereas in other colonial countries - lndonesia for example - radical anti-establishment elite

groups had been able to attact a mass following this was not the case in Malaya where the

dominant emergent bureaucratic elite maintained a strong allegiance to the Sultanate. Thus,

the peasanûy were not drawn away from their traditional loyalty by emergent conflicting elites

and this explains the strong demonstration of support for their rulers when the latter's interests

were threatened by Union. The peasantry identified very strongly with their rulers. noted

'blind loyalty to one's Ruler above all else', and, because they felt their ethnic identity under

threat from the strong non-Malay presence on the peninsular, experienced a stronger sense of

Malayaness than was the case in lndonesia where the proportion of non-Malays was less. 'At

the risk of tautology', Allen writes, 'we may cite the conduct of the Malay masses in 1946 as

proof of this assertion'.(17ó)

'We need, however, to be wary of the 'blind obedience'interpretation of peasant

activism. Allen's argument appears here more of a non sequittr than a tautology since it does

this kind of p Peiris says, in passing: 'It was the first time in 28 years that
peasants had they had joineil the massive popular opposition to the
British propo on in 1946.'

DenzilPeiris,''Theemergingrrua1revolution'',,January10,
1975,p.29.

While this is strongly indicative of peasant involvement in anti- Union protest,-in Kedah at
least the source is ã journalistic one and does not elaborate on the peasant involvement. The
Baling rubber small holder demonstration which is the focus of the article is dealt with more
fully below in the next chapter.

rtt Allen, Malayan Union, pp.66-69.

t76lbid., p.69.
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not follow necessarily from what Allen sees as the strength of the 1946 demonstrations that

their sole motivation was intense loyalty to their rulers. Allen has not been able here to offer

historical proof that there was a strong and exclusive causational link between loyalty and

protest and we must ask, assuming the peasants did t¿ke to the streets in significant numbers,

whether there were other factors in operation causing them to do so. While vre can readily

accept that strong loyalty to the rulers could have been a significant motive for peasant anti-

Union protest it is hard to see why, on the account thus far, it would have resulted in protest of

the magnitude claimed, and it does seem likely that the loyalty factor needs to be seen as one

amongst many which may have ignited a peasant reaction of the kind and degree claimed.

Allen agrees that this kind of loyalist support was unprecedented to 7945: even if we accept

that loyalty was the major motivation in1945-46 we still need to know why there should have

been such a vigorous demonstration of it in the immediate post war period.(l77)

Certainly the answer does not lie in Allen's account of the relationship between the

Malay peasantry and their superiors within the Malay social hierarchy. There is no indication

that'the masses'were strongly led by the Malay elite in their protest and the impression left is

that the mass demonstrations were spontaneous and largely unaided - more pro-ruler than anti-

Union - spearheaded rather than incited, by the administrative elite. The role of the rulers

seems, by Allen's account, to have been a relatively passive one. The initiative for what he

sees as a massive show of loyaþ did not, on his perception, lie with the rulers: rather they

were, from the time of their symbolic actions in acknowledging crowd support during the

Station Hotel demonstration, allowing themselves to ride the crest of a wave of popular

support for them which was there fortuitously and not through any design on the part of the

rulers. In the 'After thought' section of his monograph Allen sees mainly a two tiered

interaction between ttre rulers and the rest of the Malay population as providing the dynamic

for mass protest against the Union with a middle strata of Malay elite serving only to focus

and channel the long standing loyalty of the peasantry for their rulers. It was because, Allen

asserts, the western educated Malay administrative elite were on-side with the rulers and had

177 Allen writes of the sudden matenalization of a nationalist movement in 1945-46,
'poised to defend Rulers' and which, in his view as we have seen, 'commanded almost one
hwrdred percent support among the Malay masses'.

Allen, Malaya Union, p.66.
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developed a good working relationship with them, that the former had been able, through their

fledgling Or¡r-led UMNO to pull 'the masses' - the peasantry - on side in protesting the

Union. In Allen's words: 'As far as the masses were concerned Onn's was the parry which

was defending their rulers, ....: they therefore followed Oott.'(ttt)

In all this, then, there is nothing to indicate that the masses protested from any direct self

interest - nothing to indicate that they were being mobilized by others on that score and so the

account of the strength of their reaction to Union and the motivation attributed to them

(loyalty) do not seem to square with one another. Allen's account of the motivation for the

mass protest therefore seems unconvincing. His conclusion here is necessarily tentative and

he is unable to offer an explanation as to precisely how the Western educated Malay elite was

able to lead the Malay masses in loyalist anti-Union support. Neither has his argument been

advanced significantly by later scholarship which also fails to spell out the nature of the link

between the Congress, UMNO and the smaller radical Malay organizations and the behaviour

of the masses at the time. Thus, while Allen, Sopiee and Funston all seem to agree that the

embryonic Malay organizations failed to secwe a strong support and involvement amongst the

peasanhy in the pre-war period - the period that Roff focussed on his study of the origins of

Malay nationalism - they none-the-less go on to put forward, in the case of Allen, and assume,

in the case of Sopiee and Funston, a remarkable eliteled popular activism, without

underpinning this assumption with a close and discriminating examination of the behaviour of

the Malay masses in the immediate post war period.(t?e) Funston does, however, inadvertently

rt8 Allen, Malavan Union, p.68.

rte Allen deals only briefly with the pre-wil Malay political awakening on the basis of
Roff.

Allen, Malayan Union, pp.67,68.

By implicatio s conclusion that some of the elite groups-

atlemfting to ational identity upto 1942 - 'had been

able tõ crãate and that of these groups only'the
English-educated administrators recruited mainly form the traditional ruling class ... was in
the-process of gaining a true mass following.'

Roff, Origins,p-211.

Allen's conclusion from this is that the allegiance of the Malay peasantry still lay firmly with
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suggest the need for a re-assessment of the nature and strength of commitment on the part of

the Malay masses to the anti-Union cause: 'UMNO's success in mobilizing Malays in

opposition to the Malayan Union had clothed it with the aura of an instantaneously successful

mass political party. This is, however, misleading since success in utilizing the social

ferment unleashed by the Union was not matched by an ability to attract supporters into the

party.'(180) Clearly from this the 'awakening of the masses'was not the durable phenomenon

in the early post war period generally porfayed in the secondary sources and some re-think of

the strength of popular commitrnent to the basic principles of protest put forward by Congress

and UMNO at the time is needed. Still, Funston does not follow up on this line of thought

examining closely the nature and degree of popular Malay anti-Union in the light of his view

that this fervour was short lived and instead adopts a forward focus in time examining the

reasons for the failure of UMNO to secure a strong popular basis in the immediate wake of the

anti-Union protest. (1 
8 1)

Kessler ascribes in somewhat vague terms an independent motive on the part of the

Malay peasanûy in resisting Union: the peasantry, 'angered by Britain's abrogation of its

their particular state rulers.

Allen, Malayan Union, pp.68,69.

Funston comments that by 1945 'each of the three streams of Malay nationalism [ie the three
streams referred to by Roff: see above] had established its own particula¡ niche though none
had developed into a mass movement.'

Funston, Malay Politics, p.36.

Sopiee, in giving reasons for'comparatively so little opposition fto Union] up to the end of
1945' includes the fact that there 'were no active mobilizers of mass Malay opinion, and no
organizational leadership to organize whatever elite Malay opposition there was into a
coherent, forceful whole.' He then goes on to argue that, by the beginning of 19a6 '[t]he
Malays started to launch a campaign of political mobilization and agitation such as had never
before been seen in Malaya.'

Sopiee, From Malayan Union, pp.22, 23.

r8o Frurston, Malav Politics, p.79.

'8tlbid., pp.79-81.
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commitments to the Malay people, were jolted from their political passivity.'(r82) Kessler sees

the peasantry as having a sectional grievance of their own. It was a grievance that stood

alongside those of the Engli'sh educated elite administrators who saw their privileged position

within the established order of Malay society threatened by the proposed centralized

bureaucracy and the alien influences they saw as coming \Mith it. These grievances in turn

were lined up with those of the rulers who were being presswed to renounce their treafy rights

to a privileged social position.(t8'¡ There is no notion here of a peasantry being led by the

nose to rebel by an elite accommodating itself to the wishes of the rulers - no suggestion that

the peasantry were motivated mainly by a blind loyalty to their rulers. As we have seen,

Kessler points out that neither of the two main rival organizations giving voice to Kelantanese

Malay opposition to Union, the PPMK and the PMK, 'could boast of mass membership' in

1946 and it was not until later in the immediate post war period that political parties newly

formed and including elements from the above two organizations began to have substantial

popular appeal from around the time of the pre-lndependence 1955 elections.(r8a) While

Kessler may well be right that the Malay peasantry were aggrieved in their own right he does

nothing to advance our knowledge as to precisely what those grievances arising out of the

Union proposals \ryere.

Precisely what, then, was the role of the masses in the anti-Union protest? V/ere they

substantially involved in the Union protest or has the degree of such involvement been

overstated in the secondary sources? If the mass of peasanûy was strongly involved in a

participatory sense what were the concerns that prompted them to be so? Precisely what

appeal was made to them by the Malay elite leaders of the protest? Given that the Malay

administrative elite was clearly pre-occupied with concerns of their own unrelated, or at least

not directly related, to those of the peasantry in the rural sphere, in what \ilay may they have

r82 Kessler, Islam and Politics,pp.25,26.

183 [bid., p.25.

t8a Kessler, Islam and Politics, Chapter 7,pp.I03-I29.
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convinced the peasant masses that union was strongry against their interests? The sense of

threat felt by Malay administrators is clear enough: but their what were basically careerist

concerns - their dominant fear that their newly acquired wealth and status would be threatened

by an influx of non-Malays under the citizenship provisions - had little to do with the retum

on rice or small scale rubber production, lhe cost of land rent and like considerations of more

immediate concem to the Malay peasantry in the past, as we have seen for the NMS, and

which we must assume remained the things of major concern to the peasanûry in1946'

It is ha¡d to see how the Malay civil servants and the Malay peasantry could have made

united cause on the basis of a common self interest to defeat the Union given the nature of the

arguments of the former prevailing at the time. If we follow Allen in his 'Kelantan Rising'

perspective and apply it to the peasant situation in the Malayan union conflict it seems much

more likely that it was the more immediate and concrete social' and especially economic'

factors impinging on their existence that most concerned the peasantry in the immediate post-

war period and which must have been the main basis upon which they reacted to the BMA

policy implementation that came with British reoccupation- It was, surely, these immediate

and concrete concerns that determined their reaction to BMA policy implementation in

general including the steps being taken towards Malayan union.

cefainly we can surmise that the pressures on the peasantry due to Japanese, and then

firrther British, occupation, were immense and that they were indeed in a volatile state in

1945-46- that it was the trauÍra of Japanese occupation and the pressures arising from British

post-war reconsffuction which meant that the peasantry was indeed primed for strong overt

anti-establishment reaction of some sort in the early years of the restored British presence'

However, the available documentary evidence seems to suggest that the mainstream anti-

Union protest did not address immediate peasant concerns: rather it focussed very directly on

administrative elite concerns and it is hard to see how, if indeed there \^/as a strong

administrative elite appeal to the peasantry to protest the union, this could have been anything

more than a spurious appeal to peasant interests in order to coopt them in a show of strength

in defence of the concerns of the elite. This may have involved some sort of transference of

peasant anger and hostility - a deflection of peasant anger away from gdevances with a more

localized focus - the hardships created by rice marketing arrangements, food rationing and the

like - onto the more general plane upon which the Malayan Union contest was being
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conducted by some sort of rhetorical sleight of hand. Still, this is highly conjectural and any

connection their may have been between the concerns of the administrative elite and those of

the peasantry over the Union remain unclear in the published sources to date.

It is less difficult on the other hand to see how the enunciated protest of the radical

Malay orgarizations may well have come closer to the down-to-earth concerns of the

peasantry. By contrast with the protest statements of the Malay administration elite through

their Associations, those of the more radical Malay organizations do tend to suggest that the

latter may have been able to address peasant concerns directly on the Union issue and that in

so doing they were successful in activating significant numbers of peasants to join in anti-

Union demonstration. perhaps the argument of these radical organizations ran along the lines

that, whereas conditions were harsh under the BMA, they would remain so, or get worse,

when power was handed over to a civilian Union government, with its tighter British control

over the whole peninsular and the corresponding lessening of the power of Malay leaders to

protect their people from the r¡ndesirable exploitive influence of the immigrant races and the

British. Certainly the appeals of the more radicat Malay anti-Union organizations to the

British government were pitched in these terms: it will be remembered that in January 1946

the Kesatuan Melayu Kedah warned the British of the dangers of creating aMalay'Palestinian

problem' with the state's 'agricultural people ... powerless' to defend themselves 'against the

industrialized and the comm ercializedpeoples' \¡rithin its borders.(t*t¡ The question must be

asked then whether it was the radical Malay anti-Union organizations that were primarily

responsible for mobilizing the peasantry in significant numbers into short term activism

against Union even if they were unable to establish themselves as mass organizations on any

sort of dwable basis at that time.

Certainly there is some suggestion in ttre sources that this was the case. Early n 1946

Dato Onn cautioned the BMA that'a strong youth movement with lndonesian sympathies was

rs5 Kesatuan Melayu Kedatr to Hone, 3 February,1946 CO53711555. See above in this

chapter
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gaining gror.rnd among Kampong Malays.'(r8ó¡ Furthermore, Onn wamed that if Union \ryere

formed (though in the form then being proposed there would 'be trouble from this youth

movement within a few yeats' and that 'all malcontents [would] rally to them.'(187)

Clearly, then, the possibility exists that it was not so much the moderate Malay organizations

that sparked anti-Union activism at the grass roots level but those radical Malay orgatizatíons with

a more direct and concrete appeal to the masses though on present resea¡ch we can by no means be

tt6 H.q.B.M.A.(M) to S of S., Colonies 29 March,1946. CO53711548. Correspondence in
the form of a telegram.

1s7 lbid. Orur's statements as reported in the of the telegram, not
Onn's of the Youth movement
is not athies clearlY suggests

some

zations.

Minutes of Executive Committee of Advisory Cowrcil, 10 March t947. CO 576179- CO

576179.

The formation of post war political parties in Matayais discussed more firlly in the next
chapter below. Fùnston comments that in mídt947 the API was banned'

Perhaps the British were ururerved
lndonesian independence struggle
youthfrrl activism in Malaya. For an acco
context see Anderson's excellent account
Indonesian independence struggle in the period 1944-1946.

B.R.O.G. Anderson, Java in a Time of Revolution. Occupation and Resistance 1944-

I 946(Lond on, 197 2), passim.

There is no indication in the telegram where in Malaya the youth_orgaylzation¡¡ras active. If
Onn did indeed have in mind thJYouth Corps when he cautioned the British then Kedah may

have been one state, at least, where a radicalanti-Union appeal was taking root at the

Kampong level.

No doubt Onn chose danger in order to win concessions from the British on
th¿ Ú"ió" question: statãs that Onn was 'strongly opposedlo Union and in
furro* of féderation one the less the indication that radical Malay opposition
to Union was having at least some impact amongst ordinary Malays at village level remains'
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sure of this.(r88) Further examination is clearly needed to see whether, while the moderate

organrzations representing the interests of Malay administrators were clearly at the forefront

of the anti-Union push, it was the radical Malay leaders who were able to address the Union

issues in terms of the concrete concerns of the peasanûry in the difficult economic and social

circumstances in which they were placed in the immediate post war years'

Either way, (assuming that there was, indeed, a significant peasant response to Union)

whether the peasantry was responding to appeals from moderate or radical Malay leaders - or

both - it seems most 1ikely that it was their dislike of conditions under the BMA that leant heat

to their displeasure of what was to come rather than any clear detached perception of what

Union would mean for them at the local administrative, and at the national, level. In this

sense the Union dispute may have provided an outlet for grievances that were firmly anchored

in the present rather than in any contemplated ha¡dship in the future'

Certainly there was a perception within British circles that there was a general

unsettledness in the Malayan population in the immediate post war years' and that this unrest

had a wider focus than the union question per se. It was a perception which, while it did not

indicates.

Funston, Malay Politics, P.32, 33.

The radical Malay youth organizations were,not proscribed until from mid-1947 an¡d it was

not until 1950 that the MNp was barured. fn. tdop" and time was therefore there for them to

act in inciting the masses against Union.

Ibid., p.40.

that the British clearly saw them as a strong
what waY these organizations were
re are no extant records of KMM policy)

a responsive chord in the Malay populace'

Ibid., p.32.

It is a reasonable surmise however that, in contrast with the moderation of the Onn stance,

involved in an incitement of the Peasantry tothese
in the

orgarrizations were significantly
anti-Union demonstrations and

large measure on the strength of this.
that the British moved to rePress the
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draw the conclusion directly, was non-the-less suggestive of a popular mood which was

inauspicious for Union implementation - certainly in its citizenship aspect. The implication

(not always intentionally) in these observations was that the new constitution was not in itself

the single focus for popular discontent and that the hardships of the immediate post-war years

weighed heavily with the populace and especially the Malays and augured badly for a

favourable popular reception to the new British colonial state. Thus, in an ominous waming

directed at Whitehall, the same labour ofFrciat who saw commendable unity of purpose among

the NMS in their approach to Union, cautioned his superiors on the likely reception of the new

arrangements in these terms:

dr
US

ve

administrative purposes, but seem
proPosed in the White PaPer (equal

citizenship).
I strould perhaps add that there is still a considerable amount of inter-racial

sby

lto*
f those who

d visit the countrY [sic].(t8e)

This is not by any means, to accept without question what this offrcial claims to be the

sources of popular, and certainly popular Malay, sensitivþ to the White Paper provisions of

Union in this correspondence: its usefulness lies in the fact ttrat it points the way to a

recognition of the wider causes of popular unrest associated with Union and that it raised the

possibility that the response of the Malay masses to untimely Union implementation was an

oblique one with its roots firmly in the traumatic social circumstances of the war and

immediate post war years; that there may well have been popular Malay resistance to Union

which arose from, or which in lay measure can be explained by, the troubled wider social

circumstances in which it took place'

MacMichael, too, in reporting on his progress moving north on the peninsular to secure

t8e John ...¡?

[Department?],
si gnature uncle ar],' P ersonal -Impry s-slol9 

-- ]ylalayan Union', Lab our

Mäaya, 15 August, 1946,p.1. CO 53711558.
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the treaties with the ruler acknowledged the wider social hardships and uncertainties of the

post war period in the country, although his tone in so reporting was somewhat dismissive a¡d

he did not draw a direct link between post war civil disorder and ha¡dship and the popular

response to Union. ln this correspondence he implied that a shortage of rice supplies,

.inflation and the economic situation generally'was fuelling Chinese communist insurgency

and that this in turn was 'the subject of considerable anxiety to the Malays in general and the

Sultans in particular.'(tto) He was vague on the subject of these wider social conditions and

seemed to be suggesting that the impediment to Union lay not so much in the reaction of the

Sultans and an unspecified wider group of Malays to economic and social instability directly

but in their reaction to the Chinese insurgency which a¡ose from this instability. Thus, where

MacMichael turned his mind to the need to improve the deficiencies in the material well being

of the counüy's population, he saw this, not as a humanitarian objective worthwhile in itself,

nor as a measure which would have a direct effect in inclining them to accept Union, but as a

strategy to undercut support for the insurgents thus encouraging them to lay down their arms

and return to civilian life. MacMichael in the same report: 'Once there are food and ways to

be had (and that in due proportion to one another) the problem of getting these people to hand

back their arms and return to civil life will obviously be much simplified.'(1er)

If the views of the laboru official and MacMichael are any guide, then, British

offrcialdom operating on-the-spot had only a limited perception of the nafilre and causes of the

grass roots response to Union. While they were aware of the more general social hardship and

turmoil which existed in Malaya at the time they were unable to conceive of any very direct

link between this and the popular response to Union, sensing only a vague and oblique

relationship between the two. Their accounts (and more that of MacMichael than the labour

offrcial) of popular discontent on the peninsular were inevitably tendentious since they began

with the assumption that Union would benefit the local populations as well as the British'

What was at issue in their minds was not so much the principle of Union in its effect on the

reO MacMichael to Gater, 4 November,1945' CO 53711541'

retlbid.
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populace but more the best strategies for achieving the constitutional change. It was perhaps

because of this that they were unable to conceive of a very direct relationship between the

social conditions affecting the population at the time and the popular reaction to Union. It is

no doubt in large measure this shortfall in the perception of contemporary colonial observers

of the grass roots reaction in 1946 (and that of officials in Whitehall relying on these recorded

perceptions) that has limited the perception on the same subject in the secondary sources'

Still, while the perceptions of contemporary observers, and those of the published

secondary sources, have failed to squarely and fully address the issue of a more general

popular discontent on the peninsular vis-a-vis the Union issue, they serve to point us in the

direction of a better understanding of what might have motivated the Malay peasantry into

active anti-Union resistance. Here and there in the Colonial Offrce documentation of the time,

and in the secondary sources, there are strong clues suggesting that the occupation and

immediate post war period sa\¡/ a sudden intensification of pressures on the peasantry -

pressures which had been building up throughout the pre-war decade and which, in the

traumatic occupation and reoccupation of the forties, may have reached a flash point rendering

them highly susceptible to Malay elite appeals to take to the streets in anti-Union protest.

Of Allen, Sopiee and Funston it is the more recent study of Funston which most clearly

recognizes the traumatic impact of war and re-occupation on the masses as the primary factor

activating them on the Union issue though he is unable to enlighten us on exactly how this

happened.(1e2) Funston sees Malay anti-Union activism in the mid 1940s on a longer

historical perspective arguing that it was the social rupturing caused by successive occupation

and re-occupation that stimulated overt popular nationalism on the peninsular. prior to the

war it had been the nature of British rule which had contained the popular nationalism within,

from the British point of view, manageable limits:

not so severe ttrat it forced the masses into
a pro-Malay policy agd had some success

ir þrotectorïis-a-vis the non-Malays; and

sr¡ifaced repressive action was quickly

tnt lo p*t this is because there has bee I

nationalism failed to activate the masses. arcn

-¿ off.it broad pointers only as to wåy natio asses

prior to the war aia *ry they succeeded after

Ftrnston, Malay Politics, PP.35, 36.
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fine balance and brought into being a
elite. It was not to be long

e rise to the first direct

Funston comments on the fact that the effect of Japanese occupation of Malaya is under

researched at the moment and points out that the occupation experience 'politicized the Malay

peasantry to the extent that they were available for mass mobilization immediately after the

war.'(tno) He sketches in some important factors causing this including 'the growth of social

tension as a result of Japanese discriminatory attitudes against the Chinese; the virulent

stirring-up of anti-European sentiment and indoctrination ... of patriotic feeling for both

Malaya and the Japanese Co-Prosperity Sphere; and the traumatic impact of the prevailing

terror, extremism and violence'.(ttt) Significantly, Funston points out that the Japanese

organized two Pan Malayan congresses of Islamic leaders and that this may have stimulated

Islamic efforts to organize on a national basis after the war.(tnu) Funston's reference here is

vague but given that some radical Malay leaders opposing Union had a traditional, purist

Islamic bent which must have been an integ¡al part of their appeal to the peasantry it may well

be that in some indirect way the two congresses significantly strengthened the appeal of these

leaders in reaching at least some among the peasantry in support of the anti-Union cause

though much more information is needed and we can not be sure of this. Perhaps the

congresses did this by engendering a stronger unity of purpose, by helping to foster some sort

of Islamic Malay national identity, and by preparing the way for some sort of organizational

framework in the post war period. Of special significance is his claim that the KMM, under

Japanese sponsorship, was able to maintain organizational coherence during the

re3 Funston, Malay Politics,p.36

rea Funston, Malav Politics, p.35

tnt lbid.

reó Ibid.
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occupation.(ttt) ln the light of this, and the fact that the moderate Malay state Associations

disbanded during this period, the questions is to what extent and degree the KMM was able to

establish a link with the peasanty in this period and whether, indeed, this organization, and

those which succeeded it, were able to continue this link in anti-Union protest after the war to

mid 1947 with a strength cr:rrently underrated in the sources.

Funston is surely correct to the extent that this occupation experience must have been

critical in priming the Malay population for post-war activism of some sort and it is essential

for us to know about this in detail if we are to frrlly understand the Malay peasant response to

Union. Clearly, though, there are problems here for the historian relying on English language

materials since the interregnum of British rule on the peninsular left a gap in accessible and

readable documentation on what was happening during the period. What is needed is more

printed or published research which seeks out Japanese language and vernacular Malayan

sources as the basis for a closer study of what was happening in Malaya at this time.

A l97l paper written by Yoji Akashi based partly on Japanese language sources takes us

significantly forward in our r¡nderstanding of the ef[ect of Japanese occupation in politicizing

the Malay population.(t") Ak*hi points out that there was a Japarrization programme in

operation at this time and that this had both a psychological and physical impact on the

Malays. He indicates that on an ideological plane the Japanese sought to instill a pan-Asian

pro-Japanese, anti-Eruopean outlook in the Malays and that to this end they encouraged the

development of a Malay national consciousness. Furthennore, they inculcated these values

through their control of the education system. The focus of that system was on Japanese

language instruction. Through such instruction the Japanese aimed at the inculcation of the

Japanese Spirit in the Malayan population.lte) Thus, they opened a school, the Shonan

The KMM was dissolved by the Japanese but continued
Japanese aûny or
the organization,

or KRIS).

Malaya With Particular Reference to the
(sic) of The American Political Science
el, Chicago.

re'Ibid., p.4.
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Nippon Gakuen, for'all ages and professions'which, according to Akashi, 'helped boost the

morale of impressionable young Malays, implanting in them the seed of self-consciousness

that they were the people of a new generation and a new Malaya' - a 'self realization [which]

had been hitherto non-existent ¿rmong the Malays' and which entailed their'casting off their

colonial mentality that the British had implanted in them [sic]'(200)

The Japanese also sought to educate the Malays into a Japanese work ethic in order to

overcome what they saw as the inclination of the Malays to laziness - a laziness which had

impeded the elevation of the Malays as a race. Although Akashi doesn't make the connection

it seems clear that this indoctrination must have had a self serving pragmatic function for the

Japanese since they were heavily reliant on Malay labow to support their occupation. Unlike

the British, who had relied much more, as we have seen, on immigrants for the extra labour

needed to support a Colonial state leaving the Malays by and large in place in their traditional

rural occupations, the Japanese 'recruited tens of thousands of Malays for labor and semi-

military services.' These included working for a'gtow more food campaign, ... the

construction of the Kra Railraod, ... the Burma-Thailand Railroad, and ... the digging of air

raid shelters.'('ot)

According to Akashi the recruitment of labourers from rural areas in this way, and the

regimentation and indoctrination of their training, 'shook the foundation of the hierarchical

system of the Malay community which was based on adat'.(2ot) At a consequence, when the

Malay Union proposal came along after the war, 'the Malay people exploded.'(203)

While in a general sense we can see from Akashi how Japanese educational policies

operating in the mentally and physically traumatic circumstances of the Occupation must have

had a strong influence on Malays, especially young Malays, much more explanation is needed

'oo lbid., p.5.

2or [bid., p.7.

2'2 rbíd.,p.7

2o3Ibid.
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to accotrnt for the view that it politicized the entire Malay population as Akashi claims. A

much closer examination is needed to establish the degree and extent of Malay politicization

and to show how this occuned. Roffestablished that there was, by the outbreak of war, the

substantial beginnings of a Malay national consciousness within the elite and we can readily

accept that the educational experience dwing occupation strengthened this elite nationalism.

The position is not so clear, however, when it comes to the raayat. As we have seen, there is

little evidence of popular nationalist sentiment prior to the war: if the peasanûry were

imbibing nationalist sentiments by the immediate pre-war years they did so with passivity;

and, as we have also seen, there is little evidence that they were other than slow to become

politically active on any durable basis in the immediate post war period being drawn strongly

into the political process only when their vote was solicited for party political elections. It is

only by the time of their participation in the pre-lndependence elections that we can clearly

see the peasantry beginning to become politically active on a sustained basis. Something

looking like an overt peasant nationalistic awareness - an awareness which was no doubt

nascent in1946 and earlier but which, on the available primary evidence thus far, is not

clearly visible - is not clearly recognizable as such despite assertions to the contrary in the

secondary sources - until the period ofthese elections.

In the light of this Akashi's claim that the Japanese instilled a strong popular nationalism

that surfaced as the motivating force behind vigorous anti-Union protest after the \ryar seems

thinly based and it may well be that he has overstated the ideological impact of Japanese rule

on the Malay peasanûy. We need a much more socially discriminating understanding of the

effect of Japanese educational policies on the Malays than we have at the moment - than

Akashi is able to give in his paper - since the effect of Japanese indoctrination in the traumatic

occupation circumstances on the Malay population may well have been an uneven one. From

which social stata in the Malay community, for example, did the students of the Shonan

Nippon Gakuen come from ? Was this organization educating the sons and daughters of the

Malay elites, or those of the peasantry, or both? The fact that Akashi says the school was

open to 'all ages and professions' may indicate that it was limited to an elite with prior

vocational skills and education though not necessarily. He may have been using the term

'profession' loosely to mean simply occupation. Akashi's paper indicates that some Malays

claimed to have been greatly assisted by their Japanese training in their post war careers - in
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administration and the like - and this, too, may suggest an elitist aspect to the school though

againthis was not necessarily so.(204)

We can not be sure, then, from Akashi where in Malay society the Japanese education

progüürme was having an impact and it remains unclear whether the Malay peasantry was

being politicized by such an experience. It does seem likely, though, that the Japanese

indoctrination with its component of Malay nationalism was aimed more at, and drew its

strongest response from, the more fertile ground of the pre-existing emergent Malay elite

nationalism on the peninsular. However, having said this, it must be conceded that the more

general Japanese indoctrination associated with the press ganging of the peasanûry in support

of the occupied state, and the physical and mental hardship that this and the regimentation of

their society ca:ried for the Malay rural population, must have had some lasting significant

impact on their social outlook though any such effect along these lines is not clearly

discemible in the Akashi paper and in the published scholarship to date. We can surmise that

it was the physical and mental hardships of occupation that most affected the Malay peasantry

in their post war political thinking rather than the ideological appeal being directed at them

per se - that it was the more concrete traumas of their daily existence under the Japanese

which helped to render them susceptible to the Malay nationalist component of Japanese

propaganda and that of the post war Malay nationalist organizations.

While we are lacking a complete picture of this experience in the secondary sources to

date there are further clues in the British colonial documentation which serve to give a better

idea ofthe nature and degree ofhardship being experienced by the peasantry under the

Occupation. There was, for example, a significant decline in war time rice production in

Kedatr caused by 'the absence of manwe at the correct time, [the] occurrence of severe floods

and droughts and [a] depletion in the number of draft animals'. Furthermore, 'there was

204 This information was obtained by the ¡thor in a preliminary s]¡rvey dytttg-*hich he

was toid byu'pro-itt"nt éducator of Malaysia'that'mány Malays who received Japanese

training are very successful today.'

Ibid., p.14.
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continuous Japanese interference and consequently an induced sense of insecurity'.(tot)

For the peninsular in general conditions for the peasanûry were harsh:

Dwing the years of occupation economic e was

no ntaik"t for rubber. The requisitioning in
land being left uncultivated. Law and
common.-The stock of goats and poul was greatly reduced. Tgnspor! became more

and more scarce. The re--occupatiõn found the smali holder with his clothing_in 1agq, lis
house in need of repair, most ôf his goodsand his health impaired. Some had sold their
holdings in order to buy additional food.('uo)

And for those Malay peasants coopted to labour on various public works conditions were even

worse

In lg4s,with the return of the British, the hardship being experienced by the Malay

peasantry, while less extreme, did not end and there is ample evidence that they suffered

considerably. This was partly because it took time for the British to overcome the dislocation

caused by the Japanese occupation and partly because the British were operating on

imperatives of their own to re-order Malayan society in a way which suited them' Thus, at the

time the British were presenting the Union proposal, and later when they were beginning to

2os Annual Report on the Malayan Union for 1 947, p. I 1 . CO57 617 4 '

206 Annual Report on ttre Malayan Union 1946,p.46. CO576174'

2oi Ibid., p.8.

Certainly we may have a me¿rsure of Britain overstatement in these accounts. Clearly the

British sãw themselves as the liberators of the lv
doubt incl theY saw as the
with the b JaPanese' Still,
known in ati¿ a" British if
cast in slightly propagandist terms.
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implement the Union, a lack of law and order and its attendant uncertainty remained a

problem on the peninsular. This lack of control meant that the repressive labour practices

fostered by the Japanese continued wrder the early British reoccupation .('o') The peninsular

did not, it is important to remember, return to the kind of civilian administration that existed

prior to the wa¡: rather the BMA and the Union civil administration which followed was,

perhaps inevitably, a repressive regime imposing its own kind of regimentation as it sought to

restore order and economic stability to Malaya in the wake of the ending of Japanese

occupation. While it can be argued that the returning British administration was benign in

comparison with that of the Japanese it was clearly both the cause of, and presiding over, a

harsh environment for the Malay peasantry and it is in this continued hardship that we see the

most likely important single cause of any votatilþ there may have been in the rural

population in their reaction to Union.

If Peiris, in his passing comment in Far Eastern Economic Review, is right and the

Kedah peasantry did indeed take to the streets in their thousands to protest against Union, it

seems likely that this had something to do with the pressure the state's rice producers were

under in the immediate post war years. This was a period of acute rice shortage on the

peninsular - a shortage due to the disruptive effect war time hostilities had in reducing

supplies from home and abroad: as a consequence the British felt an urgent need to apply

themselves rigorously to remedying the shortfall in the commodity.

The British were particularly concemed that the peninsular rice gtowers ma<imize their

production and it seems evident from the sources that there was considerable urgency in

reviving domestic rice production as a major prop supporting the Malayan economy and

society and the British colonial policy which they were struggling to re-establish in the wake

of the Japanese occupation.('o') In 1946 the British were acutely aware of the importance of

208 lbid., p.8,47.

S

the situation.
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home rice production as a foundation stone, not only of the domestic economy but to the

colonial export economy as well. Their focus remained principally on the latter and there was

a clear and direct link drawn in the 1946 annual report for the Union between rice production

and the production of the all-important export commodities that was the main raison d'etre of

the British Malayan colonial state on the peninsular as we have seen.(2to)

Their major concern in that year was that the lack of an economic supply of rice to feed

the working population in the export economy \ryas a source of wider social instability. Given

the massive war debt that Britain had incurred British administrators were under even more

pressgre in the post war years to re-build a self sustaining economy on the peninsula¡. To do

so they had to cope with the competing interests of different sectors of the Malayan economy -

a task they found extremely difficult within the tight budgetary framework within which they

were forced to operate.

A principal concem of the British at this time was that the shortage of rice was putting

upward pressure on the prices of essential commodities needed by the Malayan working

population - something which tended, from the British point of view, to undermine industrial

stability in that, while the British were conceding wage increases to the Malayan industrial

working population these concessions did not keep pace with the inflation caused by the rice

shortages. This, coupled in these pre-emergency years with a British concern at the leftist

tendency of the Malayan trade nnion movement, caused the British great anxiety and they

looked especially to the productive capacity of peninsular rice grorù/ers to provide a secure

economic basis for the unsettled post war colonial state.(211) ln the words of the report:

One of the most important single factors
liberation has been the shortage of rice.
greater than the importgnce of wheat in
food of all but a small fraction of peopl

2r0 Annual Report on the Malayan Union for 1946 ,P.3,4. CO576174.

21t The British colonial govemment was inc ¿ls

se leaders \ryere associated with the
of the Peninsular and formed

Ibid., p.8.
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essary before the war to import larg-e.

From 1931 to 1939 the increase which took

available ... It was found impossible to eli

ent strikes involved the administration and

conesponding n
rice arid inflaii b
headstrong lab

We can see from this, then, why the British were' in the years of Union agitation,

seeking 'to encourage, by every means possible the production of crops locally to off-set the

continuing short supply of imported basic cereal'.12r3¡ That 'encouragement'took several

forms including the facilitation of the extension of credit to rice producers and schemes to

increase the amount of land under rice cultivation. It also took the form of price control aimed

at keeping the price of padi high enough to be an incentive for rice production while at the

same time minimizing the cost of rice to others essential to the rice and wider economy (the

rice millers, and the consumers in the tin and rubber industries for example).(tt) We can also

see how the failwe of extemal supplies of rice drew peninsula¡ rice growers even more closely

into the colonial state: while their production had always been very important as a basis of

212 [bid., p.3,4.

2r3 lbid., p.45

and Settlements by the end of the year24.012.
under cultivation'.

Ibid.
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economic support for the colonial state with the acute post war shortage their position became

critical to the survival of the post war British administration. While the British accounted for

their efforts to encourage rice production in benign and positive terms that encouragement

clearly had its coercive side as we shall see below. Behind the encouragement lay the urgency

of the circumstances and the muscle of the BMA and some tension must have existed between

the rice growers and the reestablishing British colonial state. It is clear from the passage

quoted above, and elsewhere in the colonial documentation, that the stage was set for

continued and intensified tension between rice producer and the state even if the precise

manifestation of this tension in relation to Union remains unclear in the secondary and British

colonial primary sources.

Clearly, then, the British thrust at increasing rice production must have been felt

especially strongly in the rice producing areas in north Malay4 particularly in the north west,

and it may well be that it was the peasantry in these areas that were more strongly reactive

against the BMA and the Union proposals. While the relative stength of the Malay peasant

response on the peninsular in this way is not addressed squarely in the secondary sources and

is not easily discernible in the colonial documents of the period what is clear from the latter is

that the north was indeed a particular focus for the drive for increased production and that

there may indeed have been in the north considerable tension between British auttrorities and

the peasantry as both sought to secure their respective interests arising from rice production in

the a¡ea.

Kedah and perlis were the two main rice producing states with Kedalr producing two

thirds of the Malayan purchase in1947 and it is not surprising that the British focussed

considerable effort in that area of the peninsular in seeking to boost the peninsular's stocks of

rice.(2r5) It carefully monitored the progress of rice production in the area and was clearly

taking active measgres to step into the breach where bariers to efFrcient rice production were

evident. The 1946 annual report for the Union noted with cautious optimism and approval

that credit societies on the peninsular had for the most part survived the occupation with their

firnds in tact and that for those in Kedatr and Perlis 'the proportion of ttreir funds on loans to

2r5

p.8 76178.
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members [was] higher than was the case in similar societies in the former Federated Malay

States and Straits Settlements.'("t) In the north western states the British government did

much to assist rice growers overcome their problems with production: they distributed manure

when supplies were low, 'assisted in the distribution of fresh seed and surplus seedlings'when

there was a shortage, and assisted with the eradication of pests adversely affecting the rice

crop.(2r7) In Kedah, inl946,the British Government relied heavily on monetary incentives to

increase the rice acreage. The annual report for the Union for that year noted:

As a special encouragement to padi plant
to award a bonus of $10 for every relong

esult during the seasons when such price is

Still, while offrcial British reporting on rice production in the north was sanguine in its

tone it is none the less clea¡ that the period saw much hardship for the rice growing peasantry

there and it is doubtful that they saw their economic position as the British saw it. Rather,

there is evidence to suggest that there may well have been economic hardship for them

sufficient to turn them against the British on the Union question when egged on by anti-

Union Malay elite leadership to do so. Trengganu and Kelantan were without credit facilities

altogether to fund rice growing and even in Kedatr where, as we have seen, there was credit

available, it is not by any means clear that the peasanüy were secure in their loans.(2le)

2ró ie. higher than was the case before the war.

Annual Report on the Mala)'an Union for 1946' p'46' CO576174'

2r7 lbid., p.11.

2t8 rbid., p.11.

S.

ambiguity. The sub-section begins^InF a qiecific reference to.Kedah *qgl is almost

certaiity-'the state'referred to as offering monetary incentives to nce grol'¡/ers.

2tt rbid., pp.46,47.
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Indeed, the same official report that noted with approval the existence of these credit facilities,

ca:ries a hint at the possibility of insolvency amongst Kedatr peasants unable to pay back their

loans.(220) The report clearly indicates that rice production was being hampered by severe

problems - lack of fertilizer and fresh seedlings; and the incursion of pests - and while the

British moved to counter these difFrculties it is not clear from the report how effective these

counter measures were. What we do know is that the 1945-46 rice crop in Trengganu and

Kelantan wns a poor one and that the rice crop in Kedah for the same season was, in its yield,

significantly below its pre war level.("t) Atthe same time the peasantry were being offered

what they considered a low offlrcial price for their crop and in response many turned to the

black market instead.(222)

There can be no doubt that the rice marketing a:rangement was a bone of contention

between producers and purchasers of their product. The British Government purchased rice

not directly from the peasanüry but indirectly from private bulk handlers of the commodity. In

so doing it sought not only to purchase rice supplies of its own for distribution to sections of

the Malayan population but was concerned also to regulate the whole process of the sale and

distribution of rice - a process upon which the survival and well being of the reestablishing

British colonial state depended. To do this it needed to regulate the commercial activities of a

chain of middlemen which stood between the peasant producers and the eventual consumers

of the rice - the licensed rice purchasers who bought the rice in the field or at the mill, the mill

owners, those transporting the rice from the field to the mill or from the mill to a point of

distribution, and so on. It sought to supervise - to regulanze - the purchase and distribution

activities of these goups in a systematic way so as to ensure sustenance for the Malayan

of all
th n t Page
it be

loans fcould] be recovered in full in Malayan currency'.

Ibid., p.46.

22r Annual Report on the Malayan Union for 1947. pp.10,11. CO576174.

222 'prices of all rural products have been high, though the offrcial Pruchasing price of padi

in l946was considered tiy growers insuffrcienlto attraõt more people to plant padi.'

Annual Report on the Malayan Union for 1946,p.47. CO576174'
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population atlarge.(223) It was a diffrcult task in the chaotic circumstances that prevailed after

the war. The British(with only limited success) sought to enforce their regulatory system of

rice purchase and distribution and this clearly \¡ras a source of some tension at least, between

the Government on the one hand, and peasant producers and middlemen on the other. It was a

source of tension between the Union government and those on which it sought to impose the

regulation; and by default between private bulk handlers of rice and peasant producers at the

point of sale.

'We can see some of this tension in British moves to limit the irregular sale and purchase

of commodities in the post war Malayan economy. For example,inlg47 British authorities

were implementing primitive measures to curb black marketing in rice. In that year:

Prosecutions totalled 1,445 and 855 conv ^ .
tmauthorized movement, 53 for bogus ric r ror

rurlawful
DostDone 7 and

our anoconfiscat
91 piculs of sugar.22a

With measwes such as these the Government claimed that 'excessive black-market dealing on

the part of the producer population [had] been discor:raged'.225 Success in food and price

control was, however, generally limited ('... complete and effective enforcement is extremely

diffrcult') and was hindered by a lack of public cooperation ('There is no indication that the

public are prepared to assist in making food or price contol effective")'226

The British offrcial commentary on the subject at the time had, then, a euphemistic ring;

its tone of typical British understatement implies considerable tension between the Union

government and those involved in rice production and distribution including Malay peasant

zzz U¡"way in which this worked is outlined in some detail in the 1947 annual report of the

relevant govemment deParhnent.

pp.7-10. 8

'20 rbid., p.7

22s Jbid.

216lbid.
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growers.(227) Clearly the failure of the British regulatory moves in this sector of the economy

limited, as we shall see, the return peasants got on the sale of their rice and tempted them in

the direction of the black market, especially in a situation where, as \¡re have seen, rice yields

were low.

From the above we can see that an important source of social tension was that located in

the relationship between rice producers and those directly purchasing their rice. And that

furthermore it was the failure of the British Government to control rice distribution which

exacerbated this tension. Clearly the potential for exploitation was there as the various

middlemen sought to maximize their profit from the rice purchase and handling. Certainly the

British sought to maintain a suffrcient return to the grower to provide an incentive to produce

the crop but they did so against the competing wishes of the intermediaries involved who

sought to mærimize their gains from the rice deals. The trouble was that the British were

unable to maintain a suitable balance between these competing demands. The British were

having difficulty ensuring that their rice marketing procedures were working properþ - a

failure which left considerable scope for the unofficial exploitation of the rice producers.

In lg47 the Union administration complained of a lack of available trained personnel to

check the quality of the rice purchase in the field.(22) The government was unable to effect

the pgrchase of rice in the field directly using their own trained functionaries and relied

instead on the offices of private licensed padi buyers buying for a mill. Because it lacked

trained functionaries of its own the government had no choice but to seek to control the

purchase in the field at a distance through the milling contract. While the principle concern of

the government was with the quantþ and quality of rice purchased its secondary concem was

that the absence of govemment buyers left scope for middleman exploitation of the producer.

For example, the govemment gave consideration to imposing a regularizationof prices for

inferior rice. It decided, however, against any imposition of such a rcgalanzation in the form

of a percentage deduction on ttre price of inferior rice because 'this [would have placed] a

weapon in the hand of the buyer which might þave been] used to the disadvantage of the padi

zzt 16i¿

228lbid., p.8.
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grower.'(22e) The Union government's reporting was not specific on this question of

exploitation but presumably it had in mind a danger that had the government imposed a

percentage deduction buyers may have enjoyed an aura of official sanction in demanding the

percentage deduction on the purchasing price by claiming unfairly that the rice was inferior

qualþ. The implication is that the bulk purchasers may have had an unfair advantage if the

deduction policy were implemented. On this matter the Union was caught in a dilemma: to

regulate in this way may have been cotrnter productive in the manner just described; on the

other hand to fail to do so also left the peasantry at a disadvantage in these transactions. For

even without this deduction move the scope would have been there for buyers seeking

maximum private profit to demand a lower price for rice on a spurious claim that the rice was

of inferior quality or on some other specious basis. Had the govemment indeed been able to

effect the puchase through salaried government offrcials the risk of unfair reduction of the

sale price of rice would have been absent - or minimal. The absence of this kind of direct

government intervention at the point of sale left the peasant signifrcantly at the mercy of the

bulk handling entrepreneur. It seems that at this time there was little the Union government

could do to limit the private exploitation of the rice grower at the point of sale.

The potential, if not the actuality, for this kind of exploitation is clearly indicated by the

accognt of one British participant observer in the padi purchasing scheme in Kedah in the

months immediately following the British re-occupation of the state. ln mid 1946 Colonel

E.V. Day, for the BMA Region (Kedatr and Perlis) requested from the Deputy Food Controller

in Kuala Lumpw that he be given 'complete discretion within defined price limits, to handle

the purchase of the current season's crop' in his region.(2'o) Duy sought permission to achieve

this pwchase 'through the agency of the millers checked by the employment of a Government

buying agent'.(23r) Day recorded in his diary a meeting between himself and foufeen millers

22e lbid.

230 "Notes of Telephone
Note 5, "Day papers".

23tlbid.

conversation with Mr. F.A. Shelton, Dy. Food controller, K.L.",
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representatives which took place at Alor Star in December 1945 during which the purchase

price of padi was discussed:

All
pre
the
the by products^^at their disposal... All ex
a:ranþêments.("')

Now, although the diary doesn't say what price was eventually agreed upon the

negotiations described do carry the suggestion that the millers were holding out for a lower

buying price for themselves against the interests of the rice gtowers who wanted more for

their product. As a consequence some at least of the states rice gtowers opted for the black

market. In Day's words:'... the producer now finds it more profitable to produce, by the most

primitive methods, broken rice for disposal in the black market.'(233)

ln sum, then, while the government expressed a concern to oversee a fair padi marketing

system, the diffrculties it encountered in so doing in practice meant that it had only limited

control over the rice purchase at first contact and that there was considerable scope for

middleman exploitation of the producer in these transactions.

The picture suggested by all this is that rice growers in north Malaya certainly, and no

doubt those to the south as well, were experiencing considerable economic hardship in the

later months of 1945 and into 1946 andthat British attempts to alleviate these diffrculties did

not take efflect until later - until 1946 atdbeyond. Vy'e can therefore surmise that these

conditions under the British, following closely upon the tauma and privation of the Japanese

occupation, did see the rice growing peasanry at least, in a disfressed and volatile state and

that they were therefore easily aroused to an agitation focussed upon Union in the immediate

post war period. While my account here is highly conjectural, it would offer a partial

plausible explanation for the journalistic claim that peasants marched in thousands in Kedatt

to protest against Malayan Union.

In sum, then, I am suggesting here that the mass Malay responss is problematic to or:r

understanding of Union protest and that its treaÍnent in the sources thus far is inadequate-

232 ',Notes of a Meeting at the SCAO's Alor Star, 5th December 1945 - 4 p.m. Subject -

Padi Buying Scheme for Kedah", "Day papers".

233 Day? to Newboult, lOth June, 1946, in "Day Papers"'
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Much more research is needed - research examining the post war situation of the Malay rice

growers in greater depth and detail and encompassing the condition and reactions of a wider

range of Malay peasanûy including rubber small holders - more research than is within the

scope of my more general study of the Northern Malay States here - to more fully and

accurately explain the popular Malay involvement in the protest and the motives for such an

involvement. While we can safely assume that Malay peasants did take part in street

demonstrations we need a much more discriminating and detailed pictue of this and other

aspects of the response before we can be quite swe of the popularity of the anti-Union protest.

I am suggesting, too, that we will achieve a more lucid understanding of popular Malay

involvement if we go firrther in examining it in its wider historical context - a context in

which the peasantry were being drawn, at times painfully for ttrem, into a wider set of

production relations overseen, by 1909, by a formal colonial British state. Such an approach

would yield a more plausible explanation for the mass involvement than the rather n¿urow

'blind obedience'argument put forward by Allen in his monograph, and the cursory and

somewhat short sighted explanations put forward by Funston and Sopiee.

A better approach would indeed be to draw inspiration from Allen's Kelantan Rising

a¡ticle (cwiously, as we have seen, Allen's approach seems inconsistent on the subject when

we go from the article to the monograph) and to hypothesize a link between anti-Union protest

and, not only past Malay resistance to the British, but also anti-establishment Malay behaviour

which came after. The successful appeal of radical Islam to the Malay peasantry only a

decade or so after the Union protest does suggest that radical strands of Malay nationalism had

struck a responsive chord in the Malay peasantry to a degtee and extent which, while clearly

limited, was none the less stronger than has hitherto been recognizedinthe secondarT sources.

It suggest that it had an appeal strong enough to activate, or to strongly contribute to the

activation of, the peasantry even if that activism was short-lived and lay dormant in the

intervening years leading up to the early popular elections when radical peasant nationalism

emerged on a more dwable basis in party potitical form. Future resea¡ch may indeed show

that the lg45-46peasant response, at least in north Malaya, was a preliminary outburst of

radical Malay nationalism in spirit simila¡ to that manifest in the early lndependence elections.
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Such a hypothesis would be premised, in part, on the assumption that the more radical

nationalist Malay message with its secular appeal to the material condition of the peasantry

and its more militant Malay chauvinism, was a stronger draw for the peasantry than the elitist

concerns of the moderates. It may well be that future research will show that radical Malay

nationalism of the extreme kind did indeed take root among the Malay masses as a result of

war time and immediate post war hardship, and, perhaps \¡/ar time indoctrination - that it was

more to a fundamentalist Islamic appeal rather than that of the orthodox moderates that the

Malay peasantry was responding in resisting the Union; and that while this fi¡ndamentalist

inclination was given short lived popular expression in1946 it went into an inactive phase

once the Union conflict had been resolved only to surface again in party political form in the

1950s. Still, this is highly speculative and insuffrcient evidence has been unearthed to date to

support such a hypothesis.

One important avenue of enquiry in pinning down the response of the Malay peasantry

to Union in definitive terms would be an examination of the extent to which ethnic tension

existed at the base level in Malayan society in 1946. Where as it is clear at the Malay

administrative elite level that a communal careerist resentment of the citizenship provisions of

the Union existed the reaction of the Malay peasantry to these provisions is less clear. While

this peasantry may not have responded to the citizenship proposals directly (cefainly they

could not have responded in the same way as the administrative elite) there may have been a

sense of threat from other races of a different kind and a pre disposition to respond to elite

agitation against Union along ethnic lines. Perhaps the Malay peasanfiry felt itself threatened

by Chinese middlemen in economic transactions in which both were involved; perhaps this

peasanûry was intimidated - or felt it(eHintimidated - by the actions of Chinese communist

guerillas; perhaps the Chinese community as a whole was still smarting from the

discriminatory treatrnent they had experienced during the occupation and were reacting in a

way the Malay peasantry found antagonistic.

The state of race relations in the Malayan population in general at this time is, however,

far from clear in the sources. Generally the British participant observers conveyed an

impression of limited communal tension. MacMichael found that, where as a degree of

communal tension existed on the peninsular it was less than he expected. He had gone to

Malayaexpecting 'to find a state of high tension between the various racial groups' but 'did
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not find it.' His dominant impression was that of 'men, women and children of every race ..'

mixing amicably and confidently, in street and village, in work and play, at all hours of the

duy.,(no) Day, too, recorded an impression of racial harmony in Kedah in November,1945:

'The most noticeable feature of the State as a whole is the harmony in which all races a¡e

living...'.("')

Sti1l, we need to be extemely wary of perceptions such as these. MacMichael's report to

his supervisors may well have been self-serving to a degtee: he may well have been

disinclined to see racial disharmony of a degree that would have impeded the passage of the

Malayan Union proposals; and Day, too, may well have been seeing what he wanted to see

and have been reluctant, even in his private reflections, to see a degree of racial disharmony

that might reflect on the efficiency of the BMA in Kedah. Certainly this optimism in

MacMichael and Day does not square with the evident strong communal aspects of the anti-

Union protest at the time. Even Day's own account of a particular incident in Kedatr seems

somewhat at odds with his sanguine conclusion on the states race relations:

Clearly the British were prepared to act quickly at the first sign of communal unrest and

the tone of Day's remarks here implies that he and his administration had addressed the

possibility of such an outbreak. The inconsistency suggests that race relations in Kedah could

not have been as harmonious as Day's earlier note suggested and as he perhaps wanted to

believe they were.

23a MacMichael, "Report", in Allen, Malayan Union, p'163'

"t Duy Diary, 8 November,1945,P-2.

"u Duy Diary, 17 November, 1945
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Still, whereas the tendency in the sources is to emphasize the communal aspect of anti-

Union protest and to do so somewhat narrowly on the basis of the commr:nal anxieties of the

Malay administrative elite, such ethnic tension needs to be viewed on a wider social

perspective in order to more fully account for the response of the Malay peasantry in this

regard. Ethnic tension needs, too, to be considered more in relation to other social factors in

operation at the time. A fruitful line of enquiry would be to examine whether it was an

interaction of class and race factors which, in the stringent and traumatic occupation and post

war circumstances, triggered long-standing and hitherto mainly latent, social tensions in the

rural sphere. More research, then, is needed, to test the hypothesis that it was these two main

broad factors in interaction with one another, especially in the more populous Malay

community in the north, which sparked a demonstrative volatility in the Malay masses and

which rendered them receptive to the anti-Union appeal of Malay elite nationalism.

Conclusion.

To sum up, then, it can be seen from the above that, while there were many immediate

causes of the failure of the Malayan Union the most obvious and important cause lay in the

strong and long standing centripetal pull of the unfederated, and especially the northern,

Malay states. While the starting point for this analysis of the place of the NMS in the Union

conflict has been Allen's excellent preliminary study it has been necessary to re-examine his

tentative conclusions in the light of documentary evidence more recently available and not

accessible to Allen at the time of his research. These documents reveal that Union failed not

so much as a result of Whitehall bungling as Allen suggests, but more as a result of

disintegrative tendencies on the peninsular - tendencies which arose from the unique colonial

circumstances there and which had the centripetal pull of the UMS, and especially the NMS,

as a major factor. It was, then, the diftering historical development of the states on the

peninsular, and especially the differing nature of the northern states from those in the south'

that was the fundament¿l cause of the unification problem rather than Whitehall blundering'

It was a problem acknowledged by the British though not one that was understood by them in

any thorough going anal¡ical sense and this no doubt contributed to its intractability.

However, their failure to effectively unite the peninsular until 1948 was much more a result of

the fact that the interests of Malays in the UMS were genuinely irreconcilable - or not easily

reconcilable - with the British aim of unification until changing circumstances and differing
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perceptions allowed a compromise shortly before lndependence.

This is not to say that there was no error on the part of the British in their handling of the

Union negotiations. Certainly there was mishandling on the British side (MacMichael, for

example, clearly lacked the diplomatic skills necessary to push negotiations along rapidly

without alienating the Malay leaders he was seeking to draw on side) and they had indeed, we

can see now with hindsight, for the most part miscalculated the post war situation in relation

to their plans. But they remained true to form in their perception of the situation in post war

Malayaand their approach to Union does not seem so surprising when measured against the

prevailing British colonial attitudes of the day. There was bound to be considerable

uncertainly in Malaya immediately following the Japanese occupation and it appears that

British offrcialdom took a gambte that Union would work - a gamble that may well have

worked if British pre war assumptions about the nature of peninsular society \ilere accurate at

the time they were formed and had held true for the period of British reoccupation. They were

in the end defeated in their Union plans by the social uncertainty of the immediate post war

period - an rurcertainty they could not have comprehended and which developed in ways they

could not have foreseen. The British did not understand the fi¡ndamental social tensions

arising from colonial influence and their strategies were premised on the comfortable

assumption that Malayan society was best organized in a manner cut in the mould of the

British constitution and imbued with a spirit of nineteenth century British liberalism. They

therefore sought a constitutional and political framework for Malaya which replicated that in

Britain and which was anchored firmty on an economic base of British inspired capitalism'

Clearly their actions in seeking to impose Union in the vacuum left by the defeat of the

Japanese was broadly consistent with this fundamental perception and approach. It was what

was, for the British, hidden forces of social contention arising from past decades of colonial

influence, that defeated them in their Union endeavour - a contention which reached high

pitch on British reoccupation and which was not likely to have been foreseen clearly by them

in the form and intensity that it took.

The irony in the post war situation in Malay4 given the intensity of the conflict between

British administrators and mainstream Malay protest, lay in the fact that they were
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frrndamentally on the same side. Dato Onn and his followers broadly supported British

colonialism in its centralist move differing not on the basic need for unification but on the

nature of that unity and the way in which it was to be implemented, and in particular on how

citizenship was to be defined in the new constitution. It was for this reason that British

offrcialdom was able to look on Malay protest in apositive light seeing it only misguided in

the exclusiveness of its nationalism. Thus, while the British baulked at the frustration of their

Union plans by Malay protestors they also saw such protest as a healthy sign since it served to

give shape and focus to a spirit of Malay nationalism and unity of purpose that in broad terms

were positive developments from the British point of view. Still, the British could also see

that the development of Malay nationalism was not going all their own way. For them their

fostering of Malay nationalism was only a step along the way towa¡ds a unifred and ethnically

integrated Malaya: they wanted this Malay nationalism subordinated to a multi racial

Malayan identity. The risk, they could see, was that too strong a Malay nationalism could

upset the ethnic balance upon which the new state would depend for its stability.

In hindsight we can see that, while the prevailing British view was that Union should be

stampeded through, some British officials read the signs correctly and foresaw the self

defeating nature of such a course of action. Thus, the Labour Department offrcial cited above

who wrote optimistically of the new mood of independence withinthe Matay community and

of the fact that for the first time Kedatr, Kelantan and Trengganu favowed combined action in

resisting the Union, also cautioned, on the basis of information from 'a great number of

Malays, many of them holding senior appointments'that'to press the White Paper as it stands

at present will be to risk driving the Malays to desperate action.'(237) This offrcial clearly saw,

237 John... [? signature unclear], 'Personal Impressi9ls,.-_Malayan union" Labou

[Department ?], Mäaya 15 Auguît,1946, p. l. CO 53711548'

chapter ábove, that'desperate action', according to q..s official, would

lfoi fi"uious action of high handedness by the guerillas and others

of frustration'.

Ibid.

rhese foreseen causes of 'desperate action' *" 
ffi,#|;"Ï"'i'tr.1äffå *i;ffii!t;, *"
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then, that the emergent Malay nationalism would not at that stage be easily integrated into a

wider Malayan nationalism and that there was a need to proceed at a measured pace in the

creation of a Malayan national unity of the kind his masters in Whitehall wanted- This offrcial

clearly thought his superiors in London out of touch with the situation on the ground in

Malaya and considered it essential that'more of those who have its destiny in their own hands

come and visit the country.'(238)

If the top administrators in the Colonial Office in London had heeded that more cautious

advice from some offrcials on the spot in Malaya and had been more attuned to the strong

grievances of Malay public servants Union may have succeeded. It was not by any means

certain, however, that a more cautious and responsive British strategy would have produced

the result they wanted and the greater liketihood is that the historical development of the

colonial state on the peninsular meant that the odds were stacked against the British from the

start. ln the event Whitehall saw the ascendancy of moderate Malay protest on the peninsular

as a green light to proceed with Union post haste. Clearly this precipitate action created

problems and limited the British chances of success. But we should not over emphasize this.

The evidence strongly suggests however that the Union policy was doomed to failure from the

outset and that the way in which the British went about seeking to install the new constitution

merely exacerbated the failure.

Had the UMS been less resistant to unification the British may well have been able to

create the sort of state they wanted on the peninsular before the war and at the measwed pace

they would have preferred. For the British the problem was two fold: to get the UMS to

accept in principle the idea ofjoining the Federated states in some sort of r:nion; and then to

win all the states over to accepting a particular constitutional framework - one which

accommodated British economic and strategic interests in the area while at the same time

meeting with a sufficient level of approval from local groups within the states in order to

ensure the necessary stabilþ in the ne\¡r arangement. still, whereas the British had

succeeded in achieving some measure of de facto and de jtrre uniformity of policy on the

peninsular before World War II they had not been inclined up to that time to force the

238Ibid.
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Unfederated Malay States into an expanded colonial state on the peninsular as we have seen,

in chapter 5 and this chapter above. The British were well aware, as the Maxwell

memorandum cited above in this chapter shows, of the strongly independent inclination of the

traditional ruling elite in the UMS and were wary of encroaching too far on this independence'

They therefore sought more subtle strategies to draw in the five states - to no avail' The

failure of the clementi scheme in the twenties and ttrirties showed that subtle strategies to

join the Federated and Unfederated states would not work. Against this background it is not

surprising that the British decided to grasp the nettle and to avail themselves of what they saw

was the opportunity provided by the interregnum of Japanese occupation to unify the

peninsular under British rule. As we have seen, the two aspects to the achievement of the

desired unification were seen as the two successive stages in which unification would be

achieved though such an orderly progression towards Union failed with the restriction of the

Clementi Scheme in the 1920s.

The 1946 Union push can not be seen, then, as a single attempt at wrification (though it

is easy to get this impression on a reading of the secondary sources): the 1946 debacle was in

fact the penultimate stage in a longer effort to unify the peninsular. certainly in 1946 there

were other factors - the renewal of Malay opposition within the FMS being foremost among

them - which impeded Union but the fact remains that it was because the separationist

tendencies of the UMS had seen the British coming to the end of their tether in finding a

solution to the unification problem that they took forceful and precipitate action in 1946; that

they understandably perceived that their options for achieving their desired unity were running

I

out and that rapid and decisive action was called for in attempting to impose a r:nitary state in

the constitutional vacuum left by the Japanese reteat'

ln seeking to understand why union failed, then, we need to focus less on the mistakes

of rilhitehall per se and more on the differing historical development of the states on the

peninsular - a differing development which had produced states in the north with a markedly

differing character from those in the south and which had been strongly resistant to

centralization from the time of their format inclusion under the British colonial aegis' In line

with this we can better understand the reason for the Union failwe if we get away from the

notion that it was associated with a sudden and unprecedented awakening of Malay

nationalism triggered by the particular circumstances of the occupation and post war period
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and look instead to the way in which the Union conflict was a stronger outbu¡st of Malay

opposition to British rule of the kind that had been a factor in the Malayan setting from the

earliest colonial period - an opposition which, while a feature, too, elsewhere on the

peninsular, had a stronger manifestation in the NMS and which in large measure served to

keep those states more resistant to British encroachment in the pre war decades when the

British were seeking to consolidate their extended state on the peninsular as a whole. Vy'e can

more readily t¡rderstand the Union conflict if we see it as a later manifestation of a continuing

social tension as the old order came up against the new in the NMS. It was the distinctive way

in which this tension between opposing forces - between the old economy and the new, the

old political structures and the new colonial state, between old privilege and groups with

newly acquired wealth and status, between peasant producers and those extracting their

sgrplus in new and diflerent ways - which produced states in the north which were markedly

different form those in the south and which meant that the degree of social uniformity

necessary for a tighter administrative control on the peninsular was lacking and that the

desired constitutional changes lay beyond the British grasp. Ironically, in terms of its

perspective, it is Allen's 'Kelantan Rising' article rather than his monograph on Malayan

Union which holds out promise of a more synoptic perception and therefore a better

understanding of the Union conflict in1946. Fotlowing the tentative lead in Allen's article we

can see that the Union upheaval, the Trengganu and Kelantan risings, and the less dynamic

and more sustained tension between Malays a¡rd British throughout the period, were

symptomatic of the changing social situation in the north stemming ultimately from the

intrusion of a colonial economy onto the peninsular and the later formalization of that

economy and society within the structures of a British colonial state.

The NMS Malay resistance to the post war Union proposal was, then, a continuing direct

manifestation of the new social relations spawned by the British endeavour to operate a

colonial economy, especially the colonial export economy, and the response this drew from

Malays seeking to draw benefit for themselves within the new colonial apparatus of state. The

Union dispute was in this sense a clear manifestation of new class relations within these states

- relations which had been contentious throughout the period of colonial rule and which had,

by l946,taken on a specific character corresponding to the general economic and social
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circumstances of the time. Specifically: from early in the formal colonial period power was

no longer being wielded in the traditional way, no longer being exercised on the basis of

direct, forceful and personal control of wealth and people but was being exercised in a more

difftrse, less personal and less direct way, through the instrumentality of a colonial

bureaucracy; furthermore, that bureaucracy, while lorded over by the British, was heavily

dependent upon an army of Malay civil servants to fulfill its function. By 1946 there was,

then, on the peninsular and especially in the north, a new and powerful group of Malay civil

servants occupying the middle and lower strata of the colonial ruling apparatus - a group

which was able to exercise considerable power in its own right and which was well organized

and able to assert itself against what it saw as a strong th¡eat to its interests posed by the

Union move.

Ironically, this group was both reactionary and radical at the same time. It was moderate

and reactionary in the sense that it accepted the basic colonial arrangement and sought to

maintain its interests within this status quo - in accepting the British colonial presence and the

colonial structure within which they operated, seeking merely to maintain this structure in a

form which was to their advantage. They protested in opposition not only to British

administrators who were, in their view, threatening their position within the colonial

bureaucratic apparatus but also in opposition to radical Malay Islamic elements within the

Malay anti-Union protest who went much further in their protest in challenging the nature and

function of British colonialism on the peninsular. Thus, this bifurcate division in Malay elite

opposition to British rule echoed in a different form the division that existed in Malay

opposition to British colonial rule in previous decades. In the earlier stages of formal colonial

influence in the north it will be remembered that the principal contest had been between the

British on the one hand, and the traditional Malay elite competing with the British for the

retention of as much of their power, wealth and influence as they could, on the other.

Added to this was another dimension of conflict in the form of a split between those

elite Malays who were becoming part of the British colonial establishment and those who

stood outside it and were alienated from it. While the sources are not of one mind as to where

the line is to be drawn in Trengganu between taditional elite on the one hand, and the

peasantry on the other, it is none the less cleat, as I have argued above, that there was a

discernible intra-elite split during the Trengganu rising. The split divided those who sought
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and obtained advantage from the British colonial establishment and those who were radical,

fundamentalist Muslims who scorned the former group for their accommodation with the

British and who wanted to bring that establishment down in favotl¡ of a more pr:rely Islamic

state. Broadly the same kind of intra-elite schism can be seen in the Kelantan Rising though

the role of religion was much less clear in that state at that time.

By the time of the 1946 conflict however this elite contest had broadened out to include

a new and powerful group of Malay civil servants on the conservative elite side and a much

less influentiat radical Islamic intelligentsia on the militant anti-colonial side. Both of these

new groups contested the British for power and influence though from very different political

and philosophic stand points and following a very different methodology. The latter group

appear,on the face of it, to have taken up the standard against what they saw as a

compromised and impwe Malay Islamic accommodation with British colonialism similar to

that which was being wielded by firndamentalist Muslims - their forerunners in outlook -

dgring the Kelantan and Trengganu Risings. We can thus see in broad outline from the above

the historical continuity of the 1946 anti-Union protest even if much more research is needed

to establish the links more clearly. Aligned on one side against the British proposal inl946

was the old Matay elite - the traditional ruling group - those belonging with or connected to

the leading Malay families formerly enjoying long standing inherited wealth, privilege and

power - together with the moderate Malay administrators d¡awn from a wider cross section of

the Malay population: and on the other stood a somewhat shadowy group of radical Islamic

intellectuals - teachers, journalists and the like - who operated a seemingly atcane, behind-the-

scenes opposition not only to the British establishment in generat and Malayan Union in

particular, but also against what they saw as the compromised Malay middle and lower

component of the British colonial establishment. They were not able, in 1946, to have much

impact on the colonial status quo (though they did, in the north, cause the British some degree

of anxiety and the need was felt to monitor their activities as the British response to the Kedatt

KMM protest vote against Union shows). They had to contend not only with British

suppression but also wittr the collaborationist designs of Dato Onn and the Associations to

keep them in check as well and it was not until the first stirings of party politics within a pre

and post Independence constitutional framework that this largely nascent, radical,
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fundamentalist Islamic strand of Malay nationalism came to the fore in northern Malaya.

When we come to the response of the peasanûy to the Union the position is much less

clear in the sources. While we can clearly see a strong elite reaction against Union we must

treat the claim in the secondary sources that there was a mass reaction against Union in the

sense that the peasantry were activated against the proposal en masse with caution since the

assumption that this was the case is thinly based. While these sources are able to point to

several mass demonstrations they give little idea of the composition of the demonstrating

group. While it is true that the protest of elite gloups was often cast in populist terms \tr'e can

not be sure of the extent to which such claims genuinely reflected the outlook of the mass of

peasantry.

There is little evidence to back the claim that by 1946 there had been the sort of popular

political awakening based on a widespread sense of Malay nationalism at all levels of Malay

society of the magnitude claimed. Emergent Malay nationalism, to the contrary, on the

evidence to light thus far, was much more a phenomenon within the Malay elite: it is not until

the immediate pre and post Independence years that we can clearly see an emergent Malay

nationalism at the base level within the community.

Still, a lack of evidence not withstanding, it does seem likely that there was some

significant degree of peasant involvement in the anti-Union protest. There had, after all, been

peasant protest against the British in Kelantan and Trengganu in 1915 and 1929 tespectively

and this clearly suggests some degree of political awakening at this level of the Malay

community in the early decades of formal colonial rule in the north which in turn would seem

to indicate a general predisposition on the part of the peasanûry to protest cefain aspects of

British rule at least. But what could have been the motivation for peasant involvement in the

anti-Union protest? If there \üas a mass peasant reaction against the Union we must ¿rssume a

very sfrong motive - a strong grievance - arising from the proposal and its implementation. It

is hard to imagine that there could have been peasant protest of the kind and degree claimed

without a strong motive of some kind arising directly from the constitutional proposal -

something in the proposal having a strong bearing on the peasant situation in the post

occupation period. The peasantry did have specific material grievances during the two earlier

risings and it seems implausible that they would have rebelledin 1946 over anything less

direct and immediate in its effect on them. It is diffrcult to believe that they would have been
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fired into protest action only through blind obedience - by traditional feelings of strong loyalty

- to their rulers alone, as Allen suggests. It seems far more likely that the real motivation for

what peasant involvement in anti-Union protest there was sprang from the hardships

experienced by them during the Japanese occupation period and during the immediate British

reoccupation period when the protests took place.

It is important to stress at this stage that, while my account here focusses on changing

social relations in the NMS as a strong long term factor impeding unification of the

peninsular, that the opposition to Union which came from the FMS also sprang from changing

social relations in those states. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to explore the changing

social situation to the south but the point must be emphasized that, in 1946, it was the

combined effect of Malay opposition from both north and south which was the immediate

cause of the defeat of Union and no attempt has been made to weigh up the relative strength of

opposition in the two areas. The NMS response was, as the British response to the Kedah and

especially the Kelantan protest shows, clearly a strong inhibiting influence on the Union: but

so, too, was the protest in the southern states and it was the fact that the British had opposition

to their aim of r¡nification on two fronts, not one as before, that was the immediate cause of

the defeat of the Union.

Certainly we might expect that there would have been a strong Malay resistance to

Union in the north due to the stronger Malay character of the states there. However, the

sources do not unequivocally indicate that this was the case and we can not be swe on the

present state of our knowledge one way or the other. The secondary sources do tend to create

an impression that Malay resistance to Union was fairly evenly spread across the peninsular.

If this was indeed the case then this may be attributable in large measure to the fact that such

protest within the Malay community was largely an elite phenomenon and that the communal

demographic factor - the greater proportion of Malays in the north - did not come into play at

the time. In the light of the later electoral successes of radical Islam we can hypothesize that

there was, at the least, a stronger oppositionist popular Malay nationalism in the north which

was largely latent in1946, and at most that popular Malay nationalism of this kind was indeed

activated within the peasantry there at that time in a way which added greater intensity to the

overall Malay protest against Union. This is, however, highly speculative and awaits
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confirmation or otherwise by funre research.

The point to remember, however, is that on a longer historical perspective it was the

distinctive way in which society was changing in the north in its external manifestation which

was, in terms of the geographic location of resistance, by far the strongest factor in frustrating

British efforts to pull all the states together into a single unified state.

What can be clearly seen, then, in broad outline, if not in all its details, is the way in

which NMS Malay resistance to unification was part of a wider and longer term resistance to

the encroachment of the British State into their domain. It was a resistance which arose

directly from the way in which a new set of social relationships had begun to emerge from the

time that the first traders had come to the a¡ea and which were emerging even more strongly

as the British \üere consolidating their control over production in the interests of developing

and maintaining economically viable and socially stable states in the area. While the principal

objective - the raison d'etre - of the British on the peninsular was the fostering of the colonial

export economy, a secondary objective, and one necessary for the latter, was the re-

arrangement of the economy and society in the north and it was the contentious natu¡e of the

social relations that arose from this which impeded the spread and consolidation of British

rule on the peninsular throughout the post 1909 decades to 1946. It was especially the British

who both by design and accident altered the basis upon which power within the Malay

community was exercised - no longer through the direct and physically forceful appropriation

of wealth from the productive base but by gaining and maintaining a place in the colonial

apparatus of state which, through its own machinery for surplus extraction, maintained itself

on the basis of direct production.

By l946,then, the traditional NMS Malay elite had been'tamed'holding little residual

power: the main struggle for power was not now so much between the British and the

defenders of the traditional Malay state but took place more within the British colonial

establishment itself, between the British who dominated that state and Malays who had for the

most part been absorbed into it. While there remained a residualized group of firndamentalist

Malay Muslims who contested both the British state and Malay elements within it with a view

to replacing the colonial edifice of state with one of their own structured along purist Islamic

lines the main contest for power and influence took place within the colonial establishment as

contenders manoeuvïed for position within the administrative apparatus of the colonial state,
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and according to the practices of that apparatus. Thus, when it was thought that under the

citizenship proposals the then Malay dominated civil service would be swamped by Chinese,

the twin motives of ethnic antipathy and career ambition galvanrzed an emergent

administrative elite into action through their associations. Later, starting in the immediate

pre-independence period, a new political process began to provide another avenue of access to

power and wealth. But at the 1946 stage of historical development it was narrower cause

orientated combined action that was the means of acquiring and maintaining advantage and

the new class of administrators threw themselves into such agitation with considerable vigow.

All this was a far cry from the situation where power depended upon the direct physical

control of human and material resources at the productive base of social and social conflict in

large measure arose from the tension between individuals and groups seeking to exercise such

control: control of wealth and the attainment and retention of power now took place in a

fundamentally difFerent way and the nature of social conflict was conespondingly different.

The Union dispute was a clear manifestation of these changed social circumstances. The

Kelantan and Trengganu risings arose basically from a tension between the old Malay polity

and the British colonial state as the latter, having declared itself into existence and having

formalized its supremacy, struggled to consolidate its hold over state productive wealth and

Malay social groups engaged in this production, as a matter of practical realþ: against this

offensive of the British colonial state the Malay social groups aflected by this competed with

the British, and each other, to maintain the status quo they desired - or at least to retain as

much of that status quo ¿ts they could. However, by 1946 the battle lines had been drawn in a

fundamentally different way: the hold of the British colonial state had been established and

social contention, novr without most of its traditional vestiges, took place mainly within the

parameters of the British colonial state, with those outside the British colonial structure

relegated to the periphery of the contest with no real hope of demolishing that edifice and

replacing it with one of their own.

In all this, while social tensions are clearly visible at the level of the productive base

throughout the period (clearly the peasanty can be seen resisting ne\¡/ colonial methods of

surplus extraction in the Kelantan and Trengganu risings for example) there was no mass

political awakening of the kind seen elsewhere in East and Southeast Asia in a corresponding
52t
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period of time and we must be wary of claims that there was a sudden outburst of popular

Malay nationalism in response to Union.(2"¡ Neither were the Malay masses - at least in the

north - totally quiescent in the pre 1946 period and the truth lies somewhere between these

two extremes. On the evidence thus far it would seem that the sudden upsurge of Malay

nationalism in 1946 was mainly an elite phenomenon and the clear emergence of a popular

Malay nationalism on the peninsular was a later development coming more with the

emergence of party politics and acquiring sharper definition in the Independence decades as

ethnic and class tensions became more acute as we shall see in the next chapter.

Maxwell's assessment 1¡-1920 was, then, both indicative of the problem posed to the

British in their aim of ¡nifting the peninsular by combining the FMS and the UMS in the pre-

war decades, and prophetic in the light of the Union push and its consequences in 1946. His

basic approach to the problem of that year seems eminently reasonable in the light of the

diffrculties facing the British in seeking to uniff the peninsular - diffrculties acknowledged by

Maxwell (quoted above in this chapter) in the same document:

It is submitted that the British pol
s

of

preserve its separate entily, its digmty and sefÊrespect, w-hilst combining with all the
-other 

States irimatters of'c'ommoä interest. It wil[be of interest to note the matters in
which the Maláv States - as a whole - have already shown a coÍlmon interest, or perhaps

the rudiments oi'a federal feeling.(2a0)

It was a measure of the accuracy of his assessment and that of those who prevailed over

British policy in the period that the separationist tendencies of the UMS kept the desired r:nity

beyond the British gasp up until the outbreak of World War II and which forced the abortive

1946 attempt to imPose the Union.
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In the event what came into existence in 1947 on the defeat of the Union was a

federation move in line with the British concept of federalism for the peninsular in the 1920s

and the peninsular went into Independence with a federal constitution which allowed the

states to retain, to a significant degree, their separate identities and considerable control over

their own destinies. It has remained as we shall see in the next chapter, something of a loose

federation, with the northern states able to assert their political will within the parameters of a

constitution which gave them the room to do so. This was to cause some discomforture in

Kuala Lumpw as Independence politicians and administrators inherited some of the problems

that had beset the British administration before them.

It was fortunate from the British stand point that when, in1946, the four states were

becoming aware of their commonality of interest and the similarities they shared with one

another, that they did not move in the direction of forming a formal separate unity of the four

states perhaps within a wider Malayan Federation. Exactly what kind of constitutional

arangement the Kedatr Malays who petitioned the British government for the bringing

together 'of all the Malays on the peninsular under one centralizing system of constitutional

Government' had in mind is not clear from their correspondence.(2ar) ln the short run their

objective clearly was to gain time - to achieve a posþonement of Union to give time for

special consideration of the Malay position with regard to Union.(2n2¡ Their demand for a

'Matay Union'rather than'Malayan Union'may have indicated a desire for aNMS

constitutional unity though it seems more likely that it referred to a peninsular-wide unity with

the Malays in a dominant position over other races. Still, a separate unity of the four states

within some sort of federation must have been a tempting proposition for radical and

moderate NMS Malays alike. The proximity of the four states to one another would have

2ar Kesatuan Melayu Kedah to Secretary of State for the colonies, l9 January, 1946.
co53711s55.

See above in this chapter.

2r2 '1y" demand that a special commission be sent to Mal ¡a as is being do-ne to countries
similarly situated, pending which, questions affecting the Malay States should be posþoned

Kesatuan Melayu Kedatr, to Hone, 3 February,1946. CO53711555
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leant itself to this and it is ha¡d to believe that the possibility wasn't canvassed at the time.(2a3)

However, the sou¡ces th¡ow little light on the subject: while there is evidence in that there

was, in the minds of at least some NMS Malays, a perception of a common Malay identity

across the fotlr states, this perception does not appear to have extended as far as devising any

concrete constitutional proposal to link the northern states as a discrete constitutional entity

within a wider British colonial state.

Certainly there was nothing in the imperial history of the four states that would have

inclined them towards the formation of a separate NMS unit in this way. Inl946the fow

states to the north, unlike those centrally located to the south, had no pre-existing

administrative rurity of any kind. They had tmder the British hegemony to 1946 a purely

residual status and they remained separate entities without any basis for inter state cooperation

in the direction of forming some sort of secessionist unity at a time when the strong

emergence of Malay nationalism might have drawn them in that direction. Prior to 1909, their

position under the Siamese, located as they were at the southern exhemity of that hegemony,

was too peripheral to have imbued the four states with a developing sense of common identity

and purpose in any frnctional sense. It is true that the four states under the British had been

becoming less residual in the decades leading up to 1946 - that they were being drawn by slow

degrees towards the centre of an expanding British state on the peninsular. But this had not

occurred in such àway, or to the point, where a functional degree of cooperation between the

four states would have enabled them to eflect, as a block, a secessionist move away from

Union. honically, then, it was the individuatist nature of NMS separatism that served to keep

the four states apart at a time when it might have been in their interests to take strong

concerted action to secure their continued independence from a tightly structured British

colonial state.

The federal constitution which came into existence in 1947 \Àras, then, both a

consequence of the new social relations emerging under colonialism on the peninsular and the

provider of framework within which those social relations further developed in the

extent though this should n
at, in geographic terms, the nto
and Perlis in the northwest; in

the northeast.
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Independence period. In particular,it gave scope for fundamentalist Islam, which had been a

weaker force protesting its cause very much on the periphery of the colonial establishment in

the pre-Independence decades, to enter the mainstream of the lndependence state through the

party political process and to give strong expression to the regional and state concerns of its

constituents. While we can see in broad outline the origins of the later ñ¡ndamentalist Islamic

electoral successes in the 1950s and 1960s in the conflict of ea¡lier decades - in the Trengganu

rising, in the Kelantan rising(seen less clearly), and in the Union conflict - the published

record on the subject remains thin and much more research on the way in which this group

was developing in the pre-Independence decades is needed for a better understanding of it.
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CHAPTER 8

THE NORTHERN MALAY STATES IN MALAYSIAN HISTORY:

THE INDEPENDENCE PERIOD 1957-1980

lntroduction

Turning now to the contemporary decades on the peninsular we are in a better position

to examine and understand the unique character of the NMS in the modem Malaysian context.

A reading of modern Malaysian history provides clear evidence of the distinctive character of

the four states within the contemporary national state entity - a distinctiveness which, at base,

derives its character from the way in which, under an outside impetus, the old society in the

north was transformed into the new within the changing wider social context on the

peninsular. Much of this distinctive development has shaped itself in away which has proved

problematic for the national Malayan, and later Malaysian, governments and to the present

time the main planks of government policy have been greatly influenced by a perception of

actual and potential instability located to a significant degree in the NMS. In this chapter,

then, I will demonstrate how an r¡nderstanding of the distinctive long term effects of the

penetration of western economic influences in north Malaya is essential to an understanding

of present day Malaysian society. The main emphasis, then, in this chapter will be on the

continuity of the effect of European influence in the north from the late eighteenth century as

base determining factor in Malaysian history and society.

In the two decades or so since Federation the independent state of Malaya and

Malaysia has managed to cohere. But not without some difhculty. Disintegtative forces

within the Federation have been strong and to the time of writing there has existed

considerable anxiety that internal sources of instability will disrupt and destroy national unity.

This instability has in one way or another, directly or indirectly, presented a challenge to the

conservative status quo presided over by the elite groups that have exercised an economic

political and administrative hegemony within the federation since 1957.

These challenges to the status quo fall into two main categories:

(l) Challenges mounted within the constitution from opposition parties and

pressure groups to government in Malaya and Malaysia and the wider social

order of which this government \ilas a part and upon which it depended. Of

particular concern to the government here has been a radical Islamic electoral
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challenge to conservative national and state political power and authority

which began taking effect in the late 1950s.

(2) More direct and often unconstitutional challenges to central and state

authority. Recent decades have seen Kedah peasants protesting their economic

deprivation by taking to the streets in protest, race riots in 1969 and continuing

ethnic tension in their wake. There has also been, up until recently, a sustained

residual, localized and small scale though nonetheless troublesome from the

point of the national government, communist insurgency based in the Thai-

Malaysian border a¡ea.

The national government has sought to defuse these challenges to its authority by

various means. The government seems to have relied heavily upon the twin strategies of

economic reform coupled with a strong measure of authoritarian control to hold Malaysian

society together, with continued, though at times uncertain, success.

The NMS have been of key significance in Malaysia's independence history both as a

major source of instability and, concomit¿ntly, as a major focus of government regional

strategy aimed at securing the federation as a whole. While in the South East Asian context

Malaysia has seen less social rupturing than certain other countries in the region -Vietnam,

The Philippines and Indonesia for example - significant social tensions arising from the

colonial past and the way in which the old society on the peninsular was transformed into the

new have been and still are, clearly evident.

This chapter examines, then, the distinctive position of the NMS in the wider context

of independent Malaya and Malaysia in the light of the preceding analysis of social

transformation in the four states in the wider peninsular context. It seeks to demonstrate the

essential historical continuity in this distinctiveness and to indicate the way in which the

longer perspective in time better enables us to understand the unique role of the fow states in

the contemporary national context, and, as a consequence, modem Malaysian society as a

whole.

Inevitably, in bringing this enquiry up to the near present in this way, it is only

possible to sketch in something of the broad pattern of events and no pretence is made to
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anything approaching a definitive explanation of the contemporary situation in the NMS in the

wider national context. While there are gaps in our knowledge and understanding of modern

Malaysia, and a degree of superficiality in both from the historian's point of view, it is

nonetheless possible, and illuminating, to sketch in something of the link between the place of

the NMS in the Malaysia we read about in the newspapers, and the pre-colonial and colonial

past on the peninsula¡. In so doing we can go some of the way towards a thorough

understanding of the present and forward direction of the federation in the 1990's.

This chapter is, then, an invitation to perceive the 23 years since lndependence not as a

period isolated in time but rather as a dynamic interval in a continuum in time dwing which

basic social tensions have been, are being, and will be, worked through.

The Independence period to 1980 had seen nearly a decade of a new economic

direction set down by the state in the early 1970s. As we shall see below this new policy was

spelled out in a series of national economic plans and the year 1980 marked the end of the

period of operation of the third plan in the series and the onset of the fourth. The period also

saw a major re-alignment of the main political parties active in the system.

Both the new economic direction and the parfy political realignment were prompted to

a greater or lesser extent by the influences indicated above in broad terms at the beginning of

this chapter. Of particular importance were the traumatic race riots l.r;r7969 since they had the

effect of highlighting, in the eyes of national government, the need for a sustained and

sequentially co-ordinated economic policy that would ensure a more equitable spread of

wealth and a widening of economic function across the communal boundary. The riots also

helped to pave the way for the party political realignment in the early 1970s. While the topic

of the riots still awaits a definitive understanding some things a¡e clear. ln broad terms they

stemmed from a range of complex causes relating closely to the other instances of social

conflict on the peninsular arising from challenges to the status quo - the resurgence of radical

Islam as a party political force, the peasant hunger demonstrations in Kedatr, the communist

insurgency, and so on. These challenges to the system, together with the riots, have all been

seen, collectively and individually, as a threat to national unity.

The disintegrative forces on the peninsular need to be seen then, not as separate

phenomena, but as belonging with broader and more fundamental social tensions operative

within the period and having their origins in the pre-colonial and colonial past on the
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peninsular. ln their effect in prompting a new economic policy and a party political

realignment they lie behind the modern face of the Malaysian state. Together they have been

responsible for the basic manner of operation and direction of the contemporary Malaysian

state.

In these important respects then the Malaysian state of 1957-1980 was the immediate

precursor to the Malaysian state in existence today. It was in these two decades or so that the

fledgling independent state found its feet and set itself the basic direction it follows today.

In frmctional scholarly terms it is a period for which suffrcient time has elapsed to the

present for an accumulation of some systematic and ieflective analysis enabling us to draw

some conclusions about the recent past in Malaysia and enabling us to bring our historical

understanding of peninsular society forward into the contemporary, or near contemporary,

period. Thus, while there is, certainly, a degree of arbitrariness in the choice certainly, the

turn of the decade does, for these reasons, represent a convenient marking off point in

choosing the time span for this chapter.

Our broader focus in this chapter, then, will be on the social relations that characterize

modern Malaysia and in particular on the way in which these have been, at base, a response to

economic conditions developing on the peninsular in the colonial period and into modem

times. This dissertation, in this chapter especially, remains inspired by a curiosity prompted

by some of the major questions posed by recent Malaysian history and will seek to advance

fi¡rther in the direction of a partial answer to them. Questions such as these: why, for

example, when alternative strategies for organizing society continued to exercise such a strong

influence in corresponding periods of time in say independent Vietnam, Indonesia and The

Philippines, has revolutionary politics continued to be comparatively weak in independent

Malaya and Malaysia ?;and why, given the later politicization of the Malay peasantry with the

coming of party politics on the peninsular, has this not developed into the sort of revolutionary

political involvement that has featured so strongly in other countries in the region ? To be

sure, part of the answer to these questions is to be found in the much stronger operation of

communalism on the peninsular within the period. But, as Stenson, Kessler, Funston and

others have argued, and as we shall see below, the situation is more complex than this and we
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have to look at the interaction of both communal and class factors if we are to adequately

understand social conflict on the peninsular. So, while in these relative terms challenges to

the system in Malaya and Malaysia have been less dramatic than those elsewhere in the region

their significance should not be underestimated. They deserve attention because they contain

clues to the broader characteristic dynamic of Malaysian society. That is to say, we need to

understand the essential natu¡e of these conflicts - the underlying relationship between them -

if we are to understand why Malaysian society is as it is today.

An examination of recent Malaysian history in this way clearly indicates the important

role of the NMS in their distinctive development in influencing the nation's recent history.

Accordingly, while this chapter presents very much in outline the broader picture for the

peninsular as a whole its cental focus will be narrower than this seeking to identifu and

describe the particular significance of the NMS in the wider context of national social conflict

shaping the federation in the post 1957 decades. This chapter will show, then, how the

genesis of much of this social contention on the peninsular in the Independence period lies in

the way social relations (social relations anchored in the first instance in production but

having ramifications well beyond the level of the productive base in those state societies) in

the NMS have been changing over a longer period of time. It will demonstrate the continuity

of the long term social change occurring as the fou¡ states were drawn into the vortex of a

wider imperial and later westem world economy - change that occurred as they were drawn

onto first the periphery of and then into, an expanding colonial state on the peninsular:

change that came as they experienced modern influences within the independent nation state

into which the colonial state came to be transformed.

For more than a decade following Independence, the Alliance, a coalition of the parties

representing the major ethnic groups in Malaya - the United Malay National Organization

(UMNO), the Malayan Chinese Association (MCA), and the Malayan Indian Congtess (MIC),

was electorally the most successful of the parties and, under the V/estrninster system adopted

by the new state, has governed the counûry accordingly. Of the three parties in this coalition,

it was by far the first two - UMNO and the MCA - which wielded the stronger influence. In

the early nineteen seventies the Alliance was widened to include other parties as well as the

National Front (garisan National) as the wider combination of parties is called, has continued
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as the dominant parfy in Malaysian politics to date.

While the popular conceptions of Malayan and Malaysian politics remain that it is

primarily a frrnction of communal divisions there is an emerging understanding in later

academic writings of the way in which politics on the peninsular has been a response to not

only communal factors, but, inter-relatedly, class factors as well.(l)

Throughout the Independence period UMNO has been the dominant parfy in the

Alliance and the National Front. Although seeking and obtaining support from a wider

section of the Malay populace UMNO has generally been conservative in its policies as it has

sought to advance what it sees as the communal interests of Malays, and beyond that, inter-

communal interests, in fulfilment of its role as partner in the coalition. As we shall see in

more detail below UMNO has tended more to champion the cause of a Malay elite and to ally

itself with the cause of the upper echelons of Chinese and Indian society that has partnered it

in the National Front.

Within the period UMNO was dominated initially by a traditional Malay aristocratic

ruling elite while the MCA has continued to be dominated by a group of large and small

Chinese businessmen.(2) The least influential party in the Alliance, the MIC, has continued

t Apurt from the sources cited immediately below see fol example the seminal accounts of
Swift and Stenson pointing to the importance of class in Malaysian society.

M. G. S\¡rift, "Economic Concentration and Ma Maurice
Freedman(ed), (London, 1967),
passlm.

Michael Stenson, "Class and Race in West Malaysia", Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars,
Vol. 8., No. 2.,(Part 1l April-June,1976) pp. 45-54, passim.

While the importance of class is now securely ar ch9¡ed ilttt" scholarship thgp is still much
firther to go in understanding how it has fimôtioned in Malaysian hi-story and.how it continues
to be a faclor in that society tóday. As Funston indicated in 1980, whereas it has been
frequently observed that the Alliance bodes were privileged and there have been few atlempls
to extend this analysis and show ways in which clãss cuts a cross communal considerations in
the fi.rnctioning of Alliance government.

Funston, Malay Politics, p.14.

2 Means makes the point that the traditional Malay elite were able to exercise a strong 
_

measure of political infiuence by adapting to the newpolitical circumstances that followed the

colonial period.

Means, Malaysian Politics, p.21.
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into the period of wider coalition apafty of the Indian upper class with no roots in the Indian

labowing class to any great extent.(3) In the words of Wheelwright, describing the allotment

of power in Malaya and Malaysiato 1974, the coun@ has been mainly in the hand of '¡¡ro

controlling groups - the Malay aristocracy and Chinese capitalists'.(4) Funston comments on

the similar class background and outlook - pro- British and free enterprise - of the Alliance

leadership across the three parties.(s)

Since 1974 the composition of the Malay elite leadership has altered. Gullick points

out that the traditional aristocratic membership of UMNO has been diluted. According to

Milne and Mauzy refer to the elitist natue of the MCA.

R.S. Milne and Diane K. Mauzy, Politics and Government in Malaysia(Singapore,1978),
p.133.

They also give a good description of the class of Chinese whose interests are represented by
the MCA in the modern Malaysian context.

Ibid. pp.127,250.

3 Gullick comments on the MIC as the party of the lndian upper class.

John Gullick, Malaysia: Economic Expansion and National Unity(London, 1981), p.128.

Milne and Mauzy refer to the separation between the MIC and the lndian labouring class.

Milne and Mauzy, Politics and Government,p.l34.

4 Wheelwright describing the Malaysian Government in 197 4.

Wheelwright, Radical Political Econom),, p.3 40.

ocentric sketch of social and political

d,

feudal landlords; and the offrcial religion Isl n, which acts as a kind of social cement helping
to bind the othei¡wo together. The báckbone of the MCA is the Chinese Chamber of
Commerce, especially the rich Chinese merchants and financiers.'

rbid.

ce of the shifting sympathies of a middle
in its effect on the UMNO elitist hegemony.
. Still, the passage does echo a wider body of

opinion that Malaysian politics is strongly elitist in character.

5 Fwrston, Malay Politics, pp.13, 14.
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Gullick, '[t]he Malay upper class is now a group of Western-educated civil servants, offrcers

of the armed forces and of the police, technocrats, and professional men such as lawyers and

doctors ... It is no longer a group of hereditary aristocrats though it includes some of them.'(u)

Gullick also recognises a middle elite exercising influence at the state and local level. This

group includes the larger land-owning small holders, small businessmen and middle ranking

civil servants, particularly teachers in the Malay school.(7)

At the same time there were within the syri"- parties - both secular and religious -

aiming at a more genuinely broadly based appeal. Of these it was, to 1980, radical Islam in

party political form which was having most impact in reacting to the elitist inclination of the

three dominant parties within the Alliance, and later, the National Front. Indeed, as Funston

has explained at length in his book on the subject, it was the tension between radical Islamic

party politics on the one hand, and that of UMNO on the other, which was primarily

responsible for the tone and direction of Malay politics within the period of this chapter.(8)

The predominance of UMNO in the coalition and the country as a whole did not go

nnchallenged for long.(e) From the late 1950s aradicalpopulist Islamic party,the Pan

6 Gullick, Malaysia, p.126.

'Ibid.

8 Funston, Malav Politics, passim.

Funston's focus is on the period, 1945-1976.

e Funston offers a clarification of the position regarding Malay dominance in Malaysian
government pointing out that in the past that degree of supremacy has been much overrated.
He points out that any such notion of Malay supremacy is defeated by the fact that throughout
the period of his study (1945-1976) the demands of many Malays had not been met by
Alliance and NF governments which included UMNO. At the same time, he points out, there
were significant gains by the other communities on the peninsular. Funston argues that
UMNOacceded not only to the (mainly elite) concerns of its coalition partners but those of a
wider bureaucratic elite and foreign (especially British) interests as well. UMNO has been,
Funston concedes, the dominant partner in the coalition in purely formal procedural terms but
we mustn't mistake this, he cautions, for dominance in terms of real power being exercised.

Funston, Malay Politics, pp.1-17 .

Certainly we need to avoid an unsophisticated interpretation of the way in which, in the
earlier lndependence period, benefit was apportioned between the races on the basis of a
constitutional formula bequeathed by the British. 'We need to be wary of overstating the
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Malayan Islamic Party (known by the acronyms PAS or PMIP - later renamed Partai Islam

(PI)) has succeeded in exerting a strong influence on Malay and hence Malaysian politics

operating on a strong base of electoral support in north Malaya.(t0) PAS was the product of a

combination, at different stages, of several Islamic and Malay nationalist groups in the early to

mid 1950s. Up to 1954 PAS was a pwely religious and Islamic welfare movement with no

political afFrliation. In 1955 it registered itself as a political party in order to contest the

election of that year.(tt) The subsequent electoral successes of the party for a decade lasting

from the late nineteen fifties to the late nineteen sixties enabled it to control two state

govemments in the northern peninsular, to exert a strong influence in two other NMS states,

and by winning seats in the federal parliament, to exert a degree of influence directly at the

degree to which in real terms Malays got power through the instrumentality of UMNO and a
very strong presence in govemment departments. Funston is right to argue the need for a
more discriminating underst¿nding of how power, wealth and influence have been distributed
within and beyond the three communities.

Still, UMNO has, in party political terms - in the sense that it has in terms of the formal
distribution of power within the coalition(the greater number of parliamentary seats held; the
greater number of cabinet posts; the fact that it has tended to take the lead in policy decisions;
and so on) - been dominant in the running of the country and that is my point in the text of this
thesis. Certainly Funston is conect that the position of UMNO in terms of the actual exercise
of power is complex and needs to be seen in a broader context of competing interests in which
a wider elite extending beyond the party political, and running across communal divisions,
holds sway notwithstanding the commentary in the literature which tends to see Malayan and
Malaysian politics as rururing along more communal lines. Indeed, it does appear, as Funston
suggests, that UMNO's moves to effect grass roots reforms has always been subject to a non-
offrõial, undeclared allegiance to - or at least a coincidence of interest with - a wider elite as I
explain more fully in the text below.

r0 Kessler points out that the parly is generally referred to as the PMIP in most accounts in
sia as PAS, acronym of Persatuan Islam Sa-Malaya,
the Melaya-wide or Pan-Malayan Islamic
had completed the research on which his book is

based) the party had changed its name to Partai Islam (the Islamic party), or PI.

Kessler, Islam and Politics, pp.26n, 242.

Funston indicates that in l97l there was a change of name from
Melayu(literally, Pan Malayan Islam Union) to Partai Islam(later,
literally, Pan Malaysian Islamic Party).

Funston, Malay Politics, p. 244.

Kessler refers to the party as PMIP and PI when dealing with the later period of time. I follow
Funston's usage and refer to the party as PAS throughout.

tl Milne and Mau.ry, Politics and Government in Mala]¡sia,pp.l42,I43
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national level as well. This electoral success provided a severe emba:rassment to UMNO as

the main representative in the political arena for the Malay populace and a strong challenge to

UMNO's position of political leadership of Malay and Malaysian society.

The parfy has not, however, sustained this high level of independent electoral success

in recent decades. ln the early seventies the fortunes of PAS waned and it ceased to operate

outside the dominant inter-communal coalition. Instead it responded to overtues made by the

Alliance and, in the wake of the 1969 raceriots, and as apart of a further widening of the

Alliance coalition, combined with other opposition parties and those in the Alliance to form

the National Front.

While changes in the character of both IIMNO and PAS provided some basis for

commonality of approach in coalition the alliance between the two remained tenuous and, in

1978, PAS split from the coalition to function independently in the political arena once again.

While radical Islam has had a less direct electoral impact on Malaysian politics since that split

- to 1980 and beyond - it certainly can not be negated as an alternative political force shaping

Malaysian society in that time.l2

The emergence of radical Islam as a party political force has appeared as problematic

both in terms of its influence as a disintegrative force within the federation and in terms of

understanding the phenomenon. The question that arises for both observers and those playing

their part on the Malaysian political stage is this: How are we to account for the fluctuation in

PAS fortunes in the Independence period? ln particular there is a need to understand why a

significant number of Malays chose the radical Islamic party over the more conservative party

purporting to represent their interests. Given the limited ability of radical Islam to effect a

sustained mobilization of the peasântry in the colonial period - dwing the Malayan Union

protest for example - why has it been able to greatly increase its impact within the party

political context? Early interpretations of PAS success were dismissive and superficial. And

t2 Notwithstanding the diminution of its influence as an independent force in Malaysian
politics once again PAS has remained a force to be reckoned with. The most recen! signg in
ihe Federationþoint to a continued resurgence of radical Islamic feeling in the NMS and it
remains to be sèen what effect this feeling in general, and the activities of PAS in particular,
will have on Malaysian party politics and the governmental process in general in Malaysia in
the future.
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indeed to the present it is portrayed in some quarters within Malaysi4 and especially by its

opponents, as a movement which is backward and xenophobic in its character, having

fanaticism as its hallmark, and, more recently, as an orgarization tending to bring about a

destabilization within Malaysia of a kind more associated with the Middle East. On these

interpretations it was, and is, seen as a product of the backwardness of the NMS and

symptomatic of the failure of these states to adapt to the modern world.

Recent scholarship has sought to offer an altemative to what it sees as these superficial

interpretations by showing how PAS has exercised a rational appeal to the Malay peasantry

based on a recognition on an Islamic perspective of class difflerences particularly in the NMS

countryside. While these studies have taken us some considerable way down the path towards

a full understanding of the PAS phenomenon a definitive, more general, analysis of the PAS

appeal in the north has yet to emerge. While there is one major study of the role of PAS in

one NMS - Kelantan - there is only a general understanding of how the party has been

operating in the other three states with much of this perception drawn by extrapolation from

the Kelantan study.

There is no doubt that in the emotionally charged atmosphere of racial tension in

Malaysia, particularly after 1969, PAS, with its stronger commr¡nal stance, has been seen by

national govemment as a destabilizing influence both within and then outside the coalition.

While not acknowledging explicitly any class basis for the PAS popularity the fact that the

national govemment has, from the early nineteen seventies, run an economic progrrimme

having as a principal aim the elimination of Malay poverty in the northern states, suggests that

the economic basis of the PAS appeal to the population in these states has been t¿ken

seriously by the National Front.

Before proceeding to advance our enquiry further into the changing nature of the

period it is first of all necessary to set down the basic constitutional and political context

within which these social relations operated from 1948 and through which, in large part, they

gained expression, and by which they were greatly influenced. It was this formal context

which set the parameters within which social conflict could legally take place and needs to be

fully understood if we are to understand why this conflict took the cowse that it did. It is also

necessary to trace in outline the broad political processes within which, and in large part
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through which, this social contentiousness \ryas given expression.

The Merdeka Constitution.

ln 1948, as we have seen, the NMS were formally integrated vrith other states on the

peninsular into The Federation of Malaya. The 1948 Federation of Malaya constitution,

though it marked a temporary respite in the wrangling between the various contending parties

seeking to impress their own notions on how government should be organized, certainly did

not set the seal on a final constitutional formula for the federation. Constitutional debate

continued between 1948 and 1957 inresponse to the developing political circumstances of the

emerging state.

Within the period the framers of the independent state sought to flesh out the 1948

constitution with some parliamentary political activity. Gullick points out that a nominated

Federal Council gave to nascent political parties the opportunity of practicing parliamentary

political manoeuvres against each other; and to their leaders some practice in the function of

ministers.(l3¡ It was in this period that the Alliance - a coalition of three parties representing

each of the three main ethnic groups on the peninsular (outlined in more detail below) came to

the fore. To some extent, then, it was a case of working out the new governmental consensus

in practice and elections were held on two occasions prior to 1957 on the basis of the 1948

constitutional rules. In 1954 municipal elections gave Malayans their first experience with

the ballot box and in the following year the first elections to Federal and State Councils was

held. In 1955, in a partial implementation of the new constitution, voters went to the poll to

elect representatives to state and federal Legislative Councils. While this represented a

significant phased step forward down the path of Wesfninster-style democracy in that it was

the first time that a national election had been held it was still timited in that the election was

held for just one legislative house and only a portion of the members with votes in the house

after the election were elected.(ra) The 1955 election was also particularly significant in

t3 Gullick, Malaysia, pp.94,95-

to In that election 52 seats were to be elected out of a total membership of 98.

Gullick, Malaysia, p.97.
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that it decided on the basis of popular vote who would lead the new state into Independence.

That election was won by the Alliance marking the beginning of the domination of coalition

politics through to 1980 and beyond to the present (the coalition was later widened going

u¡rder the name of the National Front) as we shall see in more detail below.

V/ithin the period the constitutional debate was formalized in the shape of the Reid

Commission set up to consider and report on constitutional recommendations submitted to

them. The Reid Commission report was handed on to a Working Committee, a Conference of

Rulers and the Legislative Council before negotiations in London between representative of

the Alliance, the Rulers and the Colonial Offrce in 1956 produced an agreement on a draft

constitution which was finally adopted as the lndependence constitution and which set out the

basic rules whereby government has been organized in the counûry since 1957.

With the granting of independence Malaya began operating on a Westminster style of

parliamentary govemment. The 1957 constitution provided for a federal parliament

comprised of a constitutional monarch, the Yang di Pertuan Agong elected every five years

from the Malay rulers and two elected houses of parliament: a Senate or Upper house (Dewan

Nega¡a) the majority of whose members were elected by the state legislatures every 6 years

and a Lower House (Oew¡q ÀAA}¡a¡) elected every five years on the basis of single member

electorates. Whereas the Dewan Raavat has had primary legislative responsibility throughout

the period the main function of the Dewan Negara was to review legislation emanating from

the people's house. That is to say, although both houses could initiate legislation, in practice it

has been the Dewan Raayat that has initiated Bills whiled the Dewan Nega¡a has acted

'mainly as a forum for seldom-heeded debate and as a rubber stamp for the Parliament'.(15)

The federal government and the nation as a whole were led by the Prime Minister who headed

a cabinet of federal parliamentarians responsible to parliament for all executive actions

implemented by them and their departments. The cabinet was made up of parliament¿rians

from the majority party in Federal Parliament. Although the provisions for the two federal

houses of parliament was formalized in 1957 it was not, however, until 1959 that the merdeka

constitution was fully implemented with the actual replacement of the Negara.

It Stanley S Bedlington, Malaysia and Singapore The Building ofNew States(London,
1978),p.142.
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The merdeka constitution also provided for subsidiary state constitutions. At the apex

of each state stood the Sultan as constitutional head of state. The Sultan was head of state

only in a more formal, technical and ceremonial sense however and real legislative and

executive power was wielded by elected state assemblies. Each assembly had a Chief

Minister who headed an Executive Council appointed from the majority party in the assembly

and appointed by the Sultan on the advice of the Chief Minister.

Countering the centrifugal pull of state-based forces in1946-1957 period the federal

constitution allotted jurisdiction between centre and periphery of the new Malayan state in a

way which placed the greater concentration of authority in the hands of federal government

but with significant allocation of residual control localized in the states. The states exercised

authority in the two important areas of land and agriculture for example.(ló¡ The federal

government exercised control of atl financial matters and this in particular has served to

strengthen the centripetal pull in the working out in practice of federal-state relations since it

provided a lever which national government could use to rein in any recalcitrance in the states

where the latter were disinclined to fall into line with national policies.

The independent state has experienced some expansion and contraction in size since

1957 while retaining basicalty the same constitutional structure. In 1963 the federation was

enlarged to include Sarawak, Sabah and Singapore and was renamed the Federation of

Malaysia. In 1965 Singapore broke away from the Federation to become the Republic of

Singapore.

The Merdeka Constihrtion shared the inherent national weakness of all federal

systems. The price for the greater flexibility of a federal system in accommodating a measure

of state autonomy is that this same autonomy tends to limit the extent to which national

policies can be implemented across the periphery of the federal state. There is, then, a

continuing tension between centre and periphery in federal systems of government - tension

which needs to be confined'within limits for national government to function properly. This

16 Though control of agriculture was qualified by a compulsion to accept federal advisers in
this field.

Bedlington, Malaysia and Singapore, p.142.
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kind of tension has been very much in evidence throughout the history of the Malaysian

federation and was greatly intensified, as we shall see, when PAS exerted a strong presence in

north Malaya in the first decade or so of Úrdependence.

The Merdeka constitution, perhaps inevitably, has generally operated to reinforce the

position of the Malayan elites dominant from the time the document came into operation.(t7)

Alliance constitutional proposals had been given considerable weighting in the Reid Report

(though not all of its proposals were accepted) and given this, the influential nature of that

report in the final constitutional negotiations, and the fact that Alliance representatives were

involved in these negotiations, it is not surprising that the functioning of the constitution has

assisted in the entrenchment of the Alliance communal elites in a position of dominant power

throushout the oeriod of Merdeka.

It is arguable that there are two main aspects to this pro-Alliance bias in the

constitution. The first more obvious aspect and the one taken up in the sources, is the

operation of the more coercive provision of the constitution - provisions which ensure that the

constitution operates in a more direct sense to hold in tow opposition parties and groups while

allowing the Alliance relatively free reign to implement the policies of its choosing. The

sources clearly indicate, and casual observation strongly suggests, that the security provisions

in that document have in effect served to strengthen the position of coalition parties while

weakening the position of organized opposition. The second related aspect and one which is

less visible in the sources may be seen as a substantive ideological bias contained in the

constitution as a whole which in a much more subtle way means that all law tends to support

the position of coalition parties and their backers and weaken that of those in opposition.(tt)

On this view, an overt commr¡nalism and an implicit capitalism are enshrined in the

t7 Means makes the general point that the new constitutional a:rangeme.nts. operating since

Independence tended to-reinforðe the position of the dominant parly in each state.

Means, Malaysian Politics, P.4ll.

18 This constitutional issue relates to the wi Malaysia - a wider
indicate in this
ld need to

lrding of the constitution itself and of the

documentation arising from the constitutional negotiations. Beyond such an examination
legal case studies woüld reveal how constitutional bias has operated in practice.
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constitution itself in a way which means that ultimately all law making and policy

implementation tends towards the support of an Alliance status quo.(t') On this perception

the strong cooperation between conservative Malayan and British colonial authorities in the

making of the constitution meant thatabelief in communal international capitalism rwas a

major premise upon which 1956 constitution making was based.(2O; Thus, in this entrenched

le Some measure of a communal free enterprise bias in the Malaysian constitution can be
seen in the assessment of a Malayan federal court judge of the provisions in the constitution
for the balancing of the economic rights between the communities in one particular area of
the economy. Making the point that the constitution has allowed a fair distribution of
ownership of courier vehicles between Malays and non-Malays the judge concluded:'This
illustrates the practical and liberal working of the constitutional provision protecting the
legitimate interest of other communities[i.e. other than the Malay
community].'

Tan Sri Mohamed Sufflran Bin Hashim, Judge of the Federal Court, Malaysi4 An Introduction
to the Constitution of Malalsia(Kuala Lumpw, I97 2), p.263 .

Clearly the judge reflects basic constitutional thinking directed at balancing the welfare of the
Malaysian communities (in this case economic welfare), within a context of economic
liberalism.

Funston cites the example of the removal of the Minister of Agricultr:re partly as a result of
his efforts to transfer the ownership of rice-mills in Perak and Province Wellesley from
private to cooperative hands. Pressure was applied by the Malayan Chinese Association (the
Chinese party in the coalition goverTrment: the place of the party in the wider Malaysian
political context is outlined below in this chapter) and as a result the minister was removed on
the gror.rnds of unconstitutional practices. While certainly this entailed a very literal
interpretation of the constitution, and one made by politicians and not judges, it does at least
indicate the amenability of the constitution to interpretation in away which favoured one class
interest over another. According to Frmston:

'The constitutional issue referred to is the guarantee under Article l52that the government
would protect the "legitimate interests" of non-Malays; it is significant that MCA was able to
invoke this clause to protect a goup which had played a major role in oppressing Malay
farmers'.

Funston, Malav Politics, p.13.

These two examples, then, take us a short initial distance in the direction of a definitive
understanding of the way in which the Malaysian constitution enshrines a belief in the
functioning of Malaysia as liberal, capitalist society - as a society operating on the western,
British, model of a free enterprise economy.

20 Consider for example the following passage from the 1956 conference report stating a
proposed continuing link be¡veen an independr nt Malaya and western capital and, giventhe 

-
histbry of that link,-implying in its tone a broad capitalist premise to conference constitutional
thinking as a whole:

'We recognize the important part which overseas capital must continue to play in the
economiCand social development of Malaya. In this connection we think it desirable to draw
attention to the statement in the Alliance Manifesto that it is

54r
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ideological sense we can see in very broad terms that behind the broad communal compromise

at the heart of that document lies an elitism which has ensured that the odds were stacked very

much in favour of inter-communal and foreign capital and against ethnically divided

labor-u.(2t) Whereas it seems obvious that the nvin pillars of British colonial Malayan and

their policy to attract overseas capital to Malaya. This was give a more detailed expression in
the High Commissioner's statement in the Legislative Council on Nov. 30, 1955 in which he
stated that the Federation Government looked with confidence to the establishment of happy
relationships and a fi.rll sense of partnership between a fully self-governing Malay and
overseas industry and enterprise genuinely interested in the development of sound lines of the
country's productive resources. To this end it was, and would remain, their policy to
encourage overseas
invesfnent, indusûry and enterprise to look to Malaya with every assurance of fair and
considerate Íeatrnent and, without fea¡ of
discrimination'.

London, January-February, lg56,Pamphlet, place and year of publication not
given(London, I 956?) p. 14.

We can see than the capitalist assumptions upon which conference thinking proceeded and
the role of the Alliance, a tripartite coalition of political parties representing the three main
ethnic groups on the peninsular (outlined more fully below in this chapter) in pressing this
assumption. We can see the continuation of the same kind of thinking in 1962 amendments to
the royalty provisions of the constitution aimed at lessening the tax burden on mining
companies in Malaya. This amendment is clearly consistent with the 1956 conference aim of
providing a favourable free enterprise environment in Malaya providing 'fair and considerate'
treatment for overseas capital.

rbid.

Hashim, lntroduction, pp.l 63 -t66 -

2r I refer here to the compromise which seeks to balance the interests of the three main
communities. See below inthis chapter for further discussion of this aspect.

Funston comments on the similar class background of Alliance leaders and their sympathy
for a free enterp he doesnrt comment directly on the relwance of this in
the formulation does refer in a general way to an allegiance of interest
between British from the earliest stage of independence. He indicates
that 'Britain harshly suppressed non-communist left-wing elements in the independence

ic to their interests.' He quotes sources
irs of the colonial rulers' and that Tunku

nt hing
ro
ct is, in

ngs and were sympathetic towards those

Funston, Malay Politics, pp.l2, 13.
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Alliance social thinking - communalism and capitalism - have been entrenched in the

Malaysian constitution in this way, and we can see the operation of this bias in Malaysian

society in broad terms, it is not easy to pin down in precise terms the nexus between this broad

constitutional bias and the frustrations of opposition political groups in attempting to bring

about the kind of social change they want and the major pubtished sources on Malaysia do not

attempt it. But further examination along these lines in Malaysian scholarship showing in

detail how an entrenched constitutional bias has tended to support the position of the

predominant elites in the counûry would greatly assist our understanding of politics, and

especially alternative politics, in Malaysia.

While the specific connection between the broad underþing social assumptions in the

constitution and the working of the constitution in practice is not yet clear from the sotrces

and awaits further research the coercive operation of particular sections of the constitution is

very clear. Operating on the basis of article 149 giving Parliament special powers to deal with

subversion and article 150 giving the Executive and Pa¡liament special powers to cope with

an emergency the Alliance has acted, or threatened to act, to suppress alternative approaches

to the government of the counny.(22) With these secwity provisions very much in mind

Means makes the point that the inherent pro-Alliance bias in the constitution has forced

opposition parties into 'desperate and inesponsible responses'. According to Means, 'it is

little wonder that most opposition parties have exhibited considerable contempt for the

democratic process, particularly that represented by Malaysia's Parliament. Boycotts, mass

demonstations, politically inspired rioting, conspiracy with foreign powers and ultimately

armed insurgency provide altemative tactics which become increasingly atfactive for

dispossessed and disillusioned "permanent political minorities".'(23)

22 Hashim cites the security provisions of the constitution.

Hashim, lnfroduction, pp. 149, I 50.

For a full account of the Malaysian government's use of these por¡rers see Means, Malaysian
Politics, pp.472,413.

23 Means, Malaysian Politics, p.4ll
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In I97l the Alliance Govemment succeeded in amending the constitution with the

resultant effect that its ability to implement policies pertaining to Malay special privileges and

other sensitive matters without question became entrenched in law. In particular this

amendment meant that the Alliance became a law rurto itself in continuing its implementation

of a policy of limited rural reform in Malaysia. The bill to this effect was introduced

following the traumatic race riots in 1969 and was part of a wider government strategy to

avert arepetition of this kind of disturbance. The 1969 riots and the wider strategy to avert a

repetition of them are dealt with below. The debate centring on the bill clearly illustrates the

coercive nature of the constitution from the opposition point of view and the legally

entrenched nature of Alliance power in Malaysia. Speaking of the effect of the bill in placing

the economic development of Malays solely in the hands of the Alliance to the exclusion of

any socialist participation in this process, a prominent Democratic Action party (DAP)

member of parliament, Lim Kit Siang, complained in the course of the constitutional debate:

There is gross injustice and grave unequal distribution of wealth and income in
Malaysia. Over the years the feudal - compradore and tycoon class have become
richer and richer, while the mass of peasantry and workers become more and more
downtrodden...

The basic problem in Malaysia is an economic and class one, and not aracial problem.

The only effective way tb uplift the living standards of the have-nots of all races is to
execute meaningful socialist policies untinged by racialism, as in carrying out radical
land reforms, beginning with the abolition of absentee landlordism in the padi seclor
and distribution óf land to the tenant farmers, the creatiòn of a comprehensive and
eff,rcient rural credit, co-operative and marketing infrastructure to free the peasants

landlordism and credit indebtedness; greater

;?,riff iå"#ffå:äi"åi*:iowof
twentieth-century era, and a gleater rate of industrialization ...

The great objection to the entrenchme rt of this provision in the constitution and its
removal from public discussion and debate is that the whole provision will cease to be
answerable to the electorate. The Government will be supreme in deciding what it
wants to do in this field.(24)

Clearly, then, what was locked into the constitution was not any particular rural policy

per se but the unchallengeable right of the govemment to devise and implement such a policy

in the countryside without democratic accowttability inside or outside the parliament.

Thereafter the enwrciation of the democratic socialist alternative was a subversive act.

2a LimKit Siang, Time Bombs in Malaysia Problems in Nation-Building in
Malaysia(Kuala Lumpur, 197 8), p.217 .
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To a great extent the constitutional support for the Alliance position of dominance in

Malayan and Malaysian society stems from the fact that repressive mechanisms were

entrenched in Malaysian law at a time when the Alliance \ryas erf oying a position of political

supremacy under the colonial constitutional arrangements. As the first parties to exercise this

constitutional power they naturally had a strong advantage over their rivals and it was in this

political as well as constitutional sense that the Alliance elites were installed in power on a

more permanent basis than the democratic pronouncements that heralded in Independence

implied.

The most taumatic aspect of the 1948-1957 period, and one which left a clear mark on

the shape of the Merdeka constitution, was the Emergency. The Emergency saw British and

Malayan govemments in the immediate post World S/ar II years engaged in a military conflict

with mainly Chinese communist insurgents - an insurgency which a¡ose from organized

Chinese resistance to the Japanese during the war time occupation period.(2s) Officially the

Emergency lasted from 1948 to 1960.

Although it was entirely consistent with the 'Westminster style of government to

include self-preservationist clauses into the constitution the security clauses protecting the

Merdeka state did, as we have seen, severely compromise the ideal of a liberal parliamentary

democracy. In very large measure the repressive nature of that constitution stemmed from a

perceived threat to the constitution from forces within the state - a sense of threat heightened

by the Emergency atmosphere which rvas a strong feature of the domestic backdrop to the

constitution deliberations. Taken at their word the constitution planners in 1956 sought a

continued state authority for dealing with Communism beyond the period of the

Emergency.(26) However it was the Emergency which proved the main justification for

2s The Emergency is well covered in the literature.

For ective on the subject see M. caldwell, 'From "Emergencyl to _ -

"lnde 'in M. Amin an¿ trrt. Caldwell, Malaya The Making of aNeo-Colony
(Nott 16-265.

26 Self Govemment, pp.7, 8.
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entrenched law which had a much broader operation as a means of installing a ruling inter

communal clique in a position of near unassailable power; while aimed mainly at communist

subversion the operation of the security provisions built into the constitution in 1956 have had

a much wider sweep in containing the thoughts and action of non-Alliance groups in the

federation. Apart from its influence on the constitutional provisions themselves, the

Emergency was also a strong demonstration of the ultimate authority upon which the

constitution depended. The new state was born in violence and the years 1948-1957 were a

dramatic indication that Atliance elite ideology and dominance enshrined in, and protected by,

the constitution, had the strong backing of force. By 1957 the essentials of a Malayan

democratic state had been worked out but not without a strong continuing police action to

secure the stage for contending factions operating within the framework of the narrow

consensus embodied in the Merdeka constitution.

The operation of communalism as a factor serving to entrench Alliance elite rule in

Malaya and Malaysia also had apolitical as well as a constitutional aspect. The communal

divisions given overt expression in the constitution provided a strong basis for Alliance policy

which has been strongly racial in its approach to national development.

From the outset, then, of the new state national unity has been defined mainly in terms

of racial harmony - a racial harmony dependent upon the achievement and maintenance of a

suitable balance between the interest and welfare of the main ethnic groups. Economic

development has, therefore, as we will see in more detail below, been perceived as something

which has to operate in the first inst¿nce within, rather than across, communal divisions. It is

this notion of a balance of commwral interests which is central to the constitution. The idea of

a broad consensus resting primarily on a balance of ethnic interests is basically a continuation

of colonial constitutional thinking which by 1956 was firmly committed to a view of national

unity as resting on a central formula whereby there was a trade offbetween the major ethnic

groups: the Malays were to continue in positions of administrative and political power for

which they were being groomed by the British in the colonial period and in return the Chinese,

and to a lesser extent the lndians, were to continue to enjoy the economic advantage they had

acquired during the colonial period. However, while the constitution has embodies a national

balance of ethnic interest (the rights of each community are spelled out separateþ the realþ

in terms of the practical working of the constitution is very different as we shall see when we
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come to examine the wider social and political context below. The conception in the

constitution is a crude one - that of a balance between the interests and rights of monolithic

ethnic blocs in a way which does not make social distinctions within them. Historically it was

an arrangement entered into by and for the upper strata of the communal groups and,

notwithstanding generalizationto the contrary from this elite, took little account of the likely

fortunes of the lower ethnic stratas under the new constitution. In recent times, as we shall see

below, the Malaysian government has, while retaining the idea of a commr¡nal balance over

all, shifted the balance by seeking to drastically increase the share of the Malays in the wealth

ofthe country.

It might be argued that constitutional and political approaches aimed at prompting

racial harmony within the federation have, ironically, served to reinforce rather than diminish,

ethnic cleavage. Certainly the constitutional and political measures adopted by the dominant

groups on the peninsular - measures necessarily aimed at the containment of tension arising

from the existence of separate and stong communal identities - have served to institutionalize

communalism in a form deemed manageable by these dominant groups.

There may well have been mixed motivation involved in this process. The question to

ask here, since there is a decided advantage for communal elites in the continued division of

Malaysian society along racial lines in this way, is this: Has institutionalized communalism in

the independent state arisen solely as a method of coping with ethnic divisions inherited from

the colonial period or has there been an aspect of deliberate stratagem on the part of coalition

of manipulating communalism for their own ends? Have they, as perhaps the British before

them, aimed at a containable tension between the races as a method of staving off what is seen

as the greater evil of an inter-communal mass opposition to coalition elite privilege?

Certainly the notion is highly speculative and needs to be approached with caution.

It may well be that the answer to these questions lies not so much in the realm of crude

conspiracy but more in the understanding of how atacit awareness on the part of these elite

groups of a certain advantage on maintaining a grass roots separation of the races influenced

their thinking and behaviour in devising institutional methods for the containment of

communal tension. Certainly we need to be wary of any theory running along these lines;
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there is little direct evidence in the sources and it is in the natu¡e of the subject that such

evidence would be difFrcult to find.(2i) Still,'ü/hether a divide-and-rule strategy has been

involved or not we can say that the effect of British and coalition constitutional, political and

administrative approaches has been in the direction of minimizing the development of

potential inter-community class identity and solidarity at the lower levels of Malaysian society

while enabling a collaboration of mutual interest across the upper levels of the three

communities.

This state of affairs is implicit, at least, in many academic accotrnts of the functioning

of communalism on the peninsular. Consider, for example, Gullick's veiled observation to

this effect in looking back over his account of the way in which communalism was a dominant

factor in the Malaysian political system:

The foregoing description may illustrate how much the inherent conflicts of economic
and social interests wittrin thecommr¡nities a¡e shut into a communal and monolithic
opposition Reform when it comes is the fruit of inter-
cômmr¡ral ponse to social pressures. It is doubtful
whether it ieal needs of a õhanging society.(2E)

While there is, then, within the scholarship, a strong broad awareness of the

exploitative potential in communalism we are still a long way from a direct, thorough going,

definitive, understanding of how any such manipulation of ethnic divisions by political and

other elites may have been working in practice. Still, the field is not by any means a neglected

one and there are here and there scholarly studies which do address this exploitative aspect

directly and which t¿ke us some of the way towards a complete turderstanding of the

phenomenon. For example in a paper delivered to the third colloquium of the Malaysia

Society Wendy Smith argued that Japanese investors benefited in their exploitation of

Malaysian labotr from the way in which ethnicity obscures an awareness on the part of

workers of their class position. The last paragraph of her paper reads:

In Malaysia, as elsewhere, the Japanese investors benefit in that their class position is

27 Both S/ang and Milne and Mauzy refute t e view that the British deliberately pursued a

divide-and-ruleþotcy aimed at keeping the races apart for their own ends.

W*g, Malaysia, p.328.

Milne and Mauzy, Politics and Government in Malavsia,p.23,24.

28 Gullick, Malaysia, p.129
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The achievement of constitutional and political consensus as a basis for a

parliamentary political process or the Westminister model did not' then' come easily' It is

clear from the cowse of Independence poritics so far that the 1957 constitution has embodied

much less than a 
'nanimity 

of agreement between the major political groups on the basic rules

for organizing government in the country. Partly because of this the Malayan and Malaysian

political process has been, since 1957, inherently wrstable' In the main parliamentary

democracy has been held together by the existence of an inter elite communal consensus

coherent enough for the Alliance and National Front to field and sustain a govemment - a

capability reinforced by a heavy measure of actual and threatened coercion by dominant

interests holding in reign dissident communal and class interests threatening the consensus

from within and without the system. As we shalr see in sharper focus below the Achilles heel

of the youfìg democracy has been that, from the earliest days of lndependence government'

atthoughpartypolicieshavebeenframedinthen¿lmeofawidercrosssectionoftheMalayan

and Malaysian public those policies have in reality been primarily framed by and for a middle

anduppereliteandhaveonlysecondarilyservedtobenefitpeopleatthelowerlevelofthat

society. It was mainly in this sense that the independent state got off to a tenuous sta¡t in 1957

and has had to contend with a strong measure of insecr:rity ever since. while it has been able

to sustain rerative stability - relative to other countries in the region over a comparable period

oftime.ithasnonethelessexperiencedasustainedfragility-afragilitythathasbeenthe

evident cause of considerable nervousness and insecruity in the national leadership to the

present daY.

August, 1981
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Federal Partv Politics 1948-1980.

(1) The nature of this politics: a broad overview.

It was within the framework of the 1948 constitution and under the tutelage of colonial

authorities that the fledgling political parties emerging in the later colonial period began to

operate. These parties, reflecting the sectional class and ethnic interests of groups within

peninsular society in the first instance, were compelled by the new democratic constitution to

seek a broader electoral power base within society. From 1948, and with renewed impetus

with the elections int954 and 1955, Independence in 1957 and full elections in 1959, the

yotutg potitical parties worked at developing broader national and state policies to that end.

political parties worked towards the attainment of dependable electoral and parliamentary

majorities as the basic method of gaining and holding po\¡ier in the new state.

The necessity of obtaining a popular mandate at election time has meant that

Malaysian politics has been basically an exercise in elite manipulation of the popular will to

its own end. Milne and Mauzy describe the process in these terms:

[T]he political
their ability to
v/ithin the All

discuss a problem until a consensus c
accommodation was accomPanied bY
and to use "power of government and p

It might be thought that the widening of the ruling Alliance party into the National

Front might, by including politicians with a stronger grass roots appeal, have effectively

broadened the basis of govemment in popular democratic terms. Despite appearances however

the style of elitist consensus politics remained as strong as ever through the period to 1980 and

continues to be the case to the present day. The creation of the wider coalition has served as a

stratagem for constraining the need for government sensitivity to popular needs and desires

since former opposition parties, most notably PAS, have been confined to more arguing their

cause within the much n¿uro\¡r'er arena of the combined party room. It is in this way that a

significant portion of opposition was curbed by the restraints of party discipline and debates

on important public issues were distanced even further from the Malaysian populace. With the

30 Milne and Mauzy, Politics and Government, p. 131'
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departure of PAS from the National Front(see below in this chapter) it may be that a large

section of the peasanûry will regain an effective say in government with the resumption of

oppositionist policies and tactics by the party.

Clearly the holding of preliminary elections in the late colonial period,

lndependen ce in 1957, and then the hotding of subsequent elections, all signified major

changes to the political process on the peninsular. While the main economic bases of power

continued to be Malay peasant surplus in the north, and Matay peasant surplus together with

the surplus created by non-Malay labour in the extractive and rubber industries to the south of

the peninsular, the rules for acquiring and maintaining power on those bases had changed.

With Independence power now rested primarily with political parties operating within a

Westminster system of government. ln the NMS this meant that political power rested on the

control of peasant surplus achieved through the winning of electoral support largely from the

peasants themselves. To the south political power through control of surplus rested on the

winning of electoral support from a less racially homogeneous electorate. The porwer that had

been exercised by colonial elites according to the coercive top-down means provided for and

backed by the British colonial state was now, in theory at least, being exercised by a wider

range of groups and individuals (though still primarily by the local ethnic elite groups fostered

by the British) on a more popular basis through political parties operating within a democratic

constitutional framework. V/ithin the new lndependence political and constitutional structure

the old ascendancy - the Sultan and the aristocratic holders of power under the British - and

new emergent groups seeking power - rich peasants, western educated Malay administrators

and others - now competed with each other for electoral support. The essential source of, and

in the broad sense stated above, the rules for, attaining power were the same at both the

federal and state levels. At the state level elite political power in the NMS rested on the

control of surplus through the winning of peasant electoral support for influence in, and

preferably control of, state legislatures; at the same time old and new elites in the four states

sought a more extensive power on the basis of wider surplus control in the context of the

national economy and policy through NMS electoral support for influence within the national

parliament. Thus the situation was that supreme power was now sought through the party

5sl
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political process and, once achieved, was exercised through the instrumentality of the state

and national legislatures in Malaya and later Malaysia. Clearly, then, one way in which class

interests and tensions in the northern Malay state countyside, and the country as a whole,

could manifest themselves was in the state and federal electoral process.

(ii) The beginnings of partv politics and the emergence of PAS.

From the outset in atl this the British ensured that the parfy political contest was a one

sided one. Parties and orgarttzations that threatened, from a British point of view, to bring

about a radical restructuring of the colonial social order - an order they wanted to see continue

in their own economic and strategic interests and one which benefited their class allies within

the local Malayan population - were repressed in order to leave a clear field for pro-British

moderate forces.

Fr¡nston describes the way in which the organized radical Malay alternative was

developing and how it was squashed by the British very early in the post war pre-

Independence period.(3t) The first national organization of Malays established after the

Second World'War was the Malay Nationalist Party. (lvINP). This party drew on the more

radical strand of Malay nationalism absorbing elements from various pre-wæ radical Malay

organizations referred to in the chapter above.

It will be remembered that it was the Malayan Union question which focussed the

attention and development of Malay nationalist organizations in the immediate post war years.

Moderate Malay nationalist opposition to the union, as we have seen, was spearheaded by the

Malay Associations - the Persatuan Malayu; and on a broader front UMNO - quickly came, as

a result of manoeuwing between contending groups making common cause on the Union

issue, to operate as the united front of moderates opposed to Malayan Union. The radical

Malay opposition to Union came to be represented principalty by the Kesatuan Malayu Muda

(KMM), an organization operating within what Roffidentifies for the pre-war decades as a

third steam of Malay nationalism - an Islamic reformist steam (Kuam tvtu¿a) drawing

inspiration from the Middle East from around the turn of the nineteenth century. Until very

late in the pre-war period it was primarily religious in its orientation with, ¿tsi we have seen in

the case of the Kelantan and Trengganu risings, some rebellious political overtones as well. It

3 1 Funston, Mala)' Politics, pp.40,41.
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vras not, however, until this Islamic reformism merged with secular nationalism in the very

late pre-war period that it became overtly political'

Thus the MNP was the successor to KMM and gave parfy political expression to a more

radical and strongly religiously inspired Malay nationalism. It was the first national

organization of Malays to be established and was a foundation member of UMNO for the

d'ration of the cause of defeating Union before splitting from the umbrella organization to

pwsue separate goals of its own. Fwrston observes that while the ostensible reason for the

split was a dispute over the issue of the party flag the separation had its roots much more in

ideological differences between, and in the differing socio-economic backgrounds of the

leadership ol the two parties.(32) Funston firttrer observes that the differences between the

MNp and UMNO were in broad terms the same as those which existed between the

conservative Malay state associations and KMM:

... though both sides were stongly committed tothe creed gf V4fV nationalism,

UMNo's .o"r.*ãiirm contrastõcí *ittt MNP's advocacy of socialism.and its vehement

anti-colonidi;j-ñd UMl{o leaders were drawn from the aristocratic/bureaucratic elite

while their MNÉ counterparts were from a much lower class. (33)

Funston suggests that the MNP and its offshoots had, contrary to conventional wisdom,

a popular following with a membership which may have been similar to that of UMNO in the

late 1940s.(ro) It does appear, though more information is needed than Funston is able to give,

that it was at this time the MNP which was the party which was addressing popular class

concerns with UMNO more orient¿ted towards the elite. When the party and related like-

minded organizations were suppressed by the British there was no Malay pafty - no strong and

consolidated political organization of Malays - addressing popular class grievances arising

from the colonial experience and that it was into this vacuum that PAS eventually stepped'

Importantþ, the MNP had an Islamic wing and it was this group which was able to

32[bid.,p.39

33 lbid., pp.39,40.

34Ibid., p.40.
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engineer the institutionalization of Islamic Malay nationalism for the first time in a way which

was to lead to the formation of PAS. ln March 1947 atMNP sponsored conference in which

the Islamic wing of the party was particularly active gave birth to an organization called

Majlis Agama Tertinggi Sa-Malaya (Pan Malayan Supreme Religious Council) or MATA.

This organizationwas intended as an umbrella under which all Muslim associations and

individuals could unite. Funston indicates that it was the nature of the demands put forward

by MATA (its main initial aim was to wrest control of Islamic affairs from the secula.r state

and to place it frmly in the hand of Muslim religious bodies) which make it clear that 'this

was indeed the first institutionalization of the Islamic reformist stream in Malay

nationalism'.(35) Still, while MATA was not in itself a political party it soon gave rise to one;

at its fourth meeting in March 1948, anew political party called Hizbul Muslimin was formed

from the ranks of MATA.(36) Funston points out that this new party had close links with the

MNP, was the first political organizafion pursuing Malay-Islamic nationalism, and was a

direct forerunner to PAS.(37)

These groups were not, however, given the chance to consolidate their positions as the

British began to suppress them in the late nineteen forties with the onset of the Emergency. ln

1948 the a¡rest of Hizbul Muslimin leaders under Emergency Regulations bought the party's

activities to a standstill and in 1950 the MNP was ofFrcially banned. Prior to this - in 1947 -

the MNP's youth drg, Angkatan Pemuda Insof (literal meaning: Aware Youth Corps) or API,

had been banned. Other afflrliated individuals and organizations were suppressed at around

the sarne time. Funston remarks on the concern that the expansion of MATA þy 1947

branches had been established in every state) had caused UMNO and Dato Onn(Dato Onn, as

we have seen, had cautioned the British in1946 that'a strong youth movement with

Indonesian sympathies was gaining grourd among Kampong Malays')(38) Clearly the British

35 Ibid., p.88.

36 Ibid., p.90.'

37Ibid., p.91.

33 H.Q.B.M.A. (M) to S of S., Colonies 29 March,1946 CO 53711548
Correspondence in the form of a telegram.
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were taking the phenomenon of organtzedradical Islamic reformism very seriously. 'Whether

these organizations were at that stage a real threat to the British establishment and their

moderate Malay allies or not it does seem clear that the British thought there was a potential

for these organtzations to rally substantial popular support for the anti-Union cause and, more

to the point, for the creation of an independent Malaya organized along radically alternative

lines inimical with continuing British interests on the peninsular.

According to Funston when the MNP and affiliated orgaruzations were suppressed

members of these organrzations initially went in different directions: some joined the

Commr¡nist Party in direct challenge to the system, some continued their struggle through the

medium of literature, while still others in larger numbers joined forces with UMNO.('9) In the

early nineteen fifties some of these remnants were able to combine under the banner of PAS

when the party was formed and consolidated from early in the decade and to begin mounting a

challenge to the UMNO ascendancy. The trigger for this process, implies Funston, was the

coincidence in time of the suppression of the MNP and related organizations with a decision

on the part of UMNO to present itself as a party suitable to lead Malaya into independence in

part by accommodating non-Malays with a more liberal set of citizenship and party

membership provisions.(ao)

It \¡/ill be remembered that the rights of non-Malays had been a sensitive issue during the

Malayan Union conflict; it remained an emotive issue in the years following that contest and

became the focus for anti-UMNO activity both within and outside the organization. Those

outside the organization opposed to the decisions came together to form the-Peninsular

The identity of the youth movement is not specified in the correspondence.but it
seems likeþ that ithad some connection with the KMM and related orgaliÍations.
It may be tliat Onn was referring to one or both of the API and the Estate Youth
Corpi of Kedah. See my refereñce to this correspondence in the chapter above.

39Ibid., pp.40,41.

40lbid., p.41.
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Malays Union (persatuan tvt¿ayu SemenanlonÐ. After a promising start the Union lost

support when it initially rejected independence as an immediate goal, and, while it did later

adopt a more radical stance, it was not able to regain the momentum lost over its early stance

on independence. Still, it was able to maintain an active if relatively low key role in defence

of Malay rights up to 1965, the year in which it was accused of supporting Indonesian

'confrontation' with Malaysia and banned.

It was, however, a break away of affrliated religious sections from UMNO in 1951

which served as the nucleus for the much stronger challenge to the organization in defence of

Malay rights. It was this group which established itself as PAS. In February, 1950, UMNO

sponsored a national meeting and this formed itself into a body - the Persatuan Ulama - ulama

Sa Mala],a (literally, the Pan Malayan Union of the Religiously Learned) - to exist within

UMNO. At the final meeting of this body in Kuala Lumpur in August 1951, the decision to

form an independent political party was taken; The Persatuan Islam Sa Mala]¡ (literally, Pan

Malayan Islamic Union, commonly translated as the Pan Malayan Islamic Party and known by

the acronyms PMIP or PAS) was formally proclaimed at Butterworth, Penang, on November

24,1951.(1)

The precise reasons for this break away formation of PAS remain unclear. Funston

observes that it is probably that the move was inspired by a perceived need for a centralized

unity of Islamic affairs and administration in order to achieve desired reforms - a process

which, it was felt, could not be achieved within UMNO since it \ryas a party insuffrciently

guided by the holy texts, the Koran and Hadith and which could only be achieved through the

formation of a separate and strictly Islamic party.Ct) Funston fi¡rttrer suggests that this break

away \ilas initially inspired in important part, but not solely, by an adverse reaction to the non-

Malay rights decisions of UMNO.(43)

41 lbid., p.93. The party refened to by me as PAS throughout. See my
explanation of the reasons for this in this chapter above.

42[bid.,p.93.

43 Funston bases his interpretation of the reasons for the break away somewhat
tenuously
publicatio
party. IIe
reasorung
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Still, while on Ftrnston's account, PAS was formed initially out of a general concern for

a more effective political and administrative Islamic organrzation - for a more tightly

organtzed stricter Islamic approach to the running of the country, and the more specific issue

of non-Malay rights - it is clear that by the later nineteen fifties the focus of the new party had

widened out into a sust¿ined challenge to UMNO on a much broader policy front. While the

party initially had little effect in the wider political arena it was able to consolidate its position

and unite many of the anti-UMNO groups into an effective Malay opposition force in the later

years of the decade of its formation. It went, within the decade, from apafty which was, at its

inception, not much more than an Islamic welfare organization with no political goals to a

party with well defined wide social objectives carrying considerable popular appeal.(aa) It was

apafi led by Islamic reformists with backgrounds in the MNP and Hizbul Muslimin and

which drew inspiration not only from these two preceding parties but the KMM before them

and from an amorphous spirit and approach of Malay reformist Islamic radicalism which had

been developing from early in the century and which swfaced briefly in l915 and 1929 during

the Kelantan and Trengganu risings.

What \À/e can see from all this, then, in very broad terms, is the way in which PAS

emerged as a manifestation of the more advanced later development of an Islamic reformist

stream of Malay nationalism - a stream which is a clearly discemible presence on the

peninsular from early in the century but which remained in the backgror:nd as a lesser force

until, ironically, it was able to merge with a stronger secular nationalist drive in the early post

war period and in so doing emerge as a strong independent force in its own right. From the

days when its exponents were a disaffected section ofthe Malay elite unable to reach an

ng policy towards non-Malays and its
tlie article - statements paraphrased

oran and Hadith
edient changes of

policy from time to time.'

Ibid., p.93.

44 Funston comments on the limited frmction of the party at its inception.

Ibid., p.94.
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accommodation with the British establishment, at odds with not only British colonial authority

but the accommodated Malay elite as well, it appears that it was unable to sustain a mass

following in its own right in any instituti onalized sense until the formation of PAS. Still, it

does seem that it was able to achieve a localized popular following in Kelantan in 1915 and

Trengganu in 1929 and it seems plausible to hypothesize that the later popularity of the MNP

and PAS owed something to these experiences though it is a linkage which at present remains

largely unexplored.

What is clear in general terms is that the development of Islamic reformism throughout

the decades of this century had its roots in the changing nature of social relations resulting

from the colonial experience on the peninsular. That is to say, on the longer historical

perspective we can see in very general terms the way in which the radical Islamic stream was

in large part an alternative response on the part of section of the Malay elite which felt itself

more threatened and alienated from the new colonial social structures. We can see how,

whereas most of the Malay elite was able, reluctantly, to accommodate itself with new

positions of lesser material well being and diminished prestige within a steadily encroaching

British apparatus of state another section of that elite was unable to do so, or rurable to do so

to the same extent, and felt itself from the early decades of this century to be marginalized. It

was this latter group which was inspired by Islamic reformism and which looked for solutions

on that perspective - a perspective which, in its secular thinking and approach, and unlike that

of the moderate Malay elite, sought a much more radical social restructuring. While there has

clearly been a strong and dominant religious motivation attached to this radical elite resistance

it is important to stress, without being too reductionist, that whereas the purity of the Islamic

faith does seem to have been a separate concern in itsell that stricter Islam, in ways yet to be

fully and clearly defined, was also the vehicle for the conceptualization of the secular, material

grievances of this disaffected elite.

There is some evidence, too, as we have seen, that Islamic reformists, or at least

individuals broadly aligned with this stream, were starting to address peasant grievances in the

early decades of the century. Further forwa¡d in time to the appeal of the KMM during the

Malayan Union conflict and the picture is less clear in the soruces. Still, it remains a plausible

hypothesis that Islamic reformism was starting to address the concerns of a peasanfiy reacting

to new forms of surplus extraction continuously if unevenly throughout the decades leading up
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to the formation of PAS. We can speculate that, whereas such appeals struck a responsive

chord among the peasantry from time to time eliciting an overt response of one kind or

another, such overt responses were short lived and localized, surfacing from time to time as

with the two risings and less obvious (perhaps because it has been obscwed by larger events

as with the Malayan Union conflict where the grievances and activities of Malay civil servants

seem to have been paramount) at other times. It may well be that Islamic reformism was

starting to elicit some measure of sust¿ined sympathy among the peasantry from early in this

century - a sympathy which was activated into overt action periodically as in 1915 and 1929 in

the two states but which was largely latent in this popular sense perhaps until the time of the

KMM and the Union conflict but othenvise until the emergence of PAS as a strong force with

popular appeal in the later nineteen fifties. We can surmise, then, that in this way a

psychological predisposition at the grass roots level to incline in the direction of a politicized

Islamic reformism in the nineteen fifties was developing over a longer period of time: that

Islamic reformists were able to tap into this pre-existing pool of sympathy held by significant

numbers within the peasantry in the late fifties to build an active sustained peasant support for

their cause now that the mechanisms - the constitutional and political mechanisms - enabling

this were in place.

Thus, whatever the precise degree of more limited response earlier radical Islamic

organizatíons may have elicited from the peasantry it is clear from current scholarship that it

was not until PAS was well underway that there was an unequivocal, strong and sustained

radical appeal to the Malay peasanûry on the peninsular. While such a radical political

awakening seems a comparatively recent phenomenon seen against the earlier peasant

political awakening elsewhere in the wider South East Asian context we can be sure, as

Kessler and others have indicated, that it was based on long standing social tensions at the

level of the productive base on the peninsular. lndeed, it is fair to ask whether this

politicization of the Malay peasanûry was as late as we currently think it was: if indeed there

w¿Ìs, ¿rs the conventional wisdom assumes with limited substantiation, a genuine mass reaction

(i.e. a reaction substantially involving the Malay peasanûry and not confined mainly to an

emergent Malay administrative elite) against Malayan Union, perhaps the KMM was able to a
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degree, behind the scenes, to appeal to the class grievances ofthe peasan@ in relation to the

Union issue in ways not crurently understood by the scholarship. Certainly there is a need to

examine more closely the organizational antecedents of the belated popular radical political

awakening that came with the formation and operation of PAS in the Malayan and Malaysian

political scene. We need to understand, for example, the practical, inspirational, ideological

tink that must have been there between the social objectives of say the KMM and the MNP

and the social policies of PAS once these had been formed in the years following the setting

up of the party. ln order to understand this longer term continuity we need to know in some

detail what this earlier reformist leadership was saying to the peasantry and what their

response was; and for that matter, as we shall see below, we need a more precise

understanding of how PAS was making its appeal to its peasant supporters.

ln sum, then, what is clear in broad outline if not in detail from the record over the

longer period of time - from the time of the Kelantan Rising through to the functioning of

PAS to 1980 and beyond - is the way in which the Islamic reformist stream of Malay

nationalism identified by Roffhas been both a response to, and a factor helping to shape,

changing social relations on the peninsular as the old society gave \May to the new. What can

also be seen across this longer period of time is that this seems to have been a stronger

phenomenon in the northern states on the peninsular. It is this stronger impact of this kind of

politicized Islam that has, more than any other single social influence, lent a distinctive

character to the nature of lndependence politics in the four states and which has consequentþ

had such a stong impact on Malayan and Malaysian politics and society, as a whole.

(iii) The early UMNO ascendancy.

Means argues that of key importance to UMNO in the manipulation of mass electoral

support has been the role of a traditional top and middle strata of state and local fi¡nctionaries

in mobilizing the electoral support of the peasantry at the village level.(4s) Means points out

that UMNO was able to make use of the existing structwe of power and authority in Malay

society down to the village level by placing itself at the head of that structure.(46) According

45 Means, Malaysian Politics, P.21.

46Ibid.
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to Means, 'the power struchre of Malay society, from the Malay Rulers down to the kampong

headman, was relied upon for the political mobilization of the Malay masses'. 'In most

instances', he says, 'LJMNO merely incorporated the existing Malay political and

administrative offrce-holders into the party, thus capitalizing on a political communication

and authority system aheady in existence'.(47) Means believes that mass Malay support for

UMNO was possible in this way because of the 'common Malays loyalty to their Sultans and

the aristocracy associated with the court circle'.(48) tWhile this gives us a good general idea of

the UMNO modus operandi in mobilizing electoral support, and while it is true that the

organization retained, on the whole, majority support from the peasantry in this way, we do

need to look a little more closely at the way in which this traditional loyalty operated on the

peninsular generally. Clearly, as we have seen, UMNO did not have the field to itself on the

basis of traditional loyalty in appealing for the Malay vote. The fact that, from 1959 onwards,

a considerable number of peasants switched their allegiance from UMNO to PAS, and the fact

that there was as we shall see, oscillating Malay peasant support between the two parties,

raises questions about the way in which such loyalty was operating on the peninsular in the

post war period. Means' perception does seem to be that of a very structured Malay society

and policy and this assumption of loyalty on the part of the Malay peasantry does need some

qualification along the lines discussed in my chapters above. While such loyalty of a kind did

exist it had a coercive aspect and was not universally unquestioning in its nature. Clearly the

potential for a division within the peasanûry in which some remained'loyal'to the

conservative traditional leadership and social structures while others did not existed on the

peninsular from the early decades in this century as we have seen. Thus, as we shall see

below, the successes of PAS from 1959 show that the loyalty of the Malay populace to their

traditional leaders was not all that it previously seemed to be. UMNO may have relied on its

ability to elicit grass roots support by traditional means but clearly, from 1959 onwards,

modern colonial influences were having strong effect, the division between loyalist and non-

47 rbid.

48Ibid.
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loyalist peasantry was no longer marginal, and the unquestioning loyalty of the Malay masses

even in appearance could no longer be relied upon.

UMNO's overhues to the masses were not made only through the traditional power

structure. New elites figrued as well in the calculations of top UMNO officials to win popular

support. Of particular importance at the kampone level in this process \¡/as a group of rich

peasants - land owning peasants - who would, it was hoped, in return for party paûonage,

support UMNO in their own right and assist in inveigling or coercingrazyat over whom they

had power and influence into supporting the party as well.(ae)

UMNO versus PAS

As we have seen the conservative UMNO elite was, through the popular mandate it

achieved in the 1955 elections, placed in a very strong position of predominance in the

embryonic Malayan state. In that election the Alliance, with UMNO as the major component

pafi,won 5l of the 52 seats to be filled by that election.(50) The remaining seat went to a

PAS candidate. In addition the Alliance \¡/as able to corurt on 19 additional votes from non-

elected members to bring them to a position of unassailable power in what was very nearly a

one party legislature.(5t) Operating as it was on a multi-racial consensus platform UMNO was

not able to address itself to Malay aspirations in the political process exclusively and did not,

where it was addressing purely Malay concerns, apply itself to the material needs of the vast

majority of rural Malays to any great extent. The Alliance in its appeal for votes, focussed

then on cross communal issues relating directþ to Independence and the kind of Malay state

49 Kessler comments on UMNO's hopes that the Kelantaneseraa:tat landlords
would attract the votes of their clients and poorer peasants in support of the paÉy

Kessler, Islam and Politics , pp.l64, 165.

50 The strength of UMNO \ /ithin the Altiance can be gauged from the fact that rn

the 1955 eleõtions UMNO had just over twice the reprèsentation on the Alliance
ticket as the MCA, the next most influential party in the coalition.

Means, Malaysian Politics, p.212.

51 Means comments on the votes of the additional 19 members.

Means, Malaysian Politics, p.167 .

As indicated above the federal and state legislattues were not fully elected until
1959.
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that would emerge in the imminent Independence period under Alliance leadership. While

Malay constitutional rights were guaranteed and economic security was promised for the

Chinese business community the major tl¡rust of Alliance electioneering aimed at establishing

in the mind of voters an impression of the coalition as an effective opponent of colonialism

capable of ruling a harmonious multiracial society. ln the 1955 contest for power the social

base of PAS was too ambiguous and too divided for it to succeed.(s2) ln general it can be said

that in that election the embryonic political parties had not at that stage established a cleat

relation with identifiable sections of the electorate and, in that sense, the election was

something less than a frrlly-fledged reflection of economic-based tensions within Malayan

society.

The 1959 elections saw the strong emergence of PAS as a threat to Alliance rule. In the

state elections of that year control of the Kelantan and Trengganu went to the radical Islamic

party. In Kelantan the party ret¿ined control of the state for more than a decade- In the federal

elections held later in the year PAS won 13 out of the 14 parliamentary seats in Trengganu

and Kelantan and came close to winning the federal electoral contest in one district in Kedah

and trvo districts in Perak. ln the 1969 elections strong support for PAS spread to Kedah and

perlis as well. Throughout the decade, then, this PAS electoral success, while not enough to

oust the UMNO from its position of ascendancy at the national level through domination of

the Alliance, did strongly threaten that ascendancy.

PAS and the NF.

That threat was lessened for a period when PAS merged \¡rith the Alliance and other

parties to form the Barisan Nasional or National Front (NF). This development arose out of

the traumatic race riots of 1969 and the period of the National Operations Council (NOC), an

emergency body composed of leading political figwes, members of the civil service and

security forces and which was aimed at co-ordinating'the work of the civil administration,

military and police in an all-out effort to restore peace''(53)

52 Kessler, Islam and Politics, pp.109, 110-

53 Funston quoting a newspaper source
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These riots (dealt with in more detail below) were seen as a severe threat to social and

political stability in Malaysia. In part the riots seem to have been inspired by the heated and

strongly commtmal atrnosphere of the 1969 general election. The election results seemed to

suggest that the compromise represented by the Alliance was dramatically losing its appeal.

UMNO, with its moderate and compromising communal approach, lost votes to PAS with its

radical and strongly communal appeal. Likewise the MCA lost votes to the Democratic

Action Party (DAP) and the Gerakan Ralc.vat Malayasia (Malaysia People's Movement).

Butcher observes that the latter two parties, while claiming to be non-racial, were made up of

members who were almost entirely non-Malay and had policies during the election campaign

þarticularly the DAP) which appealed mainly to non-Malay voters.sa In general the Alliance

lost ground significantly winning only 66 out of I l4 seats or 48.5 per cent of the overall vote

and felt itself denuded of support and insecwe as the leading party political force in Malaysian

politics. These gains by parties with a strong commwtal orientation clearly contributed to a

feeling of communal instabilþ - an instability which erupted into the race riots later in that

year. Funston observes that there was arealfear among Malays that non-Malays were about

to take over in the country.55

It was an aünosphere which had a strong echo of the intense communal feeling that had

charucteized the Malayan Union conflict. There was a feeling on the part of Malay political

leaders that a widespread Malay anger over infringements of their rights had spilled over

beyond bounds containable by UMNO and PAS in their respective constituencies on their

existing approaches and that what was needed was a united front and a new approach.(56)

It was against this background that UMNO and PAS began to co-operate with one

another. It was a move prompted mainly by the mutual need to present a conìmon front as a

Funston, Malaysian Politics, p.2I2.

t4 John ersies in Accor¡nts of the Riots",
paper give Malaysia Society Third Colloquium,
University

ss Funston, Malay Politics,p.294.

56 Funston comments that the riots made it clear that
to passively allow UMNO to gawd their rights, or to
in ihe form of a vote for PAS.'

Funston, Malay Politics, p.225

Malays '\ /ere not prePared
exercise their protest merelY
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strategic measure in the tmstable aftermath of the riots and one facilitated by a mutual

ideological shift in the direction of each others positions and which, on the PAS side, was

made easier by a change in the class interests of the party leaderships (at the same time these

shifts tended to undermine the cohesiveness of PAS's position in the NF as we shall see

below.)(57)

This new co-operation led in the direction of a formal allia¡rce of UMNO and PAS under

the banner of a widened coalition - the Barisan Nasional or National Front (NF). Apart from

the common need for an effective strategy to enswe the social stability that was a prerequisite

for the political system to work UMNO, PAS and other parties involved no doubt had an eye

on advantages that would accrue to themselves from such a united front.(s8) In so moving in

this direction IIMNO perhaps saw the chance to recover Malay votes formerly lost to PAS.

With the ideological gaps between the two parties narrowing and with ttre inevitable

constraints that were placed on PAS in conforming with a common frontal approach to

government UMNO may have reasoned that, provided it did not alienate existing support in

other directions - moderate Malay support and support in the other communities - that it

57 The shift in class interest is described by Funston and dealt with more fully in
this chapter below where I summarize the fortunes of PAS in the 1969-1980
period.

Ibid.,p.246.

58 At this point in time we lack a precise - a definitive - understanding of these

motives. Something for the historiès of the future. Funston comments on them in
general and - He comments that for UMNO 'there

was a gteat
coqjectures
entered the

"árt. 
fiottt.r doubt that we can accept this aim on face value by pointing out that

'it was never clearly explained whyloalition was the only way' or thç mos!
Fr¡nston comments suggest that, whatever

and probably an increased flow of funds t
ilttfis,ttte to"tg.t appeared, :rr-t977 when Funston was writing, to be spelling 'an

end'to the party's popular support.

Ibid., pp.251,252.
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would on balance stop the drift of votes tending to undermine its dominance.lse¡ The moves

towards the wider coalition coincided with the initiation of the New Economic Policy

(discussed more fully in this chapter below) and UMNO may well have felt that there was

every chance that, in being identified as prime mover in a now populist government, or at least

one which more determinedly sought to redress grass roots imbalances between the

communities and which more particularly sought to more strongly address the issue of Malay

rights and the need to eradicate Malay poverty, that it would draw new, and especially Malay,

votes to itself; and that in the negative it would pick up votes lost to a now constrained and

seemingly moderate or less radical PAS.(6) For its part PAS must have had a reciprocal hope

of expanding its constituency by drawing in marginal moderate votes as well as those from

existing radically inclined supporters. PAS, too, had to balance its appeal between radical and

moderate demands from the electorate and from within its membership. It wr¡s an extremely

difFrcult balance to maintain as we shall see.

But it was above all else the shock of May 13 which drove the parties together in an

urgent accord to ensure social and political stability. Accordingly, the new cooperation

between UMNO and PAS which began in 1969 became a formal coalition in January, 1973,

and then a formal cooperation between the two parties as part of a nine party member National

Front(NF).ft) fn National Front was formally registered on June 1,1974.

59 The need to balance interests in this way has
coalition politics throughout the period of its ex tion
fi¡rther fo^nrrard in time-(the late i970s) Gullick of the
UMNO leadership to balance the appeal of the party between its-supporters on.the
one hand and supþorters from otheièommunitiés within the coalition on the other
hand:

'The the Prime Minister, have a

simi driving the Chinese electorate
into wn suPPorters'.

Gullick, Malaysia, p.134.

60 The new approach to Malay poverty is discussed below in this chapter in the

section on the New Economic Policy.

6l Those parties were: former Alliance members, PAS, Gerak¿n,.thc People's

Progressive Party(PPP), the Sarawak United People's Party(SUPP), Pafti Pesaka

Bumiputra Bersatu and the Sabah Alliance.

Funston, Malay Politics, p.234.
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Clearly, though, this narowing of the ideological differences and differences in

approach ca:ried dangers for both UMNO and PAS and these became disconcertingly

apparent during the years of the PAS involvement in the coalition. For PAS, as we shall see a

little more fully below, the compromise sat extremely uncomfortably with some within the

party and the tension between these dissidents and the top party leaders whose will initially

prevailed in the ne\ry accommodation greatly weakened the internal coherence of the parfy; it

was a tension fuelled by a perception within PAS that some within their leadership were

inclining in the direction of decadence and comrption - that there was a tendency within this

leadership in the direction of the development of a new and alien class interest and that as a

result of all this, PAS was abandoning the interests of its grass roots supporters. This lack of

coherence, and the perceived lack of appeal among potential supporters among other factors

saw PAS separating from the NF late n 1977 and doing extremely badly in independently

contesting the general election in the following year.

After the election it continued its oppositionist stance in relation to UMNO and the other

parties in the coalition and it continues in this stance to the present day. Clearly, then, radical

Islam has exerted in varying degree across the period, a strong political influence in Malaya

on an electoral base located mainly in the north of the peninsular. It has done so on an

electoral platform which is more strongly Malay nationalist, more religious and much more

strongly and overtly communal than that of the UMNO. V/ithin the period the partial and

uneven success of the PAS challenge to the UMNO's monopoly of the Malay vote led to a

strong anxiety within the conservative Malay elite that the radical Islamic party was

r:ndermining the position of UMNO as the leading party of the Malay community. It seems

likely that this has in part had a secondary consequence in exacerbating tension between

govemment coalition parürers. Although definitive evidence is not easily accessible for the

period it seems inevitable that the UMNO response to the PAS challenge created a risk of

UMNO aggravating intra-Alliance and later National Front tensions in a way tending to

threaten the internal cohesion of the coalition and therefore the effectiveness of national

government overall. UMNO was confronted with a dilemma posed by the need to design and

promote policies that would enable it to maintain its appeal to the Malay electorate against a
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radical Islamic challenge while at the same time avoiding any alienation of the non-Malay

ethnic vote essential to ttre continued survival of the coalition. To some lxtent, then, the

radical Islamic electoral challenge tended to deflect UMNO policies away from the interests

of the inter-communal government elite. Since the early 1970s it seems likely that it has been

in part the need to encourage PAS voters to switch their allegiance back to UMNO that has

motivated UMNO to be primarily instrumental in the framing and implementation of policies

aimed at increasing the welfare of ordinary Malays while at the same time avoiding any

sacrificing of existing coalition support. Thus, as I suggest in more detail below, the UMNO

led Malaysian government has throughout the 1970s been prompted to a considerable degree

by the altemative Islamic political challenge to accept a delicate and difhcult balance whereby

it seeks to increase the Malay share in the economy without causing a disintegrative

displacement of local National Front elites and their western capitalist participant

collaborators from their long standing position of dominance in the running of the national

economy. It has been perhaps at the point where the Chinese entrepreneurial elite feels itself

losing its share of the economy to the Malays that this balance is a present at it most

sensitive.(62)

Having the radical Islamic party in power at the state level has also created problems for

the national govenrment of a more practical administrative nature; PAS with its markedly

different approach to government in those states it controlled has been an iritant to national

government by thwarting the implernentation of federal government policies on a national

scale. UMNO dominated Alliance government at the centre and adopted the practice of

restricting finance to PAS held states with a view of pressuring these states into bending in the

direction of national government policy and with a view to persuading voters in these states

that it was in their best interest to vote for the UMNO in upcoming elections.

Fr¡nston casts the tension in dramatic terms pointing out that'the Malayan federal

system underwent a substantive change in 1959 when PAS was elected to power in the states

of Kelantan and Trengganu in 1959'. He further indicates that the tension between the centre

and periphery following this election victory was primarily focussed on tension between

62 Certatrúy private discussions I had with entrepreneurial Chinesg |aalaysians on
separate ocóásions in the 1970s (and 1980s) stroñgly suggest that this was the

case.
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UMNO and PAS. According to Funston there was a forewarning of such tension between the

two parties and the withholding strategy to be adopted by UMNO when Tun Razak, then

Deputy Prime Minister, warned during the 1959 election campaign that a future Alliance

national government would reduce the priority for assistance for state governments not

cooperating with it. Despite the warnings PAS pursued an independent policy at the state

level pressing on with the implementation of land schemes and the building of a bridge in

Kelantan against the wishes of the national govemment.(63)

Gullick, too, indicates the strong dislocation felt bythe UMNO dominated Alliance

government with the election of PAS govemments in Kelantan and Trengganu in 1959.

Notwithstanding the way the federal system \Mas supposed to work in theory - the constitution

made allowance for differing parties at the state and federal level - in practice the Alliance

relied heavily on keeping control of state governments in their hands 'to avoid party conflict

between the federal and state regimes'ø The 1959 election results meant that there was 'a

state of deadlock in which the federal government demonstrated its strength by cutting offthe

flow of public money to finance development in any states over which it had no control.'(ós)

Gullick also makes the point that notwithstanding this purse string pressure being applied to

Kelantan by the Alliance national government PAS managed to maintain its hold on the state

untit 1978 when internal parfy divisions and the increased strength of UMNO as a party

caused PAS to lose power in the state.(óó)

63 Fr¡nston, Malay Politics, p.56.

Kessler makes a similar point in observing that within the same period-the PAS
adminisfation in Kelantan was able, in a situation where the state had been
prevented from opening a federally firnded land scheme, to use the control of land
^given 

the states by the ñational constitution to implement its own land
development scheme.

Kessler, Islam and Politics, p.168.

64 Gullick, Malavsia, p.120

65 lbid.

66lbid., p.l2l.
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The success of PAS in 1959 and in the decades following has appeared as a surprising

phenomenon not easily explainable in terms of the conventional interpretations of Malay

political behaviour. In 1959 UMNO had sought to hold po\¡/er on the basis of the votes of the

numerically preponderant Matay population and had expected to be wholly successful. As

UMNO guaranteed Malay constitutional rights, had spearheaded the moves of the local

Malayan population towards Independence, and had been overwhelmingly successful in the

1955 elections, it had seemed likely to enjoy a renewed mandate in the 1959 elections. The

success of PAS in that year, then, appeared as a marked alteration in the political behaviour of

the Malays. The questions posed by these developments in this: How do we account for PAS

successes and failures in this period? Conventional explanations have sought to interpret PAS

success in terms of northeastern Malay religiosity, parochialism and backwardness. PAS was

seen as representing an aberrant stand of Malay nationalism drawing upon the ignorance and

superstition of the Malay electorate in areas of the peninsular less in touch with modern

influences.(ut) The question of PAS success and failwe does, however, need to be seen on a

wider and deeper perspective if we are to fully understand the phenomenon. \What we need to

rxrderstand is how the economic, social and political circumstances of the peasanÛry in the

NMS, and the Islamic ideology shaping their perception of those circumstances, gave rise to

the shifts in electoral support towards and away from a radical Islamic party throughout the

period.

Kessler has gone a long way towards providing us with an answer to this question.(68)

For further accounts of the tension be

cooperation at the periphery).

Bedlington, Malaysia and Singapore , pp.l42' 143.

Means, Malaysian Politics, pp.4l3, 414.

67 Kessler summarizes this kind of approach.

Kessler, Islam and Politics, pp.32'35.

68 Kessler,Islam and Politics, passim.
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Kessler has sought to explain to success of PAS in Kelantan in the period 1959-1969 both in

terms of the objective condition of the peasantry and elite in Kelantan as it had come to be as

a result of colonial influences and in terms of the subjective ideological appeal of Islam as a

force shaping peasant and elite perception of those objective circumstances. Kessler sees

Islam as a vehicle for the articulation of class tensions in the Kelantanese countryside.

Rejecting the notions that the success of PAS can be explained in terms of the backwardness,

ignorance and parochialism of a large section of the Malay electorate Kessler argues that, in

Kelantan, the success of PAS in the tg5g-1969 decade was an expression of class tensions in

the state - tensions which had colonial origins. Summing up the way in which a situation had

developed in which pAS (the PMIP) was able to appeal to class interests in Kelantan, Kessler

says:

ln towns
antagoni
because
more clearly evident. Class thus exerts a
and in Kelairtan the conflict of class inter

m Sino-Malay political antagonism was only

Kessler argues, then, for a two dimensional class conflict with different sections of the

Malay elite pitted against one another and the Malay elite as a whole, but particularly the

UMNO elite, as contending with the peasantry. As we have seen from Kessler in chapter 3

above the peasantry were coming wrder increasing pressure as colonial elites found nerw ways

of siphoning offpeasant productive wealth in support of the expanding colonial state economy

and colonial state superstructure; and it is clear from Kessler's accor¡nt that at the same time

old and new elites were competing for conÍol of peasant surplus in the altering colonial

circumstances in the state in the nineteenth and earlier twentieth centuries.

Against this background Kessler sees the leadership of PAS as an expression of an intra-

69 Kessler, Islam and Politics,pp.240-241.

NB Kessler uses the acronym PMIP to denote the radical Islamic party thought his

discussion.
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Malay elite conflict between a conservative and less religious PAS leadership and a radical

reformist Islamic PAS leadership.(to) 'Whereas the UMNO leadership was comprised of

English educated Malay administrators and Malay land owners that of PAS was made up of

aspiring administrators educated in the Malay vemacular and in Islamic educational

institutions, some land owners and Malays belonging to the wban parly bourgeoisie.

Generally speaking, then, PAS was dominated by a disaffected middle elite seeking the power

and influence not available to them through the UMNO. Kessler points out that PAS was

made up of Malays who were denied positions of party and govemment influence by an

UMNO which admitted onty English educated membership to such positions.(71; PAS was

thus strongly influenced by an Islamic intelligentsia educated in the vernacular who sought

party political positions of influence and positions of state government executive power in a

PAS controlled Kelantan administration: and, in the event of the PAS \¡¡inning suffrcient

influence at the national level, influential positions within the national bureaucracy as well.

Thus the peasantry had no membership at the top level of PAS. Although PAS did assist the

peasantry with their problems party leadership was not primarily concemed with agrarian

questions and the peasants were perceived mainly as an electoral means to the attainment of

political po\¡¡er. Certainly many PAS leaders originated in the rural sphere but their basic

interests lay elsewhere as they sought to put their Islamic education to use in the practice of

party political and administrative influence and power. Although the number of large

landowners in PAS was small in comparison with the number in the UMNO PAS did enjoy,

in its hey day in offrce in Kelantan, the support of a significant number of rich peasants.

Clearly, then, from Kessler's account we can see that while both the UMNO and PAS elites

sought control of peasant labour for their ends through the electoral process it was the PAS

70 The discussion which follows on the composition and motivation of PAS
functiona¡ies is based primarily on Chapter 9 of Kessler's book.

Kessler, Islam and Politics, Chapter 9 'Land, Peasants, and Pa¡ties', pp.l61-182.

See also Gullick's excellent brief description of the UMNO and PAS leadership
running along similar lines to Kessler.

Gullick, Malaysiq pp.l26-127 .

71 Kessler, Islam and Politics, p.l7l.
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elite that was less removed in sympathy from the bulk of the peasantry.

Funston develops on Kessler's point that PAS functionaries were able to mobilize

support by addressing the worldly concerns of Islamic followers and encouraging them to take

a firm stand on these.(72) According to Funston they were assisted in this approach by being

seen ¿ìs sincere, self sacrificing and unpretentious in their dealings with their followers - that

their appeal rested on a perceived genuine affrnity with the peasanûy.(tt) Th" degree of such

an affinity may have been more apparent than real during the period of the PAS ascendance in

Kelantan and both Kessler and Funston view it with a realistic eye. Whatever the real level of

sincerity involved it was convincing enough in the shorter term to help secure the support

needed. It was, however, as Funston points out and as we shall see below, a perceived

afFrnity, which did not last.

The relationship between peasant and party political leadership in Kelantan was much

more based on a convergence rather than an identity of interest between the two groups: there

was a much stronger convergence of interest between the PAS leadership and the bulk of the

peasantry than was the case between the UMNO leadership and the same peasanûry. Both

UMNO and PAS have always been vulnerable in that there has been some overlapping of the

elites guiding the two parties with the division between them a fluid one.(74) Both parties

have had some appeal to land owning Malays as \üe have seen with UMNO exercising the

stronger appeal to this group. It was, according to Kessler, internal divisions within PAS and

most notably the defection to UMNO of the rich peasant landlord group in the latter part of

the 1959-1969 decade that weakened the influence of PAS in Kelantan. UNMO hoped that

these defecting rich peasants would bring back their clients and poorer peasants to support of

72 Funston, Malay Politics, p.198.

73 lbid.

74'Elite'generally in the sense defined above: a traditional upper, and a new
middle, mânly English, educated elite in the case of UMNO; a traditional, and a
new, mainly vernacular, educated elite in the case of PAS. The landlord group
referred to in the text seems to have been a shifting component within this broad
categorisation.
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their party.(7s) These hopes, however, proved to be ill-founded and the Kelantanese peasantry

remained generally unimpressed with the overhres of UMNO in seeking their allegiance.(76)

Much more than UMNO, PAS has been able to give expression to the basic economic

and social grievances existing at the base level in the Kelantanese rural economy in a way

which communicated with, and evoked the sympathy of, the peasantry. It was this ability to

address class tensions - tensions that had been building in the state from the earliest

penetration of colonial influence in the state - through a distinctly Islamic mode of expression

that set PAS apart from the UMNO and which was the main reason for the PAS's electoral

success in that state. It was PAS that, in this sense, had the common touch. There was a

nerirer coincidence in the interests of the PAS leadership as they sought to overcome their

exclusion from the old and new traditional conservative ascendancy and those of the peasantry

in their concerns as they sought to retain as much as possible of their economic surplus for

themselves than was the case between UNMO and the peasanûry.(77) Indeed, the traditional

elitist nature of UMNO placed them in a strongly invidious position vis-a-vis the peasantry to

an extent which, by 1959, easily overcame any appearance of 'the colnmon Malay's loyalty to

their Sultans and the aristocracy associated with the court circle.'(tt) As Kessler points out,

'[m]ost UMNO offrcials saw relations among the various peasant classes in village society

simply in terms of dependence, without acknowledging the element of antagonism in them.

They [ie the peasantry in Kelantan] \¡rere ... unmoved when the ... village notables, soon after

haggling with their tenants over the division of the harvest, sought to convince them that the

UNMO was an adequate protector of their interest.'(7e)

Although Kessler doesnt address himself to the total picture of PAS fortunes in the

Independence period to 1980 his main focus being on the party's success in Kelantan dr:ring

75 Kessler, Islam and Politics, p.I64.

76lbid., p.165.

77 Ibid.,pp.l73,174.

78 The words used by Means and quoted above in this chapter

79 Kessler,Islam and Politics, p.165.
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the decade 1959-1969 his argument nonetheless does allow us to extrapolate from his account

towards a wider understanding of the political success of radical Islam in its NMS strong hold.

Given the broadly similar fundamental effect that the penetration of western influence has had

in all the NMS and given the very strong appeal, though in varying degrees, that PAS has had

and continues to have in all the states to the north on the peninsular, it seems very likely that

Kessler's acco¡nt of the reasons for the varying appeal of PAS in Kelantan applies in broad

terms to ttre other NMS as well. Certainly the precise story of the impact of the radical

Islamic party will differ from state to state and definitive state-by-state study is needed for us

to develop a clear picture of the regional impact of the party.(8o) But unquestionably the fact

of the general success of the pady in the north together with Kessler's account of this success

for Kelantan are strongly suggestive of the way in which tension between direct producers and

those appropriating their surplus, tension which owes its distinctive cha¡acter to the way in

which outside western influences were penetrating the foru states from the beginning of the

colonial period, has been given strong intra-communal expression within the moderate

democratic party political context in Malaya and Malaysia. In Stenson's words:

ension in 1969 of PAS support from Kelantan
stern states of Perlis and Kedah and even to

specifically regional or religious
ompanied by a marked

Stenson echoes Kessler's views on the importance of the relative absence of communal factors

in Kelantanese society in understanding the success of PAS in that state. Restating Kessler's

view Stenson points out that it was 'the relative absence of the Chinese threat which accor.¡nts

of

elsewhere.'

Gullick, Malaysia, PP.246, 253n-

8l Stenson, "Class and Race", p.48.
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for the earlier emergence in Kelantan of oppositionist Malay politics.'(82)

Muzaffar, in his published work on the subject, offers us a valuable contribution to our

gnderstanding of PAS as party political expression of resurgent Islam in Malaysia.s3 In so

doing he allows us a valuable insight on the interaction of class, religion and ethnicity as

impofant primary causal factors in that resurgence'84

Muzaffar sees the 'capitalist concept of, and approach to, development' in Malaysiaas a

primary factor fuelling a resurgence of Islam in the federation.ss He describes the

consequences of this capitalist development first in general terms:

'ln the Malaysian case', he writes, 'a portion of the Malay 'have-nots' have chosen 'to

react to capitalist inequities through Islam'.8? There was, he says, a social polarization in

Kedah, Kelantan and Trengganu which served as strong factor driving the appeal of resurgent

Islam in general and PAS in particular in these states.88

In a different way (from Kessler and Stenson) Muzaffar is able to cast the differing

appeal of pAS and UMNO to the Malay populace on an interesting and instructive

perspective.tt One dimension of this appeal was, he says, on the basis of the distinction

82Ibid., p.48.

s3 Chandra Muzaffar, Islamic Resurgence, passim. The book cited and referred to briefly in

.rtupt.i o ãuoni:õited ñ@-Trengganu $sing, as anlslamic phenomenon

ñ'i"t fr-"* tÈ."1ñJ.*pãtié"".. Muzaffar on tTré world wiãe experience of Islam under

colonial influence.

e lbid., especially Chapter 2,pp.t3-29.

8s lbid., pp. 16, 16-22.

t6lbid., p. 16.

st Ibid.

t8lbid., pp. 17,18.

te It should be noted that Muzaffar differs from Kessler and Stenson in that he is strongly

critical of resurgentirt"* t*¿ of PAS within it) in his analysis. While he sees positive
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between true Muslim believer and kafir(unbeliever).e0 'Without actually saying so', Muzaffar

writes, 'PAS has made it quite explicit that the UMNO leadership and UMNO members fall

within this[ie the kafrr] category'.er PAS, he writes, 'perceives UMNO in particular to be

,,impure", "tarnished" and "contaminated" from the Islamic stand point'.e2 PAS, by contrast'

perceives itself as'the only pure, righteous advocate of Islam in the political arena'.e3 PAS, he

says, drew its conservative approach to Islam from its association with, and allegiance to, the

Ulama: 'It relies heavily on the theological injunctions of the past handed down from

generation to generation through the medium of the ulama. The very fact that it glorifies the

illustrious ulama of antiquity, regarding their wisdom as almost infallible and their authority

as unchallengeable, attests to this'.ea 'Thus the Muslim-kafir dema¡cation', Muzaffar says,

'which in the formal sense separates Muslims from non-Muslims, becomes a dichotomy

within the Muslim community distinguishing the pure from the impure, or those who have

remained faithful from those who have deviated'.es

pAS appealed on the basis of another dichotomy, Muzaffar says - that which existed

between the mustazaffin(the oppressed) and the mustakbirin(the oppressors).e6 PAS identifres

dynamic approach to Islam'.

Ibid., pp. 60-62,107.

to Ibid., p. 85.

nl rbid.

e2lbid.

e3Ibid.

e4 [bid., p. 59.

e5 Ibid., p. 85.

e6Ibid.
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itself with the former and, while not saying so directly, UMNO with the lattet'e''

The two dichotomies, as conceptualized by PAS, are not independent of one another

Muzaffar says. They are tied in that, in the thinking of the parfy, 'the mustazaffin are the

Muslims while the mustakbirin are the kafu'.tt Both dichotomies, he says, were populanzed

by the Iranian Revolution.ee The stratery, he implies, is to convey a popular impression that

PAS is on the right side of this twin dichotomy and uMNo on the wrong side of it' It is' he

says, a matter of identity within the Malay community: 'What the PAS leadership would like

...is for the mustakbirin to be seen as kafir and the kafir to be recognized at once as the

UMNO leadershiP'.roo

Muzaffa¡ points to a limited class dimension to the oppressor-oppressed

dichotomy:'Since PAS represents to a greatextent the disadvantaged and deprived among the

urban Malay working class and Malay rural dwellers, the term mustazafftn assumes a class

connotation of sorts'.101 This is crass consciousness of a more limited kind than Kessler and

stenson seem to have had in mind. Muzaffar points out that'mustazaffrn as a concept' even if

it embodies class elements, does not cut across religious boundaries''lo2

Clearly, then, Muzaffar presents us with a different emphasis in examining the mix of

class, religion and ethnicity which was the basis of the PAS mass appeal' He emphasizes the

religious component of mass identity as having the stronger pull for their followers whereas

e7 Muzaffar implies that this was the case'

rbid.

es rbid.

ee lbid.

too Ibid., p. 86.

Ibid.

tot 16i¿.

t02 Jbid.
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Kessler(and Stenson) have the more secular emphasis on class in explaining the appeal of the

party. Of the two dichotomies, it was, Muzaffar says, the Muslim-þhr one that was the

stronger in its emotional appeal to followers.ro3 Indeed, it was the failure of PAS to more

strongly link up the secular, class component of Malay identity with the religious and ethnic

components that limited the party in its popular appeal.roa

Muzaffar, tooking beyond the party's appeal in Kelantan, has a different slant from

Kessler and Stenson on ethnicity as a factor in that appeal. To him its not the absence of

ethnicity but the effect of the governmenfs policy of fostering what he refers to as ethnic

dichotomization that has reinforced Islamic resurgence and therefore the appeal of PAS.r05 It

does this by emphasizingatethnic identity and'the qualities or characteristics which it

believes are r.rnique to its existence in order to articulate its identity'.r06 This identity, he says,

is usually expressed through'fl]anguage, cultural forms and practices and religion'.ro7 Of these

it is especially religion which is most importarrt: 'More than language or any other facet of

culture, Islam expresses Bumiputr4 or more accurately Malay identity in a manner that has no

parallel.'rOs Given the cultural and especially religious emphasis that has come with ethnic

dichotomization'it is not surprising at all', he says, 'that Islamic resurgence is happetting'.to'

Muzaffar, then, offers us a sophisticated rurderstanding of the interrelationship of

religion, ethnicity and class as causal factors in Malaysia's resurgent Islam. The ethnic

dichotomization which is so stong a featt¡¡e of Malaysian society is driven, he says, by class

considerations:

ed

ro3 [bid., pp. 85,86.

ru Ibid., p. 86.

to5lbid., pp.23-26.

106Ibid., p.23.

tot lbid.

to8Ibid., pp.24,25.

toe rbid., p.24.
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to accommodate, entrench and extend the interests of the Bumiputra middle and upper
classes. It o enhance and expand the wealth and power of
these clas For this puq)ose, the Bumiputra/non-

eed reinforced, at all costs. Since the
s the interests of the middle and upper

sses dominate society, society as a whole lives
dichotomy. Is it any wonder, then,
e Bumiputra/non-Bumiputra

Muzaffar, then, on an approach very broadly in line with Kessler(though with the

differing emphasis and perspective) offers us a refined interpretation of the way in which the

secular and the religious have interacted in bringing about a Malay identity being given

expression through a resurgent Islam on the peninsular in general and party political

expression through an allegiance to PAS in particular.

Stenson follows Kessler in a more secula¡ interpretation of the PAS phenomenon.

Within the context of a broad discussion of the relative importance of class and race as

sources of social cleavage on the peninsular he hypothesizes widely from Kessler arguing that

the widespread support for PAS indicates a class polarization within the Malay community, a

polarization that is peninsular wide and which, to 7976, had been given modern party political

expression not only in the NMS, but in Perak and Selangor as well. In the southern and

central Malayan states, Kessler states and Stenson agrees, class tensions have tended to be

obscured by comm¡nal tensions and ethnic rivalries.(tlt¡ It might be tempting, then, on the

basis of what Stenson says, to generalizebeyond the northem states to see the support for PAS

to the south as an even wider indication of class-based rather than communal politics. But

such generalizationwould need much more substantiation than Stenson is able to give in his

broad overview of class and race on the peninsular. The most that can be said on cr¡rrent

resea¡ch for the 1957-1980 period is that the more recent extension of PAS support in Perak

and Selangor within that period has provided more extensive party political evidence of intra-

Malay class conflict this time in more strongly multi racial state societies.rl2

tt0 Ibid. See also pp.l04-107 where Muzaffar reinforces the.point that because the

Malaysñ ruii"g ctd"ä has a vested interest in ethnic dichotomiZation, a major force behind

the nátion's Islamic resgrgence, it is unlikely to move against it.

l1l Stenson cites Kessler's contention along these lines with approval.
Stenson, "Class and Race", P.48.

1r2 The major thrust of PAS's influence in_the_post 1980 period has continued to be

focussed in the Nfr¿S. lf fessler's argument for Kelantan doès extend to Perak and Selangor
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still, any extrapolation along these lines stretches Kessler's argument to the limit and we

do need to be wary of too wide an apprication of the Kelantan analysis in considering the issue

of class and race for the peninsular as a whole'

To sum up then, what we can say, in interpreting and applylng Kessler within reasonable

parameters, is this: the fact that the electoral basis of support for PAS has to 1980 (and beyond

to the present) been located mainly in the NMS, coupled with what we know about the way in

which this has been occurring in Kelantan, is stongly suggestive of the distinctiveness of not

just the one state but of all the NMS in the Malayan and Malaysian context' Extending

Kessler,s broad argument for the NMS as a whore on the baSis of our social analysis here of

the effect of modern outside influences on the four states we can advance the plausible notion

that: intra Malay class tensions within the numerically dominant Malay community in the

fow states have been more visible and have had a stronger impact there than elsewhere on the

peninsular; that, more specifically, such intra Malay class tension' while latent through the

colonial period surfacing only for periods of short druation and in a very localized fashion'

became overt and sustained in its manifestation first of arl in Kerantan from 1959 and then as

amoreextensivelyregionalizedphenomenonin1969withtheelectoralsuccessesofPAS

across the fow states in that year; that it is in large measure because the four states have been

relatively homogenous in the communal sensg that class tension between Malays has been

strongest and more visible there than elsewhere on the peninsular where the class factor has

been interacting with agteatertension between the ethnic communities and has been

somewhat diluted in its effect and therefore less visible; that this stronger surfacing Malay

class tension interacting with Malay religious and wider cultr:ral factors indicates the essential

natt'e of the distinctiveness of the four states in their social development from the time of the

earliest colonial intnrsion to 1980 and beyond'

As the moment the whole issue of class and race in Malaysian history is under
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researched.(113) While we can see in broad outline the way in which underlying class tensions

in the NMS in their party political and other manifestation have been relating to wider pwely

communal(including religous) factors in the wider peninsular context frrther examination is

needed for a full and definitive understanding of the process. It may well be that, as firrther

evidence on past trends emerges, and that as the forward direction of Malaysian social change

exposes the process in sharper definition, we will be better placed to understand how class and

race(especially in its cultural, religious dimension) factors have been interacting with one

another to shape peninsular society in general, and the unique role of the NMS in this in

particular. It may well be that further exploration of Stenson's hypothesis(in combination with

the added wisdom that Muzaffar brings to the issue) will produce a new, definitive,

understanding of Malaysian society - one in which \rre can see very clearly how an ea¡lier

manifestation of class tensions in interaction with broader Malay cultural factors in the NMS,

in addition to being the essential dynamic for the distinctiveness of the four states, was at the

same time in its wider impact a strong ingredient in the wider interaction of communal and

class factors shaping Malayan and Malaysian society.

The Deoarture of PAS from the NF and the 1978 elections.

In 1978 PAS split from the NF and whereas this did signal some significant diminution

in the power of PAS to exercise porwer through elected offrces the party did, to the end of the

decade and beyond, remain a force to be reckoned with. It was the circumstances surrounding

the departure of PAS from the NF in December 1977 and the results of the state and federal

elections in 1978 which seemed to signal a major decline in the party's influence on the

peninsular. In 1978 PAS not only suffered a major defeat in Kelantan, hitherto to its strong

hold since l959,but was also badly defeated in the general national and state elections which

followed.

This electoral failure was not a sudden downturn in its fortt¡nes but rather a marked

dramatic drop in popular support in the wake of a succession of electoral defeats. For

I l3 Funston comments on this lack of research to 1980, the year his book was
published.

Funston, Malay Politics, p.14.

Apart from Muzaffar there has been little scholarly progress in this area since that
year.
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example, in Kelantan its strength had been dropping from 28 seats won out of a possible 30 in

the 1959 election to 21 and 19 seats in the 1964 and 1969 elections respectively.(tta)

Certainly its fornrnes appeared to pick up in the lgT4Kelarfan state election when it won all

22 seatsallocated to it in a packaged distibution of 36 seats as a member party of the National

Front though it is hard to determine the trend here since it is not clear from this result the

extent to which the party drew support on its intrinsic merits and the extent of its support on

the basis of its place in the wider front organization.(rrs) While on the more general I974

result PAS did seem to be holding its own while a member of the front, the 1978 election

result was a body blow to the party's influence on the peninsular and seemed to signal an end

to the party as a viable altemative political leader of the Malay commwrity. 'Whereas in1974

the party had won 43 state seats (the 22 in Kelantan; 1l in Kedatr; 8 in Trengganu and 2 in

Perak) with 14 seats in the national parliament this was reduced to 1l state seats in 1978 (2 in

Kelantan; 7 in Kedah; I in Perak and I in Penang) \¡/ith 5 in the national parliament.(r16)

While from this result the NF remained the dominant force in Malaysia it was not simply

a matter of former PAS voters remaining with the Front and returning to the NF, and

specifically UMNO, out of disillusionment with PAS; independent Malay candidates (mostly

PAS dissidents) in Kelantan, and candidates for the radical socialist Partv Rakvat in

Trengganu, made large inroads (20o/o arrd30% of the vote respectively) on the electoral

support of the ruling coalition indicating a realignment of Malay voter allegiance in those

states away from the UMNO - PAS dichotomy in a new direction.(rt7¡ This new trend was

reinforced when Partv Ralqvat further strengthened its position in a by-election for the Kedatr

114 Muhammad Kamlin, "The Storm before the Deluge: The Kelantan Prelude to
the 1978 General Election", in Harold Crouch, Lee Kam Hing and Michael
Ong(eds.), Malaysian Politics and the 1978 Election(Kuala Lumpur, 1980), p.53.

115 rbid.

116 F Election" in Crouch and others
(eds.) ,PP-67,70.

I 17 Funston, Malay Politics, pp.234, 235.
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State Assembly losing the seat by a margin of only 136 votes.(118)

The 1978 Kelantan Election

It was primarily a clash of will between the UMNO led federal govemment and the PAS

dominated Kelantan State Assembly late in 1977 which bought to a head tensions between

UMNO and PAS - long standing tensions which had threatened the coherence of the Front

since its inception and which, when they erupted so dramatically in Kelantan in late 1977,

threatened'the whole fabric of Malay politics, throughout the rest of Peninsular

Malayasia.'(tte)

The dispute between the federal and state government focussed on the suitability of the

Menteri Besar (chief minister) to lead the state. The issue of suitability initiatly involved a

division within PAS in Kelantan: Datuk Mohamed Nasir was a PAS party member and an

established leader within the party; from the time of his positioning as Menteri Besa¡ there

was a split within the party between those who thought him suitable and those who did not. ln

late 1977 a majority of PAS parliamentarians in the legislatrxe clearly thought that he was not.

When the State Assembly, accordingly, passed a motion of no confidence in him on 15

October, lg77,he responded by moving to retrieve his position by exercising his option of

seeking the dissolution of the Assembly and the ordering of a fresh election only to find that

this was not possible. The passing of the no confidence motion had been accompanied by

considerable civil disorder (there had been several disturbances, mostly sympathetic to the

ousted Mentri Besar) and it was because of this confusion - because, presumably, it was felt

that the social circumstances were too r¡nstable for an orderþ election at that stage - that the

state's regent refused the request for a fresh election. At this point, then, the state's leader had

lost the confidence of the parliament, had refused the option of resigning, and found himself

unable to exercise the second option of taking the case directly to the electorate. Govemment

was therefore paralysed without constitutional remedy at the state level.

The deadlock, then, took the form of a constitutional crisis which was resolved by the

118lbid.

I 19 Muhammad Kamlin, "Kelantan Prelude", p.38, passim.

The brief account which follows is based on Kamlin.
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federal government stepping in and placing the state under its direct administrative control

through emergency rule legislation on 9 November 1977. It was when federal control was

lifted that the way was clea¡ for a state election to restore confidence in the state legislature

and to resolve the question of state leadership. This did not occur though before the

differences between PAS and the rest of the NF, bought into sharp relief by the crisis, resulted

in PAS leaving the coalition. Federal control was lifted on 12 February, 1978 and the election

for the new state assembly was held on 11 March of the same year'

By all accounts, then, the 1977 Kelartzncrisis bought to a head tensions within PAS,

between PAS and the wider coalition, and between the PAS party organizationand their

followers in the wider electorate. While Datuk Mutramed Nasir was supported by UMNO and

clearly had significant public support he was seen as little more than an UMNO stooge by a

strong and powerful group within the Kelantan PAS organization. Thus it was on Datuk

Mohamed Nasir and his appointnent as Menteri Besar that the line of compromise between

how PAS wanted to govern and the UMNO perception of good government was sharply

drawn; it was on this functional personal leadership issue that compromise between the two

differing political philosophies and approaches broke down with widespread and dramatic

consequences for govemment in Malaysia. Datuk Mohamed Nasir was, in effect, appointed

as Menteri Besar against the wishes of the wider party, and he had held the offtce, apparently,

on sufferance, until the change to remove him came along. When the question of the

leadership of a PAS dominated coalition administration in Kelantan arose within the front

following tJre 1974 election victory there was tension when UMNO pressed to have a say in

the decision against the feeling of PAS that as the leading parbrer in the state coalition the

final say should rest with it. In the end UMNO, and specifically Twr Razak, as the leader of

the National Front, prevailed against the wishes of Kelantan PAS and Datuk Mohamed was

appointed as Menteri Besar. The decision rankled with his party, however, and from its point

of view he was holding the office until an opportunity to oust him came along. The outcome

of this was that Kelantan PAS overplayed its hand in asserting its will; when what was seen

as the opportunity to remove him was seized using the no confidence strategy the move

backfued and far from being in a position to assert their will within the front more strongly
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they found themselves outside the coalition and facing an election while divided and

demoralized and in a situation in which popular support had seemed to be lacking, certainly

on the leadership issue and with ominous signs that it was swinging against them on wider

issues as well.

It was the initiation of the bill to bring Kelantan under federal control introduced in the

national parliament that was the specific focus of the dispute which forced PAS from the

coalition. PAS members were against the move and instructed its members in the national

parliament to oppose it. To reinforce this stand PAS functionaries within the coalition tended

their resignations - a move which amounted to a withdrawal of PAS from the Front. UMNO

felt threatened by this and moved to have the Front expel PAS as a disciplinary move and with

the passing of the federal control bill into law PAS found itself irrevocably outside the

coalition with all the consequences for the party outlined above.

Clearly, then, the Kelantan state election defeat was a major set back for PAS; the party

had held power there since 1959 and Kelantan was regarded as its base state. But worse was

to follow. With the 1978 Kelantan defeat a re-think was necessary; an opportunity \¡/as seen

to recover the lost ground in the general election which followed shortly after in the same

year. The strategy of the party was to shift its focus to Kedah where it was believed that

significant support remained and where it was thought there was a good chance of forming a

state government as the main basis for an electoral recovery.(r2o¡ But as we have seen the

strategy failed; the party not only lost the chance for a second foothold in Kedah but was

soundly defeated in the other states to the north where it had enjoyed support and was a long

way short of extending its support into states where it was believed that the potential for

strong support existed.

While the defeats for PAS were devastating for the party - enough to seriously question

its position of alternative leadership of the Malay community - it is important not to overstate

the degree of that defeat. The party lost many of its seats by a fine margin and was still able to

draw an impressive proportion of the total votes cast. For example, although it won only two

seats in the Kelantan March election it did win something like a third of the total votes

120 Ha¡old Crouch, "The Results" in Crouch and others (eds.) Malaysian
Politics and the 1978 Election,pp.293-312.
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cast.(r2r) In the elections for national parliament in 1978 PAS was third with 5 seats and 5.5

per cent of the total votes cast behind the NF with I 3 I seats and 57 .5 per cent of the total

votes cast and the DAP with 16 seats and 19.2 per cent of total votes.r22 On a state-by-state

breakdown for the same election the party won two seats with 39.6 per cent of votes cast in

Kedalr, 2 seats in Kelantan with the 43.6 per cent of votes referred to in the footnote

immediately above, nil seats in Perlis with 33.5 per cent of votes cast and nil seats in

Trengganu with 38.1 per cent of votes cast.(123) In the state elections held in July PAS won 7

seats in Kedah with 39.4 per cent of total votes cast, nil seats in Perlis with29.2 per cent of

votes, and in Trengganu nil seats \¡/ith 36.7 per cent of votes.(r24¡ The fact, too, that the PAS

vote held up in the padi growing areas within the Muda region of Kedatr where the federal

government had been running a special scheme aimed at reducing rural poverty there suggests

121 The collection of essays dealing with the March and July elections edited by
Crouch and others contains variations in precise figure terms as to the size of this
vote: according to Kamlin PAS 'picked up almost 33 per cent of the total'vote in
the March election. The same author furttrer indicates that this was againstthe 37
percent of the National Front vote. Crou< h on the other hand, drqwing attention to
the fact that while PAS was unsuccessful in picking up seats in Kelantan in the
March and July elections it was able to draw a significant proportion of total votes
cast, makes a comparison of the PAS result for the two elections to indicate an
increasing proportion of the total votes cast: 'Nevertheless, in terms of popular
support, PRS was not a spent force, ¿rs was shown in Kelantan,where its share of
the valid vote increased from 33.5 per cent in the Ma¡ch state election to 43.6 per
cent in July, ...'

Kamlin, "Kelantan Prelude" and Crouch, "The Results", in Crouch and others
(eds.), Malaysian Politics and the 1978 Election,pp.54 and295 respectively.

It seems that Crouch is here making the somewhat loose comparison
between the percentage of popular vote cast to PAS candidates in a state election
and those cast for PAS candidates within the st¿te for election to national

state electi Still, whatever the
om both C in terms of total
ort for the ly within the State was significant

(between a third and one half of total votes cast for the two elections, state and
ùational) and that support for the party may even have been incre_asþg - $at tlere
may have been a partiãl recovery in train in Kelantan - between the Ma¡ch and
July elections.

122 Crouch, "The Results",p.297.

123 Ibid., pp.299-302.

124 [bid., pp.304, 3 07, 3 08.
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that it was still holding, albeit unevenly, significant support within the group that constituted

the main bases of its electoral strength, the poor peasantry.(125)

'We can see from this that PAS was not by any means rendered redundant by the 1978

result. While PAS was not rendered a spent force the election failure w¿Ìs a serious set back

and its position in providing alternative political leadership for the Malay community was

strongly threatened.

The Reasons for Failure.

There were various reasons for the 1978 failure and the scholarship is varied in its

interpretation of causes and in the emphasis it places on the causal factors. There is general

agreement in the published commentaries that internal weaknesses, particularly a lack of unity

and coherence in the parfy and a loss of confidence in party leadership, were majors factor

causing the defeat. In the words of one commentator: 'The defeat in Kelantan could be

attributed to the internal struggle and petty squabbling among its members which resulted in

the formation of the splinter party - Berjasa. At the same time it could be athibuted to a loss

of faith in Datuk Haji Mod. Asri Muda, its national leader.'(126) Kamlin, too, and Abdullah, in

their essays on the subject, focus more on the internal, organizational, weaknesses of the party

while Funston in effect steers us in the direction of a more fundamental understanding of

PAS's failure to maintain its appeal to its constituents.(127) Whereas Kamlin, in his essay

focussing on the failwe of PAS in the two 1978 elections, emphasizes the diffrculties and

faiftnes of the PAS leadership Funston, writing in the year before the elections'e/ere held and

considering the reasons for the declining fortunes of the party in the year immediately

I25 Mahadzir Mohd. Khir, "The UMNO - PAS contest in Kedah" in Crouch and

others (eds.), pp.I 10. See also the
reference on 02in ofa drought affecting atopage

padi
this piece
Kedatr on of padi growers there andlarge area of land in the

especially the poor ones.

The Muda scheme is discussed in this chapter below.

126 Y.Irdtr, "UMNO-PAS Contest", p.99.

127 Karrän, "The Kelantan Prelude", and Abdullah, "PAS and the 1978 Election"
in Crouch ád others (eds.), r Politics and the 1?28 Eleclioq,pp 37-68,
andTl-95 respectiveli. Kamtin deals with the Kelantan Ma¡ch election part of the

1978 defeat.

Funston, Malay Politics, pp.244'247 .
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preceding the election, looks also to interpreting the preceding failwe more in terms of the

Kessler explanation of the party's 1959-1969 success. Funston implies that, whereas PAS was

able to draw votes and hold po\¡/er on the basis of the way in which it successfully addressed

the class grievances of the peasantry in Islamic terms up until 1969, the party leadership

became compromised beyond that point and was much less effective in addressing such class

grievances in the later years.

According to Kamlin it was more the internal weaknesses of PAS than external factors

which caused the electoral defeat of PAS in the March election. He isolates several main

aspects of this: a substantial number of traditional PAS supporters were put offby attacks on

the party's leadership on the basis of comrption and ineptness dtring the election campaign;

the NF strategy of raising the specte of non co-operation between a PAS state and a NF

federal govemment; the party's miscalculations and in particular in entering into a coalition

first with UMNO and then the Front - a move which, while having advantages, limited the

party's freedom to 'act absolutely as it pleased' and which was a fact'not fully assimilated' in

its implications by PAS.(128)

Kamlin, then, places strong emphasis on what he sees as internal weaknesses within the

party and the popular perception of these in brining about the March defeat. He indicates that

voters may have been influenced by accusations that their economic policies had failed to

alleviate rural poverty and claims that such lack of economic development would be worsened

by a lack of co-operation between state and federal administrations in the event that PAS were

returned to power.

In all this Kamlin does not acknowledge Kessler, Stenson, Funston and others on the

reasons for the party's prior electoral successes and does not squarely address these reasons in

relation to the 1978 faihue.(t") Hr does not pick up directly on Funston's point that a betrayal

128 Kamlin, "The Kelantan Prelude" in Crouch and others (eds.) Mala)rsian
Politics and the 1978 Election, pp.56-61. Kamlin is quoted here at pp. 58 and 59.

129 He does peripherally only to the extent that he suggests that voters may
have been put offby the economic fears referred to in the text of this thesis above and in that
he reports on the criticisms of a PAS break away goup - Berjasa - that PAS leaders were self
interested wealth seekers. This latter aspect is dealt \¡rith briefly in this chapter below.
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by the PAS leadership of its pre 1969 aims and appeal \ilas a major factor in declining support

for the party from the early 1970s.

Funston seems to be suggesting that a PAS abandonment of the class interest of its

supporters beyond 1969 was a major reason for declining support in the lead up to the

disastrous 1978 etection (as Funston was writing before that election took place he could not

make the connection). He focuses upon accusations of comrption against PAS by party

dissidents, draws attention to the fact that this was essentially a post 1969 phenomenon, and

suggests a probable relationship between this and 'a marked retreat from the image of self-

sacrifice' that has been projected by the party leadership in the pre 1969 period.(l3o) Funston

continues: 'Party leaders buitt large houses, exchanged Malay dress for the western suit, and

in some cases even joined the ranks of the golfing fratemity. They had thus acquired a class

interest quite different from that of the rank and file.'(r3r) Funston further points out that on

'economic matters PAS tumed an almost complete volte-face': whereas before its approach

had involved'attacks on capitalism'and'support for the underdog'now there was criticism of

those championing the cause of the wrderdog and encouragement of foreign investors.(132)

Summarizing the position of PAS as this had developed between l97l and 1977 and giving

his projection on the likely fortunes of PAS beyond 1977 Funston stated:

in many respects, more strongly committed to
, to uphold this image
If UMNO and PAS a¡e

ner.(133)

Now if this compromise position continued to be a strong and dominant feature of PAS

into 1978 - and it seems almost certain that it did - then measured against Kessler's argument

for the reasons for PAS popularity in 1969 the change in the leadership and the general

130 Funston, Malay Politics, p.246.

13r rbid.

l32Ibid. p.245.

133 Ibid., p.247.
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approach of the party must have been extremely damaging. While further examination is

needed, and while the purely organizational difFrculties and other factors were important, it

does seem likely that a major reason, perhaps the most important reason, for the party's failure

in 1978 lay in the fact that it \ilas no longer seen as responding to the needs of its grass roots

supporters in the way that it used to. Certainly this tends to be borne out by the trend

indicated by the prior electoral gains of alternative radical candidates in elections in the 1970s

preceding those held in 1978 - the gains of Pa4v Ralqyat in Trengganu and of Malay

lndependents (mainly PAS dissidents) in 1974 and of Partv Rakvat in the Kedah by-election

for the state assembly in 1975. True, PAS had left the Front by the time of the two elections

and so the accommodation wittì UMNO was at an end. The question is really how quickly

PAS was able to make the adjustnent back to an independent policy stance. While it may

well have quickly regained some of the growrd lost through the compromise by the rapid

policy change - enough to retain around a third of the total votes (clearly many traditional

supporters had not given up on the party ¿Ìs we have seen) - it seems likely that it was

perceived, at least, by many other potential supporters as still compromised and that it is this

which in large measure explains the loss of seats. Certainly the PAS campaign for the 1978

general election ca:ried a strong echo in very broad terms of the party's appeal for the 1959-

1969 period in Kelantan as described by Kessler. As part of its campaign the party was

operating a strategy of political education of the peasantry. While this stategy was not

spelled out specifically, in general terms it refened to 'the need to explain to the ralcyat [i.e.

peasantry] that religion and politics were inseparable, that Islam was not only a theological

concept but a complete system of life encompassing all aspects including politics.'(r3o) It may

well be, then, that while the party was broadly in line with its pre coalition approach in 1978

there had simply not been time between the split and the two elections for PAS to make a full

adjusfinent away from the situation described by Funston. Given the natt¡re of the appeal of

Pa¡tv Ralcyat and on the assumption that PAS dissidents were standing on a no-compromise

platform in line with party behaviour and objectives prior to 1969 it may well be (though we

134 Abdullah, "PAS and the 1978 Election", in Crouch and others(eds),
Malaysian Politics and the 1978 Election, pp.88, 89.
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can't be sure on what the secondary sowces say so far; more vigorous research of the issue is

needed) that significant numbers of Malays took the view that neither UMNO nor PAS were

addressing class grievances adequately and that the party and the independents were, or at

least that they offered, the best chance for this.(t3s)

Certainly we should not underestimate the importance of internal dissension in

weakening the PAS 1978 campaign. The divisions within the PAS camp led to a formal

separation of the opposing groups when, following the lifting of federal emergency rule,

Mohamed Nasir led his followers in leaving PAS and formed another party, Barisan Jema'atr

Islam Se Malaysia (Berjasa).(t'u) Th" fact that there was a three cornered contest in the

Kelantan March election between UMNO, PAS and the break away Berjasa, dramatically split

the Malay vote and in particular divided potential support for PAS thus reducing the party's

chance of a successful result to a very marked degree. Thus, while Berjasa won I I seats with

27 per cent of votes cast, it was ahead of PAS with the two seats won and something like one

third of total votes cast, and second behind the NF with its 23 seats won and 37 per cent of the

vote.(137) The weakening effect of the division of the vote between PAS and Berjasa (and

assuming some defections to UMNO) is clearly evident from this result.

It is not easy to see from the published material what the respective appeal of PAS and

Berjasa was to what became their constituents. Berjasa pitted itself strongly against PAS but

projected a similar basic appeal as its opponent on a revivalist, return-to-true-principles, line -

135 Kamlin gives an account of the Partv Ralqyat in Trengganu n1974. However,
despite his reference to the impressive performance of the party in capnring the
number of votes that it did he focuses more on the negative aspects of its
campaign by way of explaining the failure to win seats than on the trend indicated
by the significant proportion of votes won. While this does provide quite a
thorough accountõf the party's participation in the election and some valuable
insights into the reason for the failure to r n seats it does not explore the issue of
the way in which the voting trend throws light on the popular response to the
PAS-UMNO accommodation within the front in the \¡iay suggested by Funston.

M. Kamtin, "History, Politics and Electioneering: The Case of Trengganu",
Departrnent of Històry, University of Malay4 Kuala Lumpur, 1977,pp.34-44.
This study is in the form of an academic paper.

136 Kamlin, "The Kelantan Prelude", pp.45,46.

l37Ibid., pp.53, 54.
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as 'the real PAS, albeit in a new guise'.(138) It attacked the comrption and general

deviationism of PAS in a crude and hastily organized campaign.(r3e) Paradoxically, though,

Berjasa had been spearheaded by Datuk Mohamed Nasir, a figure who, as we have seen,

clearly had an easy accommodation with UMNO and whose position vis-a-viz the latter was

seen by many within PAS party as a compromised one - somettring which was a major source

of discontent within the party and which contributed to the making of the constitutional crisis

and the forcing of the March election held to solve it. Indeed Berjasa campaigned on a

common platform with the NF in March though it did allow itself some flexibility in not

formalizing thir. (too)

Somewhat at odds, then, with this apparent alignment with UMNO elitism was the

Berjasa claim to more truly represent the interests of those who had been making up the PAS

constituency. In line with this Berjasa electioneering propaganda accused PAS leaders of

being self interested wealth seekers - an accusation running along class lines, reminiscent of

past PAS accusations against UMNO and echoing Funston's observation that the PAS

leadership had, between l97l and 1977, been abandoning its true class interests one sign of

which had been their adoption of lavish life styles. One such Berjasa electioneering hand bill

crudely charactenzed all PAS leaders as'hungry crocodiles who cannot be trusted, (who) are

always on the lookout for victims to prey on, and who are in quest of wealth and self

138 Ibid., p.50.

139 Ibid.

140 Kamlin implies an element of duplicity in this in that the new party'to all
intents and purposes agreed on a coûrmon election platform with UMNO (BN)'
but 'did not wish to formalize the a¡rangement into an electoral pact or to join the
Barisan Barisan Nasional' in large measure because this would better enable it to
harness the vote of 'disaffected or disillusioned PAS members who, despite the
depth of their feelings, would not turn out for UMNO under any circumstances.'
Kamlin also makes the point that this was the reason for not joining the Front and
forming a separate party instead.

Ibid., p.46.

From this it would appear that Berjasa rvas to some extent flylng under false
colours in order to deceive potential PAS voters into supporting them.
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interest'.rar The same hand bill continued:'In the eighteen years of PAS rule we do not see any

change of which we can be proud - only'Rumah Tok Wakil Besar', 'Kereta Tok Wakil Besar

(houses and cars belonging to PAS leaders), and many other things (of this kind) which all of

us do not know and do not know and do not see with the naked eye' [sic](142)

It would appear then that there was some inconsistency in the Berjasa stance: on the one

hand its campaign was in accommodation with that of UMNO; on the other hand it purported

to be espousing what it claimed were true past PAS principles - principles it claimed had been

betrayed by current PAS. Yet these principles were, as we have seen, in many ways

fundamentally at odds with those of UMNO and a source of great tension between the two

parties both within and certainly outside the coalition and it is hard to see how Berjasa's stance

in accommodating the past PAS and present UMNO approaches to government could have

been a tenable one.

It is hard to gauge from the published commentaries what voters made of all this - why

they voted as they did in supporting either of the two parties. Putting aside the issue of

alignment towards or against UMNO it would seem that, in terms of the broad policy

approach, there was a fine line between the two. Certainly in terms of the policy stance

adopted by the two parties in their electioneering there would seem to have been little

difference between them. Perhaps voters inclined in the direction of the non-UMNO

alternative were genuinely confused and there was a certain randomness in their choice of

party. Perhaps voters for the break away alternative did a kind of double think being drawn by

Berjasa's PAS-like appeal without heeding the accommodation with UMNO. Perhaps voters

inclined to the radical alternative were drawn by both PAS and Berjasa on basis of class

interest choosing between the two on relatively superficial criteria - on the basis of

personalities, leadership styles and the like. If this was indeed the case ttren it would be clear

that the sort of class based appeal of PAS in the 1959 - 1969 period w¿ts, on the combined

result of 'almost 33 per cent'of the vote for PAS (to take the figure given by Kamlin) and27

per cent for Berjas4 still having a strong appeal for the majority - 60 per cent - of voters in the

state. But this remains in the realms of speculation and more information is needed to be sure.

14r Ibid., pp. 50,51.

t42rbid.
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What is clear from all this is that the non-UMNO alternative \ryas? while less successful in

terms of seats won (a total of 13 seats for both parties against 23 for the Front), still able to

draw something like a two thirds majority support in terms of votes cast in favour and that in

this sense oppositionist Malay politics was very much alive and well in Kelantan at that time.

At the same time it is, in broad terms, also clear that the decline from the 1969 position of

dominance in its own right of PAS in Kelantan was attributable to the compromise

necessitated by its inclusion in the NF, the internal tensions within the party which arose

primarily from ttris, and the eventual splitting of PAS and the division of support for the

alternative which was a direct consequence of this.

Against this we do need to ask why significant voter support for PAS remained in 1978

notwithstanding the loss of seats and despite the monumental diffrculties faced by the party as

it contested the election so shortly after its departtue from the NF - before there had been a

chance to regroup and consolidate its renewed position as an independent party political force

in Malaysian politics. Why did they, despite the Kelantan electoral and other set backs,

capture something like a third of the votes cast in the north? Why did their Muda supporters

remain loyal to the party?

Certainly, given their strong previous support, a certain inertia in voting behaviour may

have seen many voters disinclined to change their vote for PAS. But it seems likely that many

saw PAS as continuing to serve, or having the potential to return to, the needs of its traditional

constituency. No doubt strongly local factors played an impofant part in the uneven retention

of a significant vote. It may well have been, for example, that in Muda social tensions

associated with the operation of the rural scheme there meant that the poor peasanûry saw PAS

as the best, or perhaps the only, alternative for the redress of their grievances notwithstanding

any perception on their part of the party's organizational and strategic short comings.

Even within govemment circles there was recognition of a continued social polarizing

tendency associated with the Muda scheme as we shall see in this chapter below; and 1974

and 1980 saw outbreaks of rural tension, again as we shall see in more detail below, with the

distrubances in the latter year directly involving the Muda area. The strong suggestion in this

is that Kedatr would have been fertile ground at that time for the sort of appeal that PAS was,
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if we accept Kessler, making during its 1959-1969 hey duy.(to') Perhaps, in some residual

sense, given that in the post 1969 period the party was badly compromised in its espousal of

its pre 1969 principles and by 1978 its image significantly tarnished within its wider group of

supporters, PAS supporters in Muda clung to the party in an atrnosphere of class tension in the

belief, or the hope, that it still carried the potential to address class grievances as it had done

in the past - that there was some carry over of past appeal in this way. Certainly in 1980 in

Kedah the party \ilas seen as exercising, at the time of the heightened social tension referred to

above, an appeal along class lines. The immediate cause of the 1980 disturbance was the

dispensation of a rice subsidy to growers in the form of a coupon to be deposited as savings in

a bank - a move which limited the accessibilrty of the recipient to ready cash. At the time a

federal minister, alluding to his belief that the riotous reaction of the rice growers to the

coupon subsidy was instigated by organized forces within the state, commented:

The coupon subsidy was only a convenient issue to be exploited by Party Islam (PI)
which isstill v f the extreme theocentric party was badly
beaten in the I , there is the Malayan Communist Party
(MCP), which

The coupon scheme was exacerbating class tension in the state and if the minister was correct,

PAS was drawing support through an appeal based on this. Coming so soon after the election

- only two years later - the strong indication is that, in Kedah at least, PAS did, once it was

released from the coalition and able to resume its oppositionist stance in relation to the

conservative inter communal elite compromise represented by the Front, quickly return to its

stronger appeal to the class grievances of poor peasants. It may well be that local Muda

candidates and party organizations had been able to achieve this in Kedah as early as the 1978

election.(ra5)

In 1978 a severe drought wiped out almost one third of the rice crop. The drought

clearly had strong political significance and was an important factor in the 1978 campaign. Its

143 And for that matter fertile ground for the Malayan Communist Patty. See

government source quoted in the text immediately below.

144K. Das, "Bitter harvest in the rice bowl", FEER, 8 February, 1980, p 20.

145 See discussion of the Alor Star disturbances in this chapter below for an
account of the way in which ttre imposition of the rice coupon scheme exacerbated
class tensions in the rice growing æeas of Kedah.
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impact was felt as, or shortly after, PAS seemingly opened its campaign by moving a motion

of non-confidence in the Chief Minister (Menteri Besa¡) of Kedah on2l December, 1977.(146)

In early January the following year the Menteri Besar, Dahrk Syed Ahmad, made a public

statement on the seriousness of the drought to this effect:

15,000 acres o d could not Produc
threatened the Indirectly it would of
UMNO in the onal Front was not
problem. The effects of the drought would of couse be exag_gerated and exploited as a

þolitical issue by PAS in its effort to prove that.U-MNO failed to improve the plight of
the poor farmers, particularly the rice planters.('*')

Clearly, then, the election coincided with a period of severe hardship for rice growers -

something that would have rendered them even more susceptible to any PAS electoral appeal

along class lines despite any perceived organizational short comings in the wider paúy.

ln sum, then, Kessler's argument, and the position for a time of PAS within the NF,

raises an important question in relation to the PAS electoral faih:re in 1978. Kessler's

argument for Kelantan, and the wider speculation along similar lines of Stenson and others

who have followed Kessler in arguing that the PAS success for the decade to 1969 was based

on an appeal to class gdevances, suggest that the party needed to maintain this appeal for

continued electoral success. The fact that PAS had, in the early seventies, been drawn into

what was eflectively a commtmal elite compromise within the NF inevitably constained that

class appeal - a process which Funston indicates w¿rs accompanied by a personal failure within

the PAS leadership to live up to its class ideals. It seems reasonable to ask whether these two

things help us to understand the marked decline in PAS electoral appeal in the late nineteen

seventies. Both raise the possibility that, within the wider organizational failings of PAS, lay

a central failure to live up to its ideology and that, while this failu¡e was not total by any

means and was not the sole reason for electoral defeat in 1978, it was the main reason for the

dramatic loss of votes in that year.

146 Khir, "UMNO-PAS Contest", p.102.

147 Khir paraphrasing the Minister's statement.

Khir, "IJMNO - PAS Contest", p.102.
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UMNO Versus PAS: Conclusion.

What we can see from all this then is the way in which Malay politics as the dominant

force since Independence was in tum, from 1959, dominated within the period by the contest

between UMNO as the moderate representative of Malay interests and PAS as the radical

exponent of Malay nationalist religious and economic aspirations. It was a contest which had

reached a high point in the late 60s and into the early 70s, which was greatly diminished in

intensity when UMNO and PAS were joined in coalition in the early seventies in troubled

rapprochement, and which flared into discord once agarninlgTT with the Kelantan crisis, the

departure of PAS from the coalition, and the renewal of the conflict between PAS and the

National Front as they competed against one another for votes and seats in the Kelantan state

and the general elections in 1978. While PAS was soundly beaten in that election in terms of

seats won and lost it retained a significant proportion of the vote and was, to the end of the

decade (and continues today), a significant force in Malaysian politics.

Throughout the period the tension between the two Malay political altematives has, on

the PAS side, been firmly anchored in the r-rnique economic and social development of the

NMS and the class tensions which have arisen from this. The dichotomy has been, and

remains, a dramatic illustration of the way in which the tansformation of the old society in

the foru states triggered by the intrusion of colonial influences has given rise to a distinctive

politicat approach in the north on the peninsular - one which is both shaping and reflects,

production and wider social forces at work in the four states and on the peninsular as a whole.

'We can see, albeit only in broad outline on current reseatch, how colonial intrusion upset the

old social order in the fow states giving rise, as one of its major effect, to a radical shand of

Malay nationalism in the 1920s and 30s - a nationalism led by a disaffected section of the

traditional Malay elite unwilling and unable to reach an accommodation with British

colonialism and at odds with that section of the traditional Malay elite which did, and which

eventually led, in combination with other factors, to the formation of PAS. We can also see

how the same colonial influences unleashed new productive forces altering the relations

between direct producers and those extracting their surplus in a way which rendered direct

producers susceptible to radical nationalist appeal and which, in its longer term development,

explains the populist aspects of this radical nationalism.

Certainty this kind of nationalism was much slower in developing than elsewhere in
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Southeast Asia - something largely explainable by the fact that the Malayan export economy

was not dependent on Malay peasant surplus ¿rs w¿rs the case elsewhere in Southeast Asia. As

we have seen, the Malayan colonial export economy was centred to the south - and depended

upon immigrant ethnic labour for its support. The demands on Malay peasant labour were

therefore less exploitative, placing less pressure on the Malay peasantry and creating less

hardship and resentment than would otherwise have been the case, and was the case,

elsewhere in Southeast Asia.(ra8) But while it was slower in developing and for a longer time

less visible than elsewhere in South East Asia it was developing as a manifestation of

contentious social relations nonetheless and the popular notion that Malays were largely

quiescent until the Malayan Union controversy when, so the perception has it, there was a

sudden outburst of Malay Nationalism, needs considerable qualification as we have seen.

It is this basic dynamic of class contention, then, which links the earlier outbreaks of

Malay protest against British colonialism with the PAS radicalism in the lndependence period.

PAS was the inheritor of a developing Malay militancy based on class tension which had been

developing along different and specific lines in the four states from the time of the earliest

148 This was generally true for the peninsular as a whole. Peasant surplus was
more important in the NMS than elsewhere on the peninsular where there was a
wider ec-onomic base - the surplus generated by the more substantially present
other communities as well - supporting the colonial state.

and National lntegration in'West Malaysia: A Case of a Late-Developing Peasant
Problem". I first iead this source in thè very late nineteen seventies. It was then in
the form of a draft paper to be given at a conference of scholars to be held I think
in Mexico at a¡owrd that time. While the

sm on the peninsular.

p. Burns, "Capitalism and the Malay States" in Alavi and others, Capitalism and

Colonial Production, p.l1 4.

to the colonial
of this in my

See also my reference to the rel ilive importance 9f Malay. surplus
state and eiport economy in the Nws and the wider implications
thesis introduction and conclusion.
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penetration of colonial influence there. This social dynamic of which PAS was eventually a

part was earlier marked, in its outward manifestations, by the Kelantan and Trengganu risings

- outbreaks which very likely signified the presence of the radical (fuam tvtu¿a) strand of pre

war nationalism referred to by Rofl and which, when it merged with more secular radical

Malay nationalism, took on activist organtzational form in the shape of the Kesatuan Melayu

Muda (KMM) and successor organizations (the Persatuan Kebangsaam Melayu Muda or

PKMM and its front organization,the Persekutuan Persetiaan Melayu Kelant¿n (PPMK) in

Kelantan for example) which were the immediate precursors of PAS. The latter

organizational process was very much fixed, as we have seen, by the Malayan Union conflict

in that it gave an urgent and specific focus for this kind of Malay radicalism in the unstable

and volatile social circumstances of the immediate post war period when the British were

seeking to establish a tighter control on the peninsular wrder the new constitutional

arangement. The fact that the link between the KMM and PPKM was a close one can be

seen in the fact that in the later stages of the war the head of PKMM was Dr. Burhanuddin al-

Helmy, later to become president of PAS.(14e)

Thus, while in the pre and immediate post war period there had been only short term

overt manifestations of popular radical Malay nationalism with a less active - more latent -

popular radical Malay nationalism of as yet undetermined strength and extent (it must have

been there; the Kelantan and Trengganu risings and the subsequent sustained appeal of PAS

could not have arisen from a vacuum; there is fragmentary evidence that, while not in the

ascendence radical popular Malay nationalist sentiment was growing in the north) developing

slowly and less visibly than the stonger conservative Malay nationalism, the late fifties saw a

strong and sustained development of a popular pan Malay activism led by PAS within the new

party political system. We can see from the above, then, the linkage in broad outline. What is

needed now as more research in the direction of a closer definition of how PAS radicalism

developed over the longer period of time.

The Threat from Outside

The post l97l period was charactenzedby a wider political instability involving not just

the challenges to established authority within the legally constituted political system referred

149 Kessler, Islam and Politics, p.104
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to above but more direct challenges to such authority as well.(150) Both kinds of political

instability had their origins in the effect of colonial forces and the way in which these had

been reshaping the way in which groups interacted in society. It was the way in which the

new social forces had resulted in contentious party political relations operating on the basis of

the lndependence Westminster constitution which lay atthe heart, as we have seen, of

political instability within the system. But there were sources of instability operating outside

the system - sources of inst¿bility which owed their character to the same new class relations

with origins in the colonial period and, in their populist aspects, hinging on the way in which

strplus was being extracted at the base level in Malaysian society.

The Malayan Commr:nist Paúy, while remaining well short of the sort of mass following

it was seeking and which communist parties had acquired elsewhere in South East Asia, was

able to exert a significant presence, particularly to the north on the peninsular. Certainly if

government and media accor¡rts rire any guide, it was perceived as a threat, or a potential

threat, to the status quo in Malaysia throughout the period.

The MCP and Malay nationalism 1948-1980.

This perception and ttre nervousness that went with it in government circles is

understandable given that the more gradual politicization of the Malay peasantry in the earlier

post war decades might have seen a stonger mass support for the MCP developing in a way

echoing the experience of other countries in the region, especially to the north on the

peninsular where the greater concentration of rural property was located. However, as we

have seen, this class contention on the peninsular was slower in surfacing and any potential

support for the MCP on the basis of it was being side tracked in another direction: Malay

resistance was in the first half of this century strongly communal in its parameters and had a

stongly Islamic flavour; by the immediate post war period it was strongly nationalist in its

orientation with moderate nationalism in the ascendancy. There was an Islamic radical

nationalism with a clearly populist aspect anchored in class grievances at the lower levels of

Malayan society emerging throughout this period - a nationalism which adopted an ideological

1 50 Funston, Mala)' Politics, p.27 6, 235.
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position in many ways similar to that of the secula¡ revolutionary left but this remained on the

periphery of the mainstream r¡ntil the late nineteen fifties. Throughout the period to 1980

then, Malays \ /ere not being drawn so strongly to pwely secular organized protest on the left.

The Emergencv: 1948-1960.

The strong resistance to British and Independence governments by communist forces in

the forties and fifties appears to have been a limited action involving mainly Chinese activists

and lacking mass appeal within the Malay population. Certainly the published record to date

portrays it in this way though it must be said the very considerable energy and resources

devoted to defeating the insrugency, and the strength of the anti inswgency strategies aimed at

civilian supporters, or potential supporters, of the guerillas, strongly suggest that British, and

after them Malayan, authorities saw the potential for support for the insurgency to widen out

into fully fledged people's war.(ttt)

151 Malcolm Caldwell, writing inl977,makes the point in this way:'... the
British in practice acted on the assumption that large-scale Malay participation in
the liberation struggle was a possibility, and that the consequences of not.
scotching that possibility by évery means available would be disastrous - indeed
fatal - to the whole counter-insurgency progtamme'.

Caldwell, "From'Emergency'to 'Independence' 1948-57" in Amin and Caldwell
(eds.), Mala]'a The Mfing õf a neo-Côlony,p.225- Original emphasis.

Caldwell presents a plausible if somewhat thinly based case that there were Malay
insurgenti to an extent not then generally recognized.

lbid.,pp.224-229.

His case for this is not by any means a definitive one and more evidence is
needed to confirm this assertion. While
insurgents th
Malays were
terrorist or C
insurgents though again more evidence

Not surprisingly, perhaps, there is little (or-little accessible) in the L"þli.
Records Offirce in Loãáoi by way of British intelligence reports throwing light on
the subject.

For description and analysis of the Emergency in general and the cor¡¡rter

insugency effort in particular, see for example:

Anthony Short, The Commr¡nist lnsr¡rrection in Malaya 1948-1960(London,
1975) aú;

Richard Clutterbuck, Riot and Revolution in Singapore and Malaya. 1945-
1963(London, 1973).
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PAS and the MCP: 1948-1960.

Throughout the period, then, Communism remained limited in its popular appeal and it

was much more organizedradical Islam which was, from the early Independence years, able to

exercise a strong populist presence within the Malay population on the peninsular. ln a sense,

then, the MCP was displaced by PAS as the protector of peasant interests; by 1959 it was

clear that it was the radical Islamic party, much more than the MCP, which provided the

vehicle for the expression of class based peasant interests. By that year the heavy police

action mor¡nted against the MCP by the British and Malayan govemments was having a strong

ef[ect in subjugating the pany. Malayan communism was therefore in no position to widen its

appeal among the Malay mrrsses and the field was left to PAS operating above ground and

constitutionally to tap into class grievances at the lower levels of the Malay community and to

adopt the mantle of protector of the Malay people through the ballot box in the newly

independent Malayan political system.

The United Front Strategy.

Still, the MCP was not by any means completely broken in the fifties. In the sixties it

was able to rally to some extent operating a united front policy by infiltrating and working

through other organizations - unions and the like - towards its goal of the fundamental

reorganization of Malayan and then Malaysian society.

The Resumption of armed struggle.

In 1968 the party abandoned the r:nited front strategy it had been pursuing and opted for

a resumption of armed struggle instead; from the sanctuaries where it had been driven on the

Thai-Malaysian border towards the end of the Emergency the party was able to exert a

strongly felt residual presence on the peninsular and especially in the north. Funston points

out that a 'govemment White Paper published in October,l9Tl admitted that the party had

"managed to achieve some degree of progress", particularly in re-establishing communication

lines and penetrating deep into states such as Kedah, Perak and Kelantan.' There was, Ftutston

continues, considerable strength in the communist insurgency in the 1970s with a gleater

number of insurgents than at the end of the Emergency (2,054 insurgents in1975 on one
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estimate compared with 500-100 left at the end of the Emergency): there was much greater

support from Malays (mostly of Thai origin) than had been the case in the past and a

considerable degree of public support for the guerillas apparently indicated by the failure to

apprehend virnrally any of those involved in the assassination of police officials.(152) Kessler

speculated in 1978 that the MCP was in a position of understudy to PAS standing in the wings

ready to draw widespread peasant support if PAS was unable to retain it.(tt') We have already

seen that in 1980 the national government, or at least one of its ministers, took the view that

the MCP was 'still very active' in Kedah.(154)

However, it is important not to exaggerate the party's influence in the seventies. Gullick

cautions for example that communism on the peninsular in the period to 1980 \¡/as a limited

force operating on a narrow basis of popular support: 'The MCP has never been able to

secure support from the Malay peasanûry by exploiting their economic grievances'.(r55)

Funston, too, writing in 1980, had reservations on the strengths of the movement: 'The

communist movement is now a more serious force than it has been since the Emergency but

short of a major political, social or economic upheaval, or rapid advances by communists in

I 52 Funston, Mala)¡ Politics, pp.27 6-27 8

Gauging the degree of popular support with any precision fe¡ j¡st 
lgents i.s always

problematic. The truth of Mao Tse Tung's fish and water analogyindicating that a

þerilla force must necessarily rely heavily on the support of the civilian
population which is the element within which it operates is self evident and
ðommonty used counter insurgency tactics aimed at the removal or limitation of
this support are, in effect, premised on its veracity. While the situation was clearly
well sliõrt of anything looking like popular uprising there must have been some
civilian support for these guerillas (arising from sympathy for the cause, or
intimidatión, or a mixtt¡re of the two) especially to the north on the peninsular in
the 1970s though what form it took and how extensive it was is yet to be
established in the sources.

153 Kessler, Islam and Politics , p.243.

Kessler is quoted on the point in a footnote below

154 K. Das, "Bitter han¡est in the rice bowl", FEER, 8 February, 1980.

The minister cited above who implied a view that communists were behind the
1980 Kedatr rice riots.

155 Gullick, Malaysia, p.135.
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neighbotring countries, does not seem likely to make major gains in the near future.'1156¡

While the MCP remained a limited force in terms of its failure to draw a strong popular

following it does seems that it was able to cause considerable anxiety to the Malaysian

government - an anxiety disproportionate to its actual impact on the political scene in the

country. honically, then, since it was common practice at the time for official announcements

to stress the undesirability and unimportance of Malaysian communism these same

announcements nonetheless caried an acute anxiety conveying an effect of exaggeration of

the importance of communism as a threat to the status quo in the country. It was an

exaggeration which threw more light on the acute nature of the anxiety which any sort of

leftist presence instilled in offrcial circles than on the actual strength of the revolutionary left

on the peninsular.(r57)

Other forms of direct protest.

Fr¡nston fi¡rther points out that the UMNO dominated government had other forms of

direct protest to contend with in the seventies. Student unrest focussing on a range of issues

and including demonstration in support of peasants during the Baling and Sik disturbances,

the 'ubiquitous communal problem'as a'constant background', and less well organized forms

of protest - the nnal poor expressing their discontent through unauthorized squatting on land

1 56 Funston, Malay Politics, p.27 8.

157 Ananxiety strong enough in1976, for example, for UMNO to perceive the
existence of 'commr¡nists' within its own ranks and to take steps to remove them.
In that year the party was subject to a McCarthyist witch-hunt for communists -
something which threatened the internal stability of the paÍy.

Crouch, "The UMNO Crisis: 1975-1977", in Crouch and others (eds.), Malaysian
Politics and the 1978 Election,pp.20-27.

At the party General Assembly
'a problem of witch-hunthg, *
result of uncontrolled emotions

party officials
party Old Guard
communists'

and 'pro-communists' in the government - something which many observers saw
as forcing a major split in the party.

Ibid.,p.27.
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and increasing crime in urban areas (not necessarily a form of protest but something which did

'test a government's capacity to rule') operated together with the resumed communist

insurgency and other activities of the MCP as a source of instability for the Malaysian

Govemment. All this was the wider context of direct dissension from outside the system

within which took place what was, perhaps, the most dramatic and unusual protest giving

expression to peasant class grievances at the end of the seventies - the disturbances which

took place in the Baling and Sik provinces of Kedatr in 1980.

Concentration of wealth.

Before proceeding to briefly examine these distr:rbances it is important to stress that in

the rural sphere the direct protest referred to above, and very dramatically the Baling and Sik

disturbances, arose from a situation of continuedpolanz.ation of wealth in the counûryside - a

polarization which had its roots in the colonial past and which was particularly acute to the

north on the peninsular. The nature of this economic differentiation and its effect in helping

to politicize the peasanùry is well documented in the secondary sowces. We have already seen

something of the way in which this was taking place in the colonial period and extending on

this on a selection of the sowces (some of them dealt with where the subject of economic

concentration is dealt with in this thesis above) dealing with the subject \¡re can arive at a

clear general picture of how the process was operating over the longer period of time - from

the colonial period into the 1970s.

Wilson, Firth, S\¡rift, Mokhzani, Kessler, Stenson and Gullick have all commented on

the tendency into the independence period. Wilson, an agricultural economist, prepared a

comprehensive government survey of the state of the padi economy in north Malaya in the

very early independence period - a survey which focussed on land tenure and use and which,

as we have seen, provided a very good idea of the tendency towards a concentation of land

ownership in spatial terms in the area.(158)

158 T.B. Wilson,
of Malaya.

BulletinNo. 103 Lumptu, 1958) passim and

It \ /ill be remembered that Wilson's contribution to our understanding of this
aspect of padi production to the norttr on the peninsrllar is discussed in my chapter
dealing with the consolidation of the colonial state above'

Clearly, then, this polarizing tendency has received recognition in ofFrcial reports
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Firth, in his anthropological study of Malay fishermen, has indicated the trend in the

coastal a¡ea of Kelantan to 1963.(t5e) While the main focus of this study is on the period

1939-40 it does include a chapter recording follow-up observations based on retum visits to

the locality where the initial field work took place in 1947 and 1963.(160) Recording trends in

the peasant economy and society in Kelantan to 1940 Firth observed:

There is little doubt that during the last thirty years the position of the peasant in
Kelantan has tended to change, particularly in the direction of greater differentiation in
levels of wealth.('o')

He fi¡rther observed for the period to 1940 that the differentiation within the fishermen in part

arose from the same factors encouraging polarization in the rural peasant land based economy

- from modern changes in the wider peasant and state economy - and predicted the emergence

of a'petty capitalist class' of fishermen.(r62) rWhen he came to re-examine the situation in the

within government circles on the peninsular. See also my discussion of the
Muda report prepared by Afrfuddin Haji Omar in the Muda sub section of
this chapter below. While these sectional reports assisting govemment
policy making did pick up on the trend towards wealth differences between
the n¡ral Malay community the strong tendency at the national level was to
portray the situation on the peninsular in terms of undifferentiated
communal blocks of wealth and poverty as the offrcial reports on the
successive Malaysian Plans show and as we shall see below in this chapter.
Still, it may well be that notwithstanding such offrcial pronouncements
federal government ofFrcials were influenced by reports such as'Wilson's
into seeing a socially destabilizing tendency in the differentiation and
were, without saylng so directly, addressing the issue in their policy
formulations. See my NEP discussion on this point in this chapter below.

159 Raymond Firth, Malay Fishermen their Peasant Economy (second edition,
London, 1966).

l60lbid., pp.298-350.

16l Ibid., p.296.

162Ibid.

Firttr discussed the factors providing the existence of 'petit rentiers living largely
on the sha¡es of the produce of their lands worked by others'. He added: 'Definite
information is lacking, but I am inclined to think that the practices of share-
cropping rice lands and of leasing the produce of orchards have increased
considerably in recent years, perhaps to an extent hardly realized by the
Government.'

Ibid.
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locality in 1963 he was able to confirm an earlier prediction of his. That prediction that the

introduction of the use of powered boats by these fishermen would 'demand a re-arrangement

in the established system of distributing earnings and fthat] there would be more likelihood of

the gap between wealthy, and poor fishermen being widened'.(tu3¡ More generally he found in

1963 tbatthe effect of technological modemization of fishing in the locality had been'to

widen the wealth range in the society and accentuate a¡eas of social non-cooperation.'(rs)

S\¡uift, in his seminal 1967 essay on the subject, drew together a number of earlier more

localized studies in the area to assert, on a sociological approach, and with a contemporary

focus, a prima facie case for the concentration of wealth in Malay peasant society.(165) His

main assertion ran:

I maintain that every important field of peasant economic activity shows a change from a
fairly equal distribution of wealth to one where a small number of peasants are set off
aoni tfrêir fellow villagers by substantialty greater income and possessions.(166)

According to Swift, 'T.8. Wilson, in the most extensive study of Malay pgdi economics yet

published (1958) clearly shows the existence of a "high degree of concentration of ownership"

in the sense of a "great va¡iation in the a¡ea of land per landowner."'(167)

Mokhzani, in a dissertation completed in the early seventies and dealing with the then

163 Ibid., p.346.

164 lbid., p.347.

165 Seminal partly by dint of the fact that it had a single focus on the
concentration issue; previous (and later) studies have included it among wider
concerns.

M.G. S\¡rift, "Economic Concentration and Malay Peasant Society" in Mawice
Freedman (ed.) Social Organization Essays Presented to Raymond Firth (London,
te67).

See also his related studies: "Malay Peasants" in R.D. Lambert and B.F. Hozelitz
(eds.),
Paris, I and Monograph on
Anthropolory No. 29

166Ibid., p.241

167Ibid., p.242.

Press, London, 1965)
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contemporary situation in Perlis, focussed on the role of credit transactions in bringing about

the concentration of wealth.(r68)

Kessler, within the context of his 1978 published argument that PAS succeeded in

Kelantan to 1969 on the basis of a class based appeal does focus on concentration of land

ownership and use and the way in which this intensified class tensions in the state. He

describes the way in which this increasingly uneven distribution of and access to land - the

most basic means of production to the peasantry - engendered social arxiety and tension and

the political consequences of this within the context of an emergent parliamentary political

system as this was developing in the post World Wa¡ II years:

ty of rice production
disquietude concerning
from small holders to

children, an equal anxiety obtain
see the sotrcebf their anxiety in isition of land by local rentiers and government
ofñcials; in the Alliance, wiih which the landlords and bureaucrats are overwhelmingly
identified; and in Alliance policies, which they perceive as serving, at their expense, the
interests only of the wealthy.(rÓe)

It was partly on the basis of this polarization in the countryside and relying on the work

of Wilson, Fisk, Swift and Kessler and others, that Stenson argued in 1977 , as we have seen,

that'the overwhelming dominance of race and the relative insignificance of class as categories

for political analysis' in the scholarship was a misplaced emphasis particularly in the light of

168 Mokhzani bin Abdul Rahmin, "Credit in a Malay Peasant Economy" Ph.D.
thesis in Anthropology (LSE, 1973) passim, pp.441,442.

In making his point on pages 441 and442Mok,Juani refers ys !o gr.gv.i-o¡gstudies
of his o"ñr lpOf ana t965¡, Swift (1965 and1967) and S Husin Ali (1964).

169 Clive S. Kessler, Islam and Politics in a Mala]'State Kelantan 1838-1969
(London, 1978) pp.724, 125.

The book is a revised version of Kessler's thesis: "Islam and Politics in Malay

a

Politics in a Malay State (Kuala Lumpw, 1974) pp.272'313.
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'expressions of discontent by Malay villagers' and students at the end of 1974 andthat a 'more

critical analysis of the sources and significance of class as well as racial conflict'was

waranted.(tto) H. cited Kessler approvingly indicating that he had'argued persuasively that

class polarizationarising from the disruptive impact of colonial adminisfration and the cash

economy was already noticeable in the 1930s and continued thereafter' in the Malay

countryside.(ttt) While less marked than in Burma and the Philippines, Stenson continued on

the basis of Kessler, 'increasing concentration of land ownership in the hands of a relatively

small number of rural landlords and members of the Malay salariat gave rise to clear conflicts

of interests between them and the mass of the peasanty who owned little or no land.'(r72)

Studies by Wilson, Fisk and Swift had confirmed 'a picture of a rapidly rising rural

population, widespread landlessness (over 50 per cent of rice cultivators in northern Malaya),

fragmented and Liliputian land-holdings, indebtedness, landlordism and widespread

underemployment and unemployment.'(rt3¡ Not onty did this not improve with the

implementation of Alliance land schemes and the provision of community amenities it

actually became worse with'significant sections of Malay peasants and fishermen [suffering]

170 Michael Stenson, "Class and Race in West Malaysia", Bulletin of Concerned
Asian Scholars, Vol. 8, No. 21976,pp.45-54.

171 lbid., pp.47,48.

Stenson's reference here is to Kessler's essay in the Roffedition.

While Stenson found Kessler persuasive and his interpretation of nual
he cautioned his readers that'[s]tudies of

regrettably scanty and interpretation of
ssarily [to] remain somewhat

speculative.'

Ibid., p.47.

l72Ibid.,p.48.

r73 rbid.

Here he relied on Wilson's 1958 study and Swift, "Economic Concentration"
and "Malay Peasant Society in Jelebu" as cited in my fooûrote above. His
other reference is to E.K. Fisk, "Rural Development Problems in Malaya",
Australian Outlook, I 6, 1962.
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actual impoverishment during Alliance rule.'(r 7a)

Gullick well summa¡izes the polarizing tendency within the Malay counûyside to 1980.

Under British colonial influence 'land became a valuable and heritable fixed asset of the

Malay economy (in contrast to its previous temporary use as a natural resource)' and

'inequalþ of wealth began to divide peasant society into classes' as a result.(l75) There was a

continuing trend in this direction to 1980 increasingly towards a situation where rural

production was dominated by a minority landlord group with a majority of producers in

varying forms of tenancy arangement or subsisting without land at all as landless wage

labowers.(ttu) Ar a result of this there had been 'tacit, and sometimes explicit, resentrnent

174Ibid., p.48.

175 John Gullick, Malaysia: Economic Expansion and National Unitv (London,
l98l) p.243.

See discussion ofthis process in chapter above.

176Ibid., p.243.

Gullick makes reference here to a'number of excellent modern surveys'which
'present a remarkably uniform picture of economic class structure in different
Malay village communities.' He cites Swift's 1965 study of Jelebu and Kessler's

tt,

JMBRAS monograph (1964),pp.1-70 and Malay Peasant Societv and Leadership,
(Kuala Lumpur, 1975).

I have been tnable to find a 1976 reference for Rogers. ln an essay
publish
exampl
to 1975
time a disintegrative efFect 'v/ithin the larger multiethnic Malaysian society'.

Marvin L. Rogers, "The Politicization of Malay Villagers Nationallntegration or
Disintegration-", Compa¡ative Politics, 7, ä (l97 5), pp.20 5 -225, 223 -

In this essay Rogers does, on the basis of a close examination of the
particular locality óf spècial interest to him, address the issue ofthe economic
-frr¡stration 

of Mãlays in Malaysia but apparentþ perceives this frustration on an
undiscriminating pêrspective as existing within a monolithic ethnic bloc of Malays
and in terms of iiSingMalay economic aspirations. It does not address - or does
not address squarely - the issue of economic differentiation within the Malay
community.

Ibid., pp.212-214.
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among the poor at the exploitation by the well-to-do of their economic strength.'(177)

Differences in wealth had been reflected in such things as the size, construction, and

furnishing of houses, leadership in social activities such as prayer meetings and in the choice

of marriage partners for children.(l7s¡ Corresponding changes in village leadership meant that

it was no longer localized and hereditary in its nature but instead saw influence passing'by a

process of "politicization" ... to a new type of leader, the local party organizet, and above him

the elected State assembly-man or, member of federal parliament.llTe¡ The village headman

Getuaf,arnpgtg) and the sub district headman (pgnghutu), while generally elected, tended to

be someone who had'traditional claims by descent (reinforced by wealth and personal merit)'

and who had become 'a minor cog in the general administrative machinery'of state and

national government.(t*o) All this entailed a blending of the old and new kind of village

leadership, something which had, by 1980, occu¡red'without much friction' and which saw a

village leadership comprised of 'the well-to-do members of the peasant class' and which rarely

allowed the rural poor to take a leading part.(ttt) Gutlick further points out that'[s]ince 1955

the government of Malaya and then of Malaysia has been founded on the hold of UMNO on

The article arises from field work condu a

the peninsular.

Man¿in Llewelþ Rogers, "Politicaf Involvement in Rural M3l3V Co^mmunity",

Þtrã ttrèrir subniitted iî pótiticat Science in the Graduate Division of the

University of Californi4 Berkeley, 1968.

As such both the thesis and article by Rogers seem out of line with the other

;i"úãcite¿ UiC"tlick as preseritingã'reTarkably ""ifgry 
picture of

eðonomic class stiucture in different Mãlay village communities'.

177 Gullick, Malaysi4 P-244-

178 rbid.

179 Ibid.

l80Ibid.

181 Ibid., p.245.
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the political allegiance of the recognized leaders of these village communities'.(tt') Referring

to Kessler's account of the PAS challenge to UMNO's hegemony in Kelantan he concludes

that if Kessler was right'UMNO remains politically vulnerable in those areas, especially the

rice-bowl of the north-west as well as the north-east, where economic conflicts within the

Malay community are especially sharp and unlikely to be relieved in full by the policies of the

NEP.I83

It was this economic concentration as this was developing in the independence period

which Lay atthe heart of support for PAS in the NMS as we have seen and which, as we shall

see, was the driving force behind the two Kedah disturbances in 1975 and 1980. And, as

Gullick implies, the faihue of the Govemment's New Economic Policy was also a factor

exacerbating poverty in the north and as such was a strong contributing factor to unrest there.

Before looking at these distubances, then, it is useful to look at the NEP as the broad policy

setting giving rise to unrest in the area.

The NMS and the New Economic Policy

In May lg1g,following the recent federal and state elections of that year in which the

Alliance lost several seats to The Opposition, the victorious Opposition parties and their

supporters celebrated their victory in a manner which gave offence to the Malay

commrurity.rsa These victory celebrations marked the beginning of violent street clashes

182 Ibid.

t83lbid., p.246.

le According to Gullick the Opposition celebrations were calculated to give offence to the

Malay community.

Gullick, Malavsia p. 22.

The extent to which the riots may have been de

journalistic periodic sources. An offrcial gove
riots.

National operations Council, The May 13 Traged]': A Report(Kuala Lumpur' 1969)' passim'

The riots are too recent to allow for a detached, definitive account. Stenson's article

otrering an 
"ipf*àiió" 

of thg longer term causes of the riots in terms of the relative

ú;ffiñ 6Ëpñãi".r*r ñ.d.u". as sources of social cleavage in Malaysia - an
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between the communal groups and especially between Malays and Chinese in and around

Kuala Lumpur. The clashes resulted in several hundred fatalities, most of them Chinese.

These race riots were a great shock to the Malaysian government. In the early nineteen

seventies, in response to them, the Malaysian government sought to formulate and implement

a marked change in national policy in order to better preserve national unity - a unity that had

appeared very much threatened in 1969 by the explosive communal violence of that year.tt5 A

wide range of strategies was adopted: a state ideology was declared setting out the

government's overall policy objectives clearly and with affrrmation; the Alliance was' as we

have seen, widened into the National Front with the aim of getting as close as possible to a

communal consensus in government; and a policy of major economic reform was declared

aimed at defusing communal tension through the elimination of poverty, especially rural

Malay poverty.l86 This policy of economic reform was seen as pivotal to the continuing

swvival of a harmonious and integrated federation. Since it is the NMS that has had the

gteater concentration of rural poverty that region must have been of crucial concern to the

government since the early part of the last decade as the main focus for its rural reform

policies.tsT

Following the riots the government moved quickly to quell any further outbreaks of

commr¡nal violence. The constitution was suspended and the government of the country

account, as we have seen, relying heavily on Kessler's interpretation of politics and social

"h^g. 
ín Kelantan - is well worth reading in this context'

Stenson ", passim and especially p' 48' John Butcher gave a good review of
English .ítítrté *"i" úrñ r"i¡äd Uy ttt disturbanceJat the Third Malaysia

soõiety in Adelaide in 1981.

John Butcher, ,.May l3: A review of Some Controversies in Accounts of the Riolsl" Paper

delivered to the nsian Stu¿iét Ãsoõiution of Australia Malaysia society Third colloquium'

University of Adelaide,22-24 August, 1981'

r85 Gullick, Malaysia pp.122-124.

ltu lbid., pp.123,124.

Scott points out that the policy was also prompted by the 1974 rubber disturbances'

Scott, Weapons, P.54.

r8z Though this e official Malaysian

documentation on furbance must have

indeed focussed, o rrual poverty in the

north.
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placed in the hands of the National Operations Council (NOC).ttt Shaken by the conflict the

prime Minister, Tunku Abdut Rahman, lost his confidence and will to govern and his

authority to lead his party and the nation. He gave way to his deputy Tun Abdul Razak' who

led the NOC and played the leading part in the reconstruction which followed the riots.l8e

It was against this background of social and politicat trauma threatening a sustained

anarchy that Malaysian leaders sought, with the restoration of constitutional democracy in

1974, amore affirmative, positive new direction for the federation. To limit the potential for

contentious communication to inflame communal tension the constitution was amended to

ban'any future public opposition to, or criticism of, Malay special rights and other sensitive

issues'.reo The proclamation of a state ideology indicated the intention of the nation's leaders

to commit the country to five futuristic statements of belief in the kind of reconstructed

society and policy to be achieved in the years following l97l.te1 This included a commitment

to national unity, democracy and justice.re2 The ideology also enunciated five moral

principles for the guidance of individuals in their striving for good Malaysian citizenship:

belief in God; loyalty to the Malaysian sovereign and to the country; support of the

constitution; good behaviour; and morality. I e3

At the political level, as we have seen, Tun Razak and the NOC sought a stronger

moral authority in governing a racially divided society through a wider communal

representation in the governing pafty. Through the expansion of the Alliance into the

National Front the counûry moved away from adversarial party politics towards consensus

decision making within a broad and more representative ruling party in the hope that

govemance of the country would be, or at least would be seen to be, more widely

representative of the main communal interests in Malaysia.l'o ln large measure' then, the

t8t Gullick, Malavsi4 p.122.

rse lbid.

r'o lbid., p.123.

retlbid.

1e2 Jbid.

te3lbid.

re4lbid.
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party room took over from parliament as the main forum for the discussion and

implementation of national policy. By closeting national policy debate within the party room

in this way and with the constitutional amendment referred to above prohibiting discussion on

racíalIy contentious topics, it was thought that such communally sensitive issues could be held

at arms length from the Malaysian populace. It was hoped that these political and

constitutional strategies would help to defuse the kind of explosive racial tension so painfully

and destructively evident on May 131969.

The third main plank in the post 1969 reconstuction strategy - that of implementing a

more purposeful economic strategy - was seen as a more long term solution to the problem of

racial tension in the federation. The New Economic Policy (NEP), the name given to this

long term policy of economic reform, had two main stated objectives.res The fnst of these was

the elimination of the main concentration of poverty, especially that located in the nual Malay

sector of the economy.r'ó The second thrust of the policy aimed at removing the identification

of race and economic function, well being and status.reT

The NEP is thus very much premised on a belief in the need to protect and increase the

special privileges of the Malay Community through a policy(called the Bumiputrapolicy) of

positive discrimination to allow economic, educational and other advantages to the Malay

commgnity. Its purpose is to redress what is seen as an imbalance - a socially destabilizing

imbalance - in the relative prosperity and general well being across the three main ethnic

communities in the federation. Although the NEP planning statements are careful not to say

so too directþ one main intention behind the policy has been the elimination of Malay povefty

as a cause of resentment against a much wealthier Chinese community. The NEP thus aims at

improving the economic position of the Malays while at the same time maintaining an overall

growth in the economy. The NEP aims amongst other things at a thirty percent Malay

ownership of the modem sector of the economy by that policy's tnget date. This involves a

delicate balancing operation on the part of the Malaysian government in which an increasing

share in wealth and economic participation for Malays is sought while at the same time

rn5 rbid., p.124.

te6lbid.

teT lbid.
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resenûnent from the other communities, particularly the Chinese community, which tend to

see themselves disadvantaged by the concessions to the Malays, is avoided.res

The policy was instigated on a twenty year time span (1971-1990) for the achievement

of its main objectives with the period being broken down into specific 5 year stages.lee To

1980 the progr¿mme of economic development was guided by three major planning

documents with the last two of these directed at the post 1969 situation. It was, then, the

Second Malaysia Plan 197l-1975 (SMP) which set down systematically the main aims and

method of implementation of the NEP generally and the first stage of that plan in

parricular.(2m¡ This was followed by the Third Malaysia Planl976-1980 (TMP) which

continued basically the same economic stategy though with some refinements in the light of

the assessed performance of the previous five year strategy.(2ol¡ Both the second and third

Malaysia Plans have been fine tuned with mid-term reviews of their operation.(2o2¡ The full

twenty ye¿ìr perspective of the NEP was addressed more directly in the Outline Perspective

Plan (OPP) which appeared in the Mid-Term Review of the Second Malaysia Plan. A revised

Outline Perspective Plan (OPP2) appeared in the Third Malaysia Plan.

The implementation of the NEP has been assisted by the operation of various

govemment agencies such as the Federal Agriculttual Marketing Authority (FAMA) set up to

buy and mill rice and a network of 'farmers' organizations (FO) organized under a central

authority to provide technical and other assistance to agriculturalists in the federation.2O3

te8 Conversations I have had with members of the Chinese community on the peninsular

during several visits in the late nineteen seventies and throughout the eighties was stongly
suggeltive of such resentnent within that community.

ren Gullick, Mala)rsia" p.124.

200 Malaysian Govemment, Second Malaysia Plan 197l-1975, Kuala Lumpur, 1971.

20r Malaysian Government, Third Mala)'sia Plan 1976-1980 Kuala Lumpur, 1976'

Malaysian Government,
Kuala Lumpur, 1973. Malaysian,
Kuala Lumpur, 1976.

203 Funston points out that the FAMA had the task of 'eliminating the ubiquitous exploiting
middle men'bj overseeing the marketing of agricultural produce.

Funston, Malay Politics, p. 63.

202
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Within the period of this chapter the NEP in operation was epitomized by particular rural and

industrial projects aimed at improving production of certain commodities and increasing

living standards using modem production methods and especially modern production

technology. One such project was the show piece river Muda irrigation scheme located

geographically in the north of the peninsular which, in 1980, had 250,000 acres of paddy fields

inigated by innovative inigation methods.

Clearly, then, the new twenty year policy of economic reform was not being

implemented in isolation as the sole answer to communal tension in the 1970-1980 period.

Conceived in the immediate wake of the explosive 1969 race riots it \ilas, ¿ìs we have seen,

part of a wider ideological and political sftategy aimed at nothing less than the continued

survival of the federation itself.2oa From the point of view of the Malaysian authorities the

success of the NEP within the context of the wider strategy was vital to the maintenance of

continued social and political stability in Malaysia.

The economic stategies being practiced were, arguably, somewhat narowly

conceived. The official economic planning statements, while cognizant and sensitive to

differences between rich and poor, appear to perceive these differences in narowly

communal terms. The wealth differences are seen as corresponding in the main with the

differences in ethnicity and little is said about intra commrmal socio economic differences'2O5

Relatedly, the Malaysian govemment was in this decade pwsuing an economic sfrategy which

was, arguably, reformist in the western liberal democratic sense in a way which did not go to

the heart of the intra-ethnic economic and social differences in the federation.2o6 Although the

ptanning documents made reference to social restructuring it was clear that the Malaysian

authorities interpreted social restructuing in narrow terms and did not adopt a wider

perspective on the nature and causes of social cleavage and tension in Malaysia. The strategy

was one of creating a Malay entrepreneurial class operating within a post colonial capitalist

2ø I am referring here principally to the proclamation of a state ideologY^, the widening of
the Alliance into Uíe Nati^crn¿ Éroni, and thè constitutional moves to limit free speech on

communal matters outlined immediately above in this chapter.

2os 1rn referring here to the three ptanning and review documents cited immediately above

in this chapter.

zoo 1¡. approach continued throughout the 1980s and remains basically the same now in
the 1990s.
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economy and hence, in fimdamental social terms, was doing nothing to alter the status quo of

entrenched intra-communal wealth and poverly.2o7

It is especialty the rural poverty in north Malayathat was presenting the stronger

challenge for the NEp in the decades of its operation to 1980. Because there was a greater

concentration of poverty in the NMS it was there that the policy was most vulnerable. Gullick

makes the point, that within the Malay dominated rice producing sector of the Malaysian

economy at that time, while land owning peasants engaging in double cropping were

prosperous relative to single cropping tenant farmers 70 per cent of the former and 90 per cent

of the latter were t¡nder the povedy line.(208) This was, Gullick says, 'a very large problem' in

terms of the numbers of families afflected.2oe It was also, he says, a localized problem.2ro Nine

tenths of the 140,000 families depending on rice growing as the main source of their

livelihood, he says, were located in the north-west and north-east of the peninsular.(2tt)

'Writing in1974 Wheelwright commented that, 'the whole North-east area.'.is

extremely backward and poor'and in 1981 Lonaine Corner indicated that the gap in material

wetl being between the padi planters and rubber smallholders of Kedah, Perlis and Kelantan

and the rest of the population on the peninsular was the main focus of most criticisms of rural

government policy.(2r2) Funston points out that FAMA - the marketing authority referred to

several pages above in this thesis - was 'also engaged in research on nual problems and

207 post colonial in the obvious sense ttrat it was an economy operating on the basic

p¡""þl* id"il"d i,t th;-giiirh ¿*ing the time of their colonialpresence on the peninsular

to 1957.

208 Gullick, Malaysi4 p.175.

2oe lbid.

2ro Ibid.

2rr Jbid.

of social conditions and relations in
'backward' in this context needs some
centric perceptions of Malaysian society

Wheelwright, Radical Political Economv, p -3 48'

velopment Policy in Malaysia"' Paper
Malâysia Society Third Colloquium,
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gained considerable publicity for a report on Kedah and Perlis released in March 1968 which

revealed that most farmers in these states were heavily in debf.213

Certainly the Second Malaysia Plan and its Mid-Term Review reflect some

awareness of spatial economic differentiation across the peninsular(they espouse a goal of

achieving an economic balance between the states) but they do so without clearly identifring

the regions and states of greater and lesser need. Thus, although that plan does adopt a

regional approach to economic reform it does not directly state the distinctive poverty problem

in north Malaya. Still, within the wider implementation of the plan there is official

recognition of poverty in the north, as the FAMA report on debt in Kedatr and Perlis referred

to immediately above indicates. Despite the fact that planning documents do not spell it out

for us it is clear that a knowledge of this northern hardship has entered strongly into the

calculations for economic reform of Malaysian authorities since 1971'

To 1980 the NEP had been a mixed success. While it had achieved a measure of

economic growth in the economy as a whole it had had much less success in its objective of

eliminating poverty, especially rural Malay poverty.(2ta) Thus, while the federation under the

NEp had gone a long way towards meeting its production goals the policy had fallen down in

failing to achieve the desired spread of the benefits of this productivity equitably throughout

the Malaysian population. While Muniappan casts doubt on the claims of the Malaysian

government that there has been a decline in absolute poverty in the period 1970-1978 Corner

213 Funston, Malay Politics,P. 63.

2ta For an assessment of the effrc fust decadeof its.operation see

c"[i.t, vrurávriu, rii.ião-iso. g"+ d above) and David Limgive an

appraisal of the *ottã"gtitft Ngp :ctives in papers prepared for the

t'lird Malaysia Socierytolloquium referred to above'

Corner, "Persistence of Poverty", passim.

David Lim, "The Political Economy in the ì{EP 4 \{alaysia" -Pqp.tt elveg3t ttre Asian Studies

Associatio" ore"ruJiã rurãuvri;É*i"ry Third colloqúium hetd at-the university of
Adelaide 22-24 August, 1981, passim.

In a paper prepared for the s ring-ryIun aPDan evaluates the utility of.

ooverry srudies i" NËi"fåiöää; ;i6its ofoèrr comment on the overatl

workirig of that policY.

D. Munniappan, ,,poverty Studies and the Determination of Social Policy i r Malaysia", paper

siven at rhe Asian s"t"äìåË;;i"tiã" "rÃ"ruai" 
Malaysia Society Third colloquium held

;i tË Ùniversity of Adelaide22-24 August, 1981, pp'7-17 '
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accepted that there has been such a decline and that there had been an overall improvement in

real sta¡rdards of living in the 1970s but pointed out that at the same time that rwal Malay

poverty, and at a more general level significant differences between rich and poor, continued

to be a strong feature of Malaysian society in the period.(2ls) Lim reported in a similar vein

that while the Malaysian economy was reasonably successful in achieving its target growth

rate in thelgTl-I9z5 period and the indication was that the NEP would be successful in

achieving its more long term projected target growth rates in the funlre to 1990, it had

nonetheless, in the term that it had been operating, had little success in reducing income

inequalities.(216)

Clearly, then, it was north Malaya and the rural poverty that existed there which in

particular constituted the Achilles heel of the NEP in the potentially r:nstable circumstances

that prevailed in the federation in the decades following 1969. We must assume that the

Malaysian government perceived this failure to eradicate northern Malay povefty as

threatening the fragile communal consensus seen as being at the core of social and political

stabitity in the country. Certainly such a th¡eat is implied in the secondary sources.(217)

The of¡rcial view of the danger posed by economic inequalities appears to be a

simplistic communal one. The scenario that the Malaysian govemment fears appears to be, if

we extrapolate from the Second Malaysia Plan and its Mid Term Review, one of the Malays,

2rs Muniappan, "Poverty Studies", p.16.

Corner, "Persistence of Povefy", passim. See especially pp'2,19'

216 Lim, "Political Economy", passim and especially pp' 35-40

2tt For example, Lim, although hg doesn't refer to the NMS specifically, makes the point in

tris paper deliveied to the ThirdValaysia Society Colloquium:

therefore large.'

Lim, "Political EconomY", P.38.

The extent to which the discontent sing

exoectations is ¿eUataüt" Ññ"rt"ittürit" through

poierty may spill over in some \ilay not cle
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as a group, and especially the Chinese, againas a monolithic group, coming once again into

open conflict, a conflict in some ill-defrned way given added intensþ on the Malay side by

their poverty and their resentment of Chinese wealth in a situation where a particular set of

circumstances acts as a catalyst sparking offhostilities.(218) But there was another dimension

to the threat posed by northem Malay poverty to the Malaysian governmental status quo

which, while being an integral part of the communal susceptibility of the federation, at the

same time constituted a challenge of another kind which was not in itself commr:nal in

character. The expressed offrcial fea¡s of an economically and socially undifferentiated Malay

community pitted against a likewise undifferentiated Chinese community obscwed the

powerfi.rl bearing that intra communal class conflict was having on social and political

stabilþ in the federation. The Baling, Sik and Alor Sta¡ riots, the emergence of radical Islam

as a political force from 1969 based in the NMS, and even the residual presence of Communist

guerilla forces on the Thai-Malaysian border, were clear evidence of from the stand point of

ttre Malaysian government, potentially destabilizing forces within Malaysia having a basis

much more in class tensions than tensions stemming from pruely ethnic differences.2le

Certainly the presence of beleaguered Communist guerilla units posed only a limited direct

military threat to Malaysian government forces, and the MCP operated very much

zrs 1¡,f i1" the second Maraysia Pran and t" YiJî*,H"äi,i: å;;!:,ff1å*"#i,T]t,r,.,"
n, approaching the question o! a very, 

-

cÍasi tension õetweên rich and poor Malays
ng in open communal conflict in 1969'

communalism as the main source of social

ore

Stenson, "Class and Race", passim, pp.48,49'

2re The Malayan Commr¡nist Party(MCP) abandoned a'united front' strategy in favour of
armed struggle in 1968.

Funston, Malal¿ Politics, P. 277 .
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underground with no apparent widespread support at the time. There remained, however,

given the scale and intensity of class tension in north Malaya outlined above in this thesis, and

the class tensions which arguably existed in wider Malaysian society, the possibility that a

greater number of the Malaysian populace and especially the NMS raayat would have, in the

right circumstances, been receptive to a Man<ist political appeal, and would have evenhrally

cast their allegiance behind it.(t'o)

Clearly, then, the failure of the NEP in the 1970-1980 period to effectively

implement a redistributive strategy, and in particular its failwe to sufFrciently distribute wealth

more equitably within the NMS Malay community, resulted in a multidimensional threat to

stability in Malaysia - a threat which went well beyond the threat of communal conflict of the

kind that erupted in lg6g. The extent to whichNEP policy makers were cognizant of intra

Matay class tensions as a destabilizing force within Malaysian society is unclear from ofFrcial

economic policy statements. The Malaysian government did in a very n¿uro\il sense

acknowledge athreat from the left, particularly that posed to them by communist insr:rgent

forces operating from the northern border are4 but it did not directly connect this up with

manifest class tensions within the federation nor with the NEP strategy.2" But it does seem

220 Gullick discussed the 'threat of a commr¡nist take over' in th9 the¡(thg book was

publisñJ in itfii"*t.-porqrry Malaysia. Amongst tþe factors limiting Communist po\iler
-*d 

iofl.r"ttces was, he wrote, the divisive natu¡e of the MCP'

Gullick, Malaysia" P.l3 5.

sler had speculated on what might þupp-.tl if the PI failed to retain the

that timeiothers will court them: the Malayan Communist Party

in the wings'.

Kessler, Islam and Politics, P -243.

ï"'älålÏ":i"äi,1"#å::l*3
500-1000 left at the end ofthe

Emergency.

Funston, Malay Politics, P.278.

Funston offers some reasons for this growttr in insurgency in the 1970s:

Communist insr:rgencY and
extent because of- the new
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likely that the geographic location of communist guerilla hideouts in the northern extremity of

the peninsular did, in ofhcial eyes, render the north of Malaya an area to some extent at least

susceptible to widespread Mamist appeal and that the strong continuing police action against

the guerillas throughout the decade was conducted very much with an eye to eliminating such

a possibility .222 Itmay be that there was a.n element of sfategmn in offrcial reticence in

avoiding any statement of an actual or potential connection between economic problems in the

northern rural sphere and Malaysian Mamism. The govemment may have been seeking in

dissent. Economic policies, despite a pro-Malay bias, did not aim at removing basic

structual oUrturf"rio MaÉy iniprovement in rûral areag, contributing to the

goverirmeitìr i"ãUitity to p.év"trt agrarian unrest when the cotrnbry as a whole

experienced an economic down turn.

fbid.,p.282.

By the end of the fust post 19 running-of th.."."Y policy - the

Ñ,íCÞ *^, in Funston's view, xerting limited influence on the

peninsular as we have seen in

Ibid., p.278.

lbíd.,p.277.

alaysiainlgT5(seefootroteaboveinthis.chapter).over
30 per seem to have bèen of Th¿i origin) indicating much

greater been the case in the Past''

Ibid., p. 278.

studY.

Funston fi¡rther adds that there was
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faihue
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this way to fi¡rttrer cast Malaysian Mamists in the role of social renegades out of touch with

the true needs of the people. Likewise, it seems likely that the Kedah riots and the continuing

strong appeal of radical Islamic policies were perceived as a strong threat to social stability

and the status quo in Malaysia. But again ofFrcial economic policy statements do not draw a

direct connection between this and economic problems and economic strategy as they applied

in the NMS.

Given the closed nature of government policy making we can only speculate but it

does seem likety that behind closed doors the Malaysian government did acknowledgethata

non-purely communal threat to their status quo did exist, certainly in north lll:alay4 and that

the sort of caution advanced by Wilson in 1958 on the connection between rural inequalities

and social stabitity in the cor:nûryside was very much a consideration in govemment economic

policy making.(223; Certainty, as \rye shall see in this chapter below, the connection was

recognized within government circles in the nineteen seventies for the extensive Muda region

of Kedah. We can surmise from this that, while the govemment planners didn't want the open

acknowledgement in the main NEP planning documents, they were nonetheless aware of the

issue of class in the northem Malay peasant community'

Still, if we take the government at its offrcial word throughout the decade the main

rationale of the NEP seems to have been based firmly on aperception of a communally

divided society and the need to reduce tensions between the communities by neutralizing the

economic causes of that communal tension. Ironically it is in large measr-ue the government's

perception of a communally divided society and the framing of policies, especially economic

policies, to remove or at least minimize tension between the races which, as v/e have seen in

very broad terms above, in itself tended to reinforce the communal divisions in Malaysian

society since by crudely identiffing monolithic blocks of ethnic wealth and poverty and by

approaching its economic social organization as an excuse in adjusting the relative economic

positions of undifferentiated ethnic communities, it tended to further a situation of the

separate development of the three main communities. This raises the more specific question

223 'Wilson, The Economics of Padi Production, pp' 27 ,28'

See mv reference to Wilson's comments on the socially destabilizing effects of rent increases

for the peasantry in chapter 5 above.
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looked at in broader political and constitutional terms above: whether, in the economic sphere,

the government's perception and policy implementation on the basis of an ethnically divided

society was self-serving. If, as I have suggested in the paragfaph above, government policy

makers did indeed privately harbour a more sophisticated notion of social conflict and its

causes in Malaysiathe question of whether communalism was being manipulated as a

deliberate divide and rule strategy comes againto mind.22a certainly if we are thinking in

terms of a stratagem the pre-existing communal differences did serve to keep the poor of the

respective communities apart and certainly the framing of economic and other policies on the

basis of ethnicity tended to maintain and strengthen this separation. It may well be, then, that

the government perceived this communal separation as an advantage to itself and that to have

admitted openly to the existence of social cleavage based on class as an added dimension

overlapping ethnic division would have lead, in the eyes of the NF inter communal elite, to an

undermining its own position by in some way inviting the possibility of cross communal

cooperation of the Malaysian poor in opposition to privileged power in Malaysia' It may well

be that this was the reason why the distinctive position of the NMS was not explicitly

recognized in offrcial economic and other policy statements and, in part' why secondary

sources relying as they do to a signifrcant extent on offrcial sources, also fail to fully explore

the r:nique position of these states in he working of the NEP in the wider context of Malaysian

society and politics in the 1970-1980 period'

Certainly this is highly speculative and relates to events much too contemporary for a

definitive explanation of government motives in implementing the NEP' But there is certainly

some suggestion in the sources that the ethnicity which was(and still is) so prominent a feature

As we have seen, Muzaffar, in his p surgentlslam in Malaysi4.

sives strons expression to what he sees as tlie torñization as a statagem by

ÑÈf pofciframers to maintain a Malay rulin

Muzaff;ar, Islamic Resurgence, p. 24'
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of Malaysian society has allowed the opportunity for Alliance and then NF elites to practice a

divide and rule economic stratery, or at least to capitalize on a situation in which major social

cleavage runs along ethnic lines. If that was the case ttren the NF failure to address itself

directly in its policy making to intra communal social tension that is so evident in north

Malaya may eventually prove self-defeating. As Kessler observed of the Alliance:

The Alliance, with its ethnically separate constituent communal parties, was hardly
nonracial in its nature and appeals. As an offrcial of one of its constituent parties
acknowledged,'the strength of communalis
the time when the PMIP was first swept into
remarked that the Alliance and the political
by the logic of the communalism which it i

Certainly the Kedah distr.¡rbances and the successful political challenge mounted by radical

Islam - a challenge which continues in one state at least in the north - cast strong doubt on

whether 'the logic of commwralism' in the NEP and wider NF policy thinking will continue to

produce policies sustaining the NF in a position of power within the Federation as the century

comes to a close.

The Muda Irigation Project

One particular scheme - the Muda Inigation Project operating wtder the auspices of

the NEP - warrants special mention in this chapter since it operated in the area rocked by the

major peasant disturbances in 1980 discussed in this chapter immediately below. These

demonstrations by peasant rice producers invite consideration of how well the scheme, and the

wider policy of which it was â pd, were working some ten years into their operation. The

fact that the vote for the radical Islamic parly, PAS, held up in the Muda area in the 1978

elections when that party was generally in electoral difficulty invites us to consider that it did

so on the basis of its appeal to the economic grievances of the peasanfiry there in line with the

accol¡rts of Kessler, Stenson and others of the nature of the popular PAS appeal across the

wider geographic area across the wider time span. What is of special interest in pursuing such

an enquiry is that there was some substantial offrcial recognition of the need to differentiate

within the rural Malay community in ensuring social stability through economic reform. What

is significant about the scheme is that, unlike the NEP planning documents which appear to be

')) <
Kessler, Islam and Politics, p.241
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tied to a single focus on ethnicity and to be wraware of intra communal social differences and

tensions, the Muda scheme did operate on some awareness of socio economic disparities

within the rural Malay community and seek to address these.

I focus here on three main valuable sources - all referred to in the first chapter of this

thesis - on the Muda scheme to advance to advance our understanding of the way the NEP was

operating in the NMS in the 1970-1980 period. The three sources offer a thorough account of

the operation of the scheme to the late nineteen seventies on different perspectives. Two of

these sources ¿re contemporary with our period of interest in the scheme - the years leading up

to the Alor Star disturbance in 1980. The third one was written some five years later and looks

back on a f,reld study by the author in the Muda region between 1978 and 1980. The first of

the two is a departmental report entitled "Aspects of Agricultural and Non-Agricultural

Linkages In the Development of the Muda Region" prepared in 1977 by Arifuddin Haji Omat,

the then Head of the Agricultural Division of the Muda Agricultural Development

Authority.226 The second is the academic article, "The Modernization of Agriculture in a

Kedah Viltage 1967-1978" by Rosemary Banard.227 The later source is the published

anthropological study by James C Scott entitled, Weapons of the Weak Everyda]' Forms of

Peasant Resistance.228

The Muda Irrigation Project operated throughout the 1970s as a scheme designed to

increase agriculnual productivity in the area in which it operated through technical(including

the provision of irrigation infrastructure) and institutional innovation and advancement.22e A

main objective of the scheme in enhancing agricultural productivity was to increase the rice

yield through double cropping.23o It was Malaysia's largest irrigation scheme covering 98,000

226 Arifuddin Omar, Head of the Division,

Office of the General Manager, Development Authority, Teluk
Chengai, Alor Setar, Kedatr, October, 1977.

on of Agriculture in a Kedah Village 1967 -1978",
vol. 13, No. 2, 1979.

228 James C Scott, Weapons of the Weak Everyday forms of Peasant Resistance(New
Haven, 1985).

22e Oma1 " Orgarizational Aspects", p. I .

230 [bid.
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hectares of north Kedatr and Perlis(see map) and servicing over 60,000 '1¡ttttt.23r At the time

the Malaysian government - the Far Eastern Economic Review quotes an unn¿lmed politician

from the ruling National Coalition on the subject - sought to dismiss the 1980 Alor Sta¡

peasant demonstration as somettring attributable to the activities of extreme Islamic or

communist agitators exploiting 'conditions on the ground'.232 Such explanations, however,

seem defensive and singularly inadequate in that they fail to analyse the material grievances of

the peasants who took to the streets in protest. While there is, in the reference to 'conditions

on the ground', an implicit acknowledgement of felt hardship by peasant rice producers, this

hardship is dismissed in favor.¡¡ of a focus on manipulative agitators using hardship for their

own ends. It fails to acknowledge that even if agitators l¡rere at work that agitation could only

have produced such dramatic protest if the grievances were real and strongly felt by the

protesters.

The real question that arises from the Alor Sta¡ demonstations is this: what effect

was the Muda Scheme was having on the lives of the peasantry affected by it ? As the Fa¡

Eastern Economic Review reportage at the time indicated, the disturbances were surprising,

given the economic reforms that were being implemented in the areaatthe time.233 Such

protest was not expected'in an area covered by a M$300 million(US$137.6 million)

development show piece, the Muda scheme, which [could] inigate 250,000 acres of paddy-

fields'.23a The scheme had been operating throughout the 1970-1980 decade(the first phase

implementation of double cropping was in 1970) and was, by the tum of that decade, well

established.23s The question for us is why, a decade into the implementation of the NEP on the

peninsular in general, and the scheme as its main flag carrier in the locality in particular, there

was such a dramatic demonstration of peasant economic hardship and unrest on such a

23 I Barnrrd, "Moderni zation of Agricultru e", p. 47 -

'Farms': the term used by Barnard.

t" D*, "Bitter Harvest", p.20.

2" Das, "Bitter Harvest", p.20.

230Ibid.

235 Omar makes reference to the commencement of double cropping in 1970

Omar, "Some Organizational Aspects", p.l.
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significant scale in 1980.

On the face of it the protest would seem to imply some significant failu¡e in the

scheme since its objective was to enhance the material security of the Malay community there

and, in so doing, to minimize the potential for social contention.t'u We must ask, too, whether,

as I have suggested in the chapter above, PAS was indeed able to appeal to the class interests

of a disgruntled peasantry of the kind described by Kessler for the immediate post

independence period and if so, whether this too indicates a major failure of the scheme.237

The fact is that there were assessments - the two I have referred to above and one of

these more than the other - indicating social tensions existing in the area. Given the fact that

these assessments pre-dated the distubances the outbreak of rioting ought not to have been

the surprise it seems to have been to observers at the time.

Omar and Bamard examined the scheme on very different perspectives and

approaches. Omar's study wris as we have seen an ofFrcial one conductedinl9TT as Head of

the Agricultr:ral Division of the Muda Development Authority. Barnard's article is a revised

version of paper presented in 1978 to a conference of academics in Sydney.23t While Oma¡'s

study has a wider regional focus Barnard's perspective, as the title suggests, is focussed on one

particular village locality within the area of operation of the scheme.23e

As his title suggests Omar argued the need to anchor any assessment of what was

primarily an exercise in increasing nual productivity in an understanding of the wider

organizational context in which that exercise w¿ìs placed. He implied that we can only

meaningfully explore the working of the scheme by seeing it against the wider social context

236 Objectives drawn from the NEP in general. See discussion of the 1969 riots and the

NEP above.

237 Described by Kessler in his book,Islam and Politics in a Malav State referred to in this

thesis chapter above.

238 Presented to a Malaysia panel at the Second National Conference of the Asian Studies

Association of Australia, Ûnivèrsity ofNew South Wales, Sydney, May 1978-

Bamard, "The Moderni zation of Agriculnr e", p.46.

23e Her article assessed 'the response of a padi farming village, Kampung Asam Riang, to

opportunities aflorded by the Muda Irrigation Project'.

Ibid.,p.47.
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in which it was placed.2aO Omar applied Frank's theory of development and underdevelopment

to the Muda circumstances.2ot

Omar pointed out that Muda regional growth had been hampered by a lack of

investment in its enterprise due to a'siphoning effect'whereby'surplus obtained through

monopsonic rice marketing was... appropriated to other developed regions more highly

developed than the Muda region, especially to the industrial-port region of Penang where the

rates of return to investment [were] considerably higher than those in the agricultwal Muda

Region'.2a2 As a result of this there was 'a net outflow of economic surplus from the Muda

Region thus draining the already poor region bone dry'.243 Omar quoted Frank on the causes of

underdevelopment as indicating the fundamental reason for the 'underdevelopment of the

peasant majority' in the Muda region. The 'capitalistic dependency form of growth and

development'in evidence in the Muda and'leading to the wrderdevelopment of the peasant

majority'there, was, he \ilrote quoting Frank, "'the necessary product of the internal

contadiction of capitalism itself". The same quotation continued:

These contadictions are the expropri

240 His title draws our attention to 'organizational aspects' and to 'agricultr:ral and non-
agricultural growth linkages in the development of the Muda region'.

See reference citation above in this chapter.

2ar Omat, "Otganizational Aspects", pp. 9,10.

Omar cites Frank's seminal text on the subject.

A.G
York and 1

See my discussion of Frank in the introductory chapter to this thesis above.

242 rbid., p.lo.

243 [bid.

24lbid.

omy

rbid.
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Certainly it is unexpected to see this approach to economic development in an

offrcial Malaysian government document at this time. And, indeed, it is no doubt because it is

an offircial document that it has some unevenness in perspective and tone. Thus while parts of

the report are anchored, as we have seen, on a dialectical understanding of the essential

dynamic of rural society in the Muda region other parts of it seem to be premised on a

qualified acceptance of the'capitalistic theory of development' and the capacity of 'the

capitalistic model of development'to 'spread [its] growth effects' among the peasantry through

the mechanism of the 'trickle down effect'.2a5 The tone of the report in places, then, suggests a

certain defensiveness on the part of its author - a defensiveness no doubt arising from a

knowledge that the prevailing sympathy of the Malaysian govemment as a whole lay with the

' capitalistic model of development'.

We can also read in the report, however, a genuine belief that a reconciliation

between two opposing models of development - socialist and capitalist - is possible - that the

capitalist way of organizing a local rural economy could be made to work in the interests of

the Muda peasantry. Thus it recommended the retention of a 'capitalist model' for 'growth and

development in the Muda region'but one in which'capital [was] expropriated from the

peasanûry and appropriated to the peasantry' in a way which would see peasants ru¡ 'owners as

well as producers'.246

Oma¡'s conclusion, premised on the assumption that it is possible to lift the condition

of the peasantry by adopting the right measures within a capitalist nationalist framework, is

that the scheme has been a success - but a very much qualified success - in achieving its

He rejected the apitalistlc structures.lhud]

p;;;iã¡¿á¡."1 ,,in one form or another, even

though colonial

rbid.

He cited the introduction of cash crops, a monetary economy, and the collection of taxes in
cash form as examples of this penetration.

rbid.

245lbid., p.13.

246 rbid.,p.l2.
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objectives.ztt U¡"scheme did, he said, increase the region's agriculn[al output and succeeded

in that sense.24s But it failed to achieve a redistributive function in spreading the benefits of

this increased productivity equitably within the region's peasantry'2oe Oma¡ takes the view in

his report that a social, organizational, reform was needed as a complement to the technical

agricultual reforms producing the increased yield for the scheme to be futly effective'2so He

argued that a social restructuring at the village level was needed to achieve an equitable

elimination of poverty and in so doing to help ensure the nation's political stability in

accordance with NEp objectives.2sr while he conceded by implication that this re-distributive

objective needed to be balanced against the wider national economic objective he nonetheless

argued that it should have had a strong emphasis even at the risk of slowing down the overall

development of the national economy:'The order of the day is to allocate more resources

within a completely integrated market to the low income peasants even at the cost of a slow

transformation towards a national industrial society'.252

It was, the report indicated, the faihue of the scheme to achieve a re-distributive

effect within the Muda nral Malay community that was the fi¡ndamental cause of social

instability within the region. Clearly, given the timing of the report - it is dated October 1977 '

some two yeafs or so before the Alor Står distubances in 1980 - the protest could not have

been a complete surprise within government circles given the Muda report warning of the

potential for social insøbilitY-

On page 13 of the report Omar cautioned that too long a'distribution of acquired

2tt 11" implies the assumPtion
and pp. 36-38 of his rePort.

248Ibid., p.l, passim.

24e Ibid.

2to lbid., pp. 7,20-32,36-38.

2st Ibid.

in its national context. See immediately above in this chapter

P),36,38.

2t2 rbid.

This statement is t¡nderlined in the report'
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income to the lower strata' - income arising from the 'growth in the high capital-intensive non-

farm capitaristic strata' - wourd mean'ropsided glowth'which would'threaten the political

order'.2s3

oma¡ cautioned against the judgements of economists who 'seldom set their feet in

the n:ral afeas'and for whom questionnaire survey repofs were'their major, if not only,

sources of information'. omar continued the point strongly:

realities of cost.25a

In support of this perspective on Muda Omar examined the social dynamic of the

Muda region in a way which seems uncharacteristic of Malaysian govemment offrcialdom at

that time but well prepafes us for an understanding of the outbreak of major peasant protest

there in 1980. He pointed out that tlre peasantry were not a homogenous group but were rather

made up of various groups with opposing interests.2ts He was aware that'the high demand for

land'there 
.not only reducefd] the operational size [of rural holdings] through fragmentation

but also create[d] a high degree of tenancy and increasefd] the number of displaced tenants "'

[creating] ... a large class of n¡ral proletarians'.256 He pointed out that, in the marketing of

peasant produce, it was the existence of exploitative combinations of rice millers that was the

reason for the rack of peasant capital.25z These milrers were, through their concerted action,

253lbid., p.13

omar also made trre point that such lop sided growttr might result in the 'retardation of g¡owth

itself .

rbid.

2s4Ibid., p.29n.

2tt rbid.,p.23.

256 rbid.,p.7.

ttt Ibid., p. 11.
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able to keep the purchasing price of rice to themselves at a low level thus denying peasant

sellers the profit margin needed for them to firther develop their holdings. It was for all these

reasons that Omar argued the need for a political involvement on the part of the peasanûry as a

concomitant to the yield-increasing innovations of the scheme in order to bring about the

social restructuring at the village level that would control exploitation and distribute the

material benefits of the scheme more evenly.258

While she is inclined to down play the social tensions arising from economic

inequalities under the Muda scheme \¡re can nonetheless see from Barnard's article that those

inequalities existed and gauge something of their effect on the local community in a way

helping us to understand why strong social protest broke out in the region in 1980.25e Certainly

we can see the continuing exploitation and the potential for social contention in what Barnard

says in her article even if her conclusions based on her observations were guarded and

curiously inconsistent.

Barna¡d took a sanguine view of the effect of the scheme on land tenure in the

village. She concluded in her discussion of land tenure un the project that 'access to land [did]

258Ibid., pp.29,30.

25e The article, while containing much useful information and valid observations on

the complex relationship between land, laþorq *d g3ptlul' 4 Sg'process of agricultural
modernization' in Mudáthrough the introduction of higher yield varieties than elsewhere.

B arnard, "Modernization of Agriculture ", p.46.

'Malaysia', she wrote in her second paragraph, appearslo be-fairþ r¡nusual apong þt"
.o,-ú"r *here HW[ie High Yiel<i Vut"tj'] paCliages hav_e been encouraged on a large scale

in so fa¡ as adverse reports of ttreir effects are rema¡kably absent'.

Ibid., p.47.

In her conclusion however she does concede in luke wann terms the emergence of social

tension in the area:

Until now the Muda Project, double croppi
unusual lack of societal dislocation. With a
process, the Muda population is showing si
õf tne introduction of the HYV technology.

Ibid., p. 89.
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not appear to have been adversely affected by the new agricultural technolo gy'''uo Indeed, it

'may even have ', she added, 'improved access by allowing more people to make a living from

smaller areas of padi land'.261 This conclusion, however, as with her broader conclusions on

the local social effect of the scheme, seems at odds with the body of her argument' She clearly

indicates an r¡neven concentration of wealth and benefits on the basis of land tenure in the

particular village - Kampung Asam Riang - in the ten year period of her study'262

Bamard draws the tentative conclusion the arangements for land occupancy and

access were relatively stable for the ten year period. what is also clear from this account is

that she is describing a tenurial situation which was stable in the sense that uneven land

distribution underwent very little alteration for the ten year period of her study' while her

emphasis - and her perspective - tend to belie it, her description clearly indicates the

exploitative circumstances prevailing in the locality in the 1967 to 1978 period' Thus, when

she wrote that'Kg. Asam Riang's pattern of land tenure exhibit[ed] a remarkable degree of

stability in terms of the three tenwial categories and the proportions of padi lands operated

r.mder ownership and rental conditions'it was the continuing disproportionate distribution of

padi land that she had in mind.263 In making the statements on stability she referred to two

tables which together indicated that less than hatf(4 4%o in 1967 and 45%o in I 978) of 'padi

farm operators, owned the land they worked and that over half(56% in 1967 and 55o/o in 1978)

were tenant 'farm operators'.2ú More importantly her tables indicate that only a¡or¡nd a third

of the total area of padi land operate d(33% in both t967 and 1978) was owned by the operator

while something like two thirds(67% in both years - 1967 and l97s) was rented'2ót she

fi¡rther pointed out that 'the scale of cultivation for the great majority of farmers [was] very

260 lbid., p.74.

2ór lbid.

is unsu¡e of the trend in the vil od of time and

;;;l*ú;'... ta"a ð*n"tsttiP firther

Ëffi'ñt;;;'it liitl" evidencè direction''

Ibid., p. 51,67-70.

263lbid., p.70.

2e lbid., p.69.

26t lbid., p.70.
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small indeed - two relon gQ.57 hectares or less).266 There were' she reported, 'fow types of

rental systems' in use in the village:67 Of these it was the sewa padi agreements that were

most common. The potential for peasant hardship from this arangement is implicit in

Barnard,s description of it:'an amount of padi paid to the landlord after the harvest' fixed and

not negotiable according to the size of the harvest''268

Even if there was no such dynamic towards landlessness in this particular village

within the decade the fact of a disproportionate presence of landless peasants clearly indicates

a strong potential for economic hardship and social tension. While Barnard indicated that

separation from the land did not occur to any significant extent as a result of the operation of

the scheme it is also clear from her article that, in a community in which rice growing was the

main way of earning a living, there was a significant number who did not have access to land

for this purpose and who sufflered as a result.2óe For example, from Barna¡d's Table I we can

calculate that2}o/oof those in agriculhual occupations listed farm labor¡ring as their main

occupation in1967 and36yodid so in 1978. That amounts to a relative increase in160/o in

those selling their laborn to make a living - an increase which is not adequately explained by

Barnard. ln those years respectively 77% and 620/o of those in agricultural occupations listed

266 Actually the of the point indicates that 4lYo of
producers in 1967 two reioags or less - not a majority of
'ññä ÈJrtitt halr- of them'

Ibid., pp. 67,68.

267In use 'in a sample of 28 tenants, who had 44 separate agleements''

Ibid., p. 71.

268lbid.

stronglY at

subject. 2

llage sig a

ionshiPs.

Ibid., pp. 74,89.

.Feafs" 
she wrote without argulng the case, 'that tenants would be vulnerable to dispossession

and exorbitant rents ... were based on 
" 

ruðt 
"i*tãèüt*¿ing 

of the important role of kinship

in landlord tenant relations'.

Ibid., p. 89.

2ue 'Dispossession', she wrote, 'did occur'but'was rare''

Ibid.,p.74.
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themselves as rice farmers - a decrease of l5%o270

While this data does appear to suggest there may have been' proportionately' a shift

away from land ownership and tenancy in the direction of greater landlessness for the ten year

period we can not draw any hard and fast conclusions along these lines' certainly' though' the

apparent trend wa:rants fi;rther investigation with all the variables - a sudden infltrx of people

moving into the village for example - being examined. Barnard does not do this' If we accept

Barnard's chronology on the problem the separation from the land clearly evident in her data

must have occurred prior to the period of her study' It was, she implies' a problem that could

not be alleviated in the decade of her study because access was greatly limited by pressure on

the land due to .the fast growing population' in the vilage and the fact that the increased

productivity the scheme bought raised the monetary value of padi land and therefore made it

accessible to all but 'urban developers or the State'.27r '[E]ven', she continued, 'with HYVs,

irrigation and double-cropping, the cake is not big enough to satisff the land hunger of so

mafry,.zTzwhile it is clear that she is describing a static - or relatively static - situation with

regard to the distribution of rand ownership - the unevenness of that distribution is nonetheless

clear

Barnard refers to her Table I to make the point that in'Kg' Asam Riang the number

of people who regularly engage in agricultr:ral laboruing work is large''273 This group' she

reported, was experiencing contentious hardship in a number of different ways' They resented

the occasional use by rice growers of family labour - a resentment which threatened to

'destroy commr:nity harmony'.2?a Mechani zation too, threatened the demand for manual

laboru and therefore the livelihood of the landless poor' The introduction of combine

ha¡vesters was a case in point illustrating the individual hardship and social divisiveness of

"o lbid., p. 57.

271 lbid., p.66.

'A few wealthy famers" she added, .thad] purchased instead kampung and orchard land in

fairly distant lõcations for Alor Setar''

rbid.

ztz ¡6i6.

273Ibid., p. 83.

2to lbid.
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such mechanization:

ffi.r.ff;"'åffT,
years.jttàI" farmers resent the uncaring attitude

sit idle at home.275

Barnard concludes somewhat vaguely that the employment situation in the village

highlighted'the problem of conflicting sets of priorities among the various people

concerned, .zte 
.y¡appear[ed]', she suggested, 'that the crucial factor in Kg. Asam Riang [was]

the large goups of agricultural labowers'.277 'Other villages', she suggested, 'may have been

less divided over the mechanizationissue because they þad] had more "' migration and

therefore a greater shortage of manpower''278

Even where the villagers did have access to land this was for'the great majority of

farmers, access to holdings which were 'very small indeed' and which were problematic for

these producers.'7e These smallholders were, for example, largely shut out from the newer

credit institutions which were part of the scheme - the Farmers Association(FA) for

example.28O Their holdings were deemed to be too small to secure - to enswe - their productive

capacityand they were therefore considered a bad risk.2Et The newer credit institutions - the

FA and the Cooperative Society(the latter came to replace the former as a'source of cheap

production credit,) were mainly the preserve of larger land holders leaving the small holders

restricted to .a narro\iler set of options - the shop keeper, the pawn broker, friends and

relations _ or do[ing] without altogether'.zaz 1a. poorer producers with less land were paying

27s Ibid., p. 86.

276Ibid., p. 88.

ztt ¡6i6.

278lbid.

27e Ibid., p.67.

The holdings were two relong(O'57 hectares) or less'

Ibid.

"o lbid., pp. 7 S'S2,especially 7 9'82'

t*tIbid., p.75.

282Ibid., pp.80,81.
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more interest while those with more land were paying less.283 Barnard's conclusion is clear if

somewhat guarded:' ... one can not escape the conclusion that those who need most help are

finding that they must pay more for credit than better offfellow villagers'.284 In the light of all

this Barnard's claim in her article conclusion that '[l]and tenure does not appear to be a

particularly pressing problem despite earlier fears that tenants would be vulnerable to

dispossession and exorbitant rents' does appear to be something of a non sequitur.2ss The best

reading that can be given to the working of the scheme in this peÍrticular village is that, while

the scheme did signifrcantly enhance the agriculfiral yield without significantly adding to the

economic and social hardship of the poorer peasantry it did not substantially alleviate that

suffering either.

A reading of Scott's study adds firrttrer weight to the accounts by Omar and Barnard

of the shortcomings of the scheme. Scott's book is a detailed anthropological examination of

local class relations in the particular village of his study. while the study has this localized

focus it nonetheless places class relations within the village very firmly within the wider

social context at the state and national level. ln his study Scott examines the objective

economic and wider social condition of the peasants in the locality and then closely examines

their reaction to these conditions and specifically their reaction to their superordinates

extracting their surplus. It is the latter aspect - the peasant reaction - that is the main object of

Scott,s attention. He is primarily concerned in his book to give due emphasis to the everyday

forms of peasant resistance in his title. It is in his setting out of the social conditions against

which his peasants were reacting that the value of his book especially lies for this thesis'

It is the fact that the village of the study is located in the Muda region that afforded

scott the oppornrnity to examine the working of the scheme at the micro level and to draw

some more general conclusions about its operation in the region as a whole' The scheme as it

had developed to the time of writing his book(the middle eighties: book published in 1985)

had, he says, been of mixed benefit to the Muda peasanûry. while on the one hand it was true

that 
.without the project the Muda peasanûry wourd [have been] far worse offboth relatively

"'Ibid., pp. 8o-82

2to rbid., p.82.

t8s [bid., p. 89.
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and absolutely, it was, he also indicates, not the unqualified success it had seemed to be earlier

in its operation - in lg74 -especially'in terms of employment and income''286

Theproject,hesays,hadforadecadeleadinguptolgS5,boughtthepeasants

positive benefits in the form of increased amenities, greater availability of consumer goods,

sfionger capacity through increased yields to meet rice subsistence needs, better nutrition' less

need for supplementary wage employment as a result of the greater productivity of peasant

agriculhue, and less peasant indebtedness as a result of an increased capacity to repay loans

through greater ag¡icultural productivity'287

But marked inequalities in Muda peasant society were evident as well' Land was

distributed'quite unequally'.zss'¡-r. holdings above 7 acres(l0 relong)" scott writes'

.account for only r 1 per cent of the hordings but occupy 42 per cent of the total paddy land''28e

And, at the other end of the scale: 'the great majority(61.8 per cent) of owners [are] with

holdings below what is required for a poverty-line income'.2eo Similarly' Scott remarks on

.inequalities in actual farm size' - inequalities which'were not as ma¡ked as in the case of

ownership'but which were'nonetheless apparent''2er Scott atso highlights major changes in

land tenure in the region. The most striking featu¡e here has been the marked decline in the

number of pure tenants since the coÍlmencement of the scheme' This decline has been

accompanied by an increase in the number of owner-operators' both smatl and large' The

decline of pure tenants is in part, Scott says, a matter of displacement by landlords returning to

cultivation: 'Double-cropping, higher yields, and mechanizalionhave made it increasingly

profitable and feasible for landlords to resume cultivationt '2e2 
nç¡" decline in the number of

pruetenantswasalsoaconsequenceoftheemergenceofa.rich,fullycommercialtenantclass

286 Scott, Weapons, P. 65

'8t lbid., pp. 65-68.

2t8lbid., p. 68.

tt'Ibid., p.69.

2e0Ibid.

'er lbid., p. 70.

zezbid.,p.7l.
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whose entry into the rent¿l Serves to displace small, capital-poor tenants'.2e3

Scott summ arizesthe 'overall picture from farm size and tenure data' as one of

'gradual polarization - an increase in the proportion of small farms(mostly owner-

operated)that produce a bare subsistence income, an across-the-board decline in tenancy, and a

growing class of larger-scale commercial farms''2ea

Scott,s general assessment of 'agricultural progtess' under the project is a depressing

one of inequality - an inequality 'all too familiar from analyses of the green revolution

elsewhere in Asia'.2e5 This is broadly in line with omar and Barnard, especially omar, and it is

worth quoting Scott in full since it strongly reinforces ow understanding of n¡ral conditions in

the area for the period leading up to 1980 - rural conditions which gave rise to strong protest

there in that year.

As the economic distance between rich and poor has

class's access to influence and credit. If the interests of pad

agricultural wage

..,, o, #"tiå;;llå::'åi; 
tn'

both that the vital interests o I excluded even from the

policy agen - i from the green revolution will
continue to

scott concludes his section on Muda on a pessimistic note. Having quoted Grifün on the

effect of the green revolution in strengthening the domination of larger farmers elsewhere in

Asia he says:'ln Muda as well, the economic, political, and institutional facts combine to

make it extremely unlikely that the great inequities now prevailing will even be addressed, let

alone mitigated'.2e7

To sum up then, while the 1980 peasant disturbance in Kedah appeared to surprise

Malaysian govemment offrcialdom we can see from the three authors how the outbreak was

the culmination of social tensions that had been building up within the decade(and into the

2e3 rbid., p.74.

2e4Ibid., p.71.

2es lbid., p. 84.

"6lbid., p. 84.

2et lbid.
Scott,s Griff,rn reference is as follows: Keith Griffr!, lhe PolitigarlEsonomy of Agrarian

ChanÀe: An Èssay on ihã Green Revolution(Harvard Univ. Press, 1974).
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next) and which had their origins in the colonial experience of the a¡ea. What is clear from

their accorxrts is that, while the project increased agriculnual yields in absolute terms, it failed

to implement the wealth distribution necessary to ensure social stabilþ. A reading of Omar

and Barnard together suggests some awareness in ofFrcial and academic circles in Malaysia of

significant emerging social tension in Muda in the lead-up to the 1980 demonstrations. While

in their own way they were both guarded in drawing their conclusions, it was by far Oma¡

who gave this social tension its due emphasis. Scott's later writing serves to reinforce the

general conclusions of Omar and Barna¡d on social inequality in Muda as a broad cause of the

1980 outbreak.

It may well be, too, that \¡/e can see in the economic hardship and the social tension

indicated in the Muda area for the decade the basic reason for the 1978 electoral support for

pAS there though given the changing nature of the party we can not jump to any definite

conclusions on the basis of the hardship alone.

Aside from the successes of PAS in the NMS there have been other strong

indications of class tensions in the counûyside there which, while not directly related to the

parfy political process have nonetheless been strongly influential in that process and which

have posed serious difFrculties for the Malayan and Malaysian governments. On two notable

occasions within the last decade Kedah peasants took to the streets to protest against

economic hardship stemming ultimately from the long term effects of the intrusion of western

colonial influences into the sphere of their local economy. One protest involved rubber

smallholders and the other rice growers.

These disturbances have, understandably given their recency, received only scant

mention in the standard academic works on Malaysia and, where attention has focussed on

them, interpretations on their natr:re and significance have varied. Stenson saw them as

important and interpreted their meaning and significance on a on a wider social perspective

believing that they invite us to reconsider the relative importance of class and race in the

Malaysian context.2es Bailey though, as we have seen briefly above, misses the real nature of

the wider significance of the disturbances which occurred shortly after his departure from

2" Stenson, "Class and Race", p.45.
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Kedah and miscasts his analysis of changing leadership roles in the district of Sik in Kedah

accordingly.

Bailey perceives the wider significance of the 1975 disturbances in this way:

rubber, broader
gradual political
nal oppornrnitY and

Certainly he does seem to be aware that the disturbances had wider, longer term, causes than

those which sparked them. And his own study is a longer term one: his analysis of changing

leadership roles in the Sik district in the monograph begins with the nineteenth century. He

does not, however, adequately indicate how the longer historical perspective of his monograph

can inform our understanding of the 1974 disturbances. He does not place the disturbances

against the fu11 time span of his study: he chooses, instead, to interpret them on a much shorter

time span. His view on them is a myopic one.

ln his study Bailey clearly reveals himself to be tied in his thinking to a stereotypical

view of the Malay village. Expressing surprise at the force and directress of the protest he

wrote:'... as witl be recognized by anyone familiar with the stereotyped image of the quaint

and quiescent Malay villager, this willingness to take their grievances to the government in

such a forceful manner is, to say the least, a novel occurrence.'3oo

Bailey's interpretation of the incident does not recognize and, on a more general

level, is at odds with, the causes of the Kelantan rising of l9l5 and the Trengganu Rising of

1928. He in no way acknowledges the importance and relevance of Allen's account of the

former rising and the light this throws on the reaction of the peasanÛry to their colonial

circumstances discussed by me in chapter 7 above. On a wider social perspective over the

longer period of time it does seem likely that the distu¡bance was the outcome of a long term

build up of tension between the rubber smatlholding peasantry and those appropriating their

surplus in those districts - a tension which had been building since colonial times. Bailey does

not, as arguably he should have done, hypothesize that this tension had built up to such an

intensity by l974that a major trigger would unleash major peasant protest action of the kind

that occurred. While Bailey does suggest wider causes for the disturbances than those located

,ee Conner Bailey, "Broker, Mediator, Patron 1lrl Ki_lsr-nan: An Historical Analysis ofKey
LeaaeÃnip út"r ñ¿ R*¡ Malaysian lì_istrict"(Ohio.U*iversity, C^errtre fo¡ Intemational

St"di"q Þãpõis in Lttemational Súrdies, Southeast Asia Series N9. 38, 7976),p'8'

3oo lbid.
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in the temporary grievances of the smallholders in 1974 he does not seem, in his percepion of

those wider causes, prepared to extend his historical perspective beyond the beginning of the

Independence period.

The Baling Disturbances.

ln the Baling and Sik Districts of Kedatr, in November l974,rubber smallholders, in a

series of demonstrations, took to the streets to protest the ha¡sh conditions of their existence

stemming from falling rubber prices, rising consumer prices, and exploitative trading

arangements.(rot) The scale of these demonstrations \¡ras significant. On November 21 of that

year 12,000 peasants marched in Baling. On December I of the srime year nearly 30,000

marched in that district.3o2 Both were part of a succession of hunger marches held to highlight

the plight of peasants in northern Kedah.303 Students rallied in support of the peasanûry.3o4

These student protests were widespread. Students protested at the University of Malaya.3o5

There \¡ras 'an eruption in the universities, first on the pAdgng(open space) in Kuala Lumpur,

then on the campuses in the capital and among students in some of the technical, agricultural

and other universities elsewhere.'36 This sympathetic protest was due in large part to the fact

there was a direct link between the students and the rural misery they were protesting' A high

301 The distr¡rbances itemized in the introduction to this thesis.

The Baling disturbances are described in Peiris , in the FEER article referred to in this thesis

above.

Peiris, "Rural Revolution", pp.29 -31 -

Bailey refers briefly to the peasant disturbances in both Baling and the neighbouring district of
Sik ií Kedah at aróund the-same period of time in that year'

Bailey, "Broker Mediator, Paton, and Kinsmârl", PP'2 and 8'

Both Stenson and Funston make reference to the 1974 peasantdisturbances in Baling.

Stenson, "Class and Race", P. 45.

Funston, Malay Politics in Malavsia" p-279.

302 Funston, Malay Politics,P.279

3o3lbid.

3M lbid.

Peiris, "Rural Revolution", P. 30.

305lbid.

306 [bid.
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proportion of the student activists came from rural backgrowrds and were responding to 'a gut

reaction ...[to their] own experience of rural misery''3o7

The government response to the riots clearly indicated their concern. Tear gas was

fired into the crowds and a government white paper on the protest at the Universþ of Malaya

held in sympathy with the Baling marchers was prepared.3o8 In Fr¡nston's words:'fT]he

government reaction - mass arrests, restrictions on scholarship-holders and amendment to the

Universities Act - was unprecedented, and came as a great shock'.3Oe

What is clear from accounts of the peasant grievances that motivated the protest is

that at base they stemmed from exploitive productive relations - productive relations that have

their origin in the eflect of colonial influences in transforming the NMS economic base in the

manner described in my thesis chapters above. Peiris cites the example of one razyatrubber

smallholder, Awung, who found that, on the sale of his rubber at aror¡nd the time of the

disturbances, he was getting very poor prices. The reason for this was that'the dealers - the

middlemen between the tappers and the export markets - were creaming offwhat should have

been his [i.e. Awung's] share.'(3to) Tht same report points out that 25o/o of thetotal

smallholders did not own their land so that, in addition to the burden of poor rubber prices and

inflated food prices they had to'either pay afixed rent or share their crops with

landowner.'(311)

The Alor Sta¡ Disturbances

On January 23,198010,000 Kedatr peasant rice producers converged on the Wisma

Negn (State House) in strong demonstration against their harsh living conditions.stz 1¡'

authorities moved promptly to disperse the crowd using tear gas and batons and adopted stern

follow up measures designed to suppress any fifitrer demonstration' About sixty people were

charged in court the day after the demonstration with'rioting and destroying property and a

3o7Ibid.

30s Peiris, "Rural Revolution", pp. 29,30'

3oe Funston, Malav Politics, P- 279.

3r0 Peiris, "Rural Revolution", p- 29

311 lbid.

3r2 My accor¡nt of this demo: stration is based on K. Das, "Bitter Harvest in the rice bowl"'

Far Easiärn Economic Review, February 8, 1980, pp'20'21'
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curfew was imposed in the mr:nicipal area where the demonstration took place.'1313; The

demonstration was, then, one of some significance and one that the authorities took seriously'

The Mentri Besar (Chief Minister) of the state claimed that the demonstrators were bent on a

coup d'etat.(3ra)

The demonstation presented something of a paradox in terms of govemment policy

and functioning since it took place in the area covered by the Muda scheme - a scheme which

was a showpiece example of Government economic strategy aimed at the elimination of rural

poverty on the peninsular.l3rs¡ Ironically, the immediate cause of the demonstration was a

government rice subsidy operated by the government as a form of peasant financial assistance'

The 1978 harr¡est had been a good one and, on the face of it, it is understandable why, in

response to the demonstrations, '[o]ffrcial anger, frustration, justifications and explanations

were loud, and sounded very much like panic.'(tt9 Rt the same time the government response

to the demonstration illustrates the failure of government economic policy to come to grips

with the fundamental causes of rural hardship and, if the offrcial statements reported in the

Review are to be taken atfacevalue, a misunderstanding on the part of high ranking

government offrcials of the long term effects of the penetration of modern economic

influences into the north Malayan and wider Malayan rural sphere' Dahrk Musa Hitam'

Primary Industries Minister at the time of the Baling and Sik riots' told the Review:

In Alor Star there was no immediate reason for the demonstration mainly because

313 Ibid., p.20.

Scott indicates that'[O]ver ninety people were a:rested on the spot and held''

Scott, Weapons, P.276.

3ro Ibid.

Slaimingthatthedemonstrationw¿ls.provokedby
certain 

^St;"-ttË"pú::,fu* 
as noting ominously'thatthe

Bolshe ns hadãl'Lsed" the peasanûry''

Scott,'Weapons, P. 27 6'

3" see below in this chapter for a brief account of th9 $uda scheme in the context of my

discussion orr.""nifi'iååifirr^ä""r"Ë;iù;;ip"ti"i"i in the north Malavan and wider

Malaysian context.

"u Das, "Bitter harvest", P.20
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the rice situation in Kedah generally [in view of the reforms] has achieved a great 
.

¿"at of sucäsî'Ai.", th" úi; *iíó; .ytt"* is the most rêasonable you can think

of.("t)

Clearly this was a reference to the then recent government policy of n:ral economic reform in

the NMS and wider Malaysian context discussed immediately above in this chapter and dealt

with more fully below. we can see from this that, in January 1980, the Government and the

Kedalr peasantry perceived this nual reform very differently, at least in one of its aspects'

On the face of it the government rice subsidy was a measure that would serve to

limit the economic hardship experienced by the Kedah peasantry' The problem rwas' though'

that the rice subsidy, which had been increased to M$2.00 per pikul shortly before the riot'

was paid in the form of a coupon to be paid into one of the government savings institutions' It

was because the subsidy was not paid in the form of ready cash that the savings plan looked to

the Kedah peasant'more like ata< than a subsidy.'("t) At one Kedah MP put it:

onds a

with readY

neYle

Scott describes the peasant grievances in these terms:

Clearly, then, the partial cure of the coupon subsidy in effect contributed to' rather

than alleviated, the itl of n¡ral poverty it was designed to help overcome' The paper benefit of

the coupon subsidy failed to provide the Kedah peasant with much needed ready cash and the

thinking behind the measwe is reminiscent of Bryson's perception of the difficulties of the

Trengganu peasanûry in coping with an imposed cash economy in Trengganu in 1928' The

fa'ure of the Kedah subsidy policy is reminiscent of the failure of the British govemment to

3t? [bid. Original parenthesis.

3t8lbid.

:tr J6i¿.

320 Scott, WeaDons, P.275.
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come to grips with the economic realities of peasant life in Trengganu in1928.(321) From the

point of view of the Kedah peasantry the rice subsidy left them efflectively in the position

where they were rendered less than their full due on their labour in the paddy fields by a

government implementing a scheme which indirectly assisted the process of surplus extraction

by middle ranking entrepreneurial groups in the Kedatr counûryside. We can see then how the

intrusion of the westem cash economy over the preceding century or more, and the emergence

of new methods of surplus extraction, led up to a situation where enforced saving, itself part

and parcel of a new refined and sophisticated process of surplus extraction(since the ultimate

economic aim of such enforced frugality was the eflective maintenance of a rice producing

labor:r force capable of rendering the service) had, as a side effect, increased the vulnerabilþ

of the Kedatr peasant to local small entreprenewial exploitation.

What is important, then, about the Baling, Sik and Alor Star disturbances is that they

are suggestive of the continuity of class tensions in the NMS cowrûyside as a whole. These

riots indicate a later manifestation of essentially the same kind of class tension evident in

raayatresistance to colonial rule in Kelantan and Trengganu in the early decades of this

century and in raa:tatelectoral behaviour in the NMS in the lndependence period. These

disturbances thus represent the most recent, traumatic manifestation of the way in which

modern methods of surplus extraction are continuing to lend a distinctive shape to society in

the NMS, and a distinctive aspect to their role in the wider Malaysian Federation.

Conclusion

Clearly, then, the Northern Malay States have played a distinctive role in the

independence period of Malaya and Malaysia. The political challenge of radical Islam to

conservative national government, the Kedah disttrbances, and the intactability of rural

Malay poverty within the context of the NEP, all point to the problematic nattue of the four

states in contemporary Malayan and Malaysian society from the point of view of the dominant

forces within national government. It is in this sense that the NMS have not fitted easily into

the Alliance status quo formally conceived in 1957 and maintained somewhat tenuously ever

since. It is also clea¡ that the central factor determining NMS society and the problematic

account of Bryson's interpretation of the Trengganu rising in 1928 occurs in myszr My
chapter 6 above.
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nature of the society for dominant groups based in Kuala Lumpur has been the relations -

strained relations - between direct producers and those extracting their surplus. While a

largely latent class tension does arguably exist peninsular wide it is clear from Kessler,

Stenson, Muzaffar and others that class tensions are strongly manifest in the four states and

can be clearly seen as a major factor shaping their societies and the relationship of these

societies to the wider Malaysian social formation. While the emphasis to be placed on class,

race and religion varies across the three schola¡s - the latter with more emphasis on the

religious with Kessler and Stenson focussing more on the secular - the three together

compliment each other in offering the best chance of a full understanding of the way in which

the interaction between class and racelcultural factors has been a major determinant shaping

NMS and wider Malaysian society. Thus, the continuity in the effect of the penetration of

colonial influences into the NMS can be clearly seen in the modern character of class relations

in the region and the way in which they are a contemporary manifestation of ongoing class

tensions that have been played out in the area since the intrusion of those colonial influences.

'We can see these tensions for what they are: a fundamental cause of the distinctiveness of the

NMS in modern Malaysian society and history. It is a continuously developing

distinctiveness borne of the interaction between class and wider cultural, religious, factors in

ways yet to be fully defined in the sowces.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

In this thesis I have sought to demonstrate how outside influences on the Northern

Malay States resulted in changes to the way in which those societies were organized around

production in a way which fundamentally explains the distinctiveness of these states in

Malaysian history. My central argument, developed in stages in the chapters above' is that it

has been the intrusion of colonial and post colonial influences into the NMS which brought

into play modem contradictions within those societies - contradictions which have had a

distinctive manifestation there. It has been, I argue, the fact that this modernizing process

differed markedly from that occurring to the south, through the operation of differing

historical factors in the two hemispheres, that indicates the essential contrasting dynamic of

social change between north and south and which in essence defines the distinctiveness of the

NMS on the peninsular. At the same time I have stressed the need to be aware of inta

regional state differences in the nature and cot¡se of fi[rdamental social change within the

broad similarities across the states as a whole if we are to perceive society and social change

in them on a sharPer focus.

The crucial point that I have stressed in my study is that we must seek out all the major

groups involved in the NMS productive process, both those proximate to and those remote

from, the point of production and examine the interrelationships between them if we are to

a¡rive at an accurate and complete pictr:re of society and social change in those states' It is on

this approach that my thesis argues that it was forces intruding into production from outside

the four states which had the effect of producing a distinctive society there. From the earliest

period of my study the NMS have been subject to outside colonial influence and I have in my

thesis sought to show both the way in which these influences operated and their effect on the

economy and societY in them.

ln ethnic and national terms the major outside influences impinging on the four states

6s1
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came from Siam and Britain. I make the point in my second and third chapters that, in the pre-

colonial period, as I have defined if for the NMS(ie before European influences had had any

impact at all), and throughout the fust century or so of major Ewopean colonial incursion into

the area(ie the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries), the fow states were subject to the

suzerainty of Siam. While that suzerainty entailed a sustained nominal control of the region

by Siam, in reality the Siamese power holders, in fulfilment of their economic, political and

strategic objectives in the region, remained at some distance from NMS production. While

siphoning offsome of their wealth, the Siamese did not intrude on them to such a degree as to

alter to any appreciable degree in their own right, the basic cha¡acter of their societies-

However, for the last century or so of Siamese suzerainty the Siamese Malay States, as they

were then known, were feeling the effects of European colonial influence as well - something

which saw competition between Siamese and NMS elites, and between both of these and

British imperial and colonial authority, for economic and strategic advantage in the region.

As a consequence that period spanning a century or more did see the initiation of major

changes to the mode of production in the NMS'

It was, then, the combined effect of Siamese and British influence that was having a

strong impact on the NMS at this time. while the siamese had some limited direct influence

on the economy and society of the four states what was more important was the strong indirect

effect their presence had in influencing the behaviour of the British towards them. The

eventual result of the contest between Siamese and British authorities for influence in the

region was the relinquishment by the Siamese of their rights to the four states and the

formalizing of a British presence in the area in 1909.

As my chapter 3 makes clearthis change over signalled the emergence in the NMS

productive process of a colonial administrative elite which sought to siphon offproductive

wealth in support of an expanded British colonial state. It was in particular the new methods

of surplus extraction implemented by this elite which served, in large measure' to ftlrther alter

the mode of production in the areas. Well before the emergence of an independent Malayan

state in 1957 then,outside influences of which the British colonial intrusion was the most

important had induced major and fundamental changes to the economic and social

organization of the NMS and therefore the basic cha¡acter of their societies. As I make clear

in Chapter 6, with the ending of the British colonial Malayan state in 1957,the essential
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productive relations in the four states remained ttre same with neo-colonial interests

maintaining a share in the NMS productive wealth albeit now by new methods - through the

democratic electoral process for example - in a way serving to maintain the new mode of

production as it had come to be by around 1942.

It was the fact that outside influences were entering the productive process in the NMS

throughout the period that also accounts for the extemal aspects to the distinctiveness of these

states in Malaysian history. As chapters 2 and 3 indicate it was the action of Siamese

overlords in laying both periodic and intermittent claim to economic and strategic advantage,

and the ma:tatand elite reaction to this, which in large measure explains the behaviour of the

Siamese Malay States within the wider imperial Siamese polity. Likewise we can see from

chapter 3 that it was the competition between Siamese elites and British colonial interests for

mainly economic advantage in the region throughout the nineteenth century which was the

basis not only of relations between the four states and both Siam and Britain but Anglo-

Siamese relations as these focussed on the area throughout the period as well. We can see

ûom chapter 4 of this thesis how the primary British interest in acquiring the NMS was to

secure the vital tin and later rubber wealth to the south by creating a northern buffer zone

against competition for these resources as well as the material and human resources that the

four states had to of|er in their own right. It was these objectives which provided the incentive

for the British to extend their influence into the northem peninsular and which lay atthe heart

of the relationship between the four states and the wider British colonial state into which the

four were increasingly drawn.

My chapter 7 andS make it clear that claims made by the colonial British and the wider

independent Malayan, and then Malaysian, state on NMS resources, and the reaction in those

states to this, in large measure explains the distinctive role and place of those states within the

colonial and then independent Malayan and Malaysian contexts. Beyond the peninsular itselt

and at its most remote, we can trace demands on NMS productivþ throughout the colonial

and independence periods to the colonial and neo-colonial metropolis in England. While I do

not need to go fr¡ther in this thesis than acknowledging its existence it is important to be

aware that there was a wider exploitative British imperial context within which the colonial

653
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intrusion into the NMS took place, and which was, ultimately, the driving force behind it.

In sum, ttren, my thesis makes the case that it was the changing way in which society

was being organized around production in the NMS throughout the period of my study which

in very large measwe constitutes their essential history in the wider imperial, colonial and

neo-colonial contexts in which they were placed. It was areorgantzation that was in the end

prompted mainly(though not solely; a multiciplicity of factors were present, not all of them

economic) by the contest that came about when new and powerfrrl forces came onto the scene

seeking a share in the productive wealth of the area. With the establishment of the British

colonial state in all four states by 1909 the apparatus of state was used to systematically tap

into that productive wealth with contentious results as we have seen. In the last analysis it has

been the way in which the various groups were combining in a wider process of social

production - the raa]¡at whose labour and productivity remained the basis of the four state

economies throughout the period, the pre-colonial traditional state elites, Siamese overlords,

the various groups making up the Malayan colonial commercial and administrative elite, and

in the independence period entrepreneurial, administrative and political elites operating within

the neo-colonial productive mode in the region, that constitutes the essential distinctiveness of

the NMS in Malaysian history.

ln interpreting and presenting NMS history in this way I maintain that the conventional

sources within Malaysian historiography have been limited in that, where scant attention has

been paid by them to the place of the fow states in Malaysian history, they have not

suffrciently understood that it is not the fact that those states \¡/ere, until 1909, under Siamese

suzerainty, that they came formally under the British colonial umbrella later than the states to

the south, that they have been relatively racially homogenous, and that they have remained

relatively free from large scale commercial enterprise per se, that indicates the distinctiveness

of those states but the way in which these historical factors have been operating in the process

of fundamental economic and wider social change which is important in r¡nderstanding how

those states developed societies markedly and basically different from those in the south.

The foregoing chapters of this thesis make it clear that, while NMS society may have

appeared to undergo only limited change on a surface view of them in the period leading up to

V/orld War l l, important and fundamental changes to that economy and society were well

underway by the later decades of the nineteenth century - changes which continued to operate
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to produce an identifiably and basicalty different mode of production and wider society

certainly by l942,though precise penodization for this change is diffrcult. In perceiving NMS

society as remaining essentially unchanged - traditional and backward - with only superficial

alteration throughout the colonial and into the lndependence period the more conventional

scholarship has in part been misled by the offrcial rhetoric of colonial offrcials who sought to

implement a policy of preservation of the Matay rural community in the NMS and on the

peninsular as a whole from 1909 onwards. Paradoxically it was this very policy, containing

within it humanitarian objectives no doubt, but harbouring also the ulterior motive of

organizingNMs economic life in the service of an expanded British colonial Malayan state,

which re-enforced and added to change already occurring to the productive process as a result

of the activities of colonial commercial interests in the region. It was, then, the operation of

colonial capitat and colonial administration acting in concert with one another which, beneath

a surface level of social structural continuity, changed the basic nature of the NMS economy

and society.

Before the earliest penetration of colonial influences into the NMS peasants engaged in

subsistence agricultue laboured to produce enough to support themselves and their families

and beyond that in support local power holders - elite figures who extracted their surplus by

means of physical coercion. Power in the region rested on the control of material and human

resources in this way. There vras no proprietary ownership of tand and peasant labour was

unfree in the sense that it was tied to the land for its own subsistence and reproduction. Most

importantly, labour was extracted from the raayat, directly through the practice of kerah, and

secondarily though still importantly indirectly, in the form of produce. ln both cases surplus

extraction took place on an inegutar basis and was unsystematic and localized in its operation'

Of central importance in the acquisition and maintenance of power was the practice of

slavery: slaves, who were not tied to the land(or the sea) for their living, constituted a core of

labour power for pre-colonial power holders and were higt¡tv valued since they were 'free' to

work at any time at the whim of their masters. They represented a sustained source of labour.

The fact that wealth and power relied so heavily on the direct appropriation of surplus

from peasants who were for the most part tied to subsistence on the land or sea meant that the
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exercise of power in the region was very localized. The northern Malay polity was thus made

up of an agglomeration of spheres of influence within which local power holders exercised

domain over labour and resources and which were linked only very loosely by the largely

symbolic authority of the Sultan or Raja. Malay settlement in pre-colonial times in the

nonh(as elsewhere on the peninsular) was glouped in the kampongs strung out along river and

coast: sea and river were the main means of communication and the trade moving up and

down the rivers and along the coast facilitated the taxation of goods in transit by power

holders placed stategically on the internal trade routes. Thus, where Sultans and Rajas

enjoyed a greater share in wealth and power this was in large me¿rswe due to their strategic

position at the river mouth - a position which gave them an advantage in the imposition of

trade tæ<. Still, before the strong emergence of the colonial market in the nineteenth, and

especially the later nineteenth, century, trade tæc provided no more than a marginal advantage

in the struggle for power and the domain of each power holder was defined principally by the

reach of his capacity to physically control in a very direct sense labour located in and around

the kampongs in his locality.

It was in this way then, as my chapter 2 explains in full, that the social configuration of

the pre-colonial northern Malay potlty \¡/as an expression of the social relations of production

in the region and the method and form of surplus extraction upon which those relations, at

base, hinged. Those relations were localized, personalized, immediate and direct, specific and

physically coercive.

We can not know in any definitive way what northem Malay society was like before

Ewopean contact was substantial and had started to have an impact. To a very considerable

degree any such r¡nderstanding - certainly for historians such as myself tied to English

language sources - is lost in obscr:rity. We can only know in a very general and, when it

comes to certain specifics, avery uneven, way what those societies were like on the basis of

indigenous sources and archeological investigation as reported in the secondary sources.

What this sowce material does allow us to conclude within the limitations here indicated is

that, contrary to the impression given in the conventional sources, the pre-colonial polþ in

the north could not have been characteizedby structured harmony but rather by a basic

tension between the major social groups in the region - a tension arising from the wider social

productive process upon which they all depended in fundamentally opposed ways' It is in the
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contentious relations between producer and surplus appropriator, between individuals and

groups within the raayat, between one section of the traditional northern Malay elite and

another, between Siamese and NMS Malay elite, between slave and master,raayat and chief,

Sultan and chief and so on, as they combined in the one broad process of social production,

that we can see the dialectical unity of the foru loosely structured polities in pre-colonial

times. Coming forward in time, as my chapters 3,4 and 5 make clear, the NMS economies

came to no longer aim mainly at production for local domestic consumption and by the later

decades of the nineteenth century the organization of the four state societies arowtd

production was becoming increasingly tied to the needs and operation of the colonial market.

As a result the period saw a fundamental change in the way social groups there related to each

other in the productive process, and a corresponding change in the social configuration of

NMS society in the shape of a modern centalized state. The pace of this social change varied

within the for:r states being more rapid in the northwestern states of Kedatr and Perlis than it

was in the northeastem ones of Kelantan and Trengganu.

Of key importance in initiating these changes v/ere the merchants based to the south on

Penang and Singapore. The activities of these traders is of vital significance in that they set in

train fundamental change to NMS society - changes which had reached an advanced stage by

the time of the commencement of a British presence in the for¡r states. Thus, it was the

drawing of the NMS, through trade, into a British Malayan, and beyond that British imperial,

exchange of commodities - the opportunities for wealth that this afforded for some, and the

productive pressure it bought for others in the majority - that was the mainspring of change

moving the four states in the direction of modemity.

It was, then, particularly from the later part of the nineteenth century that enterprising

individuals and groups from already wealthy and powerful sections of the local population

were able as never before to capitalize on the increasing opportunities for wealth and power

arising from the operation of the colonial market. The traditional NMS elites sought on the

basis of new and old methods of surplus extraction to do this. The period also saw

enterprising groups outside the Malay community vying for a share in this trade wealth. As

power came more and more to depend on the collection of trade ta< and greater sophistication
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and organization was needed to utilize this source of wealth, a mainly Chinese group of

revenue collecting agents - the revenue farmers - was interposed, in economic terms, between

Sultan and raayat. These revenue farmers sought to siphon offas much raayat surplus as

possible in the form of trade ta>r and in the name of the Sultan while maximizing their benefit

from this operation. It was largely through the agency of the revenue farmers that the vastly

increased trade along the waterways gave strategically placed power holders significantly

increased opportunities for wealth and power through the imposition of trade tar and the

period saw the concentration of power in the hands of Sultan and Raja at the river mouth and,

through increased capacity for pahonage and the use of force, the extension of that power and

contol further along river and coast. At the same time the colonization of new areas along

and away from river and water saw the linear and lateral expansion of settlement and therefore

power. It was in this way then that changes to the mode of production in the area were being

expressed in the transformation of a highty decentralized polity into a state in the modern

sense.

As these colonial elites sought to accumulate gteater quantities of peasant produce to

service the burgeoning colonial market this peasantry was induced and coerced into the

production of an agricultural surplus. By the late nineteenth century the sources indicate that a

significant number of peasants were producing beyond subsistence as a source of supply for

bulk handlers of their product. That is to say, at this time the purpose of production, and the

nature of the product, was increasingly undergoing change as the peasants changed over from

production for use - production for their own consumption with only limited exchange - to

production of a substantial surplus for exchange. At the same time the raayat themselves were

becoming increasingly a market for commodities produced within and outside their region.

We can see then, as chapter 3 makes clear, how the exchange of commodities - an exchange

with values determined both by local and wider external colonial and imperial economic

factors - was a viay of extracting surplus from the raayat.It was an exploitative mechanism

which worked in two directions since on the exchange of their produce and on the purchase of

commodities the peasant got less than their due share of the value of the commodity. The

profit of rice bulk handler and shop keeper contained a portion of peasant surplus and while

much wealth was created through trade on the basis of peasant labour the peasantry by-and-

large did not share in this and remained at the level of simple reproduction. Where the
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perrsants produced a surplus beyond subsistence this surplus was siphoned offleaving liule or

no possibility for capital accumulation and the expansion of their productive enterprise. It is

in the increased commoditization of peasant agriculnre that we can see the strengthening of

this kind of basic social antipathy between producer and non-producer in the NMS.

In this way, then, the partial commoditizationof the product introduced a fundamental

change to the productive relations in the region. The emergence of the colonial market and the

unequal exchange that came \Ãrith it bought the peasants into contact with powerful and more

distant economic forces. Their livelihood now depended much more on values determined

well beyond their locality - in Penang and Singapore - and beyond that such places as London

and Canton.

The change in the nature of the product w¿N accompanied by a related change to the

productive significance of land. Throughout the period land, as the main means of production

for an expanding colonial market, began to acquire a value in itself that it had not had before

and was, by the late nineteenth century, taking on the cha¡acter of a commodity. Land was

thus becoming something that could be bought and sold - something that could be gained or

lost in a proprietary sense - and it was in this way that the pre-1909 operation of colonial

influences created an essential pre-condition for the separating of some peasants from the land

- for the emergence of landlordism and tenancy and the social contention that this implies.

One aspect of the commoditization of production was the increasing monetizatio¡ of the

NMS economy throughout the period. There is clea¡ evidence in the sources that, down to the

base level in the economy, in the decades spanning the tum of the nineteenth century, there

was some exchange of goods for cash and that cash values were increasingly being given to

commodities in the region. Although cash remained in short supply amongst the raayat until

well into the formal colonial period, by the late nineteenth century the raa)¡at were being

increasingly drawn into a cash economy as new and more effective ways were sought of

tapping into their productive wealth.

Clearly, the emergence of a cash economy w¿rs an important factor in the changing

productive relations in the area. The levying of revenue exactions was both a consequence

and a mainstay of the concentration of power in the hands of Sultan and Raja. The NMS now
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had rulers exercising real power across a more extensive geographic area. To maintain this

power they aimed at the systematic and regular collection of revenue, including not only trade

tax (though this continued to be the mainstay) but other kinds of tær revenue as well. And it

was because they had this po\¡ier that they were more able to do so. By this time Kedah, Perlis,

Kelantan and Trengganu were starting to look less like developed polities and more like states

in the modern sense familiar to us today. To augment the revenue farm system the states

instigated, late in the nineteenth cenhrry, the setting up of a rudimentary state bureaucratic

apparatus along British colonial lines - a move aimed principally at effecting a reliable and

extensive collection of revenue. Through the instrumentality of this bureaucratic apparatus

the Sultans and Rajas sought, though with limited success, to impose cash tares of various

kinds - produce and land tax for example - as a means of butEessing their power as head of

state. It is clear, then, that while the collection of tar<es by state instrumentalities was not fully

and effectively operational until well into the formal colonial period, moves in that direction

were well underway before 1909 - a process which was becoming possible as raayat cash

became available and which at the same time had the effect of further monetizing theraayat

economy.

We can see, then, how the anival of a cash economy and the efforts to impose cash tares

were becoming an important source of social tension in the area. The raa:tat were, in the

decades preceding 1909, being drawn into contentious productive relations with a rudimentary

state bureaucracy seeking to extract cash surplus from them - relations which, as the revenue

collecting fi¡nction of this bureaucracy became more effective - were to rupttue into open

conflict in ¡vo states in the formal colonial period.

By the late nineteenth century, then, there is clear evidence of a much more diverse set

of social relationships emerging in the NMS - relationships which were at base anchored in

very large me¿Nure in and around production and adopting a character in large measure

determined by the way that production was taking on a new purpose - a new direction - and

entaiting a differing intemal logic. The economic endeavow of productive groups was

coming to focus more upon the production and sale of commodities and it is principally in this

fact that we can see the emergence of new kinds of contradictions into the mode of production

in the area. The peasants now lived less in'fear of the chief and the men at his back' coming

to seize their labour and produce, and were becoming more concemed with the return they got
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in commodity transactions with Malay or Chinese entreprenewial figures in their locality and

the efforts of a more powerful Sultanate to impose cash taxes on their labour.r The traditional

Malay elite was competing less for the control of labour and material resources in a direct

physical sense at the point of production. lnstead they were competing more on the basis of

the new ways of tapping into this productive wealth made possible by the encroaching

colonial circumstances. They sought, for example, to maximize their contol of trade tax

revenue as this became an even more importarrt source of wealth and power with the

expansion of colonial trade in the late nineteenth century. They were coming more and more

to compete for advantage within the new colonial market economy and it was the culmination

of these conflicts which saw the eventual concentration and exercise of power on a

fundamentally dif[erent economic basis in the four states. The acquisition by certain social

groups of positions of prominence and power on the basis of economic advantage made

possible by the new colonial market economy firther served to fundamentally alter the

dynamic of social tension and conflict in the region. Thus a new social configuration came out

of all this which rested at base, as w¿rs the case before with the traditional configruation, on

the productivity fo the NMS peasanûry and which saw the latter competing with a more

diverse range of groups - some of them emergent - for a sha¡e in the productive wealth of the

four states. The rice produced by the peasanûry was now much more a commodity and there

was strong inducement and pressure from rice merchants - the bulk handlers of this

commodity - to produce more. This group of bulk handlers included Malay elite figures and

immigrant, mainly Chinese, entrepreneur all seeking to capitalize onthe potential wealth from

an expanded peninsular tade. As we have seen the revenue farmers, too, exerted a di¡ect

influence on rice production in order to ensure the quantity and regularity of the padi trade on

which their trade tax revenue depended.2 And on top of all this the Malay rulers and their elite

associations in the four states were stafing to impose rudimentary taxes through the agency of

t The phrase used by Gullick and referred to above in chapter 2 of this thesis.

Gullick, lndigenous Political Systems, p. I43.

2 Bearing in mind that revenue farmers were not necessarily distinct from the merchant
group. Many merchants tumed their hand to revenue farming at the time.
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a nascent state bureaucratic apparatus.

It is, then, in the changing nature and the diversification of these relationships around

production throughout the nineteenth cenflrry that we can see the forces that were to shape

NMS history throughout the twentieth century.

It was the Angto-siamese treaty of 1909 which opened the way for further economic and

social changes in the area - changes which culminated in the existence of a dominant colonial

- clearly no longer traditional(I do not attempt to categorize it; merely to describe what it was

like and how it worked) - mode of production and a distinctively modern colonial society as

its wider expression. There was now a close and more formal link between Ewopean,

Chinese and other colonial enterprise from outside operating within the NMS and an

expanded British colonial state on the peninsular and both now exerted an even stronger

presence there. Most important was the fact that production in these states now took another

change in overall purpose - a change which intensified the changes to the mode of production

already well advanced in the for¡r states. Production was now directed primarily at the

maintenance of the four newly acquired states on the peninsular and to this end all social

groups in them were now combining under the aegis of the wider British colonial Malayan

state represented in the NMS principally in the figr.ue of Agent or Adviser in a process of

social production now tied much more closely to wider British colonial political and

administrative objectives and less to the needs of local rÆW, entreprener.rial and political

interests.

It is, then, in the debit and credit balance sheets of colonial Advisers and Agents as they

sought to measure the success or failure of their administrations in largely financial terms that

we can see the raison d'être of the four colonial stages and the broad overriding economic

objectives to which production in those societies was now tied. NMS production did become

even more closely linked to the operation of the colonial market with an intensification of the

economic and social consequences already well in train by 1909. But added to this was a new

impetus that came with the overriding objective of the British colonial state to establish and

maintain itsetf in the north. It was this in particular which added a new dimension to outside

intrusion into the MMS productive process and the diatectical process of social change in the

region. It is only on this perspective that we can understand the marked and distinctive

changes taking place in the four states throughout the formal colonial period.
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With the transference of suzerainty over the four states from Siam to Britain and the

establishment of a formal British colonial presence in all the NMS many of the economic and

social changes already occurring under commercial influences in the region were formalized

in a colonial administrative sense. At the same time that administration introduced its own

changes to the economy. Thus the commoditization of land was assisted by the fact that land

ownership and tenancy was clothed in modern western juristic form by the British colonial

government in the north. The existing bweaucracies were expanded and the imposition of

cash taxes on the raayatbecame more vigorous and systematic in its implementation - a

process which re-enforced the existing monetization of the mayat economy and further

intensified pressure on the raayatto engage in cash crop production. The combination of

these influences - the fi:rther commoditization of the¡aayat economy and the general

implementation of a modem system of land tenure - served to increase the incidence of

landlordism and tenancy within the NMS Malay community, particularly through the

mechanism of usury since raayat were putting up their land as swety in seeking loans needed

to meet the pressing demands of their nsw economic circumstances.

Although in 1909 the NMS were incorporated into a wider colonial state on the

peninsular they managed to maintain a degree of independence throughout almost all of the

formal colonial period. Partly out of recognition of the reluctance of the NMS elites to

entertain a diminution of their power and partly because there was no serious British aim of

developing natr.¡ral resources in the north through any very large scale commercial enterprise

of the kind that existed to the south, the NMS remained for many decades outside the

federation to the south. The NMS elites were not subdued by the British and successfully

resisted the colonial encroachment - to a degree. Unlike the Malay elite to the south, the NMS

Malay elite was able to reach an accommodation with the new colonial circumstances and was

able to maintain a degree of institutionalized power within the British colonial state

framework. But not easily. The period saw a continuing tension between British colonial

officialdom which sought to maintain power and control of resources in the wider British

colonial interest, and the NMS elites who sought to maintain, on the same economic basis, a

say in the running of the states in their own interests.
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By 1942, then, the NMS economy and society \¡ras very different from that which had

existed prior to the time of strong colonial incursion into the region. Production was no

longer localized and now took place within the context of a modern colonial state economy.

The nature of the product was now fundamentally different. Whereas the pre-colonial peasant

economy aimed mainly at the production of goods for use the practice of producing a

commodity surplus was now widespread at the base level in the economy. Still other peasants

- a significant number - \ryere even more closely tied to the colonial market as petty

commodity producers. Although the majority of peasants were producing to meet their own

needs directly and remained subsistence agriculturalists in ttrat sense, they were to a

significant and increasing extent now dependent upon the commodity market - or commodity

transactions - for the satisfaction of a part of their needs. Peasant surplus remained the basis

of the economy but now that surplus wris being extracted by a variety of sophisticated

methods - the unequal exchange of commodities, the imposition of various taxes and the like -

by a variety of entrepreneurial interests both small and large and by state instrumentalities.

Kerah and slavery were no longer practiced. Productive relations were no longer localized

direct and personal but generalized and largely impersonal. There was now a significant

differentiation within the raa)¡at - something which made for a greater diversþ of productive

relations at the base level in the economy. The changing concept and use of land and in

particular the formalization of this change in British colonial land legislation had allowed for

a concentration of land and wealth within the peasantry and by World War II large and small

landholders - rich and poor peasants - were clearly discernible. Various forms of tenancy and

ownership ma¡ked differing kinds and degrees of control of land - the main means of

production in the NMS rural community. landlordism was now a strong feature of NMS

society. At the local level peasant producers, Malay and especially Chinese small scale

commercial enterprise, the local operatives of larger commercial enterprise, and colonial

offrcials of whom the District Officer was most prominent were all involved in, or closely

associated with, the production and ma¡keting of commodities. TVhile in all this the peasants

sought a livelihood, and small middle and higher ranking entrepreneurs sought profit, all were

joined ultimately in an economy with the overriding objective of maintaining their position

within an expanded British presence on the peninsular.

On a more general state and region level, then, we can see how rich and poor raayat,
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landlord and tenant, moneylender and borrower, producer and bulk handler, Eruopean and

local immigrant commercial mining and plantation enterprise, British colonial and more

distant imperial offrcialdom, and a Malay administrative elite - to give a partial and

overlapping categorization of the goups involved in NMS production - were combining in the

creation and distribution of wealth in the region. As I have indicated in chapters 6 and 7, it is

the dialectical relationship between these groups as this was developing between 1909 and

1957 which in essence constitutes the history of the four states within the context of the wider

colonial state. It is in the unique working out of these relationships that we can see, ultimately,

the very different cha¡acter the NMS was developing throughout this formal colonial period,

and had developed by 1942.

The point that I stress in chapter 5 is that it is in the fact that production had taken on a

very different character in its organisation that, without trying to give exact periodization for

ttris change, we can identiff a new and distinctive rural mode of production in the region by

1942. Furthennore I stress that this dominant mode of production has remained essentially

wrchanged to the present day and its continuing dialectic contains the basic clue to the late

colonial and independence history down to the present day. The main classes involved in

production inl942 can be seen in conflicting relationship in the post war history of the NMS.

Certainly there were important structr¡¡al changes to the states with krdependence and

these changed the context of basic social change without altering the basic natue of social

change within those states. While the British state had withdrawn from a position of direct

involvement in NMS affairs British capital, in alliance with ethnic capital on the peninsular,

continued as a productive force within the NMS economies. Independence did see the enüy

of political elites into the productive process since with the setting up of a parliamentary

democracy on the Westminster model the context and structure within which power was

sought and maintained on the basis of raavat surplus was nov/ very dif[erent. But it is

important to realize that these political elites were really the new and old elites that were

manoeuwing for productive wealth and power within the colonial regime in a new guise.

Thus, while this elite's class identity and role in production remained essentially the same they

now operated within a neo-colonial economic and political context and were now identified
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with the political parties through which they sought wealth and power ultimately on the basis

of razyat strplus. The traditional Malay elite that had occupied positions of administrative

significance within the colonial state in a position of subordination to British colonial

authority now sought the top positions of power in the four states and at the federal level in

the wider independent state through the democratic political process.

Thus, while these elites operated in production in essentially the same way they now did

so within a neo-colonial context which contained new rules for the acquisition of top power

on the basis of productive wealth but which maintained productive relations between Malay

elites and other groups involved in production which were essentially of the character they had

acquired in the colonial period - the late nineteenth century to 1942 period - and quite unlike

those which had existed before. While Independence saw the elevation of a section of the

NMS elite to top political power that power was now contingent upon - could only be held on

the basis of - the new ways of acquiring wealth and power that came with the fundamental

economic and social changes that had been occurring in the lead up to Independence. This

power was very much dependent, for example, upon widespread commodity production to

supply revenue for state coffers and personal salaries, and was still linked in with a wider set

of productive relations - between landlord and tenant, moneylender and borrower, Chinese

middleman and raa]'at and so on - that were of the kind developed over the previous six or

seven decades.

At a lower level, then, the new dialectical process of social change as that had developed

by World V/ar II continued to operate within the new political and administrative structures

and practices that came with lndependence. The raavatwas divided on the basis of economic

interest and were now seeking the patonage of political parties that best served that interest:

the rich razyatgenerally though not always voted for and otherwise supported UMNO whilst

significant numbers of poor raayat leant support to the PMIP and later PI. Both rice growers

and rubber smallholders could be seen protecting their interest against the exactions of

international capital and peninsular government.

In short, then, the new state continued to operate on the basis of the mode of production

that was emerging in the colonial period and which had taken arecogmzably different

dynamic form by 1942. Ttre state populations, it is true, now had a collective say in their own

destiny through the baltot box but this did nothing to change the essential nature of productive
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relations in the region. From 1942 onwards the nature of class exploitation within the fou¡

states has remained essentially the same. lndeed, as I make clear in chapter 8 above, a

conservative Malay elite in formal alliance with elites of other communities and in

collaboration with neo-colonial capital, has continued to manipulate the democratic process in

their own favour and coercive methods have been adopted to enswe their on going influence

and power. This elite alliance has remained a dominant factor in NMS politics at the federal

level. This dominance has been much weaker at the state level in the north where a radical

Islamic Malay party - PAS - has been able to exef a strong influence in defiance of the

conservative inter ethnic elite alliance - an influence which continues to the present day'

This intra-Malay elite rivalry has resulted in a challenge to the conservative Alliance and

later National Front elites as we have seen. It was very early into the Independence period that

a Malay educated intelligentsia of lower ranking civil servants launched the electoral

challenge to UMNO's hegemony at the state and federal level under the banner of the PMIP

discussed in the chapter above. The forrunes of the radical Islamic party have varied

throughout the post war period but they have remained a strong alternative force in the NMS,

and wider Malayan and Malaysian productive and political process to 1980, and continues to

be so to the present day. It is principally Kessler's convincing argument that this party has

sought and gained po\¡/er on the basis of an appeal to raa:tat class interest that strongly

suggests the way in which this challenge arises out of ttre longer term economic and social

changes prompted by colonial influences in the NMS. It is not just that we can see in Kessler's

accor¡nt of the appeal of radical party political Islam to the nayatthe reaction of the latter to

the exploitative circumst¿nces that grew up around them with these influences- It is there in

the intra-elite conflict in the NMS as well.

Thus the pMIP and PI leaders, while grounding their appeal to the raz:tatmore strongly

on the material needs and frustrations of the latter, at the same time \¡/ere concerned first and

foremost to meet their own class objectives - objectives defined ultimately by the role and

place of those leaders in the NMS society as that had come to be by the beginning of the

independence period.

Looking at the post war period as a whole, then, we can say that the history of the four
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states both in its internal and external aspects can only be understood in terms of the dynamic

contradictions within the dominant mode of production as that had come to be by 1942. ln

chapter 8 then, as its title suggests, I have sought to stress the continuity of dialectical social

change throughout the entire period of my study. It is chapters 4, 5, 6,7 arrd 8 that contain the

main thrust of my argument. It is in those chapters I have sought to indicate how fundamental

change to - an alteration in the internal logic of - the main mode of production in the NMS

was the driving force behind their colonial and lndependence history within the context of the

wider colonial and Independent state.

I have not by any means given the total story of NMS history but rather, by selecting

important historical events in that history, sought to examine the way in which those events

\¡/ere a direct and sometimes indirect manifestation of the dialectical process within that

productive mode throughout the colonial and Independence periods. To be sure the examples

chosen do not illustrate dramatically the full range of contentious class relations and further

study of other important historical events and perhaps a more thorough look at my examples

as more sowce materials become available is needed for a more complete picture of the

working of the dialectic in NMS history throughout the period. It is in the nature of the

examples chosen that I have focussed upon particular relations of production in the north - on

the cental and very broad distinction between direct producers and those appropriating their

snrplus - and on the intra-elite conflicts as figrues in the Malay ruling class there sought to

maintain wealth and power in the changing colonial circumstances in which they found

themselves.

Thus, the Kelantan and Trengganu risings give a very clear indication of the kind of

tension existing in the two states, and the latent tension in the NMS as a whole, between

raayatproducers and a colonial administrative elite extracting surplus in support of the new

British colonial state there and the tension existing within the colonial elite as sections of it

competed with each other for the control of labour and material resou¡ces in the region. On a

wider geographic scale we can see too how the role of the NMS Malays in the Malayan Union

question \¡r¿rs a consequence of these social relations. It was the reaction of the Malay elites,

comfortable with the accommodation they had reached in maintaining a measure of control

over wealth and a measgre of subordinate power, in resisting absorption into a writary state

which they (rightly) saw as a threat to that accommodation, that was in very large measure
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responsible for the defeat of the Malayan Union proposal.

Contentious social relations arising from the colonial experience in the NMS can be

seen, too, in the political successes and failures of party political radical Islam in the NMS. In

similar vein the Kedah distubances are a clear later and more direct manifestation of the overt

tension existing between peasant commodity producers and those in the community with

which they have economic and wider social relations in producing goods for exchange - bulk

handlers of rice and rubber, landlords, government ofFrcials and the like. V/e can see too, in

the Malayan and Malaysian governments New Economic Policy, an attempt to address the

destabilizing efflect of strained productive relations in the NMS counûryside - relations which,

together with other factors(for example the ethnic conflict which assumed such dramatic and

tragic proportions in 1969: a conflict which was in itself arguably an indirect expression of

contentious productive relations), threatens the stability and well being of the federation as a

whole.

To drive home the point then: clea¡ly these historical events have a common, underlying

theme - a theme arising from the emergence of a colonial mode of production in general, and

modern relations of production in particular, in the NMS. It is a theme which runs throughout

the colonial and post colonial period ofNMS history to 1980 and beyond. It has been the

working out of the conflict between the social groups functioning within, and whose

behaviour made up, that changing mode that constituted the essential dynamic for social

change in the four states. It is only through a close examination of this dialectical process of

social change in the manner indicated in my thesis chapters above that we can come to an

understanding of the distinctiveness of the Northern Malay States in Malaysian history.

Certainly we can see why, in the eyes of conventional writers on Malaysia and its

history, the Malays have appeared placid, traditional and backwa¡d. The consequences of

fundamental social change \¡rithin the n¡ral Malay community on the peninsular have not had

the dramatic manifestation that it has within rural populations elsewhere in Southeast Asia.

Thus, while the dialectical process of social change within the rural Malay community has

not, in relative terms, been highly visible on the peninsular, nonetheless the history of the four

northern states in'West Malaysia clearly shows up the myth of a totally quiescent Malay
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peasantry. The situation is clearly one of a'late developing peasant problem' as viewed from

the point of view of the Malaysian authorities.3 Because the changing mode of production in

the NMS(and for that matter the peninsular generally) was located on the periphery of the

colonial export economy the pace of change to that productive mode has been slower than

elsewhere in Southeast Asia. Unlike other countries in Southeast Asia peasant surplus was not

critical to that export economy in Malaya. As a result the peasanûy on the peninsular has been

under less pressure to produce than elsewhere in Southeast Asia. To say that surplus was not

critical to the colonial economy is not to say that it was unimportant to it. Clearly it was, and

especially so in the NMS where the Malay elite had always been dependent upon peasant

surplus for its support. From 1909 that peasant surplus was the economic support for the

British presence in the four states. Peasant surplus supported not only NMS Malay elite

figr.ues operating with a degree of independence within the British aegis as well as British

functionaries and the apparatus of state of which they were apñt. Thus, while the NMS

peasanùry did not contribute to the rubber and tin export mainstay of a wider Malayan colonial

economy directly they did so indirectly through their support of the NMS colonial state

apparatus on which that export economy in large part depended. We can see in this the reason

for the contentious relationship between the NMS peasants and those seeking to extract their

surplus - a contentiousness which seems to have been(though I do not argue the comparative

case here in this thesis) more contentious in those states than in those to the south on the

peninsular where the peasants were not involved directly in the export economy and were

outside the main rice bowl a¡eas to the north needed to feed the populations in the large scale

enterprises to the south.

It has been tempting to look to the experience of other Southeast Asian countries and to

say that the dialectical process of n:¡al social change in the Northern Malay States had yet to

run its course along fundamentally similar lines with its own, distinctive, outwa¡d

manifestation in line with its particular location in place and time.a As we have seen, events

3 The phrase used by Peter Burns. See my chapter 1 above.

4 Indeed, the question is still a valid one for

behaviour will start to look like that of their counterparts in neighbouring countries as they,
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in Malaysia to 1980 and in particular the Kedah disturbances, suggested, as Stenson and

others have pointed out, the need for a re-examination of the history of the federation. But

they also encouraged a new forward looking perspective as well and the question of whether

Malaysia was simply a delayed version of the revolutionary peasant social development in

other South East Asian countries is one that has occupied scholars and other observers of the

connûry. The earlier outbreaks of peasant resistance - in Trengganu in 1929, in Kelantan in

1915, in Baling and Sik in1975 and in Alor Star in 1980 - invoked the question of whether

these disturbances were not merely isolated outbreaks tied only to particular circumstances at

particular times but linked in a way suggesting that Malaysi4 too, would see the emergence of

widespread, strong and sustained peasant resistance. The question for some within, and some

observers outside, Malaysi4 was whether the counûy would see peasant armed struggle of the

kind that had been having an impact in other Southeast Asian cor:ntries - Vieûram and the

Philippines for example. While some within Malaysia certainly held out the hope that peasant

resista¡rce would take the classic form of an organized, militaristic, liberationist struggle in an

inter-etluric alliance of substrata across the main communities with peasants joining forces

with industrial workers and the intelligentsia for example - such a development was never a

strong possibility as we have seen in chapter 8 above. Among the best assessments of the

time on this matter was that of Funston cited in this thesis chapter above. The concluding part

of that assessment again:'The commwrist movement is now a more serious force than it has

been since the Emergency, but short of a major political, social or economic upheaval, or

rapid advances by commrnists in neighbouring countries, does not seem likely to make any

gains in the near future.'s

Of course such weighing up of the chances of a communist victory in Malaysia to 1980

was speculation at its most dramatic and topical and while surmise along these lines had long

been a feature of alternative thinking on Malaysia and its history there was, as Funston

too, continue to suffer the new forces of 'globalization'

5 Funston, Malay Politics,p.28.
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indicated, little empirical basis for predicting that such a victory would occur at that time'ó

And where is the Federation headed now, nearly twenty years beyond 1980 ? While it

takes us outside the time frame of this thesis proper it is a question which arises from' and

highlights, its contemporary relevance. We can only understand Malaysian society today if we

address squarely both the historical and contemporary factors making it what it has come to

be. Thus, my detailed examination of the NMS indicates that while the essential dynamic of

social change in them is broadly similar to that in other rural localities in rural Southeast Asia

there are particular factors which mean that the changing shape of the Malaysian social

formation as a whole, and the NMS one within it, is likely to continue to develop in a very

different way to societies elsewhere in the southeast Asian region' For the time being the

operation of ethnic factors seems likely to continue to prevent the major lines of orgarized

conflict being drawn across communal and along class lines on anything like a national scale'

It seems likety that the class factors in Maraysian society will continue to assert themselves in

a less direct fashion in a commr¡nally divided society.T on present indications it would seem

that the contradictions within the dominant NMS mode of production will continue to gain

expression through allegiance to radical parly political Islam, especially in Kelantan where the

radical Islamic Party, PAS, continues to be strong force into the 1990s'8 Much hinges' in the

as lndonesia.

certainlyPAs,stilloperatingoutsidetheNF,continuestomaintainasignifrcant
presence * * uttråïtli;6il for thÉ ü;Ë-d; ;.i *id¿r electorar support. Throughout
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working out of class tensions in the northern states of west Malaysia whether through the

party political process, through direct protest on the streets, or in some other way, on the

impact of the government economic policy in the region. It seems likely that any continued

failure to implement an effective redistributive strategy will, as a depressed world economy to

which, as we have seen, the NMS peasantry are now tied, continue to create economic

hardship in the region, and that as a result tensions between direct commodity producers and

those involved directly or indirectly in siphoning offa share in that productivþ will increase.e

the 1980s PAS continued to feature prominently in the Malaysian press as significant rival
party to UMNO. See for example:

Maria Samao, Kalimullah Hassan andZunal Epi, 'UMNO VS PAS - So far from the spirit of
'82', The Sunday Star,2 February,1986,p.7.

An Australian press report late in 1990 reported on the recent electoral success of PAS in
Kelantan at that time under the sub heading,'Islam Loosens Mahathir's grip':

The election of Islamic leader Haji Nik Aziz Nik Mat as the 'Mentri Besar'(Chief
Minister) of the north-eastem Malaysian State of Kelantan has shaken the
National Front administration in Kuala Lumpur. It is the second time since
elections were held in 1955, two years before independence, that the
fundamentalist Pan Malayan Islamic Party(PAS) has formed the administration
in Kelantan. The first, inl959,lasted 18 years and was brought down by an
orchestrated National Front campaign. This time, the PAS was in an opposition
coalition which won all 13 parliamentary and 39 State assembly seats in the
election last month. The Prime Minister of Malaysi4 Dr. Mahathir, shocked at
the 'kala teru'(complete rout), warned the State National Front that it might have
to remain in opposition for 20 years or more 'if they(the PAS) did their work
properþ'.

"Islam loosens Malrathir's grip", The Weekend Australian,24-25 November, 7990, p. 12.
Article from M.G.G. Pillai in Khota Bharu.

ln the recent general election PAS consolidated its gnp on Kelantan¡ gained control of the
state assembly in Trengganu, and pushed its number of seats in the federal parliament from 7
upto 27.

Anthony Spaeth, "Bittersweet Victory", b, December, 13,1999.,p.54.

e Certainly the Malaysian government, p raps spured on bythe protests referred to above
and the on-gôing strength of PAS in the north continued in the 1980s to stress the importance
of tackling the problem of rural poverty as a priorit
Malaysia Plan was announced in the press as a lon as

one of its foci. ln 1986 the New Süaits Times r
Fifth Malaysia Plan - a draf
of 'problems' including' [a] gricultural and socio-economic
emented with greater iñteniity and socio-political as well as secr.uity

problems'.

'Cabinet approves draft of Fifth Malaysia Plan', New Staits Times, 30 January, 1986, p. l.
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It is speculative considerations such as these which capture the imagination and stimulate an

interest in the nature of past present and future social change on the peninsular and which help

to shape the specific concerns and approaches of the scholarship on the subject. While

scholarly interest in such issues of social equality is not what it once was, that interest

nonetheless remains. 10

Clearly such comparative foresight in seeking out the longer term direction of social

change within the NMS suggests the need for future studies to scrutinize the continuing

dialectical process of social change within the NMS as existing historical factors continue to

operate and new factors come into play. And not just the NMS. Such studies of the NMS

need to be part of a wider understanding of a wider geographic s\ileep of Malaysian history.

There is also a need for an ongoing comprehensive exploration and understanding on an

alternative perspective of the changing nature of the economy and society in the southem

peninsular states in their specific historical circumst¿nces as well. ln so doing stock would

have to be taken of the changes taking place within all sectors of the economy including the

mining industy and large scale(plantation) as well as small scale(peasant) agricultrnal

enterprise.

A sfrong lead already exists in the published scholarship for the furtherance of our

understanding of the fundamentals of social change in Malaysia as a whole. Lim Teck Gee's

excellent account of the modernizing of the Malay peasant economy in the south on the

peninsular leaves the way open for a further look at this process - one which focusses attention

on the productive relations implicit but not overtly examined in his typology of the Malayan

The day after the same paper reported the Agriculture Minister, Anwat Ibratrim, as-saying that
'the Gõvernment [woulä] continue to pay attention to poverty eradication, especially in the

rural areas'.

'Priority still for poverty eradication', New Straits Times, 3l January, 1986, p. 3.

r0 For example the 1991 Seak and Bhatia enquiry as to whether'intra-Malay conflict along

class lines [in öontemporary Malaysia] is ñrmly enúenched or only just emerging'is a case in
point.

Seak and Bhatia, "The Makings of the Crisis of the Mahathir State", Abstract.

I make reference to the papü in a footnote in chapter-8.above-in ¡upport of my. point that the

Milyri." government may use communalism aia divide and rule strategy to keep itself in
power.
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peasant agricultural economy as it was emerging between 1874 and 1941.(11) We would

benefit, too, from a another look at the plantation economy, both in the northern and southern

states, with a view to seeking out and explaining in fulI the essential nature of productive

organtzation within that sector of the economy.(r') At I have indicated in the introduction to

this thesis we know from Bums' 1982 study that a capitalist mode of production existed in the

tin industry in Perak, Selangor and Sunjei Ujong by as early as 1874.(t3) We also know from

this source that capitalist tin production created the wider context for changes in other areas of

the region's economy and it remains for future studies to show exactly how this occurred for

the peninsular as a whole.ra On a more general level we need, through particular in-depth

studies, to build more of the picture of how the old and new modes of production on the

peninsular interacted to create the dynamic society emerging on the peninsular and its

neighbouring territory in the colonial and independence periods. ln so doing account needs to

be taken of the relative strengths and weaknesses of modes of production throughout the

period to show how one mode was giving way to another: to show how new, 'modern' forces

contained within one mode of production challenged the social relations of production in

another and how the modern production relations containing modern contradictions came to

dominate. It will be important to explore the role ethnic factors played in this process in

producing a particular and unique manifestation of social tension based ultimately in the

productive process.

To sum up, then, in this thesis I have attempted to show how the NMS mode of

tl Lim Teck Gee, Peasants, passim.

12 A good start in this direction, as I have implied in this thesis above, would be a reading

of Jackson's Planters and Speculators.

James C. Jackson,
Lumpu, 1968), passim.

13 Burns, "Capitalism and the Malay States" in Capitalism and Colonial Production,
passlm.

14lbid., p.174.
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production has been changing since the earliest substantial outside colonial contacts. I have

sought to demonstrate - to describe - in a general kind of way, how an expansion of trade in

the later nineteenth century bought into play new productive forces. My central argument has

been that these modem productive forces ran up against existing - traditional - social relations

of production to produce new ones and that the dynamic contadictions contained within this

process constitute the essential history of the region in the wider peninsular and neo-colonial

contexts. ln so doing I have sought to acknowledge the way in which large scale tin and

plantation enterprise, located mainly to the south and to a much lesser degree in the north,

prompted actions on the part of British colonial officialdom and in this indirect sense had a¡r

important impact on the changing mode of production in the NMS. Thus this large scale

productive enterprise operated broadly in concert with the traders on the peninsular and both

served to re-enforce the effect of the other in producing social change in the NMS.

The history of West Malaysia is essentially the history of this penetration of colonial

trading, production, and colonial and post colonial administrative influence into the traditional

mode of production there over a long period of time - nearly two centuries - and the effect this

has had. My thesis, then, presents part of the story of this process for the peninsular as a

whole by showing howNMS production was radically altered in its purpose and organization

by the intrusion of colonial influences in the particular historical circumstances of those states

- circumstances very different from those operating to the south and producing a differing

outward manifestation of social change.

It is only by combining a knowledge of the working of the dialectic in both the north and

south of the peninsular that we can a¡rive at a basic understanding of west Malaysian society

in change - an understanding enabling us to better comprehend the major historical events

taking place on the peninsula¡ in the colonial and independence periods. It is in this vein that

my thesis is intended as a contribution to our understanding of Malaysian society and history.
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i fsluntion within ¡ ferlerltion. Itr reply to th6 Nlr(l ¡sint' r on onlv i{y lltrrl'
o lonp u th¿ Fedsr¡tsl lfoloy Stntcr ûro mnst'¡tule¡¡ ü thev are.ai. Pr?e¡rl' irrlñ

nnr*nü to bo inevitohle. Si¡ Arthur Young hro Ât¡l'dl (ond l.onlrrdy.tr-grrc,.rrrn!
.11'lro.. nnrl Kednh will trevcr jnirr lho Felornti¡u withotl' cn¡npulilolt:.ôì(l Ácil[[ htr¡

ä¡;'.i;;;;'A;ìi;õ";! Þr;m¡s"lhni ornpul¡inn will nsvor bc uretl 
^ìl 

lhßl nñrns lô
i;j',åäiüfå.'iìiãi;ä,i,'i" äirc ¡.ticv of'ornbi¡¡ntiorr, @.otErôtiotr nnrl m.orrlinrtion,
#¡fiit;-ä;iü;;i Ã'riie'i,tii'^oi.¡r *trioh n¡nv rir¡¡¡ irtó ¡r rerle¡rl rpirit .. . 

rn rcDlv

;iì'ù;ä;;;l;;;.1 i'l'iii¿ *y thnc ir, i¡ unde¡irnhlc evcrt if it' wcro rn¡iblo' lo.l¡-v

ä;*-;: ;;;¡;:-; -rnlcte úhenrc for tho fqleration of thc Mrloy strta Anv

i'Ë.'#i'"iiii'"ì,írtìi-Tti"li ii il ,te"eto¡,s. Influcncm o! pr$nt i¡nforcæe n vill o\\ì\o
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APPENDIX 2

THE DISTRIBUTION OF LAND ACCESS AND ENTITLEMENT IN NORTH MALAYA
IN 19s8.

TABLE 4.

LAND TENURE
Padi Latd Area Ilnder Varíous Types ol Tenure

Fixed Rental
I r-*" I .-o-
i i Sharing

I I I Totar
I Lo"r, I tvtorr- i P"¿¡

i 'j e"s" I r-ana.
Owner-
Farmed Pad Cash

Pe ¡rlts

Srnall relong

s.E
Pcr cent.

s.E.

34,134

-i3,284
53

+s.5

420

i 303

I

: r.5

3,720
r.- I,974

6

t3.l

24,592

5,688

t,268
! 669

2

+1.0

u,134
r 5.?05

t0038

6.6-{-

Keo.r\rl

Snrall relong

s.E-
Pcr crnt.
s.E.

170-012 ! læ.sss'l
+l¡,706 | -lo,eg¡

441 42

29,503 24, r 02

+ 3,365
6

:0.9

1.560

-i 610

365
r tQl

386,517

4,465

8

4,098

r00

Pnovncn WELLESLEY +*

[:rge relong

s.E.
Pcr cent.
s.E.

9,4&
Ì1,14r

38

+3.5

14,284 i

+r,029 i

57

+ 3.5

r58
-¡- 106

l
!0.4

958

-:- 4t2
4

- 1.1

73

+69
24,937

+ r,348
100

Kelrxl ¡N
,l

Acres

s.E.

Per cent.
s.E.

72,478 2,55

865i
2

iLo

21t
+ 148

66.928

i4,248
47

L1 ',

2s9

t04

, 14?,427
. *5.840
. I00

3,493

5l
+2.3

KRt¡x

Acres

s.E.

Per ccnt.
s.E.

4r,re8 l2s,-rsol 3,s25
+r,34eltr,¡l¡i+s¡s

i?l 3il 5tl
i-!-

,066
258

2

t
-.:-

_-------.I

728 |
272

-_257

72,6t3

100

41

+4+2J7
I

' S.E. - Sampling Error.

" Main Crop frgurcs, in areas of double-cropping of padi.

(Taken from Wilson, The Economics of Padi Production in North Malaya, p. 35.)
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APPENDIX 3

THE DISTRIBUTION OF LAND ACCESS AND ENTITLEMENT IN A PARTICULAR
VILLAGE - KG. ASAM RIANG - IN THE MUDA REGION 1967-1978.

SCALE OF CU

,i ii II,¡.]1I :,;il5,:r

i{,;il ..- -t-:: '.iii-..

Area of padi ,

land unde¡' /
cultivation;
(reLong)a : No.l : Percentá

I
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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t?'t -
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'8 12' ': 
. ', 13 .1

,/

., , .i r:'.: 19 ' : ' 29':'' '23
,.:, :iti,.''ì:,ir:'.ii;.'iç'i,.':'i ' ,:.,' :i' j'ì': .''i: "il'!1 ../' '

,t.',.r,,.'r.,... ;-.:, I r¿', i,,ri. .:-it.g .,¡t¡,,; l:.;:iJ1 1! : i.=
..- : 't ,, ''f i :i":',;.;.ll ',, ''-: 

.' :'"' ':'"' 
'
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3

.4
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6

'7

8

9
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B: L2 :r ', 4

:l iì ä ì,; :, i': :,

.:., ir i fr i,ìi;.:.,-
: ::\".|;¿ir'. ^t l i ..,¡.r' ;¡., ..

-l', ,-, :'- .',, ¡r:t.i ¡: .-.'

iÌ: .-iì g,, ;.'r'. . ' i
':r .,. , i- I : .ìì. :

.:a

7

1'¡

tr i;:: i, tl
Jir, :

¡.jJ li.iiii+v,'*..:

a. I reLong 0.285 hectares.

100TotaI 66
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TABLE IV

AVERAGE SIZE OF PADI FARMS BY TENURIAL CATEGORY,
. TFIOLE VILLAGE, KG. ASAT,Í RIANG

Tenure Category Average Size in ReLong Pprcentage
decrease

1967
(N=66)

L978
(N=84)

L967 -t978

Owner

Tenant

Owner-tenant

3.46

4.39

9.50

3. 18

4.20

7.L4

8

4

.25

TABLE V

TENURIÀL CATEGORIES OF PADI FARI{ OPERATORS,
WHOLE VTLLAGE, KG. ASAM RIANG

Tenure Category 1967 19 7B

No Percentage No. Percentage

Ovmer

Tenant

Owner-tenant

Total

22

37

7

33

56

11

26

46

t2

31

55

L4

10066 100 84
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r¡gIíg.vl '

i r i, ;-. i:: , -:t '

AREA OF pADI, L¡ù¡D OPERATED\ACCORDING'TO'TENURIAL' CATEGgRY

ALU' FARIúSI'l KG"l: ASI\tvf 'RIAÌ'JG: :"'ì:Í"1

I.

i

.r-'.¡.Ç :i: j '. ;

' ': : ":'> ).7 i

Tenure CatelorY

." -' /:.:r 1l.t i_ i .--\li :i i . . ---i.- tráÉ')\-'''

1967. 1978

Total'Area Percentage
Re1nng r 'l' '

Total Area Percentage
ReLong

Owned

Rented

99.,7.5

205:5'

33 .,-

67- -r

115.75,¡' ,'

238.75

33

67

305.2s ".100 354 50 100Total
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ï In 1967 four es of rental systems were in use in a
re

ords

1Ve
years; and @) pa'tah, a form of crop sharing in which tlìe tenant's
share was a payment for working the randrordrs land. As shown in
Table vII, the great najority of the 44 agreements were seua padí.

TABLE VII

TYPES OF RENTAL AGREEMENTS AIVfONG SAMPLED FART,Í OPERATORSA,
KG. ASAI''I RIAIIG

Form of
Tenancy

L967 (N=28) 1978 (N=24)

No. of
Agreements

Percentage No. of
Agreements

Percentage

Seua tuttai
Sewa padí

Pajak

Pø'tah

282

34

5

77

T6

2

78

22

7

1

I

Total 44 100 36 100

The data were based on a detailed survey ¡f a randon sample of
40 farm operators (of whon 28 rented padi rand) in 1967 ánd a
re-study of 31 of these original farm ope:ators (of whom 24
rented padi land) in 1978.

a

(From Bamard, "Modernization", p. 71.)
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APPENDIX 4

THE FORTUNES OF PAS IN THE 1978 ELECTION: COMPARATIVE RESULTS - PAS
VOTES IN THE NMS AND THE OTHERSTATES ON THE PENINSULAR.

App"odix Tables

I. PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION RESULTS,
1978: NATION.A,L, PENINSULAR MA'LAYSIA

AND STATE
Ll NATIONAL PARLIAMENT

Pøtí¿s
S¿afs

Contested
Yotes

Obtaíned
%of

Valid Votes
S¿ats
l{o¡t

131
(6s)
(t 7)

(3)
(4)
(0)
(r)
(s)'
(5)
(8)
(6)
(el

tq"ï'r

153
(741
(27)

(4)
(6)
(1)
(1)

(r0)'
(7)'
(8)
(7)
(s)
53
89
I

93

1,996,307 575'iBadla-n Nasional
UMNO
MCA
MIC
Gc¡akan
PPP

Non-party
Berjay¿
USNO
PBB
SUPP
SNAP

DAP
PAS
Sapo
Othcr: 1..

664,463
5t7,253
1o,l5o

265,617

riz',
t-Þ5-)

0.3
7.6

Totd 154 3,+73,790 100.0

.I¡dudc¡ officirlly codoncd'iadcpodcatr' cootcrtiaS tbc rz¡oc ¡crL
..4¡ iodepcndcot.

Tbc Bari¡a¡ N¿¡ioo¡l woo 9 ¡c¿t¡ u¡contc¡tcd-Tbc¡czt¡wqtwooby UMNO ('f)'
McA (l), Bcrþye (l), PBB (l), SUPP (t).!d sNA¡ (l).



1.2 PENINSULAR M ALAYSIA (parliamcnt) I.4 JOHOR (Parliancnt)

Paûìcs

Ba¡isan Narional
ttMNo
MCA
MIC
Gcraþn
PPP

Non.party
DAP
PAS
PSRM
SDP
Kitâ
Pekemas
Workers'Party
Independents

Total

.4 uncontêrted.

Partícs

Ba¡isan Nasional
UMNO
MCA
MIC
Ger¿kan

DAP
PAS
Pekcmar
Workctr'Party
Indepcndents

Totd

Sc¿ts
Contest¿d,

Votcs
Obtaíned

Votes
Obtaíncd,

'%of
Valìd Votcs

%ol
Valíd, Votes

Pa¡ti¿s

Barfuân Nasional
t'MNO
MCA

DAP
PAS

Total

.l unconte¡ted.

Pailíes

Ba¡isan Nasiond
I'MNO
MCA

DAP
PAS
Indcpendents

Total

Partìes

Ba¡isan Nasional
I'MNO

PAS

Total

Seats
Contestcd

S¿¿!s
Contested

Votes
Obtaíned

330,633

64,385
32,512

Votes
Obtaíned

%of
VaIîd Votcs

77.3

Saats
l¡llon

94
(6s,
(l 7)

(3)
(4)
(0)
(r)
l5

5

0
0
0
0
0
0

Scals
lllon

ll3
(74t,
(271

(4)
(6)
(1)
(r)
51

89
4
3
I
6

I
l8

;' l,?32,g39
a

57.1 l6
(l l)

(5)
6

12

l5
(1 1)*

(4)
I
0

7.6
15.1

652,?30
537,259

22.031
13,788

350
22,87t

1,731
52,O24

2r.5
17.7
0.7
0.5
0.0
0.8
0.1
t.7

l6 427',530 100.0

I.5 KEDAH (Palliament)

S¿af¡
l4lon.

197,865 5 7.1

%of
Valíd Votes

0.8

(.?e.b\
2.4

56.4

43.6

I l4 3,095,617 100.0

I.3 F EDERA,L TE R RITORY (Partiamcnt)

l3
(l I )

(2)
I

l3
5

ll
(e)
(2)

"q
',,2,

0

l3

S¿aú¡
Contested

S¿¿t¡
llo¡

Seat¡
Contestel

2,82 8
I 3 7,400

8,410

Votcs
Obtained

346,503 100.0

2

(r)
(0)
(0)
(r)
3

0

0

0
0

4
(r)
(r)
(r )
(r)
4
2

2
I
3

I
46,14? 25.r

1.6 K ELANTAN (Parliament)

101,306
12,006
17,989

1,731
5,072

55.0
6.5
9.7 i
0.9
2.7

t2
(1 2)
t2

l0
(10)

2'

Seaú¡
l,llon

%of
VaIíd Votes

143,161

I10,620

t2 253,781 100.0

I o\
oo{

rUncontertcd.

5 184,250 100.0



I.7 M ALACCA (Parliamcnt) ¡.10 PERAK (Parliament)

Po¡tics

Ba¡isan Narional
UMNO
MCA

DAP
PÀs

Total

rUnconteted

Partícs

Barican Nasional
UMNO
MCA
MIC

DAP
PAS
lndependcntr

Total

'l uncontcsted.

Pa¡tí¿s

Barisan Na¡ional
T'MNO
MCA

DAP
PAS
PSRM

Independentr

S¿aús
Contcstcd

.Sc¿ ts
Contested

S¿al¡
Contcstcd

Votcs
Obtaìncd,

Votes
Obta¡nêd

Votes
Obtdined

of
Votcs

Seal¡
Contested

2l

Voles
Obtaíned

Votes
Obtdíncd,

30,762

16,973
2,906

Votes
Obtaíned

%of
Valíd Votes

%of
Valíd Votes

60.8

-aì.,
33.5 \

5.7

%ol
Valíd Votes

Seats
I'l/on

Seats
lllon

6

5g,gg4 55.8

32.7
I1.4

100.0

Pa¡ties

Ba¡isan Nasional
t,MNO
MCA
MIC
Gerakan
PPP

Non-Party
DAP
PAS
Pekema¡
Independents

Total

Pa¡tîes

Ba¡isan Nasional
TJMNO

PAS
Independent

3 Total

Pa¡tìes

Ba¡isan Nasiond
TJMNO
MCA
Ger¿kan

DAP
PAS
SDP
Kita
PSRM
Independent

x;
Valìd

S¿¿tr
11/on

l7
(10)

(3)
(r)
(2)
(0)
(r)
4
0
0
0

4
(2)
(2')

2

2

t

3

(2)
(r)
I
0

4

294,063 53.5
(10)

(6)

34,5 7 6
12,067

105,62?

t.8 NEcERI SEMBILAN (parliament)

200,577
52,655

342
1,564

3 6.5
9.6
0.1
0.3

(r)
(2)
(r)
(r)
l9
t4
I
I

8l,67 I 57.6

t4t,7 7 5 100.0

41,736
ll,2l7
.7,I 5l

29.4
7.9
5.1

%of
Volid Votcs

%of
Valìd Vot¿s

2r

I.1l PERLIS (Parliament)

549,20t 100.0

6
(3)
(2)
(l)
4
4
I

5

(3)'
(r)
(r)
I
0
0

S¿¿ls
Contested

S¿als
Won

Seat¡
Won

2

(2\
2
I

)

2

(2
0
0

2

I.l2 PENANG (Parliamcnt)

50,641 100.0

I.9 PAHANG (Parliament) Seats
Contested

S¿ats
Won

4
(2)
(r)
(r)
4
I
0
0

0
0

66.8

8.8
18.5
3.5
2.4

8

(6)
(2)
0
0
0

0

9
(3)
(3)
(3)
5

6

3

I
I
4

27.3
10.8
4.7
0.1
3.4
6.6

138,173 47.1

79,9 1 8
31,667
13,788

350
10,044
19,280

8
(6)
(2)
3

7

I
2

123,593

16,354
34,156
6,441
4,384

o\
oo
oo

Total 8 184,928 100.0 Total 9 293,220 100.0



I.l3 SEL.ANGOR (partiament) l.l5 SABAH (Parliament)
I

I

Partícs

Ba¡fuan Nasional
UMNO
MCA
MIC

DAP
PAS
Pekemas
PSRM
lndependents

Total

Partìcs

Bârisan Nasional
I'MNO

PAS
PSRM

Total

'l u.ncont6tcd.

S¿a!¡
Contcstcd

Seots
llton

l0
(6)
(3)
(r)

I
0
0

0

0

ll

Votes
Obtoîned

Votes
Obtaìned

75,722

49,366
4,644

S¿ats
llon

Votes
Obtaíned

l0l,929t4
(8 )*
(5)
(r)

I
0

0
0

0
1

16

*'i

1l
(6)
(4)
(r)

7

8

3

I
I

212,065 57.6

l l l,050
36,615
4,541

902
3,257

368,430 100.0

%of
Valìd Votes

30.2
9.9
t.2
0.2
0.9

Pdrties

Ba¡isan Nasional
Berjasa

.USNO

'Independents'
DAP
Peke¡nas
Seda¡
SCA
Pusaka
Independents

Parties

Ba¡isan Nasional
PBB
SUPP
SNAP

PAJ^R
Pcace

Umat
Sapo
Independents

Totd

Se¿fs
Contested

l6
(e)
(6)
(21

Seats
Conlested

I I,733
921

4,491
I,305
5,594

55,814

Votes
Obtained

%of
Valîd Votes

5 6.1

6.5
0.5

2.5
0.7
3.1

30.7

%of
Valid Votes

2

I
4
2

3

13

3

3

I
t7

I.14 TRENGGANU (parliament)

Total 181,784 100.0

.l uncontêsted.
.'In onc leat both Berþya and USNO nominated formally 'Indcpendent' can.

didates against each othc¡. The Bcrþya suppgrrcd candidatc won.
.'.11c ruccesfi¡l indepcndent rrrås in fact supported unofficially by Berþya

against thc Ba¡isan Nasional's USNO cendidatc.

I.16 SARAIVAK (Parliament)

S¿¿ts
Contested

Se¿ls
llton

%of
Valid Votès

7

(7)
7

1

a

7

(?)

L0ì
0

58.4

(8.t't
3.5

7 L29,732 100.0
Si¿ts
llon

24 23
(8)r
(6)*
(e)r
0

0

0

I
0

35,009
962

3,898
1 0,1 50
44.831

t3.7
0.4
1.5

4.0
t7.s

I 6l,539 63.0
(8)
(7)
(e)
t2

'l uncontested.

24 256,389 100.0

o\
oo\o



N. STATE ELECTIONS RESULTS, 1978
II.l JOHOR (State)

U.3 MALACCA (State)

Pattícs

Bâ¡isan Na¡ional
UMNO
MCA
MIC

DAP
PAS
Independents

Total

'3 uncontestcd.
..2 uncontcsted.

Parties

Ba¡i¡an Nasional
UMNO
MCA
MIC
Gerakan

DAP
PAS
Kita
PSRlvt

SDP

Indcpendents

Seats S¿¿ú¡
Contcstcd lllon

Votcs
Obtaín¿d,

274,723

64,604
25,9 1 5

7,435

372,677

Votes
Obtaìncd

%of
Valid Votes

73.?

17.3
6.9
2.0

100.0

%of
Valíd Votes

55. I

r.7
I áöl'i

0.2
0.2
0.0
3.3

Pailícs

Barilan Na¡ional
I,'MNO
MCA
MIC

DAP
PAS
lndçendents

Total

.2 uncontestcd.

Pmtíes

Barisan Nasional
T.'MNO
MCA
Mlc

DAP
PAS
Kita
Independents

Total

I I uncontBtcd.

Seat¡
Co¡tcstcd

S¿af¡
Cont¿stcd

S¿ats
Won

20

Seats
Won

Votcs
Obtaíned,

39,057
16,128
I,679

Votes
Obtaìncd

%of
Vdlìd Votes

20
(13)

(6)
(r)
l4
16
I

l6
(13)'

(3)
(0)
4
0
0

67,875 54.4

32 3l
(20) (20)*
(l l) (to¡*'(r) (r)
ll I
230
40

32

II.2 KEDAH (Statc)

3 1.3
12.9

1.3

124,739 100.0

n.4 NEGERI SEMBILAN (State)

%of
Valìd Votes

S¿¿ts
Contcstcd

26
(21 )

(3)
(r)
(r)
2

25
2

I
I
6

Scals
lllon I 24

(l 5)
(8)
(r)
l6
l3
I
6

2l
(1 5)'

(5)
(r)
3

0
0

0

94,416 59.3

l9
(14)

(3)
(1)
(r)
0

('7 
"0

0

0
0

5,597
128,729

735
567

54
10,940

I 80,199

45,993
l3,l l4

ll8
5,639

28.8
8.2
0.1

3.5

24 159,270 100.0

o\\o
O

Total 26 3 26,821 100.0



II.5 PAHANG (Statc) II.7 PERAK (State)

Parties

Bari¡an Nasional
T'MNO
MCA
lttlc

DAP
PAS
PSRM
Berjasa
Independents

Totd

.l uncontested.

Partíes

Ba¡i¡an Nasional
UNINO
¡\{cA
lltlc
Gerakan

DAP
P.\S
PStu\l
SDP
Kita
lvlCÂ Indcpcndents
lndepcndents

.S¿¿ts
Contested

Seats
Contested

26
(10)
(5)
(r)
(10).
l6
l5

3

9
4

5

l0

S¿at¡
ll/on

Se¿fs
llon

20
(e)
(2)
(r)
(8)
5.

' l .'
0

0
0

0

I

Votes
Obtaíned

109,9 21

22,943
2?,490
9,009

844
7,200

Votes
Obtained

135,47 5

7 7 ,484
28,76 8

9,508
10,259

I,13 8
9,622

20,433

Seats
Contested

42
(24)
(8)
(2)
(4)
(4)

41
32

Votes
Obtaíned

195,060
62,833

533,37 5

Votes
Obtaíned

%of
Valíd 9'otes

%of
Valìd, Votes

61.9

12.9
15.5

5.1
0-5
4.1

%of
Valid Votes

46.4

26.6
9.8
3.2
3.5
0.4
2.9
7.0

Parties

Ba¡isan Nasional
UMNO
MCA
tvlIC
Gerakan
PPP

DAP
PAS
United

People's Party
Kita
Independents

Total

+ I uncontested.

Parties

Barisan Nasional
UNfNO

MCA
PAS
Independents

Total

Sea!s
Vlon

32
(24l,
(7)
(r)
l5
26

7

3

l3

32
(241'

(7)
(r)
0
0
0
0
0

32
(23)'

(5)
(1)
(2)
(1)
9

1'

269,328 50.5

4
2

6

0
0
0

3 6.6
I 1.8

1,023
381

4,7 50

0.2
0.1
0.9

32 l?7,413 100.0

II.6 PENANG (Statc)

42

Il.8 PERLIS (State)

100.0

%of
Vdlíd Votes

I

S¿a t.r

Contested
S¿¿ls
lll on

l2
(10)*

t2
(10)

(2)
8

4

(2
0

0

29.2)
t 3.l

)''t
I

25,1 5 1 s7 .7

12,735
5,676

Total 27 291,687 100.0

rThc nomination of one Gerakan cendidate wat rcjected on technical grounds but
later accepted following an appeal. A new clection war hcld whicJ¡ wa¡ won
again by the DÀP candidate. o\\o

r I uncontested.

l2 43,562 100.0
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¡I.9 SELANGOR (State) III. PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION RESULTS, 1974
III.I NATIONAL PARLIAMENTPortícs

Ba¡kan Na¡ional
T'MNO
MCA
MIC
Gerakan

DAP
PAS
Pekemas
PSRM
Workcs'Party
Independents
Uncontested

Total

Partìes

Barisan Na¡ional
UlvlNO
[{cA

PAS
PSRM
lndependent

%of
Valid Votes

60.7Ba¡isan Nasional
T'MNO
MCA
MTC

Gerakan
PPP
PAS
USNO
SCA
PBB
SUPP

DAP
Pckemas
SNAP
Others

S¿¿!s
Contc¡tcd

tl
(20)

(7)
(3)
(r)
ll
22
l0
I
I

l2

Seaús
Contested.

Sc¿t¡
lllon

28
(ls)'
(5)'
(3)
(r)

33

Votes
Obtaín¿d

195,583

51,024
46,554
11,355

550
t32

14,7 43

3 19,94 I

Votes
Obtdíned

S¿¿t¡
Contestcd

Votes
Obtaíned

L,287,463

3 8 7,863
108,709
I 17,503
221,389

%of
Vølíd Votes

6r.1
Pa¡tíes

Total

.47 uncontcated.

S¿als
lllon

3

0
0
0
0
I
1*r

16.0
14.5
3.5
0.2
0.1
4.6

t54
(61)
(23)
(4)
(8)
(4)

(14)
(1 3)
(3)

(16)
(8)
46
36
24
66

135.
(61)
(1e)

(4)
(5)

(l)
(14)
(1 3)

(3)

(e)

(6)

9

I
9

0

18.3
5,1
5.5

10.4
.l uncontcrtcd.

"Thc nomlnadon pepcn of ¡ll candldatc¡ fo¡ the Kampong Jawa rcat wtrc
rejectcd. In ¡ ncw election hetd latcr the ¡cat we! won by tñã Barisan Nasio-
nrl (UMNO).

100.0

%of
Valid Votes

154 2,119,927 100.0

þ

II.10 TRENGGANU (Statc)

28
(27)
(r)
28
l2
I

Se¿!s
lVon

28
(27).
(r)
0
0

0

77,045 55.8

50,723
9,894

s44

36.7
7.2
0.2

t

Total 28 138,006 100.0

'2 unconte!ted.
State election¡ in July 1978 wcre not hetd in Kclantan, Sabah, or Sa¡awak. o\\o

N)
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